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Abstract
This dissertation investigates the grammar and phonology of Uduk, a language
belonging to the Koman branch of the Nilo-Saharan language family. Uduk is
spoken by approximately 20 to 25,000 speakers, whose community homeland
was in the southern part of the former Blue Nile Province of Sudan. Due to
continuing war conditions since the late 1980s, the majority are now living
scattered in the international diaspora, as well as in refugee camps in Ethiopia
and South Sudan.
The description provides an analysis of the phonology, morphology, and syntax
based on thirteen months of fieldwork between 2011 and 2014. Included in
the grammatical description are sixteen glossed texts, to help illustrate the
grammar in context.
Most major aspects of the language are described and analyzed in detail. This
includes the segmental and suprasegmental phonology, nouns and noun phrases,
pronouns and agreement marking, nominal and verbal modifiers, verbs and
verb phrases, major clause types, and clause linking.
Uduk has a rich phonology; the main dialect of Uduk has 55 contrastive con-
sonant phonemes, 21 of which occur as a result of the secondary feature labi-
alization. There are three contrastive tone levels in Uduk, and seven possible
register/contour melodies on a single TBU. There is also a complex interaction
between consonants and tone which has given rise to a depressor consonant
effect. This is one of the first Nilo-Saharan languages known to have such.
Argument structure andmorphosyntax are equally interesting. Uduk hasmorph-
ologically marked cases for both Accusative as well as Ergative, depending on
the constituent order. Uduk nouns exhibit grammatical gender, the assignment
of which has nearly no semantic correlations, even minimal ones relating to an-
imacy or biological sex.
Uduk verb forms use polysemous grammatical suffixes which mark either the
location of an action or its internal aspect, and spatial deixis and aspect are
heavily intertwined. Spatial orientation and location thus form a fundamental
part of basic verbal inflectional categories.
In addition to morphological marking on the basic verb root, many verbs ad-
ditionally carry discontinuous incorporated nouns called Partarguments. Par-
targuments are typically body parts, and may function either to classify an
argument or then to change the basic meaning of the verb.
These as well as other linguistic features make this description a valuable re-
source for Nilo-Saharan linguists as well as those interested in the typology of
African languages.
Tiivistelmä
Tämä väitöskirja tarkastelee nilosaharalaisen kielikunnan komakielten haaraan
kuuluvan udukin kielen kielioppia ja fonologiaa. Udukilla on noin 20 000
- 25 000 puhujaa, joiden muodostaman kieliyhteisön alkuperäinen asuinalue
sijaitsi aikoinaan Sudanin entisen Sinisen-Niilin provinssin eteläosassa. 1980-
luvun lopulta jatkuneiden sotatoimien vuoksi suurin osa kielen puhujista on ha-
jaantunut useiden valtioiden alueille sekä pakolaisleireille Etiopiassa ja Etelä-
Sudanissa.
Tämä väitöskirja tutkii udukin fonologiaa, morfologiaa ja syntaksia, ja siinä
käytetty aineisto perustuu kolmentoista kuukauden kenttätyöhön, joka on to-
teutettu vuosien 2011 ja 2014 välillä. Kieliopin kuvaukseen sisältyy kuusitoista
kieliopillisesti analysoitua tekstiä, jotka havainnollistavat kielioppia käyttökon-
tekstissaan.
Kieliopin tärkeimmät ilmiöt on tässä tutkimuksessa kuvailtu ja analysoitu yksi-
tyiskohtaisesti. Näihin kuuluvat segmentaalinen ja suprasegmentaalinen fonolo-
gia, nominit ja nominilausekkeet, pronominit ja kongruenssi, nomini- ja ver-
bimääreet, verbit ja verbilausekkeet, tärkeimmät lausetyypit sekä lauseiden
yhdistäminen.
Udukin fonologia on rikasta: valtamurteessa on 55 eri konsonanttifoneemia,
joista 21 realisoituu sekundaarisen labialisaation seurauksena.Kielessä on kolme
toonin perustaajuutta ja seitsemänmahdollista rekisterin/kontuurin sävelkulkua
yhdessä toonia kantavassa yksikössä. Lisäksi konsonantit ja toonit vaikuttavat
toisiinsa monimutkaisella tavalla, joka on tuottanut kieleen niin sanotun toonia
madaltavan konsonantin vaikutuksen. Uduk on yksi ensimmäisistä nilosahar-
alaisista kielistä, jossa tämä ilmiö on tavattu.
Argumenttirakenne ja morfosyntaksi ovat yhtä lailla kiinnostavia. Udukissa
voidaanmerkitä morfologisesti sekä akkusatiivi- että ergatiivisija riippuen kon-
stituenttien järjestyksestä. Udukissa nomineilla on kieliopillinen suku, jonka
merkinnällä ei ole juuri minkäänlaista semanttista korrelaatiota edes elollisu-
uden tai biologisen sukupuolen suhteen.
Udukin verbimuodoissa käytetään polyseemisiä kieliopillisia suffikseja ilmaise-
maan joko toiminnan sijaintia tai sen aspektia ja spatiaalinen deiksis ja aspekti
ovat voimakkaasti sidoksissa toisiinsa. Näin ollen spatiaalisen orientaation ja
lokaation merkintä on yksi tärkeimmistä verbien taivutuskategorioista.
Verbivartaloon liittyvänmorfologisenmerkinnän lisäksi moniin verbeihin yhdis-
tyy liitenomineja, osa-argumentteja. Ne ovat tyypillisesti kehonosien nimityk-
siä ja voivat joko antaa tietoa argumentin luokasta tai muuttaa verbin perus-
merkitystä.
Yllä mainittujen ja eräiden muiden udukin kieliopin erityispiirteiden ansiosta
tämä tutkimus toimii arvokkaana tietolähteenä nilosaharalaisten kielten tutk-
ijoille sekä Afrikan kielten typologiasta kiinnostuneille kielitieteilijöille.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Uduk [udu], also known as Twʼāmpā (Orthographic: ʼTwampa), is a Nilo-Saharan
language spoken on the border of Ethiopia and Sudan. This study focuses on
the description of the phonology and morphosyntax of the language, based on
thirteenmonths of fieldwork between 2011 and 2014. Language data was gath-
ered from twenty-five native speakers in Ethiopia; this data is supplemented
with additional texts generously provided by Wendy James and long-distance
communication with Uduk speakers living in the USA. The language consul-
tants provided approximately 30 texts of varying lengths and genres, including
instructions, stories, political discussions, and games.
This grammar is organized into ten chapters. Chapter 1 discusses an introduc-
tion to the language, giving a context for the language description. A brief
summary of relevant historical and cultural matters is also presented. It ends
with a summary of typologically interesting data of Uduk phonology and mor-
phosyntax. Chapters 2 and 3 present the phonology of Uduk, including syllable
structure, segmental phonemes, and tonal phenomena.
Chapter 4 then presents an overview of nominal morphology and phrase struc-
ture, and Chapter 5 describes the pronouns of Uduk. Chapter 6 describes nomi-
nal and verbal modifiers in Uduk, and Chapter 7 presents the system of demon-
stratives in Uduk, which are unusually complex. Chapter 8 describes the basic
morphology of the verb and its phrase structure. Chapter 9 presents different
types of clauses and their functions. The descriptive section of the grammar
ends with Chapter 10, which focuses on the syntax of complex sentences, such
as coordinative and subordinative structures. The Appendix contains some ad-
ditional verb paradigms (section A), a brief description of the differences be-
tween onemore conservative dialect of Uduk compared to the standard (section
B), and some examples of glossed texts (section C).
1.1 Demographics and Sociolinguistic Situation
There are approximately 20 - 25,000 speakers of Uduk, according to James
(2007). There are also second-language speakers of Uduk bymany of the neigh-
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boring ethnic groups in Sudan. Although the Uduk number only in the tens of
thousands, they remain nonetheless one of the more influential and powerful
ethnic groups. Furthermore, the fact that their language has had a written
orthography for more than 60 years has increased the prestige, and learning
materials are beginning to be adopted in schools. Before the current conflict in
the Blue Nile, there had been discussion on making Uduk an official regional
language.
The term Uduk is an exonym of unknown origins, and without negative conno-
tations. The Uduk are known as the Korara by the local Arabs, Cai by the Nuer
(along with other border groups such as Meban and Komo), Tam by the Ganza,
and Kamus by the Komo (and some Ganza) of the Bisho area (James 1979).
The northern Uduk call themselves ʼKwan̄iḿ pā, which translates to people of
the home(land), and the southern Uduk around the Yabus area prefer the term
Ḵamus, a term of unknown meaning (but likely related to the term used by the
Komo and Ganza).
There are three main dialects of Uduk, two northern dialects and one south-
ern. The dialect investigated by Thelwall, Beam and Cridland, and Stevenson
is the northern Chali dialect, which is quite closely related to the Bellila di-
alect found on the Ahmar, and there are few problems in mutual intelligibility
(Thelwall 1983). Both of these dialects differ still from the mostly undescribed
southern dialect known as Yabus, found in Belatoma and southwards (James
1979). There are approximately 1000 speakers of Yabus Uduk according to the
one consultant I met who spoke Yabus Uduk; in James (1979), she estimates
between two and three thousand, so the numbers have decreased considerably.
Both groups call the language they speak ʼTwam̄pā, literally ‘mouth of the
home’, although the Yabus can use themore specific term ʼTwā Yab́ùs or ʼTwam̄pā
Yab́ùs to refer to the particular dialect that they speak. They refer to the north-
ern Uduk variety as ʼTwam̄pā Bwàʼ ceśh or ʼTwam̄ Bwàʼ ceśh, literally ‘mouth of
the center of the earth’ (bwà ʼceśh is used in a more general sense to refer to
populated areas).
The difference between Yabus and the northern dialects is primarily phono-
logical and grammatical; some lexical distinctions do exist as well. Advanced
Tongue Root (ATR) distinctions appear to be relevant for Yabus, which are not
found in the northern varieties, and there is a regular correspondence between
the dental plosives of the north and ejective and voiced fricatives of the south.
The Yabus speakers are in the process of shifting to the northern variety, due
to living with the northern Uduk in the refugee camps, and many younger
speakers are unable to speak Yabus without mixing. Even older speakers have
a tendency to mix the dialects these days, and my consultant had difficulties
in not mixing the different varieties of Uduk.
In general, with some effort, mutual understanding is possible, but due to the
differences in social prestige, nearly all of the Yabus can understand ʼTwam̄
Bwàʼ ceśh, whereas the northern Uduk find Yabus far more challenging at times.
My exposure to the Yabus variety was limited to collecting 6 texts and some vo-
cabulary and verb paradigms over the course of a week with a single speaker.
This description focuses primarily on the variety spoken around Chali, but men-
tions some contrasts to Yabus when it is known, and preliminary contrasts may
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be found in section B of the Appendix. As the Yabus are in the process of shift-
ing to the northern variety, more documentation and description is urgently
needed, particularly when this dialect may shed light on historical develop-
ments in Koman languages.
1.2 Classification
Uduk forms part of the Koman language family, along with Komo, Gwama, Op-
uuo (Shita), and potentially the extinct Gule. Although there is much debate
regarding the precise structure of Nilo-Saharan languages, Koman has mostly
remained unproblematic as a language family, with the exception of the addi-
tion of Gule. Researchers have disagreed somewhat, however, where Koman
would be placed within Nilo-Saharan as a whole, if at all.
Three main competing classifications exist for Nilo-Saharan: Greenberg’s origi-
nal classification (1963), Ehret (2001), and Bender (1997). Bender’s classifica-
tion is the one most explicitly argued, and despite plenty of disagreement from
various scholars, also the most accepted. Bender’s structure follows Green-
berg’s original families with some modification; Ehret’s is radically different,
placing Koman and Gumuz in their own branch, and all other languages in
a second branch. Roger Blench’s 2006 publication generally follows Bender’s
view on the structure of Nilo-Saharan, with some modifications on individual
languages and families (Blench 2006). Gerritt Dimmendaal has also worked
on language classification of Nilo-Saharan, but has not published any major
works on the topic.
Dimmendaal has raised some recent doubts about the inclusion of Gumuz and
Koman in Nilo-Saharan, however, saying that their genetic status is debatable
due to lacking some of the more widespread Nilo-Saharan morphological mark-
ers. On the other hand, he also comments on the severe lack of data for the lan-
guages, and withholds decisive judgment on the matter (Dimmendaal 2008).
Other scholars have also questioned other families, particularly with Bender’s
‘outliers’: e.g. Saharan (Petrácek 1989), Kuliak (Heine 1976), and Songhay
(Nicolaï 2003; Mikkola 1999). The least accepted families are Songhay and
Kuliak, and numerous competing classification proposals exist for both (Childs
2003; Sands 2009).
The question of Gumuz and Koman languages was addressed recently in Ahland
(2012a), with evidence suggesting that both Koman and Gumuz are Nilo-Saharan
language groups, and re-suggesting the possibility of a closer relation to each
other. Nevertheless, more data and research will be needed to determine both
Koman languages’ relation to Gumuz as well as the placement of Koman as a
whole.
Figure 1.1 follows Bender (1997)’s classification in placing Koman in a node
along with East Sudanic, Gumuz, and Kadu, sharing closer relationships with
these than with some other families with Nilo-Saharan. This is not to say that
I necessarily believe in the close-knit relationship of these families; rather, I
leave the question of genetic affiliation at a larger level for future studies and
instead focus on the descriptive side.
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Figure 1.1: Koman and Nilo-Saharan Languages according to Bender (1997)
Within the Koman languages, Uduk, Komo, and Opuuo share a more close-
knit relationship, with Gwama and Gule the most divergent from Proto-Koman
(Bender 1983). Gule was placed into Koman by Greenberg with relatively little
data available (Greenberg 1963), and more research is needed to determine
whether Gule truly belongs in the Koman family, or would be better placed
with Jebel languages or Nilotic languages, both language groups being found
in the area where Gule was spoken.
1.3 Geography
Uduk is spoken in the central parts of the wide but fragmented area in which
Nilo-Saharan languages are spoken. Koman languages are all found around
the border of Sudan and Ethiopia. Uduk is the only Koman language which is
not currently spoken in Ethiopia, aside from small communities of students or
refugees; Opuuo, Komo, and Gwama all have original speaker communities in
both countries.
The homeland of the Uduk is in the southern part of the former Blue Nile
Province of Sudan. Because of the constant war conditions since the late 1980s,
however, the majority of the Uduk-speaking people are now living in refugee
camps in Ethiopia and South Sudan, as well as living in resettled communities
in in Australia, Canada, and the United States. Only a minority have been able
to resettle back in their home region, now a part of the new Blue Nile State of
the Sudan, bordering South Sudan. The largest expatriate community, around
500 members, is located in Utah, USA.
Current geographic placement of the Uduk is complicated. There has been
conflict in the Uduk homeland since the 1980’s, and the Uduk have had to flee
numerous times to Ethiopia. 1987 in particular saw an important change, as
the population of the Uduk villages fled en masse to Ethiopia after their vil-
lages were torched. The Uduk were displaced from their homeland, eventually
finding a refuge at the Bonga refugee camp in Ethiopia. They stayed in Bonga
until the peace agreement of 2005 between Khartoum and the SPLA, and began
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Figure 1.2: Nilo-Saharan Languages (Blench unpublished)1
repatriation to Sudan in 2006. For details of the situation in the in-between
years, see e.g. James 1994, 1996, 1997, 2007, 2013.
Recent turmoil has caused the Uduk to return to Ethiopia, however. The Blue
Nile state, along with Southern Kordofan, had been in a politically ambiguous
area after the CPA (Comprehensive Peace Agreement) treaty of 2005, which
ended two decades of civil war between the north and the south. The CPA stip-
ulated that both states would get the right to conduct a popular consultation,
in order to gauge local satisfaction with the implementation of the agreement.
If the people were dissatisfied, new agreements would be made.
After South Sudan’s independence in July 2011, conflict broke out in the Blue
Nile state. By October 2011, the majority of the Uduk again became refugees,
moving into camps in South Sudan and Ethiopia, where they currently remain.
The future remains very much uncertain in terms of where they will settle;
it is possible that the Uduk will become embroiled in another long-term civil
war, or else they will end up relocating elsewhere long-term, much like their
14-year stay in Bonga.
One important linguistic factor in terms of the social turmoil is that of dialect
leveling: the Yabus dialect in particular is currently in the process of being
lost, and features from the different hamlets and villages are starting to merge
as community members mix together more. Many younger speakers preserve
dialect features of their parents, such as using certain demonstratives from the
Gwami or Borp̱a villages, without necessarily having a geographic connection
1Source: https://rogerblench.academia.edu/RogerBlench/Maps, accessed 15.3.2015
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in the same way.
1.4 Historical and Cultural Notes
Much of Uduk history and culture has already been previously described by
Wendy James in numerous works since the 1960’s. Thus it is addressed in only
brief detail here, when relevant to the linguistic description.
The Uduk have lived in the Blue Nile area for many generations, present po-
litical strife aside. There was more than likely an earlier migration from fur-
ther south, however, discussed by James (1979); linguistic similarity to certain
branches of Western Nilotic not spoken in the immediate vicinity of the current
population would suggest this theory has some validity. James gives further
details on earlier migrations, suggesting the original homeland area to be be-
low Gidami, in the Sonka-Daga valley south of the Komo, near where the Shita
(Opuuo) currently live.
In terms of language contact, the greatest modern influences appear to be that
of English and Arabic, and younger speakers frequently intersperse words of
Arabic or English origin into their Uduk. Hiśtōri ,̀ for instance, borrowed from
English, is used to mean both history and story, a translation of the Uduk gò
lòlòp̱. Many words dealing with discourse structure in particular are taken from
Arabic; aw̄́, ‘or’, bà, ‘so’; yah̀ó ‘thus, like so’ laḱin̄́ ‘but’ maśal̄aǹ ‘for example’ are
some examples. Their use is often adapted to Uduk, however; shúkūran̄, which
2Source: https://rogerblench.academia.edu/RogerBlench/Maps, accessed 15.3.2015
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originally meant thank you in Arabic, is takenmore to be a translation of ʼbóróʼd
bè, ‘it’s well, good’, which has numerous other uses, including showing an end
or transition of a discussion. It is not uncommon to hear Uduk speakers use
this at the end of a story, or to say goodbye.
Grammatical similarities to Anywak, Päri, Burun, and other Western Nilotic
languages suggest deeper contact with these at an earlier period. Until more
research is conducted on some of the Nilotic languages in the area however, in
particular the Burun languages, it is hard to discuss amounts of influence.
In contrast to some other Koman groups, the Uduk are rarely monolingual, and
often speak multiple languages. English has been taught since the late 1940s in
the SIMmission school at Chali, and even after the expulsion of themissionaries
in 1964, some classes continued. Most young Uduk also speak English to some
extent, due to their stay in Bonga. They were schooled in English under the
Kenyan education system, aside from literacy primers written in their own
language. A local variety of Arabic common to the Blue Nile is also commonly
spoken by both young and older Uduk, with some Uduk additionally speaking
classical and/or standard Sudanese Arabic.
James describes an even more diverse situation, that...“the Uduk as individuals
are in frequent contact and interaction with a variety of neighbouring settled
peoples, and it is not difficult to find Uduk who can speak Meban, Jum Jum,
Hill Burun, Berta, Ganza, or the tongues most closely related to Uduk, that
is, Komo and Shita” (James 1979, pp. 8-10). At least two of my consultants
were able to speak Berta and Meban, despite the geographic separation due to
having grown up in a refugee camp. Others had some knowledge of Nuer and
Ingessana. The tradition of multilingualism has persisted into the modern day,
and it remains to be seen how it will continue.
Literacy in their own language varies. Among younger speakers educated in
Bonga, most can read and write Uduk; older speakers only became literate
through active voluntary participation in classes, and thus are more limited in
number.
There are not deep divisions between male and female speech, nor between old
and young, but some differences do exist. Certain demonstratives which were
documented in the earlier dictionary and work by Stevenson were explained
to me as ‘old people’s speech’.
One grammatical change I am aware of deals with colors; earlier documen-
tations show that the construction tā gi ̀ (the copula plus the Class I Genitive
marker) was used, meaning ‘to have’. This construction is still used in modern
Uduk to refer to possession, but is not used with colors with younger speakers.
A comparison may be seen below, the first example showing the older way of
speaking, the second the more modern.
(1) gùʼb
house
tā
cop
gi ̀
pp.cl1
ʼthiʔ́
black
‘The house is (lit: has) black.’
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(2) gùʼb
house
tā
cop
ʼthiʔ́
black
‘The house is black.’
Some kinship terms vary depending on whether the speaker is male or female,
in particular the reciprocal kinship terms dealing with one’s sibling’s children.
The terms sam̀iń and sóʼb are used by women to refer to their brother’s children,
and by both men and women to refer to their father’s sister. Similarly, iýà is
used by men to refer to their brother’s children, or by both men and women to
refer to their father’s brother. Nam̀ may only be used by men to refer to their
sister’s children.
1.5 Previous Research
Contact with the Uduk from Western nations begins in the 1800’s, primarily
during the African colonization period. The earliest mention of the Uduk in
Western sources is from the Dutch traveller Juan Maria Schuver. Schuver had
noted a Jebel Uduk in his maps, but did not give any more explanations (James
et al. 1996). The first visit to yield any more detailed information was that
of Kaimakam G. S. Nickerson Bey on a military survey expedition (Nickerson
1906).
Further exploratory work was continued by Evans-Pritchard (1932) during the
1920’s and 30’s. Evans-Pritchard went on to become a famous and esteemed
anthropologist, and his work contributed to that of Seligman and Seligman
(1932), who included Uduk amongst the tribes they surveyed. The Italian
explorer Grottanelli also did some exploration in the region around the same
time period (Grottanelli 1946).
In 1938, SIM (Sudan Interior Mission, now known as Serving inMission) opened
a missionary base in Chali for conversion purposes. Two years later, the mis-
sion suffered a blow when the Italians, who were stationed only 35 miles from
Kurmuk, bombed the Chali and Doro stations (Sanderson 1976). As a result
of the World War 2 conflict between Britain and Italy, the borderland area of
Ethiopia and Sudan was considered too dangerous, and the missionaries were
evacuated. The mission was re-opened in 1941, when Mr. and Mrs. Forsberg
and Mr. Simpsonis returned to Chali, where they opened a school and began
linguistic research and bible translation. While living in Chali, the Forsbergs
kept in contact with Roland Stevenson, a linguist living at the time in Khar-
toum, who then helped the Forsbergs to understand the language. Around
1944, Stevenson completed a grammar sketch of Uduk based on information
provided by the Forsbergs via correspondence, although it remained unpub-
lished, and numerous areas such as tone were not addressed (Stevenson 1944).
Despite not being published, it was used by Tucker and Bryan (1966; 1956) in
their discussion of the Koman language family. The Forsbergs meanwhile were
working on the bible and orthography, with portions of the bible translated
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between 1947 and 1963. 1963 saw the first edition of the entire new testa-
ment of the bible (Beam et al. 1963). Also created during this time were some
primers teaching Uduk children how to read (Sudan Interior Mission 1965).
The mission lasted until 1964, when the government closed missionary work
in southern Sudan.
Work continued, however, both academic and religious. An Uduk-English
dictionary was published by the University of Khartoum in 1970 by Mary
Beam and Elizabeth Cridland (1970), reprinted from the mimeo dictionary ini-
tially produced and duplicated for distribution in 1956, at Chali-el-Fil, Sudan.
Wendy James, currently a professor emeritus from the University of Oxford,
also began anthropological fieldwork in the Blue Nile region in 1966. Her first
book on Uduk culture and society, ʼKwanim Pa, was published in 1979, based
on her earlier doctoral thesis completed in 1970 (1979). She continued to write
numerous anthropological books and articles on the Uduk and the region (e.g.
James 1978, 1997, 1988, 2007) some of which had a distinct linguistic char-
acteristic.
Robin Thelwall (1983) has also written an article describing the segmental
phonology of Uduk, and Lionel Bender wrote a handful of articles on historical
and comparative aspects of Koman, (Bender 1983, 1985, 1994).
1.6 A typological overview of Uduk
Before discussing Uduk in more detail, it is worth sketching out some of the
general grammatical features of Uduk in a typological overview.
1.6.1 Phonology
Uduk is a language with a rich phonology, including some unusual consonantal
contrasts. The Chali variety of Uduk has 55 contrastive consonant phonemes
(section 2.3), 21 of which occur as a result of the secondary feature labializa-
tion. There is a 5-way place of articulation contrast with stops (bilabial, den-
tal, alveolar, palatal, and velar), and a further 4-way manner contrast (ejective,
voiceless aspirated, voiceless unaspirated, voiced). Implosive consonants add a
5th manner at the bilabial and alveolar regions. Apical-laminal consonant har-
mony is attested in word roots but not across morpheme boundaries (section
2.3.5).
Unlike many languages in the area, Uduk does not have a complex ATR system
in the vowels; instead, there are only 5 phonemic contrasts (section 2.4) with
a range in acoustic realizations of the phonemes. The Yabus dialect, however,
shows signs of a contrastive 7-vowel ATR harmony system, and more work is
needed to determine the details of how the system works.
The canonical syllabic structure of noun and verb roots in Uduk is CVC (section
2.2), and consonant clusters in word-initial and word-final position are not
permitted. Word-medial clusters do occur, but with restrictions. There are no
diphthongs in Uduk, but vowel sequences occur in limited circumstances due
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to morphophonology. Syllabic consonants are possible both before and after
other syllables, but they do not occur on their own. Length is functionally
limited, primarily originating from Arabic loan words, but does exist for both
consonants and vowels.
There are three contrastive tone levels in Uduk, with 7 possible register and
contour melodies on a single TBU (Chapter 3). The only lexical melodies which
do not occur on a single TBU under any circumstance are LM and ML. There is
a complex historical interaction between consonants and tone which has given
rise to depressor consonant effect; this is one of the first Nilo-Saharan languages
known to have such (section 3.3).
Aside from depressor consonant phenomena, tones are fairly stable, and there
is a fairly straightforward relationship synchronically between underlying and
surface melodies. There is no upstep or downstep, and tone spread is limited.
One remaining aspect to the phonology which affects numerous other areas of
the language is what is called the leftward realignment (section 3.5). There are
a number of prefixes and particles, which, if the opportunity arises, undergo
a resyllabification process, moving leftward to form a phonological unit with
the previous word.
1.6.2 Basic Alignment and Word Order
Uduk generally is a V2, or Verb Second language, with a constituent order in
bivalent main clauses as follows:
Topic3 V A IO O Partargument4 Particle Adv
A prototypical example could be seen as follows:
(3) wat̀hiʔ́
man
ʼcit́h-i ́ʼ d
cut:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
yi ́ʼ d
skin
‘The man cut the skin.’
At first glance, this could appear to be an instance of an AVO language; how-
ever, clauses of the following type are also fairly common in Uduk.
(4) tas̄há
snake
wòʼc
bite:ipfv
mà
erg.cl2
ʼká
dog
‘The dog bit the snake.’
3The argument which is placed in the grammatically privileged preverbal position is known as
the ‘topic’ of the construction. Topic refers to referents which are more identifiable and activated,
following Lambrecht (1994), and is described more fully in section 9.1.
4Partargument refers to a noun incorporated into the verbal phrase, typically a body part, which
functions either as a verbal classifier of the argument or then changes the basic lexical meaning of
the verb.
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Thus, as can be seen in examples (3) and (4), Uduk exhibits case marking,
but case marking is partially dependent on the noun’s position in the clause,
and not just its role in the argument structure. The case form specific to post-
verbal A is called Ergative5, whereas preverbal (and most other) nouns use the
unmarked Absolutive case. The case form specific to post-verbal O is Accusative,
but this is marked only on one of the two genders of Uduk. In independent
monovalent clauses, S occurs in the preverbal topic position and does not occur
post-verbally; adverbials do not affect this placement.
Uduk’s alignment system is somewhat challenging to classify, as it has fea-
tures of both a Nominative-Accusative system and an Ergative-Absolutive sys-
tem. Pronominal agreement markers show a Nominative-Accusative align-
ment, with preverbal A/S following similar agreement marking patterns on
the verb. When A is post-verbal, there is no agreement marking. Clause-
linking markers suggest more Nominative-Accusative features, but with lim-
itations based on constituent order. Amongst other things, the grammatical
marker i ̀ can function as a type of syntactic pivot used to link separate pred-
icates which use the same subject, although the form of the verb after i ̀ must
remain in a non-finite form. The term subject refers here to constructions in
which S can link with A or S; A can link with A or S; and O may link with
O or Impersonal constructions, but not with S or A. Thus, although Uduk has
morphological marking of Ergativity in some constructions, in terms of inter-
clause linking, it associates more with Nominative-Accusative languages. For
more details, see section 9.14.
Uduk also cannot be easily characterized as having a dominant constituent or-
der in main clauses; rather, it follows a pattern similar to that of Shilluk and
Päri of Abs-V-(Erg) in main clauses, alternating in particular between OVA and
AVO in bivalent clauses, and using SV in monovalent clauses. Some subordi-
nate clauses have a preferred constituent order of VS/VAO, however; for more
details, see Chapter 10. Word-order correlations in Uduk are generally consis-
tent with VO languages, according to Dryer’s (2007) correlations.
In terms of ordering within an NP, NPs tend to be left-headed. Most NP word
ordering is fairly strict, and changing the order will either change the meaning
or make a structure ungrammatical.
A list of general word-orders in the NP is as follows:
• Modified Noun – Modifying Noun
• Modified Noun – Relative Clause
• Modified Noun – Possessive Pronoun
• Modified Noun – Modifier (some exceptions)
• Modified Noun – Demonstrative
• Modified Noun – Numeral
• Possessed Noun – Possessor Noun (Genitive)
• Preposition – Noun
• (Plural Markers – Noun)
5This dissertation uses capital letters to refer to language-specific categories (such as the Erga-
tive specific to Uduk) and lowercase letters to refer to grammatical categories used for cross-
linguistic comparisons (e.g. when discussing a comparison of marked nominative languages in the
languages of Northeast Africa). See Haspelmath (2007) for a discussion on this topic.
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Note that there are some exceptions to this, dealt with in more detail in section
4.7.
For other ordering phenomena, manner adverbs and prepositional phrases tend
to occur post-verbally, and intensifiers occur after a modifier. Auxiliary verbs
precede main verbs. Negators occur either directly before the verb, clause
finally, or in both positions combined. Other particles such as question parti-
cles occur clause-finally. Question words tend to occur clause initially, but are
flexible in the same way that other nouns are, and also occur in situ. Adver-
bial subordinate clauses often (but not exclusively) occur before main clauses;
complement clauses occur after the verb.
1.6.3 Morphosyntax
Most Uduk word forms can be characterized as something in between isolat-
ing and fusional, following Comrie’s 1989 synthesis and fusion index (Comrie
1989). Nouns tend to be monomorphemic, having at most one or two addi-
tional grammatical morphemes per word. Verbs can exhibit more, however,
with up to four morphemes in a word, not counting discontinuous satellites of
the VP. Grammatical morphemes exhibit elision and can be difficult to separate;
furthermore, many morphemes are heavily polysemous, and have a number of
potential meanings depending on the situation. Most grammatical markers
are either particles or clitics in Uduk, in particular with nominal morphology;
verbal morphology has some suffixes but no prefixes (proclitics are possible,
however).
1.6.3.1 Nominal and pronominal morphology
There are no distinguishing characteristics in terms of word structure differ-
entiating nouns from verbs. However, all nouns occur in one of two genders
(section 4.3), Class I and Class II, Class II nouns being marked with the proclitic
a=̀. Gender in Uduk has almost no semantic correlations, even minimal ones
relating to animacy or biological sex.
Uduk does not have a general morphological means of marking number on
nouns, but some human nouns do have suppletive forms (section 4.2).
There are three primary cases in Uduk (section 4.4): Ergative, Accusative, and
Absolutive. Ergative and Accusative are used only with nouns directly follow-
ing the verb, and Accusative has a further restriction of only occurring with
Class II nouns. Absolutive cases are unmarked.
Additional cases include the Genitive (section 4.4.4), marked with a particle
agreeing in gender with the head in between Possessed and Possessor, and the
Associative (section 4.4.5), overtly marked only when the second noun is Class
II. The Associative can also be marked with a homorganic nasal agreeing with
the place of articulation of the following consonant, if the initial noun ends
in a vowel. Uduk does not differentiate alienability in Genitive or Possessive
constructions.
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Two additional cliticized forms are used in limited instances, when modified
by numbers (section 4.2.3): the Individuative =ā, which marks a portion out
of many or a smaller countable number, and the Collective =i ́, used to mark
nouns modified by larger or specific numbers. The details are complex, how-
ever, and vary depending on the noun modified and how it is seen in terms of
individuation.
Pronouns (Chapter 5) do not distinguish biological sex in any form, but 1PL
does distinguish between inclusive and exclusive. There is a further paucal-
multal distinction with 1PE; am̄́ is used for smaller groups, whereas aḿan̄ is
used for a larger group. Despite the rarity of having this type of distinction
only in the 1PE form, no similar forms were found in the inclusive or in other
person forms.
Personal pronouns occur in one of two forms, free-standing or bound. Bound
pronouns only occur in the Ergative case, when directly following the verb.
1SG may have an additional Accusative form, but it is uncertain whether the
alternations are phonological or morphological.
Uduk has a complex system of deictic words used to indicate a particular entity
in space or time (called Demonstratives); these demonstratives are not confined
to adnominal or pronominal referents, however, and also include other parts
of speech such as verbal and adverbial. Furthermore, there are as many as 10
different spatial differentiations, giving more than 100 demonstratives in total
(Chapter 7).
1.6.3.2 Verbal morphology
There are a few significant morphosyntactic oppositions in the verbal morph-
ology.
One important distinction is the structural opposition between finite and non-
finite verb forms, which do not have the same possibilities in terms of morph-
ological marking. All finite verbs are obligatorily marked for person-number
agreement (section 8.6) as well as perfectivity through suprasegmental mark-
ing on the verb stem (section 8.4). There are two additional suffixes used with
finite verb forms to mark aspect as well as location and direction. These mark-
ers are labelled as AD16 (section 8.5.1) and AD2 (section 8.5.2), as they both
have a wide range of uses with aspect, direction, and to some extent valency.
The particle mò also forms a major part of the grammar in the verbal phrase,
and the meaning of the AD markers is to some extent dependent on the pres-
ence or absence of mò. Its use is complex, but in general, it focuses on the
boundary of an event in some way, in particular the left boundary. It can often
6AD refers to Aspect/Direction, an abbreviation created by Manuel Otero in his work on Komo
and Koman directionality marking. All Koman languages appear to use grammatical markers
rooted in spatial deixis, to mark the location or direction of an action in addition to being used as-
pectually for “different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation” (Comrie
1976, p. 3). Spatial deixis and aspect are thus heavily intertwined. As Uduk lacks a morphological
means to express tense or mood on the verb, AD is used as an abbreviation in lieu of TAM to
refer to these grammatical categories distinguished on the verb. For more information, see Otero
(2015c).
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be translated as ‘start to’, or then mark the transition from one event to the
next.
Non-finite verb forms (section 8.10) have no agreement marking or tonal al-
ternations to mark perfectivity. They may occur with AD1 and AD2 markers
as well as two additional suffixes (sections 8.10.2 and 8.10.3) to mark the di-
rection or location of an action more specifically.
Finite verbs also make use of an important distinction according to the Voice of
the construction, an operation which adjusts the relationship between semantic
roles and grammatical relations (Payne 1997).
Single-argument (intransitive) predicates place S in initial position, with sub-
ject cross-referencing marked on the verb (section 9.2). S does not receive
case-marking, and any additional adverbials or particles occur after the verb.
Although S is cross-referenced on the verb, subject expression may not be omit-
ted.
If there is more than one argument in a predication however, the position of the
arguments is flexible depending on information structure as well as inherent
verbal semantics (section 9.3). If A is placed in clause-initial position, this is
called A-Voice. If A is placed in the immediate post-verbal position, this is
called O-Voice.
Agreement patterns and case marking vary according to the voice of the con-
struction; cross-referencing of A or S only occurs when S and A are preverbal.
A-Voice constructions have a further differentiation: if O is Class I, only 1st
person retains agreement marking, and agreement marking for other persons
is suppressed (section 8.6.2.1). Thus, the noun class which uses an overt case
marker also requires overt cross-referencing of the subject A; in the other con-
stellation, with a Class I object, there is no marking for either O or A.
O-Voice constructions have no argument cross-referencing on the verb (section
8.6.2.2). Instead, post-verbal A is case-marked with the Ergative, with varia-
tions in the marker depending on the grammatical gender of the A argument.
Bound pronominal forms of the pronouns also may be used in lieu of the case
marked noun.
The only means of increasing the valency of a construction is through the AD1
marker -ki ́, used to mark benefactives or recipients (section 9.4). Benefac-
tives may only occur with predicates which are already bivalent, and are case
marked in the same way as direct objects.
For decreasing valency, there are two strategies. The Impersonal -ù is used in
place of agreement markers to suppress the realization of an active A in much
the same way that a passive would be used in Indo-European languages (section
8.9). It suppresses rather than deletes A, however; O retains its syntactic form
and case, and A may not be expressed in an oblique construction. It is also
possible to use the Impersonal construction with monovalent verbs, in order to
suppress the realization of S.
The second strategy on decreasing valency is used for suppressing the real-
ization of an O argument. This is done by simply using the single-argument
paradigm for argument cross-referencing (section 8.6.1). Verb lability in Uduk
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is common, and all agreement patterns are overtly marked in different ways.
Thus, there is no need for a dedicated structure for antipassive constructions,
and Uduk makes use of an already existing construction for this need.
In addition to morphological marking on the basic verb root, many verbs ad-
ditionally carry discontinuous incorporated nouns after the verb, called Partar-
guments (section 9.19). Partarguments are typically body parts, and can either
function as verbal classifiers in some way, or else change the basic meaning of
the verb, often unpredictably. If a transitive verb has an incorporated noun,
this occurs after the object, but before any grammatical particles. Verbs with
incorporated nouns retain the incorporated part also when they occur in nom-
inalized forms.
One final note is that there is a second, separate type of verbs, called stative
verbs (section 8.11). Stative verbs are atelic verbal forms which do not take
any AD marking, and describe the state or quality of a referent. They use a par-
ticular reduplication conjugation pattern, separate from other verb paradigms.
1.6.3.3 Syntax
Discussion of syntax includes clause types, clause chaining, subordinate clauses,
and complements. Basic clause types include intransitive and transitive, the
second of which may be either in A-Voice or O-Voice. As most verbs are la-
bile, it is relatively easy to switch between monovalent and bivalent by simply
adjusting the agreement patterns. Most verb roots have at least some object
with which they can co-occur. Trivalent clauses occur only with the AD1 suffix
(section 9.4).
Copular constructions primarily occur with nominal predicates and the verb
tā (section 9.7). This is only used with constructions meaning ‘to be some-
thing’. The same verb plus the Genitive marker gi ̀ also is used for Possessive
constructions (section 9.8). Locative constructions are formed with the exis-
tential verbs di ̀ and cā̱ʼ b (section 9.9). Locatives for inanimate referents also
frequently use non-verbal predicates, such as noun-noun collocations. There
are also dedicated predicative demonstratives, some of which mark location.
Polar interrogatives are marked by a clause-final clitic, or more rarely, a raise
in prosodic pitch (section 9.17.1) . Content question words generally stay in
situ, but information questions are normal transitive predicate constructions,
andmay be adjusted for information structure in the same way (section 9.17.3).
Negation in Uduk is expressed with the negator yišā (section 9.18), used as both
a single word for ‘no’ as well as a negator. Yišā may be placed either before the
verb, at the end of the clause, or both. It is also possible to use a clausal clitic
=à (phonological alternations yà and wà), which only occurs in clause-final
position, potentially in combination with yišā. It is thus possible to have three
negators in a single clause: A yišā VO yišā yà. The existential verb di ̀ plus the
Genitive gi ̀ is also used to negate verbs (section 9.18.3).
Although there are a variety of different structures available for clause linking,
Uduk relies particularly heavily on what is called here clause chaining (section
10.5). This is a type of paratactic clause linking, in which long sequences of
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quasi-dependent clauses are strung together, each chained clause having a non-
finite verb construction with the Narrative ki ́ (section 9.11). The Narrative ki ́,
which triggers a type of co-subordination, is likely related to the complemen-
tizer ki ́, the primary method of forming subordinate clauses. In addition to
subordinate clauses, it is also used with complement clause marking (such as
with ‘say’ verbs) (section 10.2), adverbializing of adjectives, and some types of
nominal identification.
Subordination is generally marked with ki ́ (section 10.4), but there are addi-
tional ways to mark subordination. Adverbial subordinators include waḵ̀ki ́ for
conditional clauses, gòm for adversative clauses, and mèʼd for temporal clauses.
Relative clauses are formed with jiǹ and its plural form kūn. Both jiǹ and kūn
may be replaced by the Genitive marker gi ̀ (section 10.3).
Subordinate clauses with mèʼ d and relative clauses are marked differently than
main clauses in terms of alignment; they occur verb initially rather than medi-
ally, and monovalent clauses are Marked Nominative in these constructions.
Coordinate clauses may be linked in one of a few ways (section 10.6). Dhal̀i ̀
‘and, but’, is themost commonmeans for coordinating two independent clauses,
relatively neutral in its semantic connotations. The linker7 i ̀ is used with se-
rial verb and auxiliary verb constructions; it may also in some instances con-
nect clauses which share the same subject. Finally, clauses may also be linked
through the word tan̄i ́. Tan̄i ́ is complicated, as it has uses both as a filler word
as well as more meaningful grammatical uses. It is generally used to delimit
speech acts into smaller sections in some way, such as with fronted topics. It
also marks a transition from one idea to the next, or when a speaker signals
the end of a single speech acts, and thus is frequently found as a clause linking
device.
7Note that the use of the term linker here refers only to a morpheme linking two verbs. It does
not refer to a subject-predicate linking device, as used in the generative tradition of linguistics.
Chapter 2
Segmental Phonology
2.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses primarily on the contrastive features of the phonological
segmental system of Uduk, as well as word-internal segmental constraints. It
is divided into three primary sections, and a smaller fourth. Section 2.2 deals
with the basic syllabic structure of Uduk word roots and their phonotactic con-
straints. Section 2.3 follows with a presentation of the consonantal inventory
and the distributional restrictions of consonants. Also included in this section is
an exploration of some phonological rules associated with consonants. Section
2.4 focuses on the basic vowel inventory of Uduk, their distributional restric-
tions, and phonological rules associated with vowels. The chapter ends with
section 2.5, a short aside on the segmental phonology of borrowed words.
Uduk is a language with a rich phonology, including some unusual consonantal
contrasts such as dental and alveolar ejectives. There are also complex tone-
consonant interactions suggesting a historical shift with depressor consonants,
described more thoroughly in the following chapter in section 3.3. This is one
of the first Nilo-Saharan languages known to have an effect with depressor
consonants.
Uduk has a relatively simple vowel system compared to other Koman lan-
guages, with 5 phonemically contrastive vowels /i, ɛ, a, ɔ, u/1. This system
has vestiges of an older, more complex, vowel system based on Tongue Root
differences, however; furthermore, preliminary studies of the variety of Uduk
spoken further south along the Yabus river suggest that it has a contrastive
ATR vowel harmony system parallel to other Koman languages. More work
is needed to determine the details of how this system works. A description
of some differences between Yabus Uduk and the variety spoken around Chali
may be found in section B of the Appendix.
Both this chapter as well as Chapter 3 use a dual method of transcription. In
1Standard phonological conventions are used here, enclosing a symbol in forward slashes /a/
for phonemic representation, in brackets [a] for phonetic representation, and angle brackets <a>
for a graphemic or orthographic representation.
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tables, references in text, and descriptions, a slightly modified version of the
IPA is used. Standard IPA notations are used with the following exceptions:
• <y> refers to the IPA palatal glide /j/
• <j> refers to the IPA palatal plosive /ɟ/
• <ɨ> and <ʉ> refer to -ATR vowel qualities /i/̙ (conventionally /ɪ/)
and /u̙/ (conventionally /ʊ/)
• Labialized consonants are written with a sequence of Cw rather than the
raised Cʷ, except in phoneme charts
All tables and references to Uduk in Chapters 2 and 3 which do not have explicit
descriptions of the transcription used may be assumed to be using the modified
version of the IPA.
Glossed examples use a variant of the Uduk standard orthography in addition
to the IPA. All consonants and vowels are written as in the orthography, with
the exception of the glottal stop /, written here as <ʔ>.
The alphabet used in the orthography is as follows, with the IPA representation
below:
a b ʼb c c̱ ʼc d ʼd dh e g h i j k
a (ʌ) b ɓ c cʰ cʼ d ɗ d̪ e (ɛ) g h i (ɨ) ɟ k
ḵ ʼk l m n ŋ ny o p p̱ ʼp r s sh t
kʰ kʼ l m n ŋ ɲ o (ɔ) p pʰ pʼ r s ʃ t
t ̱ ʼt th t͟h ʼth u w y /
tʰ tʼ t ̪ t ̪ʰ t ̪ʼ u (ʉ) w j ʔ
The Uduk orthography was first developed by the Forsberg missionaries, to-
gether with Roland Stevenson via correspondence. It was further revised by
Mary Beam and Elizabeth Cridland in 1956, and remains the current orthog-
raphy used today. It does not mark tone, and often uses an ad-hoc method of
lexical distinctions with tonal minimal pairs. This work instead marks tone in
all examples, and also changes individual words to more closely match the way
they are pronounced when possible.
Beginning from Chapter 4, the modified orthography is the only method used
for transcription2.
The only books written in Uduk are 3 literacy primers, some hymnals, and
the New Testament of the Bible, although the Sudan Bible Society has recently
decided to translate the whole of the Old Testament as well.
Other texts also can be found in Wendy James’ anthropological works, includ-
ing songs and stories. Informally, the Uduk also use their language frequently
2One additional complication arises with writing Uduk, namely that there are a number of pre-
fixes and particles which undergo a resyllabification process, moving leftward to form a phono-
logical unit with the previous word. This movement applies only when valid morphological hosts
are available, typically nouns or verbs. The repercussions of this are extensive, described more
thoroughly in section 3.5. The Uduk orthography generally prefers to write the language with
phonological word divisions, but this method could falsely lead the reader to think that there is a
higher degree of grammatical integratedness than there actually is, such as nominal case markers
forming a phonological unit with the verb. As a result, I have chosen to write all markers which
undergo this process as separate particles, except when specifically referring to the phonological
consequences of their resyllabification, for which the clitic sign = is used.
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on the internet and via text messages, although technical and linguistic com-
plications often force them to write messages in English.
2.2 Phonotactics
This section focuses on permissible syllable structures and their constraints
with consonant clusters and vowel sequences. Word classes do not differ sub-
stantially from each other in their phonotactic structure, and there is little to
distinguish verbs from nouns, with one minor exception. There are two gram-
matical genders in Uduk, Class I and Class II. Class II nouns begin with the
particle à in most syntactic positions, optionally in citation form. This does
not help in distinguishing verb roots from other types of nouns, however, as
Class I nouns are structurally identical to verb roots.
The most frequent form of noun and verb roots in Uduk is CVC, although a
variety of additional phonotactic structures are possible. Consonant clusters
in word-initial and word-final positions are not permitted; word-internal clus-
ters occur with some restrictions as a result of syllable sequences. There are no
vowel diphthongs in Uduk, but vowel sequences occur in limited circumstances
across morpheme boundaries. Sonorants may occur as syllabic consonants be-
fore or after other syllables, but they do not occur on their own as lexemes.
Simple noun and verb roots rarely exceed two syllables.
Possible structures can be seen in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Lexeme Root Syllable Structure
V ó ‘to speak’
VC úr ‘to herd, chase’
V.CV ūcʰi ́ ‘children’
V.CVC ōhōn ‘to groan’
VC.CVC em̄bǔl ‘time, space’
V.CVC.CV er̄en̄té ‘small, thin body’
CV di ̀ ‘to be located’
CVC ŋápʰ ‘to want, seek’
CV.CV jǎlā ‘jackal’
CV.CVC jàbùt ̪ʼ ‘tear, from eye’
CVC.CVC kʰānti̪ʔ́ ‘common fly’
C.̩CV ńni ́ ‘long ago, far away’
C.̩CVC ŋ́kʼōɗ ‘then, after’
V.C̩ ám̄ ‘we, exclusive (paucal)’
CV.C̩ múm̀ ‘friend’
Most word classes of Uduk have a distinct preference for consonant-initial syl-
lables, although vowel-initial words are possible as well. One exception to this
is with personal pronouns, which all begin with a vowel. Vowel-initial words
are generally pronounced with an initial glottal stop, but there is some degree
of free variation. There is no functional contrast between ʔVC and VC in cita-
tion form. Words ending in /ʔ/ retain the sound only in isolation or pre-pause
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position.
Syllabic consonants are possible both before consonants and after vowels, and
all sonorants have the possibility to be syllabic. This includes nasals, /l/, /r/,
/w/, and /y/. No instance is known of a syllabic consonant followed by an
initial vowel, and nasals appear to be the only consonants which occur syllab-
ically in word-initial position. All syllabic consonants are tone-bearing units
(TBUs).
Word-final syllabic consonants may be contrastive with consonants permitted
in the coda position of the syllable. As an example, the lexeme bam̌, ‘bustard’,
has a CVC structure, and /m/ forms the coda of the syllable. However, bam̄̌,
‘our’, has a structure of CV.C,̩ in which /m/ is not the coda of the syllable
but rather the nucleus of its own syllable. A comparison of the two syllable
structure types are given below, using the multi-tiered model described by
Clements and Keyser (1983)3.
(5)

b

ǎ

m
 versus

b

ǎ


m̄

2.3 Consonants
2.3.1 Consonant Inventory
Table 2.2: Consonant Inventory
Bilabial Dental Alve-
olar
Post-
Alveolar
Palatal Velar Glottal
Unaspirated p pʷ t ̪ [t ̪ʷ ] t c cʷ k kʷ ʔ
Aspirated pʰ pʰʷ t ̪ʰ tʰ
[tʰʷ]
cʰ cʰʷ kʰ kʰʷ
Ejective pʼ t ̪ʼ tʼ tʼʷ cʼ cʼʷ kʼ kʼʷ
Voiced b bʷ d̪ d dʷ j jʷ g gʷ
Implosive ɓ ɓʷ ɗ ɗʷ
Fricatives (ɸ) s ʃ ʃʷ (x) h
Nasals m [mʷ] n ɲ [ɲʷ] ŋ ŋʷ
Lateral l
Trill r
Approx. y w
Consonants in parentheses are non-phonemic allophonic alternations; consonants in
brackets are considered rare or marginal phonemes.
The consonant system in Uduk includes a 5-way contrast place of articulation
with stops, and a further 4-5-manner contrast with stops, that of ejective, as-
pirated, unaspirated, and voiced consonants, as well as implosive consonants
3These examples are merely visual aids; this grammatical description does not assume a gener-
ative framework.
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in two additional places of articulation. Note that the palatal plosives are ac-
tually palatal (c, j) and not post-alveolar (tʃ, dʒ). The difference between the
post-alveolar and palatal places of articulation does have some significance
phonologically in the consonant harmony system. It is also notable that Uduk
does have a robust phonemic distinction between /l/ and /r/, which is fully
contrastive initially, medially, and finally. Labialization has additional restric-
tions and complications, discussed below in section 2.3.3.
There is a further complication which should be mentioned. The northern
varieties of Uduk are currently going through a process of change in which
there is a collapse between the voiced and voiceless plosives. The stage at
which the process is at varies somewhat from speaker to speaker, and how
precise of a contrast is needed in a particular situation, but in general it is
rare that an actual voicing contrast is made. Voiced plosives historically have
triggered a depressor consonant effect on the tone of the individual syllable
associated with the consonant. This led to a situation in which there were
very few situations in which a voiced plosive could contrast minimally with
a voiceless plosive, potentially leading to the voicing distinction loss. Yabus
Uduk, described further in section B, retains the voicing distinction, however.
2.3.2 Evidence for Consonantal Contrasts
Nouns and verbs share the same structure in terms of roots, so this sections
makes use of both types to establish minimal contrasts. This does not in-
clude, however, verbal or nominal morphology, nor would it include any mor-
phophonology changes. Furthermore, in a C1VC2 structure, the final consonant
has no influence on C1. Due to the size of the consonant inventory and the lack
of suitable minimal pairs for all situations, this section focuses on minimal syl-
lable contrasts as opposed to minimal root pairs.
(6) Contrastive Examples for Bilabial Plosives
Uduk Gloss Uduk Gloss
pʰi ́ ‘to drink’ pi ́ ‘to come out’
pi ́ ‘to come out’ pʼiɗ́ ‘to shell corn’
pā ‘village’ bàm ‘bone at Achilles’ tendon’
ɓāʔ ‘neck’ bàkʼ ‘to hide’
ʼpeŕ ‘red’ ɓeŕ (ɓān) ‘to ache (of head)’
pʰʷáʔ ‘to skin an animal’ pʰáɗ ‘to spread cloth’
pʷát ̪ʰ ‘to cut into small pieces’ pāʃ ‘to give (salt, dates)’
bʷà ‘bow, stomach’ bàɗ ‘oval’
ɓʷāʔ ‘daughter’ ɓāʔ ‘neck’
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(7) Contrastive Examples for Dental Plosives
Uduk Gloss Uduk Gloss
t ̪ʰ át ̪ʼ ‘wooden hammer’ tá̪ʔ ‘arrowhead’
tá̪ʔ ‘arrowhead’ t ̪ʼ ā ‘to light a fire’
tá̪m ‘find with spear’ d̪àm ‘bee, honey’
t ̪ʷ áŋgàʔ ‘type of flute’ tá̪ʔ ‘arrowhead’
(8) Contrastive Examples for Alveolar Plosives
Uduk Gloss Uduk Gloss
tʰāʔ ‘to thatch’ tʼáɗ ‘to operate, conduct surgery’
tā ‘to be’ dàkʰ ‘to be finished’
tʼóʔ ‘to divide’ ɗō ‘to bring things’
tʰʷāʔāʔ ‘first’ tʰākʼ ‘to toss’
tʼʷáʔ ‘mouth’ tʼáɗ ‘to operate’
dʷàr ‘to insert’ dàr ‘to lack’
ɗʷāʔ ‘frog’ ɗákʰ ‘scorpion’
(9) Contrastive Examples for Dental and Alveolar Plosive Contrasts
Uduk Gloss Uduk Gloss
tá̪ʔ ‘arrowhead’ tá ‘what’
t ̪ʰ át ̪ʼ ‘wooden hammer’ tʰáɓ ‘to mold grain’
d̪ù ‘to keep, govern’ dù ‘liver’
t ̪ʼ ám ‘wind, n.’ tʼām ‘to coil’
(10) Contrastive Examples for Palatal Plosives
Uduk Gloss Uduk Gloss
ciḿ ‘day’ cʰiḿ ‘poison’
cʼi ́ ‘child’ ci ́ ‘creature’
jè ‘elephant’ cé ‘horn (of animal)’
cʰʷà ‘emphatic no, refusal’ cʰāɓ ‘to sit’
cʷá ‘tree’ cām ‘left (as opposed to right)’
cʼʷām ‘to lift out of a pot’ cʼāɲ ‘to revert, of discussion’
jʷà ‘boil, swelling’ jàn ‘dream’
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(11) Contrastive Examples for Velar Phonemes
Uduk Gloss Uduk Gloss
kʰár ‘to fork (of road)’ kʼár ‘to look around’
kār ‘to put down’ gàr ‘to replace’
kʰʷáʔ ‘to clear up’ kʰāʔ ‘to ferment’
kʷān ‘your mother’ kām ‘brother’
kʼʷā ‘gourd’ kʼá ‘dog’
gʷǎm ‘to forgive’ gàm ‘to find’
(12) Contrastive Examples for Nasals
Uduk Gloss Uduk Gloss
mà ‘food’ nà ‘nephew’
ɲàl ‘to scurry’ ŋàl ‘to carry’
ŋáʔ ‘newborn baby, infant’ ŋʷá ‘hen, chicken’
ŋòkʼ ‘prolifically, of grain’ ŋʷòl ‘lame, crippled’
(13) Contrastive Examples for Fricatives
Uduk Gloss Uduk Gloss
hó ‘to pick beans, etc.’ ó ‘to speak’
súm ‘python’ ʃūm ‘meat, flesh’
(14) Contrastive Examples for Other Sonorants
Uduk Gloss Uduk Gloss
reɗ́ ‘to fence’ leɗ̀ ‘tongue’
yà ‘to go, sg.’ wà ‘to be like’
2.3.3 Interpretation of Labialization
Labialization is a secondary means of articulation among a majority of the con-
sonants in Uduk. Labialized consonants only occur word-initially, before the
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vowel /a/. Although labialized consonants could also be analyzed as conso-
nant sequences, phonological evidence suggests that Cw sequences function as
a single unit rather than a sequence.
The most important evidence here stems from the depressor consonant effects
and consonant-tone restrictions. All consonants in Uduk have restrictions re-
garding what tones may co-occur when that consonant is in syllable-onset po-
sition. These restrictions originate from a historical depressor consonant shift,
described in further detail in section 3.3. The labiovelar approximant /w/ oc-
curs before vowels with the tones L, LH, or H, and is restricted from occurring
directly before M.
Labialized consonants, however, always carry the same tonal restrictions as the
consonant they labialize, rather than following the restrictions that /w/ would
have. kwá, ‘leopard’, and kwas̄, ‘brand’, are examples of a labialized k in which
both H and M tones are permitted. There is no possibility of L tones occurring
with /kw/, however, unlike words with /w/ alone, e.g. wac̀ʼ, ‘fish’ and wùtʰ
‘ostrich’.
Two other pieces of evidence suggest that these are not sequences of conso-
nants, phonotactics and vowel-consonant co-occurrence.
Labialized consonants only occur phonologically before the vowel /a/, although
there is an unrelated phenomenon of automatic labialization when velar stops
co-occur with the vowel /o/. They do not otherwise occur before other vow-
els4. The glide /w/, on the other hand, occurs with numerous examples of /u/
and /o/, and a handful of examples with /i/ and /e/.
Furthermore, phonotactic constraints do not permit any onset consonant clus-
ters, including with the glide /y/. If labialized consonants are treated as single
consonants rather than consonant sequences, then Uduk has no initial conso-
nant clusters permitted in a syllable.
The resulting consonant inventory does not exhibit a completely systematic
distribution throughout the inventory, but alternative approaches are equally
problematic. If one takes the approach that these are consonant sequences, the
tone restrictions would result in an additional 30 or so rules for each consonant
sequence, and justifications would have to be made for the vowel-consonant
interactions.
Ultimately, however, as all possible analyses have their difficulties, choices
must be made as to which approach to take. Tonal evidence is taken here to be
the key factor, andmore data may lead to a more systematic distribution. Other
researchers working on languages in the area have run into similar analytical
problems, such as Ahland (2012b) and Rapold (2006). CC cluster analyses are
chosen for Omotic, but the details vary, and what is taken to be the key factor
here with depressor consonants does not exist with Bechnon and Mao.
4One known lexeme breaks this rule: à mwi ́, ‘kinship term for a man’s sister’s children’.
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2.3.4 Distributional Restrictions
With the exception of the glottal stop, every consonant can occur contrastively
in onset position in Uduk, although some consonants do have restrictions as to
what vowel can occur after the consonant. As mentioned previously, phonem-
ically labialized consonants only occur before the vowel /a/. The glottal stop
/ʔ/ does not contrast with words beginning with vowels; words beginning with
vowels generally insert a glottal stop initially in isolation or when stressed, and
otherwise do not use the glottal stop. There is some degree of free variation
with this, however. Words ending in /ʔ/ also often drop the sound when not
in isolation or pre-pause position.
In root-medial position (C2 of C1VC2V), there are minimal amounts of restric-
tions. Labialized consonants do not occur intervocalically, except in com-
pounds. There is a tendency to avoid ejectives root-internally, but they do
occur in limited amounts, particularly in reduplicated stative verbs. There is
also a tendency to avoid the velar nasal ŋ intervocalically; many words which
historically were C1VC2V(C) with C2 being ŋ are now adding an additional plo-
sive after C2, creating CVCCV(C). As an example, the number four was more
commonly pronounced as dòŋòn earlier, but now is more often said as dòŋgòn.
In word-final position, aspirated plosives, most ejectives, implosives, fricatives,
and sonorants may occur; this includes /ʔ/, /h/, /w/, and /y/. Words cannot
end in voiced or voiceless unaspirated plosives, nor can they end in /pʼ/ or /tʼ/.
Table 2.3: Consonant Inventory in Final Position
Bilabial Dental Alve-
olar
Post-
Alveolar
Palatal Velar Glottal
Unaspirated ʔ
Aspirated pʰ t ̪ʰ tʰ cʰ kʰ
Ejective t ̪ʼ cʼ kʼ
Voiced
Implosive ɓ ɗ
Fricatives s ʃ (h)
Nasals m n ɲ ŋ
Lateral l
Trill r
Approx. y w
Word-medial consonant sequences in roots are relatively relaxed in terms of
co-occurrence, although there is a distinct preference for dissimilar consonants
for manner of articulation, and similar for place. Consonants in coda position
word-internally mostly follow the same rules as those in root-final position,
with some minor exceptions. C1 in CVC1C2VC roots cannot be /ʔ/, /w/, or
/y/, or /h/. Plosives of any kind generally only occur in C1 of CVC1C2VC when
followed by a velar consonant, with few exceptions. Nasals, sibilants, /l/, and
/r/ are commonly found in C1, particularly in combination with plosives.
C2 of CVC1C2VC is typically a plosive, particularly after a nasal of the same
place of articulation. However, C2 may also be a nasal or sibilant, when oc-
curring after /l/ or /r/. There is a general sonority principle with consonant
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co-occurrence, from more to less (or at least equal) sonorant. Oral sonorants
(/l/, /r/, /w/, /y/) as well as /h/ cannot occur in C2 position.
Root medial position also does get sporadic geminated consonants, but the
number of systematically differentiating examples is limited in practice. Long
consonants could either be analyzed as the sequence CVC1C2V, or as a single
phoneme CVCːV. Due to the limited amount of lexemes, it is simplest to analyze
these as a sequence across syllable boundaries, rather than postulating separate
phonemes. Geminates are found primarily in demonstratives, although other
lexemes such as cʰaɓ́ːā, ‘domestic cat’, and hal̄ːā, ‘beard’, do appear.
It is worth noting in particular that although the glides /y/ and /w/ sound like
they could be diphthongs when occurring as the coda of a syllable, evidence
suggests that that these are consonants and not vowels.
In Possessive constructions, words ending in a vowel add a homorganic nasal
agreeing in place of articulation with the following consonant.
(15) à
à
cl2
ʼká
kʼá
dog
‘(a) dog’
(16) ʼka-́m
kʼá-m
dog-ass
peḿ
peḿ
poss.1sg
‘my dog’
This is in contrast to words ending in a consonants, which do not receive the
Associative nasal marker.
(17) ḵāʼ bal̄
kʰāɓāl
sheep
‘(a) sheep’
(18) ḵāʼ bal̄
kʰāɓāl
sheep
peḿ
peḿ
poss.1sg
‘my sheep’
Words ending in glides pattern identically to those ending in other types of
consonants.
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(19) à
à
cl2
nyaw̌
ɲǎw
cat
‘(a) cat’
(20) nyaw̌
ɲǎw
cat
peḿ
peḿ
poss.1sg
‘my cat’
Glides can occur after all vowel qualities, including /i/ and /u/, and glides may
also be found with vowels identical to the place of articulation (e.g. /iy/ and
/uw/). A sequence of /iw/ is found in the word pʰiw̄, ‘very red’. The word for
‘soup broth’, à wiỳ, occurs with a sequence of i followed by y. A near-minimal
pair comparison with broth would be à wi,́ ‘reedbuck’.
Glides are generally not Tone-Bearing Units. However, there is a single lexeme
known so far borrowed from Arabic, aw̄́, ‘or’, in which a glide is a TBU. This
could also be instead argued to be an exception to the restriction of vowel
sequences in word roots, transcribed instead as aū́.
2.3.5 Consonant Harmony
Consonant harmony systems are common in the Sudan-Ethiopia borderlands,
particularly in West Nilotic languages, which have had a notable impact on
Uduk as far as contact influence. Päri, Alur, Luo, and Shilluk have all been
shown to have root-internal coronal harmony systems, in which there is a co-
occurrence restriction on dental vs. alveolar stops and nasals (e.g. Andersen
1988a; Tucker 1994; Reh 1996, summarized in Hansson 2010). In Mayak,
one of the closest geographical languages to Uduk, this harmony extends to
suffixes as well (Andersen 1999). Other language groups in the area which
are not genetically related to Uduk have also been shown to have consonant
harmony systems; root-internal sibilant harmony is reconstructable for Proto-
Omotic, according to Hayward (1988).
The Uduk consonant harmony system is a phonotactic root-internal constraint,
and appears to stem from an apical-laminal root harmony system (and is thus
connected to both the sibilant harmony in Omotic and the West Nilotic coro-
nal harmony). However, it is not without exception, conditioned by the initial
consonant in the root. Certain sets of phonemes restrictions occur without
exception, and other sets show a preference rather than having absolute re-
strictions. Dental stops, palatal stops, and the sibilant /s/ are all laminal and
fall into one class of sounds, whereas alveolar stops and the sibilant /ʃ/ fall
into the other class of sounds.
There are two primary restrictions in which there are no exceptions: dental and
alveolar stops do not co-occur in the same root, and /s/ and /ʃ/ do not occur
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with each other in roots. Verbal suffixes, which include the alveolar /ɗ/, do
co-occur with dental consonants. The consonants /l/, /r/, and most nasals do
not participate in any harmony system, and can occur with either dental or
alveolar stops. Dental stops do not occur with /ʃ/, and alveolar generally do
not occur with /s/, with some exceptions.
Palatal stops, which do not exactly participate in the harmony system, none-
theless show a distinct preference for co-occurrence with dental stops over
alveolar. Words beginning with alveolar stops do not have any instances of
palatal stop co-occurrence, including with the palatal nasal /ɲ/. Words begin-
ning with /ʃ/ also do not occur with palatal stops; words beginning with /s/
do occur with palatal stops in limited instances.
Words beginning with palatal stops, however, occur with numerous instances
of /ɗ/, as well as /tʰ/ in more limited instances, such as demonstratives and
the lexemes jit̀ʰ ‘grass root ornament’, jit̀ʰiʔ́ ‘sweat, perspiration’. Furthermore,
palatal stops do not have progressive restrictions on co-occurrence with /s/ or
/ʃ/, despite the fact that the reverse is not true.
A summary of the harmony system can be found in table 2.4, with the letters
going down on the left signifying the progressive conditioning; the letters at the
top signify whether they can co-occur with the letters going down. Parentheses
indicate restricted amounts of lexemes.
Table 2.4: Uduk Consonant Harmony
t ̪ t ̪ʰ t ̪ʼ d̪ t tʰ tʼ ɗ d s ʃ c cʰ cʼ j n ɲ
t ̪ + + + + + + + + + + +
t ̪ʰ + + + + + + + + + + +
t ̪ʼ + + + + + + + + + + +
d̪ + + + + + + + + + + +
t + + + + + (+) + +
tʰ + + + + + + +
tʼ + + + + + + +
ɗ + + + + + (+) + +
d + + + + + + +
s + + + + + + (+) + (+)
ʃ + + + + + + +
c + + + + + + + + + + + + +
cʰ + + + + (+) + + + + + + + + +
cʼ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
j + + + + (+) + + + + + + + + +
n + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
ɲ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
2.3.6 Phonological Processes
This section focuses on some of the more salient phonological processes of
Uduk consonants. There are a number of phonological processes which take
place, some of which are root-internal, others which appear across morpheme
boundaries.
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2.3.6.1 Word-final unreleased glottalized consonants
Implosives and ejectives are generally pronounced with no audible release in
word-final position. In the standard variety of Uduk, this include /ɓ, ɗ, kʼ,
tʼ, t ̪ʼ /; in Yabus Uduk, this also includes /sʼ/ and /ʃʼ/. In careful speech, they
may be optionally released. One further alternation occurs in that /kʼ/ fre-
quently alternates with the glottal stop /ʔ/ in free variation in final position,
particularly in verb roots.
While this may be somewhat unusual, other Koman languages may also follow
a similar trend in having unreleased glottalized stops in final position (Manuel
Otero, p.c. for Komo, Justin Goldberg, p.c. Gwama; see also Otero (2015c)).
2.3.6.2 Consonant Lenition
Consonant lenition occurs with two types of consonants: aspirated plosives and
implosives.
Aspirated consonants /pʰ/ and /kʰ/ have some spirantization alternations which
occur to some extent in free variation. /pʰ/ is realized as [pʰ] primarily in onset
position; medially or finally, it is typically, although not consistently, realized
as [ɸ]. Word initially, [ɸ] and [pʰ] alternate freely, and there does not seem
to be a frequency preference. For /kʰ/, [kʰ] also occurs primarily in onset
position; in medial and final position, it undergoes lenition to [x] or even [h].
Implosives /ɓ/ and /ɗ/ have a number of realizations in word-medial position.
/ɗ/ can be pronounced as a released implosive, but it also may undergo spi-
rantization or flapping, alternating with the retroflex flap [ɽ] or a retracted
flat fricative ([ð]̠) in medial position. Medial /ɓ/ also can be pronounced as a
released implosive, but it also alternates with [b], [p], or even further leniting
into the fricative [β] or approximant [β̞].
2.3.6.3 Nasal Assimilation
There is a general co-occurrence restriction with nasal consonants and other
obstruents in Uduk, in which nasal consonants must agree with the place of
articulation of the following consonant. This applies to nasals occurring with
other nasals, nasals occurring with fricatives, and nasals occurring with stops.
Thus, only the bilabial nasal can occur before bilabial consonants, the alveolar
nasal before alveolar and dental consonants, the palatal nasal before palatal
consonants, and the velar nasal before velar consonants. Dental consonants
appear to be something of an exception to the general situation; there is no
phonemic dental nasal consonant, and even phonetic alternation from /n/ to
/n̪/ before dental consonants does not seem to be common.
This restriction occurs word internally across syllables CVN.C (e.g. ūɲcūr ‘grey’),
as well as with syllabic nasals followed by consonants (e.g. ńtʰwaʔ̄aʔ̄ ‘first’).
This assimilation rule also applies across morpheme boundaries. The Associa-
tive construction uses a homorganic nasal agreeing with the place of articu-
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lation of the following consonant, if the initial word ends in a vowel and the
following word begins with a plosive.
In table 2.5, some examples are given of compounds formed with the word mò
‘place; time’.
Table 2.5: Associative Construction Nasal Assimilation
Bilabial mòm bwǎm ē Midnight (time of face)
Dental mòn t ̪ʼámō Morning (time of early morning)
Alveolar mòn té Afternoon (time of sun)
Palatal mòɲ cʼeśh World (place of soil)
Velar mòŋ kúsh Daytime (time of white)
2.3.6.4 Plosive Insertion
There is a tendency to avoid the velar nasal ŋ intervocalically, and many speak-
ers will add a velar plosive after the velar nasal. As an example, the stative
verb ɗaŋ̄gaɗ́aŋ̄ ‘to be salty, of liquids’ is formed from the root ɗaŋ̄. Stative verbs
normally use a type of reduplication in their constructions with a high-toned á
inserted in between the initial part of the verb and the reduplicated form. As
a result, one would expect ɗaŋ̄aɗ́aŋ̄ instead of ɗaŋ̄gaɗ́aŋ̄.
2.3.6.5 Automatic Labialization
Separate from phonemic contrasts of labialized consonants is a phonological
process of automatic labialization with the velar consonants /ŋ/, /k/, /kʰ/,
/kʼ/, and /g/ before the vowel /ɔ/ (orthographic <o>). This primarily oc-
curs in open-syllable words, and furthermore affects the quality of the vowel,
changing [ɔ] to [o]. The lexemes kó ‘milk’, gò ‘message’, kʼó ‘to be located, pl.’
and kʰō ‘to fear’ for instance would each be pronounced respectively as [kʷó],
[gʷò], [kʷʼó], and [kʰʷō]. This is in contrast to words like kʼóʃ, ‘to hit’, which
remains as [kʼɔʃ́].
Automatic labialization is affected by situations in which morphophonology
triggers resyllabification; as an example, kʼóɗ ([kʼɔɗ́]) ‘back of head’ also func-
tions as a nominal locator with the meaning of ‘behind (something)’. This is
a closed syllable CVC lexeme. Before Class II nouns, however, this becomes
kʼóɗa,̄ changing the structure of the word to CV.CV, and thus is pronounced as
[kʷʼóɗā].
2.3.6.6 Processes Across Morpheme Boundaries
Changes described previously (such as word-medial implosive weakening) have
identical changes across morpheme boundaries as well as in root-internal po-
sition. However, there are additional morphophonological changes as well,
which occur only as a result of suffixation or cliticization. This primarily af-
fects unreleased consonants.
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Unreleased ejectives moving to an intervocalic position change into plain forms,
and can be both voiced and voiceless. /t ̪ʼ / and /kʼ/ further optionally lenite
into voiced fricatives [ð]̪ and [ɣ]. The changes appear to be relatively stable,
but the rules for the choice of voiced vs. voiceless alternations are as of yet still
unclear. The unreleased ejective in cic̄ʼ, ‘to enter’, alternates with the voiced
palatal stop with additional suffixes, e.g. Imperative cij̄i ̄, ‘enter!’. However,
kʼúcʼ, ‘to fold’, has an alternation of kʼúci ̄ ‘foldǃ’ in the Imperative form.
A list of possible allophonic realizations may be found in table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Allophonic Realizations
Phoneme Medial allophone Final allophone
pʰ ɸ ɸ
kʰ kʰ, x, h kʰ, x, h
t ̪ʰ t ̪ʰ , t ̪ t ̪ʰ , t ̪̚
cʰ cʰ, c cʰ, c̚
tʰ tʰ, t tʰ, t̚
ɓ ɓ, b, β ɓ, ɓ̚
ɗ ɗ, d, ð,̠ ɽ ɗ, ɗ̚
t ̪ʼ t,̪ d̪, ð̪ t ̪ʼ , t ̪ʼ ̚
cʼ c, ɟ cʼ, cʼ̚
kʼ k, g, ɣ kʼ, kʼ̚, ʔ
It is possible that the historical ATR contrast in the vowel system has resulted in
synchronically opaque alternations, with both ejectives as well as implosives.
Yabus Uduk still retains fully voiced consonants as well as additional vowel
qualities based on ATR. Furthermore, their morphophonological alternations
of final consonants appear to be more systematic.
Further investigations into this more conservative dialect could shed light on
the origins of the synchronic alternations in the northern varieties of Uduk.
2.3.7 Voiced Plosives
The voiced series of plosives in Uduk causes difficulties in terms of analysis,
as it is a system in transition which has not fully shifted. For the most part,
the distinction between the voiced and voiceless set of plosives is becoming
neutralized, synchronically. Some speakers can make occasional distinctions
between voiced and voiceless plosives, and voiceless plosives do become voiced
in certain phonological environments, but in practice tone has become the sole
factor in distinguishing the ‘voiced’ series of plosives.
This loss has appeared due to two phonological shifts historically (described
more thoroughly in section 3.3): the first created a situation in which all L
tones occurring on moras beginning with voiced obstruents were lowered (L
! LL). A further change happened with voiced plosives only, adding an extra
L to H to create a LH contour (H! LH).
Once these tone shifts occurred, a situation was created in which there were
multiple cues for distinguishing the plosive series: tone differentiations, as well
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as vocal fold vibrations. The actual voicing component began to be lost, and
the transition seems to be towards the end of the loss.
As the tone does keep the consonants consistently distinct, speakers do feel
that the consonants in themselves are somehow distinct as well. In practice,
however, most of the time tone is the only synchronic cue to distinguish /b/
and p/, /t/̪ and /d̪/, /t/ and /d/, /c/ and j/, and /k/ and /g/.
2.4 Vowels
2.4.1 Vowel Inventory
There are 55 phonemically contrastive vowels in the main dialects of Uduk
spoken around Chali, as seen in table 2.76.
Table 2.7: Uduk Vowel Inventory
a
u
ɔɛ
i
Uduk’s vowel system appears to be a reduction of an earlier, more complex,
system which had two additional high vowels, /ɨ/ and /ʉ/ along with a sys-
tem of vowel assimilation. This type of system is known as ATR (Advanced
Tongue Root) Harmony, and is a widespread phonological pattern throughout
Niger-Congo and Nilo-Saharan languages, in which vowels change based on
the presence or absence of the phonological feature [ATR] (Casali 2008). All
other living Koman languages have a 7-vowel inventory of /i, ɨ, ɛ, ɔ, ʉ, u, a/
with ATR vowel harmony (see e.g. Otero 2015a for Komo, Hellenthal and Lo-
jenga 2011 for Gwama, and van Silfhout 2013 for Opuo). A similar system also
appears in Yabus Uduk, and vestiges of the old ATR system may be found in
the northern varieties of Uduk.
Phonetically, these vowels occupy a wide space, in approximately the same
range as ATR qualities of neighboring and related languages. Surface forms of
/i ɛ a ɔ u/ would include [ɨ, e, ʌ, o, and ʉ], respectively. These surface alterna-
tions occur as a result of syllable structure, neighboring consonants, and likely
their historical forms. Phonetic vowel qualities are only partially predictable,
and free variation is common. Further research is needed to determine the
5My understanding of the Uduk vowel system would not have happened without Constance-
Kutsch Lojenga’s invaluable help, who spent multiple weeks working with me in the field on Uduk
vowels and tone.
6The vowel phoneme /ɛ/ is represented in this work by the orthographic form of <e>; simi-
larly, the vowel phoneme /ɔ/ is represented by the orthographic form of <o>.
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specifics of how the phonetic environment can affect the surface form of the
vowel.
The following table gives evidence for phonemic vowel contrasts:
(21) Contrastive Examples of Vowel phonemes
Uduk Gloss Uduk Gloss
sā ‘to dance’ si ̄ ‘to plant; digging stick’
sō ‘to run, pl.’ sē ‘to enter, ascend’
sū ‘beer’
Despite the general systematic loss of ATR qualities and vowel harmony, cer-
tain grammatical morphemes appear to have retained their original ATR qual-
ities, seen in table 2.8. A reminder of the vowel quality of the grammatical
morphemes is also given in the sections which describe their function.
Table 2.8: Morphemes which still retain ATR distinctions
Orthographic Phonetic Class Meaning
e᷄ ɨ ᷄ preposition in, at, on; long-lasting
peḿ pɨḿ possessive pro-
noun
my
-ē -ɨ ̄ demonstrative
submorpheme
Configuration 2 demon-
stratives
Some lexemes also may have retained some connection to their ATR qualities.
The verbs yɨk̀ʰ, ‘to sow’, and cʰɨ ̄, ‘to give’, both appear to have a -ATR high
vowel. Suffixes with these verbs do not change their quality, however, nor do
they trigger any changes in the root vowel.
2.4.2 Vowel Length
Vowel length in word roots in Uduk is not distinctive, although contour tones
other than LH often trigger a phonetic lengthening. However, although there
is no underlying vowel length in Uduk, contrastive vowel length does appear
on the surface as a result of morphophonology.
One known instance in which contrastive vowel length occurs is with cliticized
case markers. Class II Accusative case marker ā is one of the grammatical
morphemes which move leftward, attaching to the end of the verb. When
combined with 1SG and 1PL subject agreement marking on the verb (-á for 1SG
and 1PE, -à for 1PI), the case marker coalesces with the agreement markers.
There is a further phonological rule stating that whenever the tone preceding
the Accusative case marker is a L tone, the case marker must also be L. This
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occurs both with two vowels directly next to each other, as well as those broken
up by non-TBUs. Thus, when the Class II Accusative case marker combines with
1PI this creates a long low-toned a.̀
Examples may be seen below.
(22) am̄́
ám̄
1pe
p̱i-̄ná
pʰi-̄ná
drink:ipfv-1pe
yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
yiɗ̀eʔ́
water
‘We (exclusive) are drinking water.’
(23) am̄́
ám̄
1pe
p̱i-̄na=́ā
pʰi-̄ná=ā
drink:ipfv-1pe=acc.cl2
sū
sū
beer
‘We (exclusive) are drinking beer.’
(24) ańā
ánā
1pi
p̱i-̄nà
pʰi-̄nà
drink:ipfv-1pi
yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
yiɗ̀eʔ́
water
‘We (inclusive) are drinking water.’
(25) ańā
ánā
1pi
p̱i-̄na=̀à
pʰi-̄nà=à
drink:ipfv-1pi=acc.cl2
sū
sū
beer
‘We (inclusive) are drinking beer.’
2.4.3 Vowel Distribution
Vowel distribution is relatively simple to describe, as there are few restrictions.
All vowels may be occur in final and initial position, as well as occur on their
own as separate lexemes.
Labialized consonants do have the restriction mentioned previously in that only
the vowel /a/ may occur after a phonemically labialized consonant. Automatic
labialization occurs before back rounded vowels, but this is a non-contrastive
phonetic phenomenon.
No diphthongs or vowel sequences are permitted in native word roots. Vowel
sequences across morpheme boundaries occur in limited instances, but glides
are often inserted to break up the sequence. The addition of a glide is lexically
determined rather than purely due to phonotactics.
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As an example, the basic Imperative construction is formed with the suffix -i ̄
attached to the end of a verb root. In combination with the verb cū, ‘to stand
up’, the Imperative is cūyi ̄, ‘stand up!’ with a glide inserted in between the
two vowel sequences. The AD suffix -i ́ may also attach to the end of some verb
roots to form an Imperative with a ventive meaning. In combination with the
same verb root cū, ‘to stand up’, the form of the verb is cūi ,́ ‘stand up (towards
me)!’ with no glide inserted.
2.4.4 Phonological Processes
There is a limited number of phonological processes involving vowels com-
pared to consonants, most of which involve morphophonology, such as op-
tional rounding harmony or vowel assimilation. These processes also generally
occur in more restricted circumstances.
2.4.4.1 Vowel Insertion
One process which has a limited effect on word roots refers back to consonant
clusters, particularly from borrowed words. This applies to word-initial clus-
ters as well as internal clusters which break Uduk’s sonority rules. Sonorants
/l/ and /r/ cannot occur as the second consonant in a word-internal consonant
sequence in Uduk, as an example. As a result, words borrowed from English or
Arabic which might break this rule have a vowel inserted, e.g. ʃúkūran̄, ‘thank
you’, from Arabic shukran. The quality of the inserted vowel is generally iden-
tical to the preceding vowel.
2.4.4.2 Vowel Assimilation
Vowel assimilation in Uduk typically involves a change of the vowel i, where
it either copies the features of a nearby vowel, or else it assimilates completely
into the vowel, leaving behind the tone.
The first type of assimilation is a type of rounding harmony, an optional regres-
sive process triggered with verbal affixes, although sometimes words following
the verb can also trigger the rounding. The affixes -ù, -ú, -kù, and -kú cause an
immediately preceding i to change to u as well. The root vowel of verbs does
not change, but copied agreement markers can be changed.
(26) jis̀
jis̀
hole
cw̱an᷄y-ù
cʰwa᷄ɲ-ù
dig:ipfv-imprs
mò
mò
mo
‘The hole is (being) dug.’
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(27) jis̀
jis̀
hole
cw̱an᷄y-ki-́n
cʰwa᷄ɲ-ki-́n
dig:ipfv-ad1-nas
ā
ā
erg.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
wàti̪ʔ́
man
mò
mò
mo
‘The hole is being dug by the man.’
(28) jis̀
jis̀
hole
cw̱an᷄y-kú-nù
cʰwa᷄ɲ-kú-nù
dig:ipfv-ad1-imprs
mò
mò
mo
‘The hole is being dug.’
This phenomenon can also be optionally found across morpheme boundaries
before the glide /w/, such as in the example below.
(29) áʼ di ̄
áɗi ̄
3sg
beľ-i ́
beľ-i ́
catch:ipfv-ad2
wàʼ c
wàcʼ
fish
naškińaʔ̄
nǎskińāʔ
still
‘He’s still fishing (in a different place).’
(30) áʼ di ̄
áɗi ̄
3sg
beľ-ú
beľ-ú
catch:ipfv-ad2
wàʼ c
wàcʼ
fish
naškińaʔ̄
nǎskińāʔ
still
‘He’s still fishing (in a different place).’
Partial assimilation is also possible, but rare, in which /i/ is rounded to [i]̹ (IPA
/y/, which otherwise in this work refers to the palatal glide).
Progressive rounding harmony assimilation can also occur, in which a vowel
u can cause a subsequent i to change. In example (31), the root vowel of the
verb ʃūn ‘to cook’, changes the suffix -ki ́ into -kú.
(31) wat̀hiʔ́
wàti̪ʔ́
man
shūn-kú
ʃūn-kú
cook:pfv-ad1
p̱ólóny
pʰólóɲ
pumpkin
‘The man is cooking the pumpkin(s) while the others have left.’
Another type of assimilation occurs primarily with two specific grammatical
morphemes: the linker i ̀ used in serial constructions, and the locative prepo-
sition i ́. When these occur after a vowel, the vowel i typically disappears,
leaving behind the tone on the preceding TBU. Unlike the previous type of
assimilation, these markers assimilate to all vowels, not just that of u. Both
grammatical markers are the type which attach leftward to the previous word.
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(32) kat̄iĺi ́
kātiĺi ́
yesterday
ʼkwan̄i ́
kʼwāni ́
people
mùr-i=́i ̀
mùr-i=́i ̀
will.aux:ipfv-ad2=lnk
aś
ás
fight
tan̄i ́
tāni ́
phm
úni ̄
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
ki ́
narr
yé gò is̄
yé gò is̄
cancel
mò
mò
mo
‘People were going to fight yesterday, but then they cancelled.’
(33) ah́ā
áhā
1sg
mùr-a=́à
mùr-á=à
intend:ipfv-1sg=lnk
aś
ás
fight
‘I’m going to fight.’
2.5 Segmental Phonology of Loan Words
Borrowed words from Arabic (the main language which words are borrowed
from in Uduk) do not necessarily obey all the phonological rules that other
words do. As most of these rules involve tone, discussed in the following chap-
ter, there is only one main segmental variation which takes place, dealing with
phonotactics.
Consonants in loan words can sometimes occur in positions in which they do
not occur otherwise. The ejective /kʼ/, for instance, does not normally occur
intervocalically. However, the verb to think (cognitively), pʰik̀ʼiŕ, does have
an ejective word-medially. Examples going against these types of phonotactic
constraints are limited, but do show up sporadically.
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Chapter 3
Suprasegmental Phonology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the phonology of the suprasegmental system in Uduk,
primarily the way in which tone plays a role in the language. This includes the
basic tonal inventory (section 3.2), the interaction between segmental phono-
logy and suprasegmental phonology (section 3.3), tone in lexeme roots (section
3.4), and tonal interactions in morphology (section 3.6). In addition to tone,
this chapter also describes a situation in which some grammatical forms re-
align themselves to form a phonological word with an immediately preceding
lexeme (section 3.5), and its consequences in the phonology and morphosyntax
of the language.
A language with tone is a language “...in which an indication of pitch enters into
the lexical realization of at least some morphemes” (Hyman 2001, p. 1368).
According to Kutsch-Lojenga (2011) there are twomain types of tone languages
in Africa: those with ‘stable’ tone, and those with ‘changeable’ tone, in which
a number of tonal processes operate such that tones change depending on the
context. Languages with stable tones tend to have more contrastive levels,
shorter words, and a heavy functional load of tone, both in the lexicon and in
the grammar.
For languages with ‘stable’ tone,
...the tonal melody of words in isolation remains the same in what-
ever tonal context the word may occur, i.e. there are no tonal rules
which change tones in context. The tonal melody of a word may
change for grammatical reasons, unrelated to the tonal environment
of the word. In some languages, singular and plural nouns are dif-
ferentiated by tone alone, locative marking may be done by tone
alone, various tense/aspect paradigms may differ by tone alone.
Such tonal changes most often have to be analyzed as tonal re-
placement, or as a floating tone attached to the tonal melody of
the lexical morpheme. In context, these are not changed by their
tonal environment...when learning to speak such a language as an
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outsider, one can learn the tones of nouns immediately with the
segmentals, because the tones remain the same in every context
(Kutsch Lojenga 2011, p. 5).
Uduk is a tonal language falling into this category. Tone plays a crucial role in
Uduk, forming part of the phonology, the syntax, and the morphology. As-
pectual grammatical categories are formed by tonal changes in verb roots.
There are also irregular modifiers which mark plurality by tone alone, and
some person-marking alternations in verbal morphology is also tonal. An un-
derstanding of tone is thus important to understanding the structure of the
language in general.
The number of phonological rules which could move or change tone in Uduk is
rather limited, however. The rules which do exist focus mostly on a historical
development involving depressor consonants, restricting the environments in
which certain tones can occur synchronically. Most tonal changes in Uduk
involve tonal replacement or a floating tone, rather than tonal movement.
3.2 Tone Inventory
There are three tone levels, H, M, and L1, and four basic tonemes in Uduk: L
(à), M (ā), H (á), and LH (ǎ); these exist both on the surface and underlyingly.
LM and ML contours do not appear in any lexeme roots. Other contours, such
as HL, HM, and MH, occur only rarely, but are possible in both mono- and
disyllabic nominal roots.
Contour tones also occur as a result of floating tones, but these appear to be
dealt with somewhat differently in the phonology. Grammatical contour tones
trigger a phonetic lengthening of the vowel. This does not appear to be the
case, however, for contour tones which occur in root lexemes.
Table 3.1: Contrastive Root Tonemes
L ˩ sà modal particle
M ˧ sā to dance
H ˥ sáɗ, à calf, of leg
HL ˥˩ sâɓ bad (from Arabic ṣaʿab)
HM ˥˧ sa᷇ time, clock
MH ˧˥ sa᷄ rosemary
LH ˩˥ jǎ who, sg.
ML ˧˩ * Not possible
LM ˩˧ * Not possible
1There are two phonetic realizations of monosyllabic words with a L tone, depending on the
coda of the syllable. Syllables without a coda as well as syllables in which the coda is a sonorant
(m, n, ɲ, ŋ, l, r, w, and y) have a phonetic realization of the L tone, such that the L tone is falling. If
the coda is an obstruent, however, the tone is a level L. These low-falling tones fall lower than the
lowest normal level of tones in Uduk. This falling tone only affects low tones; mid- and high-toned
words do not have any differences depending on the coda shape.
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Tone is associated with the syllable in Uduk. As sonorants can be syllabic, they
are thus also Tone-Bearing Units (TBUs) in those instances when syllabic. This
primarily refers to nasals, but limited instances of /l/, /r/, and glides are also
sometimes TBUs. Variation in whether sonorants are TBUs or not suggests that
tone is not associated with the segment, as contrasts like múm̀, ‘friend’, with a
nasal TBU, and mún, ‘there’, a nasal which is not a TBU, are possible. If tone
was segmentally associated, it would not be possible to have a mixed set of
nasals in terms of whether they are TBUs or not.
For differentiating between the mora and the syllable, syllable structure again
suggests that the syllable is the primary referent. Syllables in Uduk frequently
are closed (e.g. CVC), with a variety of consonants allowed in the coda position,
including stops. Open and closed syllables do not differ in their tonal melodies
possibilities, and contour tones may be found with both CV and CVC structures.
As contour tones may be found even with lexemes ending in a plosive, this
suggests that it is not the mora but the syllable which tone is associated with.
Although there are three tone levels in Uduk, due to a complex system of
consonant-tone restrictions, minimal tonal sets are extremely limited, and do
not occur in noun or verb roots alone. Only by including grammatical mor-
phemes can one give a full contrast between all three tone levels, and thus are
included in the chart (3.1) for the sake of completeness. Uduk tone-consonant
restrictions function in a similar manner to that described in Mundang, in
which it is also only grammatical morphemes which give full H-M-L contrasts
(Elders 2000).
Basic tone pitches are fairly stable. Tonal measurements of the F0 from a single
male speaker ranged for L from 109-121, for M from 114-144, and for H from
129-179. Average F0 measurements for the three tone levels may be seen in
table 3.2. Syllables with aspirated plosive onsets are frequently slightly lower
in their F0 compared to unaspirated or glottalized.
Table 3.2: Tone Pitch Levels
L 115
M 125.5
H 147.5
3.3 Diachronic Tonal Change and Depressor Con-
sonants
In order to understand the synchronic system of these consonant-tone interac-
tions, it is worth first exploring a diachronic investigation of how the current
system of consonant and tone interactions may have come about.
Tonal melodies in Uduk display phonotactic constraints based on the onset
consonants associated with the TBU.
These constraints can be summarized as follows:
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• No syllable beginning with a voiceless onset occurs with a L tone
– Vowel-initial roots are included in this category, as they optionally
begin with a glottal stop
– Implosives also are included in this category
• No syllable beginning with a voiced onset occurs with a M tone
• Voiced plosives can only occur with L or LH tones
• Voiced sonorants can occur with L, LH, or H tones, both as syllable onsets
with vowels or as syllabic TBUs
This can be summarized in table 3.3, with + marking permissible combina-
tions.
Table 3.3: Consonant and Tone Interaction: First Syllable
Consonant Type Tones allowed
L M H MH HM LH HL LM ML
Unaspirated stops + + +1 +2 +2
Aspirated stops + + +1 +2 +2
Implosive stops + + +1 +2 +2
Ejective stops + + +1 +2 +2
Voiced stops3 + +
Voiceless Fricatives (s, ʃ, h) +2 + + +2 +2 +2
Nasals + +2 + +2 + +2
Sonorants l, r, y, w + + +2 + +2
1 Primarily occurs in verbal morphology.
2 Rare.
3 Voiced stops can also occur with a LHL toneme, but these are extremely rare, occurring mainly
in a handful of ideophones, and are not included here in the toneme inventory.
These constraints apply to all monosyllabic words, and to the first syllable of
a word for polysyllabic words. Syllabic nasals pattern identically to syllables
beginning with nasal consonants in terms of consonant-tone restrictions.
For the second syllable, as well as further syllables, of polysyllabic words, a
different list of constraints applies as follows:
• Voiceless unaspirated stops and ejectives do not occur with a L tone
• Voiced plosives do not occur with M or H tones
• Aspirated stops, fricatives, and implosives tend not to occur with L tones
• Sonorants have no restrictions on which tones they may occur with
The depressor consonant effect suggest that Uduk was historically a two-tone
language at some point. As all other Koman languages have three tone levels,
without a depressor consonant effect, it is entirely possible that Uduk has both
lost and then gained a tone level in its history. Further comparative studies
would be of great interest in understanding about Uduk’s potential tone loss
and subsequent tonogenesis.
There are three main classes of sounds in the language in regards to tone-
consonant interaction: sonorants, voiced obstruents, and voiceless obstruents.
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Table 3.4: Consonant and Tone Interaction: Further Syllables
Consonant Type Tones allowed
L M H MH HM LH HL LM ML
Unaspirated stops + + +1 +1
Aspirated stops (+) + + +1
Implosive stops (+) + + +1
Ejective stops + + +1
Voiced stops + + +1
Voiceless Fricatives (s, ʃ, h) (+) + + +1
Nasals + + + +1 + +1
Sonorants l, r, y, w + + + +1 + +1
1 Rare.
Two changes must have occurred at a time in which there were only two tones,
one affecting the L, and a second affecting the historical H. In both cases, it is
a L insertion which created the change, but the way the language reacted to
the L insertion differs in the two instances.
The first change to take place is one which affected historical L, when Uduk
was a two-tone language. All low-toned syllables beginning with voiced con-
sonants, including both voiced sonorants and voiced obstruents (e.g. ba,̀ mà),
lowered their tones further, such that a third tone level appeared, LL (or ꜜL).
This gave three tone levels: H, L, and the new extra low LL, changing words
like ba,̀ mà into ba,̏ mȁ. Words beginning with voiceless obstruents were not
affected by this change in any way.
(34)
b

a

m

a

L M L M
!
b

a

m

a

L L
The second change to occur is more problematic to describe, as it was not
absolute, affecting all voiced obstruents and only some voiced sonorants. There
is likely an additional factor involved which is as of yet not understood. In this
change, all H tones affected had an L-tone insertion. This extra L led to the
development of a LH contour (H! LH), e.g. *búkʰ ‘to pull out’! bǔkʰ.
(35)
b

u

kʰ

L H
!
b

u

kʰ

L H
Synchronic verbal tonal morphology gives fairly clear evidence for these histor-
ical tonal changes. Aspect has two forms in Uduk, Perfective and Imperfective,
which is marked tonally. The nominal form of the verb, which is also the ci-
tation form, invariably has a tone which patterns identically to the Perfective.
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To form the Imperfective, a ‘reversed’ tone of the Perfective is used. Histori-
cally, this was possibly a simple H vs. L and L vs. H contrast, but this has taken
a number of different synchronic shapes due to consonant influence. The five
tone classes may be seen in table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Verb Tone Classes
Class Base & PFV tone IPFV tone Example, PFV Example, IPFV English
1 M H pʰet̄ ̪ʼ pʰet́ ̪ʼ ‘to laugh’
2 L LH gàm gǎm ‘to find, meet’
3 H M ceṕʰ cep̄ʰ ‘prepare beer’
4 LH L lǒl lòl ‘to gather honey’
5 H L miʃ́ miʃ̀ ‘to see, know’
To further illustrate this, let us look at some examples of verbal morphology
and its interaction with tone and consonants. Verbs beginning with voiced
plosives are invariably in either class 2 or class 4. For instance, gam̀, ‘to find,
meet’, is a class 2 verb, with an Imperfective root tone of LH, gam̌. The verb
mam̀, ‘to carry a child’, is also a class 2 verb patterning identically to gam̀, and
has an Imperfective form of mam̌. Class 4 verbs, which have a LH Perfective
form, also include verbs beginning with sonorants in addition to those with
voiced plosives.
However, there is an additional complication to the matter, namely that there
are plenty of lexemes in the language which begin with voiced sonorants, yet
occur with H tones. This includes both verbs and nouns. The verbal morph-
ology again suggests that there is a difference with some sonorants compared
to others.
Class 5 verbs occur exclusively with sonorants with a H tone in the root, e.g.
waŕ, ‘to become angry’. Class 5 verbs pattern in a somewhat similar manner to
class 3 verbs, which have voiceless obstruents. However, in class 5 verbs the
Imperfective is not M but rather lowered to L. The class 3 verb pʰaŕ, ‘to see,
show’, has an Imperfective tonal form of pʰar̄. Waŕ on the other hand has an
Imperfective of war̀. This variation with sonorants is one of the main pieces of
evidence suggesting that tone lowering happened first.
There is one last issue when it comes to the tone-consonant co-occurrences. The
phoneme /h/ can be somewhat problematic when it comes to tones, particu-
larly with verb conjugations. Under normal circumstances, /h/ should pattern
with the voiceless obstruents, such that M (historical L)!M, and H! H; that
is, there were no historical changes affecting either H or M. However, there
are some idiosyncratic verbs beginning with /h/ which pattern with sonorants
in verb class 5. Most verbs beginning with /h/ fall into class 1 and 3, Per-
fective H patterns with M in the Imperfective, and Perfective M patterns with
Imperfective H. As an example of a class 3 verb, hat́ ̪ʼ , ‘to eat leaves’, is H in
the Perfective and changes into hat̄ ̪ʼ in the Imperfective. However, there are
other verbs like het́ ̪ʼ ‘to stretch a limb; to rain’, which become het̀ ̪ʼ in the Im-
perfective, falling into class 5. These irregular-patterning verbs are rare, and
generally correspond to voiced sonorants in other dialects of Uduk or other
Koman languages; hiĺ, ‘to look’, a class 5 verb, is yɨl̀ in Komo.
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3.4 Tone in Lexical Roots
3.4.1 Nouns
A description of tone in noun roots is relatively simple. Base tones which occur
in monosyllabic roots are L, M, H, and LH, with consonant-tone restrictions
described in section 3.3; HL, MH, and HM occur in more limited instances,
primarily in monosyllabic nouns. The gender of the noun does not affect the
tonal melody.
Most lexemes are monosyllabic, with a CVC or CV structure; the presence or
absence of a final consonant does not affect the tone of the lexeme, except in
the phonetic realization of a L tone.
Polysyllabic nouns do not generally have any restrictions in tonal patterns,
but due to the relative rarity of contours other than LH, these are limited in
number. Examples of other tonal patterns may be seen in 3.6.
Table 3.6: Polysyllabic Tonal Melodies
Tone Example English
H-H pʰólóɲ ‘Pumpkin’
H-M kákāʃ ‘Wooden pillow’
H-L cʼeḿeǹ ‘Leaf’
H-LH wárónd̪iw̌ićʰ ‘Tchagra’
H-HL ceɲ́cʼwâʔ ‘Abyssinian Roller’
M-H ūlmáɲ ‘Bruise’
M-M cʼōleʔ̄, à ‘Intestines’
M-L ūrwòʃ, à ‘Mountain pool’
M-LH ālbǔn, à ‘Coffee’
M-HL gǔmāŋkûr ‘Type of large pigeon’
L-H lùpʰeʔ́, à ‘Reed grass’
L-M wàʔe,̄ à ‘White bean’
L-L bùlùs ‘Gizzard’
L-LH bùŋgwǎr ‘body’
L-HM jùru᷇ʔ ‘Boubou’
LH-H lǎlúʔ ‘Nightjar’
LH-M jeǩāʔ, à ‘Peanut’
LH-L bǔreʔ̀ ‘Bee-eater’
LH-LH dhǒdhǒɗē ‘Paradise flycatcher’
LH-HL weǰeŵ, à ‘Bronze Mannikin’
MH-H ta̪᷄siʔ́ ‘Red-cheeked Cordonbleu’
HL-LH cʼil̂miš ‘Spur-winged plover’
Tonal patterns in loan words are slightly different compared to general trends
in the language. There are two main areas in which differences occur: contour
tones which are otherwise rare, and consonant-tone combinations which would
not otherwise be possible.
The first group particularly involves MH, HM, and HL contours, of which there
are less than 20 native lexemes known occurring with these tonal patterns.
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Although there are also limited amounts of Arabic loan words with these con-
tours (approximately 10), this nonetheless makes up a larger percentage of the
total amount of loan words, suggesting that these are more common.
Secondly, many loan words occur with tone-consonant combinations which
should otherwise not be possible. Voiced plosives can occur with H and M
tones, which is otherwise heavily restricted in Uduk. Voiced plosives occurring
with H-tones and M-tones frequently alternate with contours, however. For
instance, the word al̄bǔn would have acceptable alternations including al̄bǔm,
al̄bún, and al̄búm. The voicing of the /b/ is often audible, even when it occurs
with the H tone. Similarly, da̪n̄as̀, ‘muslin fabric’ has a tonal variation of da̪ňas̀.
3.4.2 Verbs
Verb roots may occur with four possible tonal melodies, L, M, H, or LH, follow-
ing consonant-tone restrictions described in section 3.3. Unlike with nouns,
there are no instances of HL, MH, or HM contours. Only monosyllabic verb
roots may occur with all four possible tonal melodies; disyllabic verb roots are
more restricted, and have either all L- or M-toned melodies depending on the
word-initial onset. The tonal shape is always the same for both syllables in
disyllabic verb roots. There are no trisyllabic verb roots.
Uduk uses tonal alternations in the verb root to mark aspect, with two possible
forms, the Perfective and the Imperfective. The Perfective form of a finite verb
is identical to the lexical tonal melody. The Imperfective is then formed by
using the ‘reverse’ of the tone, predictable given the base tone and the type of
consonant found in the syllable onset. As sonorants can be associated with H
as well as LH tones, this gives us 5 possible tone classes, seen in table 3.7.
Table 3.7: Verb Tone Classes, repeated
Class Base & PFV tone IPFV tone Example, PFV Example, IPFV English
1 M H pʰet̄ ̪ʼ pʰet́ ̪ʼ ‘to laugh’
2 L LH gàm gǎm ‘to find, meet’
3 H M ceṕʰ cep̄ʰ ‘prepare beer’
4 LH L lǒl lòl ‘to gather honey’
5 H L miʃ́ miʃ̀ ‘to see, know’
Disyllabic verb roots invariably occur with either all L-toned syllables or all M-
toned syllables, depending on the word-initial onset. These pattern similarly
to monosyllabic tone classes 1 and 2, with one slight change. The Imperfective
tonal shape of verbs with the L-L tone pattern is LH-H rather than LH-LH; that
is, the tone of the second syllable is a level H rather than a contour. In situations
in which this would result in a depressor consonant associated with a H tone,
this triggers a change in the pronunciation of the consonant. As an example,
the verb wùgùr ‘to wobble’ becomes wǔkúr in the Imperfective.
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Table 3.8: Disyllabic Verb Roots
Class Base & PFV tone IPFV tone Example, PFV Example, IPFV English
1 M-M H-H te̪n̄te̪m̄ te̪ńte̪ḿ ‘to melt’
2 L-L LH-H màlàs mǎlás ‘to persuade, distract’
3.4.3 Stative Verbs
Stative verbs are a subclass of verbs which are structured somewhat differ-
ently compared to other verb forms. They do not use tonal alternations on the
verb root, and they furthermore do not mark person-number concord through
suffixes.
Instead, they follow a reduplication pattern, root1-á root2. The tone of root2 is
always L or M, depending on the initial consonant2. For monosyllabic roots,
this gives four possible tonal melodies: H-H-M, M-H-M, L-H-L, and LH-H-L.
Disyllabic stative verbs pattern similarly to active verbs in that they only occur
with either all L-tones or all M-tones, giving only two possible tonal melodies,
LL-H-LL and MM-H-MM.
Examples may be seen below in table 3.9.
Table 3.9: Stative verb tonal patterns
Tone Pattern Uduk English
Monosyllabic Roots
H-H M cwácʰ-á-cwā﻿cʰ Stiff, bristly
M-H-M cā-á-cā Big
L-H-L dit̀ʰ-á-dit̀ʰ Heavy
LH-H-L deǩʰ-á-dek̀ʰ Thick, sticky (of liquid)
Disyllabic Roots
MM-H-MM kū̱lūl-á-kū̱lūl Bent, crooked
LL-H-LL d̪el̀el̀-á-d̪el̀el̀ Clean
3.4.4 Other Tonal Patterns
Nouns and verbs occupy the vast majority of word classes in Uduk, but there
are additional smaller classes of words, such as particles and ideophones. Parti-
cles (including polar words like yes and no) and ideophones are non-inflecting
words which do not behave in the same manner as nouns and verbs in terms
of tonal restrictions. The sibilant /s/ for instance, cannot occur with a L tone
under normal circumstances, but saʔ̀ is a clausal interrogative particle which
goes against the rule. The word ﻿cʰwà (variants include ﻿cʰah̀ and ﻿cʰwah̀) is used
for an emphatic denial, and also goes against the normal tonal rule restrictions.
2Although many stative verbs share their verb roots with active verbs, the factors governing
the tone of root1 compared to active roots are as of yet unclear.
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3.5 Leftward Realignment
Before an introduction of tonal interactions in morphology can take place, there
remains one important factor to introduce, namely what is called here the left-
ward realignment. There are a number of prefixes and particles, which, if the
opportunity arises, move leftwards, phonologically attaching onto the previous
word. This applies only to certain valid morphological hosts, typically nouns
or verbs.
Consider an Associative construction of the following two words, à ōm, ‘egg’,
and à ŋwá, ‘hen’, with the meaning of a chicken egg. Associative constructions
work similarly to compounds, in that it is formed by a simple juxtaposition of
the two lexemes, with one additional exception: the Class II prefix marker is
raised from L to M on the second noun.
à=ōm à=ŋwá
#
à=ōm ā=ŋwá
However, this is further complicated by a phonological reshuffling in which
the prefix of hen detaches itself, reattaching to the syllable directly preceding
it.
à=ōm ā=ŋwá
à=ōm ā=ŋwá
#
à=ōm=ā ŋwá
A list of known markers which reattach leftwards may be seen in table 3.10.
As the original category is difficult to know for certain in some instances, this
label should be viewed as tentative.
Table 3.10: Leftward-realigning grammatical markers
Uduk Original category English
i ́ preposition ‘in, at, on’
á preposition ‘in, at, on’, Class II
ā= proclitic Ergative case marker, Class I
mā= proclitic Ergative case marker, Class II
ā= proclitic Accusative case marker, Class II
ā= proclitic Associative case marker, Class II
mā= proclitic Genitive case marker, Class II
ā= proclitic Identification marker, predicative demonstratives
i ̀1 particle Same-subject verb linker
1 The status of i ̀ is somewhat uncertain, and requires further investigation.
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Phonologically, this rule results in a change in pronunciation for word-final
glottalized consonants, vowel harmony participation in Yabus Uduk, and a
participation in a tone rule discussed further in section 3.6.2. Additionally, i ́
and i ̀ change their quality to match any vowel which directly precedes them.
Leftward realignment uses a mixture of phonological and morphosyntactic cri-
teria, in its choice of markers as well as hosts. Table 3.10 shows that the
number of markers which move leftward is limited. Case markers in particu-
lar show some inconsistencies in terms of movement, as for example the Class
I Genitive marker gi ̀ does not resyllabify leftwards, but the Class II Genitive
marker mā does.
The potential host of the markers also varies somewhat, depending on the in-
dividual marker. Ergative and Accusative case markers may only attach to
verbs. The prepositions i ́ and á may attach to verbs, other prepositions, and
some nouns, particularly nominal locators. The Class II Genitive case marker,
the Associative case marker, and the Identification marker may attach only to
nouns.
To illustrate the concept further, I present some examples with verbal demon-
stratives. Predicative demonstratives are verb-like deictic devices used to present
or identify nominal participants, which may occur with or without overt verbal
predication. The verbal demonstrative occurs with the grammatical marker ā,
which may be on its own as well as cliticized to the noun it identifies. When
cliticized, it follows the tone rule discussed in section 3.6.2, in that it is low-
toned after an immediately preceding low tone, and mid-toned after anything
else.
The following two examples are taken from a text (C.10 in the Appendix) in
which the narrator is explaining how to construct a house.
(36) bà
bà
so
bwaỳ
bwày
way
gi ̀
gi ̀
gen.rel
nyaŋ̀-ù
ɲàŋ-ù
build:ipfv-imprs
gùʼb
gùɓ
house
à
à
ident
ʼdah́an̄3
ɗáhān
dem
‘So this is the way in which a house is built,’
(37) aw̄́
áw̄
or
bwaỳ
bwày
way
gi ̀
gi ̀
gen.rel
te̱ĺ-ù
tʰeĺ-ù
start:pfv-imprs
mi ́
mi ́
do
ʼpeń
pʼeń
behind.part
wat̀hiʔ́
wàti̪ʔ́
man
ki ́
ki ́
narr
tā
tā
cop
gi ̀
gi ̀
pp.cl1
gùʼb
gùɓ
house
pi ́ʼ di ̄
pi ́ʼdi ̄
poss.3sg
ā
ā
ident
ʼdah́an̄
ɗáhān
dem
‘or this is the way how a person begins to have a home of their own.’
3Demonstratives show very high levels of fine-grained distinctions, and adding all the details
of each form is out of the scope of this chapter. For more information on the different forms of
demonstratives, see Chapter 7.
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From these examples it is challenging to know whether the underlying tone of
the identification marker is mid or low. Consider the next example, however.
(38) dhal̀i ̀
d̪àli ̀
and:cl1
ā
ā
ident
ʼdań
ɗán
dem
jiǹ
jiǹ
rel.sg
mi-̀n
mi-̀n
do:ipfv-nas
mà
mà
erg.cl2
mo᷇maḵ̌
mo᷇mǎkʰ
fox
‘and this was what the fox did.’
Here, we have a situation in which the identification marker does follow a L
tone, and yet is M. If this was a purely phonological rule, then ā should always
be low after low. However, semantically, the identification is not referring to
the word da̪l̀i ̀, ‘and’. It is rather associated with the relative clause immediately
following the demonstrative. In this situation, then, it remains as a free mor-
pheme, and the default tone appears to be M, not L. There are examples like
example (38), in which the morpheme is M-toned following a L, but there is no
instance of a L-toned identifier marker after a M or H tone. This leads us to the
conclusion that there is a greater phonological connection between house and
the identifier in gùɓ à ɗah́an̄ compared with da̪l̀i ̀ ā ɗah́an̄. This conclusion is
borne out with careful speech; Uduk speakers will pronounce gùɓà as a single
word, and da̪l̀i ̀ ā as two.
Realignment leftwards has consequences with more than just phonology, even
serving as evidence for the existence of the Accusative and Associative cases,
which are marked only by tone changes on the Class II marker.
The Accusative case is only found with Class II objects which directly follow
the verb. The case marker is L when following a L tone, and M in all other
situations.
(39) úni ̄
úni ̄
3pl
gam̌-ań
gǎm-án
find:ipfv-3pl
ā
ā
acc.cl2
ciśh
ciʃ́
gazelle
‘They have found the gazelle.’
(40) úni ̄
úni ̄
3pl
gam̀-aǹ
gàm-àn
find:pfv-3pl
à
à
acc.cl2
ciśh
ciʃ́
gazelle
‘They have found the gazelle.’
Unlike the identification morpheme, however, it is not possible to rearrange
the order or place other words in between the verb and the object, and thus is
more challenging to discern what the underlying tone would be. The tone of
the Class II marker preverbally (e.g. in Absolutive case) and in citation form is
L, à ciʃ́ ‘gazelle’.
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If the base tone would be L also in the Object position, changing to M after
anything other than L, then there would be no Accusative case, the change
being purely a phonological phenomenon.
If the base tone is M, and it changes to L after L, then this means that the tone
of the Class II marker is already M, and in fact must have already changed from
low to mid even before the phonological rule lowering it back down would be
applied.
The tone rule mentioned above affects more than a dozen morphemes, more
than just with leftwards-aligning markers; the behavior of the identification
marker, one of few morphemes which can occur on its own as well as cliticized,
suggests that the rule is a base tone of M lowering to L rather than L raising to
M, giving us the following rule ordering.
Citation form à ciʃ́
Accusative case úni ̄ gàmàn ā=ciʃ́
Leftward restructuring úni ̄ gàmàn ā=ciʃ́
#
Leftward restructuring úni ̄ gàmàn=ā ciʃ́
Tone rule applied úni ̄ gàmàn=à ciʃ́
This presents a challenge, then, as we have a situation where a nominal case
form is phonologically attaching to a verb, despite not being verbal morph-
ology. Grammatical words and phonological words do not necessarily line up
in Uduk, and are bracketed differently.
Grammatical Word [úni ̄ gàmàn] [ā=ciʃ́]
Phonological Word [úni ̄ gàmàn=à] [ciʃ́]
This mismatch is challenging to express in writing, so all leftwards-realigning
markers will for the most part be written in this work as independent mor-
phemes. This is partially to avoid bracketing confusion, but this is also partially
due to the fact that not all grammatical forms behave in a consistent way. The
Class I Genitive marker gi ̀ never changes its tone, invariably staying low. The
Class II Genitive marker mā, however, cliticizes to the previous word, changing
tones when applicable. Writing both markers as independent morphemes pre-
serves a grammatical consistency even though it sacrifices phonological faith-
fulness.
3.6 Tonal Interactions in Morphology
This section focuses on the morphotonology of Uduk, or the situations in which
tonal assignment to a TBU is sensitive to the morphological category of the lex-
eme. This includes person-number agreement marking on verbs, tone lowering
for nominal and verbal suffixes and enclitics in the presence of a low tone, and
nominal modifiers which mark number with H-tone insertion.
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3.6.1 Tone in Agreement Marking
Uduk verb forms mark concord with independently expressed nouns and pro-
nouns in the preverbal position of a clause through suffixes on the verb. 1SG
and 1PE always use the same marker, a H-toned -á; 1PI is marked by a L-toned
-à.
Table 3.11: Imperfective Tonal Affixes
-´ 1sg -´ 1pe
-ˋ 1pi
-´ 2sg -´ 2pl
-´ 3sg -´ 3pl
For 2nd and 3rd person agreement markers, however, their tonal shape is addi-
tionally dependent on the aspect of the construction. In the Imperfective form
of a verb, the tone of the agreement marker is always H-toned.
Table 3.12: Perfective Tonal Affixes
-´ 1sg -´ 1pe
-ˋ 1pi
Tone copy 2sg Tone copy 2pl
Tone copy 3sg Tone copy 3pl
In the Perfective form of a verb, 2nd and 3rd person agreement suffixes copy
the immediately preceding tone . If the tone is a contour, only the final section
of the tone is copied (e.g. with a LH contour in the root, the tonal affix is H,
not LH).
3.6.2 Tone Lowering
Most morphotonology in Uduk is focused around a single rule which applies
to a number of affixes and clitics for nouns and verbs. This rule may be sum-
marized as follows:
If the final tone of a stem is L, and a M-toned suffix or enclitic is placed
directly after this L tone, the tone of the suffix or clitic lowers from M to
L.
A list of known tone-lowering morphemes may be seen in table 3.13.
Examples of each type are addressed in the subsections below.
3.6.2.1 Imperative
The Imperative is formed by adding -i ̄ to the non-finite form of a verb. This
is a M-toned affix which is affected by the tone-lowering rule and lowers to L
when the tone of the element preceding it is L.
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Table 3.13: Tone Lowering grammatical markers
Uduk English
Suffixes
-i ̄ Imperative
-kāʔ Ergative 1SG marker
Enclitics
=ā Individuative
Leftward-realigning enclitics
ā Identification marker
ā Ergative case marker, Class I
mā Ergative case marker, Class II
ā Accusative case marker, Class II
ā Associative case marker, Class II
mā Genitive case marker, Class II
(41) ci̱ḱ-i ̄
cʰiḱ-i ̄
listen-imp
‘Listen!’
(42) baťh-i ̄
bǎt-̪i ̄
follow-imp
‘Follow!’
(43) dhit̀h-i ̀
d̪it̀-̪i ̀
sweep-imp
‘Sweep!’
3.6.2.2 Individuative
Uduk does not morphologically mark number on nouns in any regular fash-
ion. However, there are two enclitics which are used when nouns are directly
modified by numerals, the Individuative and Collective. The Individuative is
marked with the enclitic =ā, which occurs at the end of an NP; similarly, the
Collective =i ́ also occurs at the end of the NP.
The Individuative is used with low, easily countable amounts, or indicating a
portion out of a larger amount. It lowers to L when directly following a L tone.
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(44) ūp̱=ā
ūpʰ=ā
women=indv
súʔ
súʔ
two
‘two women’
(45) gùʼb=à
gùɓ=à
house=indv
súʔ
súʔ
two
‘two houses’
3.6.2.3 Identification
The identification marker ā is used in combination with certain types of demon-
stratives in a verb-like construction to present or identify a nominal referent.
It lowers to L when cliticized to a word ending in a L tone.
(46) tō
tō
thing
ā
ā
ident
ʼdań
ɗán
dem
jiǹ
jiǹ
rel.sg
mi-̌ʼd
mi-̌ɗ
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-3sg
kā
kā
with.cl2
ciḿ
ciḿ
day
jiǹ
jiǹ
rel.sg
pi-̄nù
pi-̄nù
leave:ipfv-imprs
ʼpeńi ́
pʼeńi ́
from:cl1
Pas̄ūdan̂
Pāsūdân
Sudan
‘so this is what happened during the time that (people) fled from Sudan.’
(47) dhal̀i ̀
d̪àli ̀
and
ūshi ́
ūʃi ́
dim.cl1:pl
gò
gò
word
à
à
ident
nań
nán
dem.pl
kūn
kūn
rel.pl
ŋap̱̀-kà
ŋàpʰ-kà
want:ipfv-erg.1sg
ó
ó
say
‘and these are the words that I wanted to tell.’
3.6.2.4 Genitive
The Genitive case is used to show nominal possession, with two different forms
depending on the grammatical gender of the possessor. For Class I possessors,
the construction is formed Npossessed gi ̀ Npossessor. For Class II nouns, it is formed
Npossessed mā Npossessor. Class I Genitive markers occur as a separate particle, but
Class II Genitive markers realign leftwards, lowering their tones from M to L
when directly following a L tone.
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(48) à
à
cl2
nós
nós
pot
mā
mā
gen.cl2
ʼbóm
ɓóm
woman
‘The woman’s pot’
(49) mi ̀
mi ̀
goat
mà
mà
gen.cl2
ʼbóm
ɓóm
woman
‘The woman’s goat’
Genitive constructions with a Class I possessor are unaffected by the preceding
tone.
(50) à
à
cl2
nós
nós
pot
gi ̀
gi ̀
gen.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
wàti̪ʔ́
man
‘The man’s pot’
(51) mi ̀
mi ̀
goat
gi ̀
gi ̀
gen.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
wàti̪ʔ́
man
‘The man’s goat’
3.6.2.5 Associative
Associative constructions are similar to Genitive constructions in that they in-
dicate a relationship of some kind between two nouns. However, the relation-
ship is less focused on ownership, and the meaning can be somewhat more
unpredictable. It is formed by juxtaposing the two nouns.
With Class I nouns, there are no intervening grammatical markers, or changes
in tonal melodies on either word.
(52) gùʼb
gùɓ
house
ʼdi ̄
ɗi ̄
bird
‘Bird nest’
If the second noun is Class II, the Associative case marker ā is used. It lowers
to L when directly following a L tone.
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(53) à
à
cl2
ōm
ōm
egg
ā
ā
ass.cl2
ŋwá
ŋwá
chicken
‘Chicken egg’
(54) gùʼb
gùɓ
house
à
à
ass.cl2
hab̄ûs
hābûs
jail
‘Jail building’
3.6.2.6 Accusative
The Accusative case is used in A-Voice transitive constructions to mark the O
argument of a predicate. Overt case marking occurs only with Class II objects,
which use the case marker ā. The Accusative marker is a leftwards-aligning
marker, which then lowers its tone from M to L when directly following a L
tone. This may occur with the 1PI suffix -à on the verb, or with 2nd and 3rd
person forms in the Perfective.
The verb gam̀, ‘to find’, is a class 2 verb, with an Imperfective tone of LH. 2nd
and 3rd person agreement markers use a H-toned suffix in the Imperfective,
and a tonal copy of the verb stem for the Perfective.
(55) é
é
2sg
gam̌-ań
gǎm-án
find:ipfv-2sg
ā
ā
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
cʼi ́
child
‘You have found the child.’
(56) é
é
2sg
gam̀-aǹ
gàm-àn
find:pfv-2sg
à
à
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
cʼi ́
child
‘You have found the child.’
(57) úni ̄
úni ̄
3pl
gam̌-ań
gǎm-án
find:ipfv-3pl
ā
ā
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
cʼi ́
child
‘They have found the child.’
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(58) úni ̄
úni ̄
3pl
gam̀-aǹ
gàm-àn
find:pfv-3pl
à
à
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
cʼi ́
child
‘They have found the child.’
(59) áʼ di ̄
áɗi ̄
3sg
gam̌-áʼ d
gǎm-áɗ
find:ipfv-3sg
ā
ā
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
cʼi ́
child
‘S/he has found the child.’
(60) áʼ di ̄
áɗi ̄
3sg
gam̀-àʼ d
gàm-àɗ
find:pfv-3sg
à
à
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
cʼi ́
child
‘S/he has found the child.’
When the Accusative case combines with the 1PI agreement marker, the two L-
toned markers phonologically combine into a single portmanteau form, which
is nonetheless written as two separate forms for the sake of consistency.
(61) ańā
ánā
1pi
gam̌-à
gǎm-à
find:ipfv-1pi
à
à
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
cʼi ́
child
‘We (inclusive) have found the child.’
(62) ańā
ánā
1pi
gam̀-à
gàm-à
find:pfv-1pi
à
à
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
cʼi ́
child
‘We (inclusive) have found the child.’
3.6.2.7 Ergative
The Ergative case is used in O-Voice transitive constructions to mark the A
argument of a predicate. There are two case markers depending on the gender
of the argument; Class I arguments use ā4, and Class II arguments use mā. Both
case marker forms are the leftwards-realigning type, which then lower their
tones from M to L when following a L tone.
4Note that this ā here refers to Class I, not Class II, unlike the Associative and Accusative.
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Additionally, any verb ending in a vowel adds a toneless nasal -n to the end of
the verb. As there is no agreement marking, there are more situations in which
the Ergative case is lowered compared with the Accusative, namely with the
Perfective form of class 2 verbs, as well as the Imperfective of classes 4 and 5.
The following examples again use the verb gam̀ ‘to find’, with both the Perfec-
tive and Imperfective aspects, and both classes of arguments.
(63) shūm
ʃūm
meat
gam̌
gǎm
find:ipfv
ā
ā
erg.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
wàti̪ʔ́
man
‘The man has found the meat.’
(64) shūm
ʃūm
meat
gam̀
gàm
find:pfv
à
à
erg.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
wàti̪ʔ́
man
‘The man has found the meat.’
(65) shūm
ʃūm
meat
gam̌
gǎm
find:ipfv
mā
mā
erg.cl2
ʼbóm
ɓóm
woman
‘The woman has found the meat.’
(66) shūm
ʃūm
meat
gam̀
gàm
find:pfv
mà
mà
erg.cl2
ʼbóm
ɓóm
woman
‘The woman has found the meat.’
Ergative constructions with pronominal A arguments for the most part treat
them as if they were Class I nouns. However, there is also a suppletive form
for 1SG, an anaphoric suffix -kaʔ̄, which also falls under the providence of the
tone rule. As in other instances, the affix is M-toned in all instances except
which the root is L, in which case the affix also lowers. This is one of very few
instances in which a voiceless plosive may occur with a L tone.
(67) shūm
ʃūm
meat
gam̌-kaʔ̄
gǎm-kāʔ
find:ipfv-erg.1sg
‘I have found the meat.’
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(68) shūm
ʃūm
meat
gam̀-kaʔ̀
gàm-kàʔ
find:pfv-erg.1sg
‘I have found the meat.’
3.6.3 Number-marking through tone
There are a handful of nominal modifiers, seen in table 3.14, which have
number-marking alternations through H-tone insertion. If the base tone of
the root is M, the H tone replaces it; if it is L, however, then it becomes a LH
contour tone. Disyllabic words then additionally lower the tone of the second
syllable to M when following H or LH.
These modifiers are lexically nominal; they all have inherent gender, and they
all may function as the head of an NP. They primarily occur attributively in
Associative constructions, however, despite their lexical class.
Table 3.14: Tone-changing Plural Forms
Singular Plural Gloss
Class I
d̪àn d̪ǎn great, old
kūmán kúmān female
cōm cóm owner; father
kūm kúm owner; mother
Class II
à ris̀ à riš many
à ràsán rǎsān; gwǎt ̪ʰ ān male
à mòr mǒr neutered
(69) dhaǹ
d̪àn
large.sg
à
à
ass.cl2
ʼtiḵ́
tʼiḱʰ
rat
wú-ʼd
wú-ɗ
die:pfv-3sg
mò
mò
mo
‘The big rat died.’
(70) dhaň
d̪ǎn
large.pl
ā
ā
ass.cl2
ʼtiḵ́
tʼiḱʰ
rat
wú-n
wú-n
die:pfv-3pl
mò
mò
mo
‘The big rats died.’
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Chapter 4
Nominal Morphology and
Phrase Structure
4.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the basic shape and structure of nouns, as well as gram-
matical elements associated with nominal morphology. Nouns are a lexical
class which function syntactically as the heads of Noun Phrases (NPs), and can
be modified by adjectives, demonstratives, and possessive pronouns. They fill
basic arguments in the VP (S, A, and O), and all nouns fall into one of two
genders, triggering agreement patterns and case marking variations depending
on the gender. Nouns do not generally distinguish between count and mass
nouns, and quantifiers such as à ris̀ ‘much, many’ can modify both.
There are few affixes or clitics which apply directly to nouns. Number and
definiteness are not morphologically marked, and most case markers are either
independent morphemes or else cliticize to the previous element in the clause.
One prefix which does partly mark number is the Associative plural i-̄, found
primarily on personal names as well as some kinship terms. The proclitic a=̀
marks Class II gender (otherwise written separately in this work), but this is
not always expressed. There are two clitics which attach to the end of an NP
when modified by a numeral, which may or may not be the noun itself.
This chapter proceeds as follows.
After the introduction, the first section presented involves number marking
strategies and related morphological markers. Number itself is not morpholo-
gically marked on nouns, and most nouns may be categorized as transnumeral.
This refers to the idea that they do not have an inherent singular or plural en-
coding; their interpretation instead depends on context. An absence of plural
marking is common cross-linguistically, but rare within Nilo-Saharan, which
most commonly has some type of complex tripartite number-marking system.
One morpheme which does express overtly-marked number is the Associative
plural, marking an individual and those associated with that individual. This
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morpheme occurs with personal names and some kinship terms. A subset of
nouns in Uduk also use lexical suppletion to mark number. These nouns pri-
marily refer to humans, such as kinship terms or professions.
The second section addressed involves the gender system of Uduk: all nouns
in Uduk belong to one of two genders. Uduk’s grammatical gender system
does not stem from a sex- or animacy-based semantic distinction, and gender
assignment appears to be largely arbitrary. Noun classes are common across
Africa in general, but rare within Nilo-Saharan; only Kadu languages and East-
ern Nilotic languages have displayed any sort of gender-marking system, which
typically are at least somewhat more semantically transparent than in Uduk.
Inside Koman, grammatical gender was not noticed by earlier scholars, but re-
cent research suggests that Gwama has a two way gender system which works
similarly to Uduk (Anne-Christie Hellenthal, p.c.). A recent publication on
Komo suggests that Komo may use cognate markers for number and informa-
tion structure rather than differentiating lexical divisions in nouns. For more
details, see Otero (2015c).
Tied in with gender-marking strategies we find case, the next topic addressed
in this chapter. Uduk displays a fascinating case marking system which is
intricately linked with information structure and word order. Case marking
parallels other ergative and marked nominative languages in the area in many
respects, and it is not necessarily easy to put into currently existing typologi-
cal categories. Morphologically marked cases for core arguments include Ac-
cusative and Ergative; cases for extended uses include Genitive and Associative.
After case marking, nominal derivation and compounding is discussed. Morph-
ology to derive nouns is limited to a handful of prefixes and suffixes.
The final section of this chapter focuses on nominal constituents at the phrase
level. This includes modifier ordering inside the NP, prepositional phrases, and
relational noun phrases.
4.2 Number marking
4.2.1 Introduction
Number marking in Uduk is generally a property of phrases rather than being
marked directly on nouns. In the noun phrase, number-marking alternations
exist with some types of modifiers and demonstratives. In the verb phrase,
number is marked through suppletive lexemes and person-number agreement
marking. Number marking in Uduk should thus be seen as a ‘non-canonical’
strategy, following Corbett (2000).
Uduk nouns, however, are not inherently coded for number, and could be de-
scribed as having a general or ‘transnumeral’ form, which may have a singular
or plural interpretation depending on context.
A smaller subset of nouns mostly relating to humans or livestock do have dis-
tinct singular and plural forms, found in table 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Transnumeral Nouns
Uduk English Uduk English
cwá tree(s) à bi ̌ upper arm(s), wing(s)
à mè spear(s) à gǔrūsh money(s)
gùʼb house(s) nǎwāl adze(s)
ʼpin̄y white ash(es) à cō̱ny﻿cō̱m hedgehog(s)
bip̱̀ cow(s) à dhǔgàʔ bean(s)
mà food(s) à nós pot(s)
Nouns which take the prefix i-̄ primarily refer to the Associative Plural (AP),
referring to the individual referenced and others associated with this individ-
ual, discussed further in section 4.2.2 below. Most kinship terms appear to be
able to use the AP.
Table 4.2: Nouns encoded for number
Singular Plural English
mi ̀ miỳà goat
à ʼci ́ ū﻿ci̱ ́ child
wàthiʔ́ ʼkwāni ́ man
à ʼbóm ūp̱ woman
à múgù i-̄múgù friend
à màn... i-̄màn... agentive nominalizer
kūm (i)̄-kúm his, her mother
cōm (i)̄-cóm his, her father
à kām (i)̄-kám brother
à Name i-̄Name used for personal names
Aside from these nouns, number is most commonly expressed through verbal
suffixes, as seen in examples (71) and (72) below.
(71) à
cl2
nyaẃ
cat
ūr-úʼd
chase:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ʼtiḵ́
rat
‘The cat chased the rat.’
(72) à
cl2
nyaẃ
cat
ūr-ún
chase:ipfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
ʼtiḵ́
rat
‘The cats chased the rat.’
This is similar to Maba, in that in the absence of number marking on nouns that
function as the subject of the verb, agreement on the verb helps to interpret
number (Weiss 2014, p 107, as cited in Dimmendaal 2014). This also parallels
Dimmendaal (2000)’s comments on Ngiti, that although most Nigiti nouns do
not have separate singular or plural forms, “pluractional marking on the verb,
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expressing plurality or multiplicity of the verb’s action, has the same effect”
(Dimmendaal 2000, p. 256). Unlike Ngiti, however, agreement marking on
the verb in Uduk expresses only person-number concord and NOT multiplicity
of a verb’s action, pluractionality being instead marked through AD markers
on the verb (see section 8.5 for details).
Despite this difference, Uduk does seem to follow other number-marking strate-
gies employed by languages with pluractionality. In his 2014 work, Dimmen-
daal suggests that languages with pluractional marking frequently have more
than one strategy for marking number, with varying degrees of productivity
(Dimmendaal 2014). Uduk shows at least five strategies for number marking:
agreement marking on the verb, lexical suppletion for a small subset of nouns,
lexical suppletion for a small subset of verbs (described in more detail in section
8.3), modifiers which can mark plurality (described in more detail in section
6.2), and demonstratives which mark plurality (described in more detail in
chapter 7). Additionally, Uduk makes use of a more fine-grained distinction in
plurality in some instances at the clause level, namely a small, paucal plural
contrasting with a greater, multal plural (described in more detail in section
8.7).
4.2.2 Associative Plural
Although number is not morphologically marked on most nouns, there is none-
theless one prefix which does express a type of number, the Associative Plural
i-̄. Following Corbett (2000), it ‘denote(s) a set comprised of the referent of the
nominal (the main member) plus one or more associated members’.
The AP has restrictions in its use, and may only generally occur with nouns
highest on the animacy scale. It is particularly common with proper names, to
refer to the individual plus those associated with that individual, such as one’s
family. Most kinship terms also may occur with the AP. Pronouns do not occur
with the AP.
If a noun is marked with the AP, this invariably puts it in Class I gender,
whether the original form was Class I or Class II. Note that personal names
are always Class II.
(73) wòr
river
yań
dem.prox
tā
cop:pfv
mò
place
gi ̀
gen.rel
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
i-̄Miśā
ap-Misa
ḿmò
ger
wús
wash
tō
thing
kā
with.cl2
yeḿpā
always
‘This river is whereMisa and the others always go to wash (their clothes).’
(Uduk Primer 1965)
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(74) i-̄Miśā
ap-Misa
gam̌-ań
find:ipfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
wǔ
wild.dog
i ́
loc.cl1
yaǹ
near
wòr
river
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
sō
run.pl
mò
mo
‘Misa and his friends found a wild dog near the river and they ran away.’
(Uduk Primer 1965)
(75) i-̄kaḿ
ap-brother.pl
mā
gen.cl2
Miśā
Misa
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
i ̀
lnk
wó
pick
ā
acc.cl2
cil̄é
bean
mā
gen.cl2
Miśā
Misa
mò
mo
‘Misa’s brothers went to collect his beans.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
4.2.3 Individuative and Collective
There are two clitics related to number, the Individuative=ā and the Collective
=i ́. They primarily show up when nouns are directly modified by numerals,
and they occur on the last element of the NP before the numeral.
(76) miỳa-̀m
goat-ass
bǔm=i ́
poss.2pl=coll
múdhed̀
five
gwaňsan̄
dem.pl
túʼc
annoy:pfv
ah́ā
1sg
ʼkús
throat.part
‘These five goats of yours are bothering me.’
(77) miỳa-̀m
goat-ass
bǔm
poss.2pl
gwaňsan̄=i ́
dem.pl=coll
múdhed̀
five
túʼc
annoy:pfv
ah́ā
1sg
ʼkús
throat.part
‘These five goats of yours are bothering me.’
The analysis is still preliminary, but in general, the Individuative is used when
the number is low and easily countable. It also may indicates a portion out
of a larger amount, or a part of a whole. It only occurs with small numbers,
primarily one and two, but sometimes three.
(78) wat̀hi ́
man
ya-̌ʼd
go.sg:ipfv-3sg
kā
with.cl2
ʼbóm=ā
woman=indv
ʼde
one
‘The man is walking with one woman.’
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(79) aá̄
1sg
ta-̄ná
cop:ipfv-1sg
kā
with.cl2
ar̄ɨ ́
dim:cl1
gò lòlòp̱
story
à
indv
ʼdeʔ́
one
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
zam̀ɨ ̀
long.ago
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘I have a small story of long ago.’
(80) ki ́1
comp
yil̀=à
year=indv
súʔ
two
kūn
rel.pl
thim̄-ki-́n
finish:ipfv-ad2-3pl
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
P̱il̄iís̀
Felix
gar̀
substitute:pfv
mà
erg.cl2
P̱ūrkiȳúús
Porcius
P̱as̄ṯúùs
Festus
i ́
loc.cl1
em̄bǔl
place
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
mò
mo
‘After two years, Porcius Festus came into Felix’ room.’
(SIM Bible, Acts 24:27)
The Collective is generally used to refer to larger amounts, or amounts in their
entirety. The view of number is qualitative rather than quantitative, and there
is no precise cut off in which the amount shifts from the Individuative to the
Collective. It is generally required with numbers above ten, however.
(81) ah́ā
1sg
di-̌ná
exist.sg:ipfv-1sg
Paŋ̄gal̀eʔ́
Ethiopia
mèʼ d=i ́
time=coll
dòŋgòn
four
‘I have been in Ethiopia 4 times.’
(82) dhal̀i ̀
and
ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼkó-n
exist.pl-3pl
ā
erg.cl1
yil̀=i ́
year=coll
ʼkúmèʼ d i ̄ ʼcēʼ dkā súʔ
twelve
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
i-́ki-́n
go.pl:pfv-ad2-3pl
mò
mo
‘And when he was twelve years old, they went.’
(SIM Bible, Luke 2:42)
Unlike the Individuative, the Collective does sometimes appear with smaller
numbers. It is possible that the Collective has some ties to pluractionality, but
this requires further investigation.
1The transcription used here is not the same as used in the official version of the bible; tones
have been added, and the spelling of some words has been normalized.
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(83) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
sūs-iń
follow:ipfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
ʼbom=i ́
woman=coll
ʼdé
one
‘The people followed one woman.’
Although it is possible for numbers to modify nouns directly, clauses with
the plural existential verb ʼkó are frequently used instead to express amounts.
These generally occur with the Collective.
(84) à
cl2
gùrùsh
money
ʼkó-n=i ́
exist.pl:pfv-3pl=coll
is̄ súʔ
forty
‘The money amounts to 40.’
(85) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ
carry
súm
python
i ̄
ser
pūr
roast
mò
mo
úni ̄
3pl
kā
with.cl2
múŋ̄keʔ́
other
ʼkó-n=i ́
exist.pl:pfv-3pl=coll
súʔ
two
‘He and another guy, the two of them then carried the python to roast
it.’
(86) dhal̀i ̀
and
úni ̄
3pl
bǔʼth-ki ́
take:ipfv-ad2
ʼdōlkōn
gold
kúsh
white
kūn
rel.pl
ʼkó-n=i ́
exist.pl:pfv-3pl=coll
is̄ ʼdeʔ́ i ̄ʼ cēʼ dkā ʼkúmèʼ d
thirty
mò
mo
‘And they took the thirty pieces of silver.’ (SIM Bible, Matthew 27:9)
4.3 Gender
Gender refers to a noun classification strategy in which nouns are lexically
encoded as belonging to a particular class, which is then further reflected in
agreement in some way (Corbett 1991). That is, the exponence of the gender
must appear outside of the marking on the noun itself.
All nouns in Uduk, including proper nouns, are allocated into one of two pos-
sible grammatical genders, labelled as Class I and Class II. Grammatical gender
is not based on biological sex, and assignment into these classes is largely arbi-
trary. Semantics in fact appears to play almost no role in the choice of which
gender a noun is placed in, even with a small semantic group related to hu-
mans or animate nouns. Thus, Uduk is an exception to the statement “...all
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systems of noun class assignment are mixed, since there is always a semantic
core” (Aikhenvald 2003, p. 22).
There are a few limited situations in which gender class assignment may be
predicted. All proper names fall into the Class II gender, although overt mark-
ing is optional in citation form. Nouns marked with the Associative Plural i-̄,
however, are assigned to Class I; this includes proper names. Most other sup-
pletive plural nouns are also assigned to Class I. New words borrowed into the
language from Arabic are often placed into Class II (probably due to phono-
logical consideration), but exceptions do occur. Nominalizations of Stative
verbs which take the -gaʔ̀ suffix invariably are in Class II, as are words with the
derivational morpheme maǹ, which forms agentive nouns.
Gender distinctions are indicated primarily on the noun itself as well as targets
in the VP2; case markers also show variation depending on the gender. Agree-
ment is not found with most elements of the NP, such as adnominal modifiers.
In summary, nouns show agreement with the following classes of words:
• Verbs
• Prepositions
• Conjunctions
• Complementizers
• Some prenominal modifiers, in limited instances
Gender agreement does not affect:
• Numerals
• Color terms
• Adnominal demonstratives
• Personal pronouns
• Possessive pronouns
• Relative pronouns
It is worth exploring the use of gender marking in Uduk in more detail. In Dahl
(2004), he mentions that “a frequently mentioned possible function is that of
reference tracking [...] However, reference tracking does not explain the use
of gender e.g. in NP-internal agreement, and it may also be questioned how
frequently disambiguation of the kind illustrated occurs in natural texts. [...]
Likewise, given that animate and inanimate NPs tend to show up in distinct
syntactic positions, a referential ambiguity between two referents that differ
in animacy is unlikely, and the not infrequent systems where there are only
two pronominal genders — animate and inanimate — would add little to the
efficiency of reference tracking. But reference tracking may be of greater im-
portance in a language where other grammatical marking is scarce... and can
probably be seen as one of several functions of grammatical gender that are all
part of a larger scheme of redundancy management” (Dahl 2004, p. 202).
2Following Corbett’s (2006) terminology, forms which must agree with a particular noun are
labelled as targets, whereas the nouns which cause or trigger the agreement patterns are called
the controller.
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In Uduk, NP-internal agreement does not play a role, and semantic roles such as
animacy are not a factor in gender assignment. Constituent order frequently
changes based on information structure, but with limited amounts of cross-
referencing of arguments on the verb.
The function of gender marking becomes more clear through comparisons with
Komo, a closely related Koman language. In Komo, it is possible to have a fully-
formed grammatical sentence with only a verb and person-marking suffixes
(Otero 2012).
(87) iʃi-r
sleep.itv-3sg.m
‘He is sleeping.’ (Otero 2012)
In contrast, Uduk requires an independent NP.
(88) áʼ di ̄
3sg
iśh-i ́ʼ d
sleep:ipfv-3sg
‘He is resting.’
According to Otero (2015c), all finite verbs in Komo must be marked for one
core (S/A/O) argument. Komo uses a complex system of argument-cross refer-
encing on the verb, and most arguments of a clause are generally marked on
the verb.
This becomes particularly interesting when we compare examples in which the
constituent order is adjusted for information structure. Like Uduk, Komo can
also adjust constituent order, and clauses in an OVA word order are not rare.
However, unlike Uduk, fronted arguments retain their cross referencing on the
verb, as can be seen in examples (89) and (90).
(89) aka
1sg
waśʼ-ø-ak
bite.itv-ø-1sg
kʼaẃ
dog
‘I was bitten by the dog.’ (Otero 2012)
(90) aka
1sg
waśʼi-́r-ak
bite.itv-3sg.m-1sg
‘I was bitten by him.’ (Otero 2012)
In examples (91) and (92), equivalent sentences show that Uduk does not re-
tain the argument cross referencing on the verb that Komo does. Instead, case
markers for the post-verbal arguments appear, differentiated by gender mark-
ing.
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(91) ah́ā
1sg
wǔʼc
bite:pfv
mā
erg.cl2
ʼká
dog
‘I was bitten by the dog.’
(92) ah́ā
1sg
wǔʼc
bite:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
‘I was bitten by him.’
Uduk’s gender marking system appears to have a particularly strong basis in
referent and argument tracking during discourse. Most of the time, the primary
distinction between the two genders in terms of marking is not a difference in
which particular markers are used, however, but rather that Class II genders
actually have overt marking in some way. There are two grammatical cases,
the Accusative and the Associative, in which there is overt marking only for
Class II nouns. Additionally, the use of the Accusative marker also requires
cross-referencing of A.
(93) wat̀hi ́
man
dhit̀h-i ̀ʼ d
sweep:pfv-3sg
à
acc.cl2
shōʔ
floor
‘The man swept the floor.’
With the other constellation, in contrast, not only is there no overt marking for
O, but in fact the cross-referencing of A is inhibited as well.
(94) wat̀hi ́
man
dhit̀h
sweep:pfv
gùʼb
house
‘The man swept the house.’
Through distinctions in gender marking, the listener is able to keep track of
roles, even should the speaker adjust a clause for information structure varia-
tions. The redundancy of Class II nouns being marked through multiple places
in a construction and Class I not being marked at all allows the listener to have
multiple cues for argument tracking.
4.3.1 Gender Marking
Gender marking is indicated in a number of ways, on both the noun itself as
well as through agreement with other words. The primary morphological dif-
ference between the two classes on the noun itself is the presence or absence
of the marker à, which indicates a Class II noun. This marker is, however,
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optional in isolation. Furthermore, gender and case-marking are conflated to-
gether in Uduk, and when nouns occur in different cases, case-marking varies
according to the gender.
A summary of the Gender Markers may be seen in table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Gender marking
Absolutive Accusative Associative Ergative Genitive
Class (I) ø ø ø ā gi ̀
Class (II) à ā ā mā mā
The default case is that of the Absolutive, which in most instances is also the
citation form. In the Absolutive, Class II nouns are marked with the proclitic à,
and left unmarked for Class I nouns. The Class II marker is optional in citation
form.
The Accusative case occurs only when O is post-verbal, and is morphologically
marked only by a tone change of Class II nouns from L à to M ā. Class II Ac-
cusative case markers also move phonologically onto the end of the verb, the
tone of ā lowering to L when directly following a L tone. Class I nouns do
not have any overt case marking when in Accusative case, but they do trigger
person-marking agreement alternations, suppressing all agreement marking ex-
cept for 1st person.
Examples may be seen below of Class I and II noun alternations in Accusative
case.
(95) wat̀hi ́
man
dhi ̌ʼ th
sweep:ipfv
ø
acc.cl1
gùʼb
house
‘The man swept the house.’
(96) wat̀hi ́
man
dhiťh-i ́ʼ d
sweep:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
shōʔ
floor
‘The man swept the floor.’
The Ergative case only occurs when A is post-verbal, and is morphologically
marked by ā for Class I A arguments and mā for Class II arguments. Like the
Accusative, the case marker phonologically shifts from the noun itself onto the
end of the verb, and thus the case markers also lower fromM to L when directly
following a L tone in the same way that Accusative does. If the verb ends in a
vowel, an epenthetic nasal n is placed at the end of the verb.
(97) gùʼb
house
dhi ̌ʼ th
sweep:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘The man swept the house.’
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(98) gùʼb
house
dhi ̌ʼ th
sweep:ipfv
mā
erg.cl2
ʼbóm
woman
‘The woman swept the house.’
The Genitive case also shows some variation due to gender. There are two
markers for the Genitive, gi ̀ for Class I possessors and mā for Class II possessors.
Gi ̀ does not change its tone, staying invariably L; mā on the other does lower
to L when directly following a L tone.
(99) à
cl2
nós
pot
gi ̀
gen.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘The man’s pot.’
(100) à
cl2
nós
pot
mā
gen.cl2
ʼbóm
woman
‘The woman’s pot.’
In addition to case marking variations, prepositions, conjunctions, and some
relational nouns also have alternations depending on the gender of the noun
which follows.
Most prepositions, conjunctions, and complementizers have two possible forms,
alternations based on the gender of the noun following the grammatical marker.
These alternations typically end in -i for Class I nouns, and -a for Class II nouns;
the tone varies on the individual word.
A list of alternations may be seen in table 4.4.
(101) ar̄i ́
dim.cl1
was̀hań
boy
ʼkōsh-óʼd
kick:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ḵúrā
ball
bwaỳ
to
nyar̀aʔ́
girl
‘The boy kicks the ball to the girl.’
(102) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
yań
dem.prox
ʼkōʼd
after
à
cl2
ḵúrā
ball
ki ́
narr
ʼdaŋ̄kal̄
roll
bwaỳà
to.cl2
ʼká
dog
‘And after that the ball rolls to the dog.’
(103) ḵúʔ
giraffe
dǒsh-óʼd
stand:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼkōʼdá
behind.cl2
ar̀ab̀iy̌à
car
‘The giraffe is standing behind the car.’
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Table 4.4: Prepositions, Relational Nouns, and Conjunctions
Class I Class II Gloss
i ́ á in, at, on
e᷄ eā́ in, at, on (longer period)
ki ́ ká complementizer; various
ki ̄ kā with, by, at (time)
nyàkḵi ́ nyàkḵá with, alongside
ʼkōʼdi ́ ʼkōʼdá behind, after, against
ʼkúp̱i ́ ʼkúp̱á above, over
ʼpeńi ́ ʼpeńá from, under
p̱ói ́ p̱óá on top of
mèʼ d(i)̀ mèʼ dà as, like, during
tāgi ̀ tāgà up to, until
dhàli ̀ dhàlà and
bwày bwàyà to, towards
gòm gòmà for, to
gàm gàmà until (time)
miś miśá at the top of, above
(104) ah́ā
1sg
ʼkwar̄-á
write:ipfv-1sg
kā
with.cl2
gaľam̄
pen
‘I’m writing with a pen.’
The diminutive ar̄i ́, ar̄á and its plural form ūshi ,́ ūshá also must agree in gender
with the noun it modifies.
(105) ah́ā
1sg
mis̀h-á
see:ipfv-1sg
ar̄i ́
dim.cl1
mi ̀
goat
‘I’ saw the little goat.’
(106) ah́ā
1sg
mis̀h-á
see:ipfv-1sg
ar̄á
dim.cl2
nyaw̌
cat
‘I’ saw the little cat.’
4.4 Case
4.4.1 Introduction
The case system presented here is based on a division elaborated on by (Dixon
1994), in which participants of a clause are divided into core and peripheral
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roles. The core functions are the transitive subject (A), the intransitive subject
(S), and the transitive object (O); all other participants are treated as periph-
eral. The way these arguments fit into a system in Northeast Africa, however,
is somewhat more challenging to address.
In many languages of Northeast Africa, there are multiple strategies for mark-
ing grammatical relations, including both constituent order and case marking.
A core participant is initially identified by its relative position in the constituent
order. When a different constituent order occurs than a ‘canonical’ constituent
order, however, another alignment-marking strategy is needed, typically that
of morphological case marking.
As an example, Dinka has been analyzed as a topic-first V2 language (Andersen
2002), in which preverbal subjects do not receive nominative case marking,
but post-verbal subjects do. The topic is whichever element occurs in clause-
initial position, most commonly S or A. If another argument is the topic of the
discourse, however, such as O or peripheral arguments, then the subject S/A
occurs after the verb with an overtly marked nominative case.
While marked nominative languages like Dinka occur relatively frequently
among languages of Northeast Africa, ergativity is more rare. Ergative case
marking is primarily restricted to a subgroup of West Nilotic languages, as well
as a handful of other languages in Sudan and Ethiopia. These languages show
differences in the details and functions of their case marking systems, but one
commonality is that all of these languages are ‘split-ergative’. That is, ergative
case-marking is constrained in some way, such as constituent order or clause
type. Many of these contraints occur in pragmatically governed circumstances,
including animacy, definiteness, topicality, and focus.
As an example, Beria is a verb-final Saharan language spoken in Chad and
Ethiopia with optional ergative case marking. Beria uses ergative case “in
diverse pragmatic and syntactic contexts, not simply for assigning argument
focus to the A term (Lambrecht 1994) but also for identifying an A when the
P term is in focus; for highlighting brand new A participants (Prince 1981) in
sentence focus contexts; for disambiguating grammatical roles; and for mark-
ing the A of quotative constructions and embedded relative clauses” (Wolfe
and Tajeldin Abdalla Adam (forthcoming)).
Luwo, a West Nilotic language, also employs variations in case in combination
with constituent order for pragmatic purposes (Storch 2014). Storch states
that “There are certain discourse functions which correlate with the placement
of the case marker before or after the verb. In transitive constructions, Luwo
employs at least two different constructions, whereby the agent-participant is
definite if it occurs clause-initially. Being a prototypically definite participant,
the agent-­participant needs no marking in AVO clauses. In OVA clauses, in
contrast, the agent-participant stands in a post-verbal position, where it is in-
definite and is typically marked with the ergative case marker. This suggests
that the object-­ participant is more topical than the agent in an OVA clause, in
the sense that A has to be case-marked, this being the more unusual situation”
(Storch 2014, p. 189).
Uduk is a split-ergative language, with alternations in case marking depen-
dent on clause type and constituent order. That is, case marking is controlled
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by constituent order, which is in turn governed by pragmatic or discourse-
based motivations. It shows a constraint common to Northeast Africa in that
case marking is neutralized when a core participant occurs preverbally, namely
that... “In preverbal positions the core participants S, A, and O occur always
in one form only, namely the morphologically most unmarked one. [...] In
marked-nominative systems, this form is identical with the accusative; and in
ergative systems with the absolutive... the rule is also a split condition as it
specifies a context in which case is neutralized”’ (König 2008, p. 240).
In Uduk, the only position which is marked for case is the argument immedi-
ately following a verb, be that O, S, or A. Other core relations are not case-
marked, irrespective of whether they occur before or after the immediate post-
verbal position. If the post-verbal argument is O, it is marked by ACC case. If
it is A (or S), it is marked by ERG case. Post-verbal S is only possible in specific
types of subordinate clauses, and could be considered a type of Extended Erga-
tive in much the same way that Andersen has used for Päri (Andersen 1988b).
Thus, case marking in Uduk is not limited to Ergative or Accusative or Nomina-
tive; in fact, all three can occur, depending on the details of the construction3.
But only one occurs at a time.
In summary, Uduk displays the following alternations:
1. Only one position per clause is case-marked: the (immediate) post-V po-
sition. Other positions are not case marked.
2. Variations in constituent order are common, depending on the voice of
the clause, but S cannot occur post-verbally in main clauses.
3. If case marked, A (and limited instances of S) are marked by an ERG case,
and O is marked by an ACC case.
This plus the constituent order alternations gives the following possible clause
types.
Main clauses:
• S V
• O V AERG
• A V OACC
Subordinate clauses:
• S V
• V SERG
• O V AERG
• A V OACC
A summary of the case markers may be seen in table 4.5.
3Contexts governing case marking, constituent order variation, and clause types are described
in more detail in Chapter 9.
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Table 4.5: Case markers
Absolutive Accusative Associative Ergative Genitive
Class (I) ø ø ø ā gi ̀
Class (II) à ā ā mā mā
One final thing to keep in mind regarding case marking is that most nominal
morphology has a tendency to move leftwards, phonologically cliticizing onto
the previous element in the clause. As case is only marked for post-verbal con-
stituents, this can cause nominal morphology to resemble verbal morphology
in some respects. Syntactically, this marker remains part of the NP; phonolog-
ically, however, the case marker is part of the verbal complex.
4.4.2 Accusative
The Accusative case is used to mark the O argument in an A-Voice construction.
It is overtly marked only with Class II arguments. These construction generally
correlate more closely with the typological notion of a prototypical transitive
predicate. The Accusative case is marked by a tonal alternation, a mid-toned ā
which replaces the Absolutive à. This lowers back to L when directly following
a L tone. If there are two objects following the verb, note that only the first
object can have case marking.
(107) wat̀hiʔ́
man
dhiťh-i ́ʼ d
sweep:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
shōʔ
floor
‘The man swept the floor.’
(108) wat̀hiʔ́
man
dhit̀h-i ̀ʼ d
sweep:pfv-3sg
à
acc.cl2
shōʔ
floor
‘The man swept the floor.’
Class I nouns do not mark Accusative case. Instead, there is a reduction of
verbal morphology, in that 2nd and 3rd person agreement markers are sup-
pressed, and greement markers only appear in 1st person. The Accusative case
with Class I nouns could be potentially viewed as a type of subtractive morph-
ology.
Table 4.6: A-Voice Person-number agreement marking when O is Class I
-(n)á 1sg -(n)á 1pe
-(n)à 1pi
2sg 2pl
3sg 3pl
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A comparison to agreement marking for A with Class II O may be seen in table
4.7.
Table 4.7: A-Voice Personal agreement marking when O is Class II
-(n)á 1sg -(n)á 1pe
-(n)à 1pi
-(V)n 2sg -(V)n 2pl
-(V)ʼd 3sg -(V)n 3pl
(109) Class I O
áʼ di ̄
3sg
si ́
plant:ipfv
em̄eń
seed
ā
ass.cl2
cil̄é
lentil
‘He’s planting lentil seeds.’
(110) Class II O
áʼ di ̄
3sg
si-́ʼd
plant:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
wǔʼth
edible.root
‘He’s planting wuth roots.’
In trivalent constructions, only the object immediately following the verb re-
ceives Accusative marking. This is generally the object of the applicative.
(111) Class I IO, Class I O
áʼ di ̄
3sg
si-́ki ́
plant:ipfv-ad1
cōm
his.father
em̄eń
seed
ā
ass.cl2
cil̄é
lentil
‘He is planting lentil seeds for his father.’
(112) Class II IO, Class I O
áʼ di ̄
3sg
si-́ki-́ʼd
plant:ipfv-ad1-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
kam̄
brother
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
em̄eń
seed
ā
ass.cl2
cil̄é
lentil
‘He’s planting lentil seeds for his brother.’
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4.4.3 Ergative
The discovery of ergativity in African languages is relatively recent. Buth
(1981) was one of the first to observe that in Luwo, a West Nilotic language
of Southern Sudan, post-verbal agents take an ergative case marker, although
preverbal agents are not marked for case. Subjects in intransitive clauses can
only precede the verb, and also do not take a case marker. Andersen (1988b)
has shown Päri to follow a somewhat similar pattern; likewise, Miller (2001)
shows a similar pattern for Shilluk, and Dimmendaal (2010) for Tima.
In more recent times, Gaahmg (Ingessana) has also been analyzed as being a
split-ergative language (Stirtz 2013), and the Saharan language Beria displays
surprising similarities in its structure, including idiosyncrasies in transitivity
and dummy arguments (Jakobi 2006, Wolfe and Tajeldin Abdalla Adam forth-
coming). Kurmuk and other Burun varieties also have shown signs of ergativity
(data from Andersen (2013), my own analysis). Additional details on the con-
straints and functions of the case marking system in Luwo have also been more
thoroughly analyzed and elaborated on in Storch (2014).
Although descriptions of Shilluk and Päri have existed for longer, previous
scholars had not understood the importance of constituent order alternations
and case marking. Much of the early Northeast African language documen-
tation was conducted by Italian priests classically trained in Latin grammar.
These languages were said to use “the passive” very frequently: “The astound-
ing persistency of prevalently using the passive voice of transitive verbs shows
the keen logic of their thought which makes the most of the object done or to
be done...” (Kohnen 1933, p. ix).
Similarly, Stevenson displayed difficulties in understanding Uduk constituent
order and case marking alternations, saying rather that that the passive “is
common in Uduk, and is used where English would employ an active; this
may be due to Nilotic influence, as both active and passive usages are found
side by side” (Stevenson 1944, p. 62). His difficulties were compounded by
the fact that tone was not documented and he did not recognize the existence
of grammatical gender distinctions. The difference between A-Voice ‘I hit the
man’ and O-Voice ‘The man hit me’ is differentiated by tone alone phonetically,
so a lack of understanding of how tone plays a role in the grammar would not
allow a proper analysis of how argument structures function. Examples of the
two alternations are shown below.
(113) ah́ā
1sg
ʼkósh-á
hit:pfv-1sg
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘I hit the man.’
(114) ah́ā
1sg
ʼkósh
hit:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘The man hit me.’
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However, Stevenson did recognize that these constituent order alternations
differ from actual passive constructions. What Stevenson calls passive is also
recognized by the present author as a (non-promotional) passive, or impersonal
construction, discussed more in section 8.9.
Despite a superficial resemblance to passive constructions of European lan-
guages (such as OVA constituent order and a backgrounded agent), these con-
structions are not considered as passive for a number of reasons.
Firstly, O-Voice constructions have an obligatory A (but not O) argument; there
is no possibility of leaving out the A-argument. In passive constructions, agents
are either omitted or assigned to an oblique role, and do not remain a core
argument of the verb. The A argument in Uduk O-Voice constructions is not
optional, nor is it assigned to an oblique role.
Secondly, Uduk does have an overtly marked method for creating an Imper-
sonal construction, which is functionally equivalent to a passive in most re-
spects. The Impersonal construction may be used with both monovalent and
bivalent predicates, and does not allow for the expression of an agent through
oblique roles. If there is an object argument with an Impersonal construction,
it remains as O, and does not get promoted to an S position.
As mentioned previously, Uduk is a split-ergative language. Ergative case
marking in Uduk appears when A is placed in the immediate post-verbal po-
sition in a transitive clause (O-Voice clause type), marked by ā for Class I ar-
guments and mā for Class II arguments. If additional arguments occur in the
clause, no other arguments may be placed between the verb and A. Thus, al-
though constituent order is flexible in Uduk, if both A and O are overtly men-
tioned, it is not possible to get any type of TOP-V-O-A order. It is sometimes
possible to omit the O argument from the clause structure, in instances where
the O argument may be inferred from context. This omission only occurs in
O-Voice constructions, however; furthermore, it is not possible to leave out A
without overt morphology on the verb to inhibit the expression of the agent.
Ergativity in Uduk is related to ‘optional ergativity’, following e.g. McGregor
(2010), in the sense that the “use of the ergative marker is typically motivated
by semantic or information-structural principles” (McGregor and Verstraete
2010). However, Uduk is nonetheless not an example of optional ergativity, as
the case marker is required in O-Voice constructions. Pragmatic considerations
affect the constituent order, but they do not directly affect the use of the case
marker.
O-Voice constructions would frequently fit the typological category of a func-
tional inverse, as they invert the alignment and expression of semantic roles
and grammatical expression of those roles (following e.g. Payne 1997). They
reduces the centrality of the agent with respect to the patient, but not as much
as in a passive construction. O-Voice constructions are also used when there is
less volitionality or control over the action by the agent, such as losing shoes
or dropping a glass. Generally speaking, A-Voice constructions occur when
the agent is more definite, human, animate, and volitional, whereas O-Voice
constructions occur when the agent is less definite, human, animate, and voli-
tional. Most experiencer constructions occur in O-Voice, and the O arguments
of O-Voice constructions are more frequently definite.
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Ergative case marking has few limitations aside from constituent order. Ques-
tions may be both A-Voice as well as O-Voice, and there are no constraints
in regard to aspect or negation. One general tendency with negated O-Voice
constructions, however, is that it more frequent to omit overt O arguments.
Case markers vary according to the gender of A. A arguments with the Class
II gender are marked with mā, and A arguments with the Class I gender are
marked with ā. Verbs ending in a vowel also add -n, irrespective of the gender
of A.
(115) gùʼb
house
dhiťh
sweep:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘The man has swept the house.’
(116) gùʼb
house
dhiťh
sweep:ipfv
mā
erg.cl2
ʼci ́
child
‘The child has swept the house.’
Pronouns are generally considered Class I in regards to case marking, but there
is also an additional suppletive form for 1SG, -kaʔ̄. When immediately follow-
ing a L tone, -kaʔ̄, ā, and mā all lower to L. The 1SG marker -kaʔ̄ also changes its
voicing depending on the voicing of the previous sound; this change is phonetic
and predictable, and is not represented orthographically.
(117) úni ̄
3pl
lǒʼb-ón
play:ipfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
ḵúrā
ball
‘They are playing football.’
(118) à
cl2
ḵúrā
ball
lǒʼb
play:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
‘They’re playing football.’
(119) à
cl2
yiń
oil
yaňsan̄
dem.prox
gǔ-kaʔ̄
take:ipfv-erg.1sg
gòm
for
mà
food
‘I’m taking this oil for food.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
Verbs ending in vowels add a nasal before both Ergative markers.
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(120) yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
p̱i-́n
drink:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘The man drinks the water.’
(121) yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
p̱i-́n
drink:ipfv-nas
mā
erg.cl2
ʼbóm
woman
‘The woman drinks the water.’
Questions can either be in A-Voice or O-Voice.
(122) à
cl2
tá
what
shún-e?᷄
cook:ipfv-erg.2sg
‘What are you cooking?’
(123) é
2sg
gam̌
find:ipfv
tō
thing
yań
dem.prox
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
mańa?́
where
‘Where did you get this thing from?’
Short answers commonly drop O from the initial part of the clause.
(124) gam̌-kaʔ̄
find:ipfv-erg.1sg
ʼpeńá
from.cl2
Yʉ́sɨf̀
Yousef
‘I got (it) from Yousef.’
Negated clauses also may occur in O-Voice.
(125) à
cl2
yiń
oil
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
gam̀
find
mún
dem.loc.anph
yišā
neg
‘They won’t find the oil there.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
If auxiliary verbs occur with O-Voice constructions, the second verb occurs
after A.
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(126) mà
food
gǔs-kā
run.sg:ipfv
mi ̌
do
gòm
for
à
cl2
yiḿ
friend
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
mà
erg.cl2
Miśā
Misa
sús
lead
pā
home
mò
mo
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘I am rushing to cook the food because Misa is going to take your friend
home there.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
As mentioned previously, one of the most common instances that O-Voice con-
structions appear is with a previously introduced topic.
(127) ańā
1pi
mi-́nà
do.aux:pfv-1pi
i ̄
go.pl
si ̄
plant
em̄eń
seed
pós
sorghum
‘We are going to plant sorghum seeds.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
(128) em̄eń
seed
pós
sorghum
si-́n
plant:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
yišā
neg
‘As for the sorghum seeds, they have not planted (any).’
(Uduk Primer 1965)
Choice of topic may also be anticipatory. In (129), an O-Voice construction is
used with a referent which was not previously activated. However, the speaker
then uses the ‘place’ as the topic of the discussion for the next few sentences,
explaining that the water was running and that there were stones in the water.
(129) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
mò
place
yań
dem.prox
ʼcit̄h-am̄́
cross:ipfv-erg.1pe
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
gǔs-úʼd
run.sg:ipfv-3sg
‘And the place we crossed, the water was running.’
Experiencer constructions are more often in Ergatively marked O-Voice con-
structions, typically with a dummy A argument.
(130) áʼ di ̄
3sg
dheľ
blind:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
‘He’s blind, he’s become blind.’
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(131) ah́ā
1sg
mi-̀ná
do.aux:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
ʼtá
cf
ki ́
comp
shwā
eat
mà
food
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
ah́ā
1sg
ʼkósh
hit:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
te̱ʔ́
hunger
‘I would eat if I was hungry.’
Counting is also typically done with Ergatively marked O-Voice constructions.
Note that the number of the verb in the next example is plural, agreeing with
A, ‘foot’, not the topic ‘man’.
(132) wat̀hiʔ́
man
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
shōʼk=i ́
time=coll
dòŋgòn
four
i ́
loc.cl1
maśań
here
mò
mo
‘The man has been here four times.’
Comparisons and win-loss situations frequently use O-Voice constructions.
(133) kā an̄ʼthiń
last night
Mańiỳúnaȳt
Manchester United
p̱i-̄n
drink:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
Cheĺsi ̄
Chelsea
ē
eye.part
ki ̄
with
mi ̄
do
mò
mo
‘Chelsea defeated Manchester United last night.’
Extended uses
Certain types of subordinate clauses require a verb-initial structure. This occurs
primarily with relative clauses, and with the adverbial subordinators mèʼ d yiń,
‘during, while’ (or variations with mèʼ d and other demonstratives such as mèʼ d
ca̱n᷄, mèʼ d yań).
In these subordinate clause types, intransitive clauses also use the Ergative case
markers to mark S, and thus may be viewed as a type of marked nominative
constructions.
(134) mèʼ d yiń
during
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
wáʼ d
hunt:pfv
á
loc.cl2
jal̀i ̀
Chali
tan̄i,́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
gam̌-ań
find:ipfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
daẁaʔ̀
baboon
kā ris̀
many
‘While the people were going hunting in Chali, they found many ba-
boons.’
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(135) mèʼ d yiń
during
ya-́kaʔ̄
go.sg:pfv-erg.1sg
pā
village
Mel̀út
Melut
ińiń
there
tan̄i ́
phm
ah́ā
1sg
p̱ar̄-ki-́ná
see:ipfv-ad1-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
bab̀ǔr
steamboat
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
‘When I went to Melut I saw the steamer.’
(Beam and Cridland 1956)
(136) múm̀
friend:ass
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
gam̌
find.ipfv
nas̀
young.female
mi ̀
goat
i ́
loc.cl1
mò
place
gi ̀
rel.gi
pi-̄n
come.out:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
súm
python
mò
mo
‘Your friend found the young female goat in the place where the python
came out.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
4.4.4 Genitive
The Genitive case in Uduk is used to mark adnominal possession, specifically
the encoding of the nominal possessor. This section focuses purely on the mor-
phosyntactic means in which the construction is formed; for a description of
the semantics of the Genitive construction, see Section 4.7.4.
For Class I head nouns, the construction is formed:
Npossessed gi ̀ Npossessor
For Class II head nouns:
Npossessed mā Npossessor
The Genitive case was mentioned in sections 3.5 and 3.6.2.4 as situation in
which a phonology-syntax mismatch occurs with only one of the markers; there
is no evidence suggesting that gi ̀ attaches to the previous noun phonologically,
particularly with gi ̀’s extended use with relative clauses (described in section
10.3. Both gi ̀ and mā are written separately in glosses here, even though the
language does not treat the markers identically in terms of word boundaries.
Some examples of Genitive Constructions may be seen in table 4.8.
Personal names take the Class II marker, unless they are in the plural form.
Genitive constructions with personal names using the Class I case marker al-
ways refer to the Associative Plural, which is generally omitted from the con-
struction.
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Table 4.8: Genitive Constructions for wat̀hiʔ́, ‘man’, and à ʼbóm, ‘woman’
Gloss Possessed noun ‘The man’s ...’ ‘The woman’s ...’
hat bùlúʔ bùlúʔ gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ bùlúʔ mā ʼbóm
tree cwá cwá gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ cwá mā ʼbóm
dog à ʼká à ʼká gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ à ʼká mā ʼbóm
cat à nyǎw à nyǎw gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ à nyǎw mā ʼbóm
pot à nós à nós gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ à nós mā ʼbóm
knife gànthál gànthál gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ gànthál mā ʼbóm
head ʼkúp̱ ʼkúp̱ gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ ʼkúp̱ mā ʼbóm
nose shūsh shūsh gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ shūsh mā ʼbóm
brother à kām à kām gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ à kām mā ʼbóm
child à ʼci ́ à ʼci ́ gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ à ʼci ́ mā ʼbóm
mat. uncle shwákiḿ shwákiḿ gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ shwákiḿ mā ʼbóm
axe à thúrmàny à thúrmàny gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ à thúrmàny mà ʼbóm
goat mi ̀ mi ̀ gi ̀ wàthiʔ́ mi ̀ mà ʼbóm
(137) mòndhèʼ d
field
mā
gen.cl2
Nas̀hún
Nashun
‘Nashun’s field’
(138) mòndhèʼ d
field
gi ̀
gen.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘the man’s field’
(139) mòndhèʼ d
field
gi ̀
gen.cl1
Nas̀hún
Nashun
‘the field of Nashun (and the people associated with him)’
Further examples may be seen below.
(140) ʼban̄
temple (of head)
mā
gen.cl2
wařkaʔ̄
book
‘page/chapter of the book’
(141) wat̀hińycāʼ d
president
gi ̀
gen.cl1
Paŋ̄gal̀eʔ́
Ethiopia
‘president of Ethiopia’
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(142) à
cl2
haḵ̄úmà
government
gi ̀
gen.cl1
Pas̄ūdan̂
Sudan
‘the government of Sudan’
(143) yil̀
season
mà
gen.cl2
p̱ūʔ
fig
‘fig season; the season when figs ripen’
(144) kūm
mother.poss.3sg
mā
gen.cl2
ʼci ́
child
ki ́
narr
wal̀
complain
à
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
mò
mo
‘(and) the child’s mother gets upset.’
(145) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
mišh
know
bwaỳ
way
mà
gen.cl2
dham̀
bee
ʼbaŕ
completely
mò
mo
‘He really knows the way of the bee then.’
4.4.5 Associative
The Associative construction is similar to the Genitive in that there is a relation-
ship of some kind between two nouns. It is a left-headed noun-noun (N1 N2)
collocation in which the second noun modifies the first in some way, typically
conveying either possession or association. However, the Associative is used
much more broadly compared to the Genitive construction, particularly with
common collocations. For further details regarding the differences between
the Genitive and the Associative, see Section 4.7.4.
The structure of the Associative construction is slightly different, depending
on the gender of the second noun. If N2 is Class I, the two nouns are simply
juxtaposed.
(146) Class I N1 Class I N2
gùʼb
house
ʼdi ̄
bird
‘Bird nest’
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(147) Class I N1 Class I N2
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go
dhaǹ
big
jùs
hole
yaṕ̱
porcupine
mò
mo
‘He went (into) the porcupine’s hole.’
(148) Class I N1 Class I N2
ōʼd
fire
ki ́
narr
mi-́i ̀
do.aux-lnk
shwá
burn
ʼceḿen̄
leaf
cwá
tree
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
di-̀yi-́ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-ad1-3sg
ʼté
just
miś
up
i ́
loc.cl1
ńnií ̄
there
‘The fire burned the leaves of the tree while he was still up there.’
The gender of the head noun does not affect the morphology of the Associative
construction.
(149) Class II N1 Class I N2
à
cl2
ōm
egg
ʼdi ̄
bird
‘Bird egg’
(150) Class II N1 Class I N2
à
cl2
kūt ̱
stump
cwá
tree
‘Stump of a tree’
(151) Class II N1 Class I N2
à
cl2
múgù
friend
mà
gen.cl2
Miśā
Misa
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
à
acc.cl2
kō
milk
mi ̀
goat
gòmà
for.cl2
kam̄
brother
‘Misa’s (two) friends are going to find some goat milk for brother.’
(Uduk Primer 1965)
IfN2 is a Class II noun, however, a construction similar to the Accusative occurs,
in that the marker ā is mid-toned, not low, and it phonologically moves to the
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end of N1 (nonetheless written independently here). This lowers to L when
followed by a L tone in much the same way that the Accusative does.
(152) Class II N1 Class II N2
à
cl2
ōm
egg
ā
ass.cl2
ŋwá
chicken
‘chicken egg’
(153) à
cl2
thūs
string
ā
ass.cl2
gaňyaʔ̀
ganya grass
‘ganya cotton/string (a type of strong string)’
(154) à
cl2
nós
pot
ā
ass.cl2
sū
beer
‘beer pot; large pot’
4.4.5.1 Associative Nasal
In situations where N1 ends in a vowel and N2 begins with a plosive (irre-
spective of gender), a slight change occurs, and the Associative marker -N is
used. This is a nasal which agrees in place of articulation with the following
consonant. The Associative nasal eliminates gender marking differentiations.
(155) Class I N2 (je)̀
she-̄ny
tooth-ass
jè
elephant
‘ivory (lit: tooth of elephant)’
(156) Class II N2 (à ʼká)
she-̄ŋ
tooth-ass
ʼká
dog
‘incisor (lit: tooth of dog)’
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(157) Class II N2 (à cágàʔ)
à
cl2
wařka-̄ny
book-ass
caǵaʔ̀
big
‘a big book’
The Associative nasal causes further complications in that it is used in addi-
tional situations where the normal Associative is not, such as before colors
which are not nominal in nature, or before possessive pronouns.
(158) à
cl2
nyaw̌
cat
kúsh
white
‘a white cat’
(159) bip̱̀
cow
kúsh
white
‘a white cow’
(160) à
cl2
wařka-̄ŋ
book-ass
kúsh
white
‘a white book’
(161) à
cl2
wařka-̄m
book-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
‘my book’
(162) à
cl2
wařka-̄ŋ
book-ass
kúsh
white
peḿ
poss.1sg
‘my white book’
Adjectives which modify a noun which are themselves followed by an addi-
tional modifier also use the Associative construction.
(163) à
cl2
wařka-̄ŋ
book-ass
kúsh
white
ā
ass.cl2
caǵa-̀m
big-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
‘my big white book’
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(164) à
cl2
wařka-̄ny
book-ass
caǵa-̀ŋ
big-ass
kúsh
white
peḿ
poss.1sg
‘my white book’
The origin of the Associative nasal is possibly an abbreviation of gi ̀. It also
occurs with some types of predicative possession (tā gi ̀ ! taN̄), such as with
colors4. The rules governing whether the Associative nasal bears tone or not
still require further investigation.
(165) gùʼb
house
tā
cop
gi ̀
pp.cl1
ʼpeŕ
red
‘The house is (lit: has) red.’
(166) gùʼb
house
ta-̄m̀
cop-ass
ʼpeŕ
red
‘The house is (lit: has) red.’
4.5 Nominal Derivation and Compounding
Derivational morphemes in general are somewhat limited in Uduk; this section
describes some of the few which derive nouns from other parts of speech.
Gaʔ̀ is a suffix deriving a limited set of attributive nouns from stative verbs,
seen in table 4.9. All derived words of this type belong to Class II nouns.
Table 4.9: Derived Stative Verbs
Root Nominal derivation Gloss
ʼbór à ʼbórgàʔ good
shiʔ́ à shiʔ́gàʔ bad
cá à cágàʔ big
gwǎʼd à gwǎʼdgàʔ small
kā̱ʼdām à kā̱ʼdāmgàʔ tall
Adjectives of this type can occur both predicatively as stative verbs as well as
as nominal modifiers.
(167) bip̱̀
cow
ca-̄á
big-stv
cā
redup
‘The cow is big.’
4Only found with older speakers.
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(168) yań
this
tā
cop
bip̱̀
cow
à
ass.cl2
ca-́gaʔ̀
big-nom
‘This is a big cow.’
À maǹ is an agentive morpheme which derives Class II nouns primarily from
verbs.
(169) à mànūkà̱nòs
à
cl2
maǹ
agnt
ūḵ
create
à
acc.cl2
nòs
pot
‘Potter; one who creates pots’
(170) à màntó̱rāwǎrkāʔ
à
cl2
maǹ
agnt
tó̱r
show
ā
acc.cl2
wařkaʔ̄
book
‘Teacher; one who shows books/paper’
Maǹ can also be used to derive nouns from other nouns.
(171) à mànàyò
à
cl2
maǹ
agnt
à
ass.cl2
yò
grinding.stone
‘Grinder, one who grinds’
Mò, ‘place, time’ and tō ‘thing’, are also commonly used to derive nouns from
other nouns as well as nouns from verbs. These take the Associative nasal when
possible.
(172) tōny﻿cā̱ʼb
tō-ny
thing-ass
﻿cā̱ʼ b
sit
‘Seat’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
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(173) tōnycūk
tō-ny
thing-ass
cūk
hoof
‘Hoofed wild animal, antelope’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(174) tōmèʼ d
tō
thing
mèʼ d
finger
‘Ring (on finger)’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(175) tōʔē
tō
thing
ē
eye
‘Animal’
(176) tōŋkámú
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
kaḿú
other
‘Something’
(177) mònthús
mò-n
time.place-ass
thús
bad.thing
‘Leprosy’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(178) mòmbàʼdàʼd
mò-m
time.place-ass
bàʼ dàʼ d
‘Level place, low lying place’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
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(179) mòndhèʼ d
mò-n
time.place-ass
dhe-̀ʼd
clear-3sg
‘Cleared field; field ready to be planted’
(180) mòŋkúsh
mò-ŋ
time.place-ass
kúsh
white
‘Daytime, light’
(181) mòŋkámú
mò-ŋ
time.place-ass
kaḿú
other
‘Somewhere’
4.6 Generic Nouns
Generic nouns are a special type of noun which function somewhat similarly
to pronouns, but are lexically nominal. They may be modified by adjectives
and have assigned grammatical gender, but they nonetheless frequently replace
other more semantically specific nouns. Subtypes are discussed in the sections
below.
4.6.1 Tō and mò
There are two nouns, tō, ‘thing’, and mò ‘place, time’ which are used in a wide
variety of situations in which something is left unspecified.
Tō is often used in Uduk in a similar manner as it would be in English, but it
is more general, and is lexically nominal rather than pronominal. It may refer
to inanimate or animate referents, singular or plural.
(182) tō-n
thing-ass
tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄
first
gi ̀
rel.gi
mi-̀n-e-́è
do.aux:ipfv-nas-erg.2sg-lnk
mi ́
do
tan̄i ́
phm
‘The first thing that you should do,’
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(183) bà
so
tō
thing
gi ̀
rel.gi
mi-̀n
do:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
ʼkwan̄iḿ pā
Uduk
nah́an̄
ident.dem.pl
kad̄ham̀òʔ
long ago
niíń
then
‘So these are the things which the Uduk people have done in the past.’
(184) à
cl2
kaḱar̄é
woodpecker
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tā
cop
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel.sg
to̱᷄r
show:ipfv
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
bwaỳ
way
à
ident
ʼdań
dem
‘The woodpecker is the one which shows people the way.’
Much as tō is used to refer to things or beings, mò is used in a similar manner
for times or places. It may be used with both singular and plural referents.
(185) ris̀5
many
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
mò-ny
place-ass
ʼceśh
earth
iń-i ̀
go.pl:ipfv-lnk
sā
dance:pfv
ā
acc.cl2
bar̀aŋ̀gǔʔ
Barangu
‘Many people from (all over) the world came to dance the Barangu.’
(James 1979, The Birapinya Tree)
(186) taḡi ̀
until
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go:pfv
p̱úʼd
arrive
mò
place
ʼdis̄he-́ŋ
close-ass
gaňā
real
mò
place
i ́
loc.cl1
yaǹ
near
cwá
tree
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘Until it then goes and reaches near to the precise place next to the
tree.’
(187) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ
take:pfv
mò
mo
kar̄-i ́
put:pfv-ad2
mò-ŋ
place-ass
kaḿú
other
kúl-i ́
return:pfv-ad2
mò
mo
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
sē
climb:pfv
miś
up
tan̄i ́
phm
‘People take it and put it in another place, it (meanwhile) goes to climb
back up.’
5The transcription used here is not the same as used in James’ work; tones have been added,
and the spelling of some words has been normalized.
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4.6.2 Definite Generic Nouns
There are two definite generic nouns in Uduk, ji ̀ ‘the one’ and its plural coun-
terpart, kū, ‘the ones’. Definite generic noun refers to a pronominal-like noun
which is used to replace other nouns known or understood from context. They
resemble anaphoric demonstratives, but are not lexically related.
They are also used with modifying constructions with modifiers which can-
not occur on their own. This includes numbers, some colors, and possessive
pronouns.
(188) ji ̀
def.gen.sg
mà
gen.cl2
jǎ
who
ā
ident
ca̱ń?
dem.vb.med
‘Whose is this?’
(189) kū
def.gen.pl
gi ̀
rel.gi
mis̀h-kaʔ̀
know:ipfv-erg.1sg
‘The ones I know’
(190) hiĺ-i ̄
look-imp
ji ̀
def.gen.sg
ō-n
say:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
bwà
stomach.part
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
shwá
eat
‘Choose the one which you want to eat.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(191) gùʼb
house
à
ass.cl2
kaḿú
other
di-̌ʼd
be.located:ipfv-3sg
kā
with.cl2
p̱ar̄ ʼban̄
adjacent
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
comp
ji-̀m
def.gen.sg-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
‘The other house is next to mine.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(192) ji-̀ŋ
def.gen.sg-ass
gòʼdgòʼd
green
ki ́
narr
lós
swallow
ā
acc.cl2
kaḿú-m
other-ass
ʼpeŕ
red
‘The green one eats the red one.’
(193) dhal̀i ̀
and
ji-̀m
def.gen.sg-ass
ʼpeŕ
red
ki ́
narr
lós
swallow
ā
acc.cl2
kaḿú-n
other-ass
ʼthi ́
black
mò
mo
‘And the red one eats the black one.’
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4.6.3 Indefinite Generic Nouns
There are two indefinite generic nouns, à kaḿú ‘the other, other, another’ and
tiýā ‘some, someone, something’. These have a wide variety of uses, both as
separate nouns as well as modifying other nouns through the Associative con-
struction.
(194) wat̀hi-́ŋ
person-ass
kaḿú
other
ki ́
narr
ya-̀yú
go-vent
dhal̀i ̀
and
bǔʔ
remove
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼpeńá
from.cl2
jè
mud
‘Another person came and removed her from the mud.’
(195) ah́ā
1sg
yišā
no
ʼkōsh-ki-́ná
hit:ipfv-ad1-1sg
tō
thing
kaḿú=à
other=neg
‘I didn’t kill anything.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(196) ʼkwan̄i-́n
people-ass
tiýā
some
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
bwaỳ
to
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
‘Some people went to the river.’
(197) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ʼcéʼ d
break:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
tiýā
others
ʼtwā
mouth
ki ̄
with.cl1
taŕ
side
mò
mo
‘The people were defeated by some others.’
(Beam and Cridland 1956)
(198) From the Yabus dialect
mɨs̀h-ɨ ́
know:ipfv-2sg
ɨ ́
2sg
waz̀ɨ-́ŋ
person-ass
gap̱̀
shore
à
ass.cl2
kaḿú
other
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
Ḵan̄yā
Kanya
‘You know the person from the other shore (who is) called Kanya.’
4.7 The Nominal Phrase
4.7.1 Introduction
The noun phrase (NP) in Uduk is comprised of at least one head noun, option-
ally with an adjectival modifier, a relative clause, a Genitive NP, a modifying
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noun, a prepositional phrase, and/or an adnominal demonstrative. Most ad-
nominal demonstratives may also function as the head of an NP.
NPs tend to be left-headed, but there are individual differences in ordering
inside the NP. Most NP word ordering relative to the head NP is fairly strict,
and changing the order will either change the meaning or make a structure
ungrammatical.
A list of word-orders relative to the head noun in an NP is as follows:
• Noun – Modifying Noun
• Noun – Relative Clause
• Noun – Possessive Pronoun
• Noun – Modifier (some exceptions)
• Noun – Demonstrative
• Noun – Numeral
• Preposition – Noun
• Article – Noun
• Genitive – Noun
4.7.2 Ordering inside the NP
Inside the NP, ordering is fairly flexible, and possessives, genitives, and demon-
stratives may be rearranged without a change in meaning. It is rare for more
than one modifier to modify a noun, however.
(199) à
cl2
maŋ̌ga-̀ny
mango-ass
caǵaʔ̀=i ́
big=coll
múdhèʼ d
five
‘five big mangos’
(200) à
cl2
maŋ̌gà
mango
gwaňsan̄=i ́
dem.pl=coll
múdhèʼ d
five
‘these five mangos’
(201) ū﻿ci̱-́ŋ
children-ass
kwar̄a-̄m
three-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
‘my three children’
(202) ū﻿ci̱-́m
children-ass
peḿ=i ́
poss.1sg=coll
kwar̄ā
three
‘my three children’
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(203) gùb
house
yań
this
‘this house’
(204) gùb
house
peḿ
poss.1sg
yań
this
‘this house of mine’
(205) gùb
house
à
ass.cl2
caǵa-̀m
big-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
yań
this
‘this big house of mine’
(206) gùʼb
house
à
ass.cl2
caǵà
big
gi ̀
gen.cl1
wat̀hi ́
man
yań
this
‘this man’s big house’
(207) gùʼb
house
à
ass.cl2
caǵà
big
mà
gen.cl2
ʼbóm
woman
yań
this
‘this woman’s big house’
It is not possible to use a demonstrative inside of a Genitive construction, e.g.
‘this big house of the man’.
(208) *gùʼb
*house
à
ass.cl2
caǵà
big
yań
this
gi ̀
gen.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘this big house of the man’
4.7.3 Agreement in the NP
Agreement is relatively limited inside the NP, restricted primarily to number
agreement with demonstratives and relative clause markers. All adnominal
demonstratives have alternations for plurality; some prenominal modifiers al-
ternate for number, discussed in section 6.2.
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(209) à
cl2
ʼká
dog
yańsan̄
dem.prox.sg
‘this dog’
(210) à
cl2
ʼká
dog
gwaňsan̄
dem.prox.pl
‘these dogs’
However, aside from specific mismatches discussed in section 8.7 of Chapter
8, if there is more than one target for a controller, the targets must agree in
number.
(211) à
cl2
ʼká
dog
bùḵ-ùʼd
bark:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The dog barked.’
(212) à
cl2
ʼká
dog
bùḵ-ùn
bark:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘The dogs barked.’
(213) à
cl2
ʼká
dog
yańsan̄
dem.prox.sg
bùḵ-ùʼd
bark:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘This dog barked.’
(214) *à
*cl2
ʼká
dog
gwaňsan̄
dem.prox.pl
bùḵ-ùʼd
bark:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘These dog barked.’
(215) à
cl2
ʼká
dog
gwaňsan̄
dem.prox.pl
bùḵ-ùn
bark:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘These dogs barked.’
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(216) *à
*cl2
ʼká
dog
yańsan̄
dem.prox.sg
bùḵ-ùn
bark:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘This dogs barked.’
Modifiers do not generally agree in gender with their controller, except for the
diminutive ar̄i ́, ar̄á and its plural form ūshi ́, ūshá.
(217) ah́ā
1sg
mis̀h-á
see:ipfv-1sg
ar̄i ́
dim.cl1
mi ̀
goat
‘I’ saw the little goat.’
(218) ah́ā
1sg
mis̀h-á
see:ipfv-1sg
ar̄á
dim.cl2
nyaw̌
cat
‘I’ saw the little cat.’
4.7.4 Attributive Possession and Association
This section deals with different ways of marking possession and association in
Uduk. Attributive possession in Uduk is indicated with a Genitive construction
or Associative construction if the possessor is nominal, and with possessive
pronouns if the possessor is pronominal.
The difference between the Genitive and the Associative forms something of a
continuum, in which the Genitive marks an association between two referents
which is more alienable, less close, and the possessor is more definite and an-
imate; the Associative on the other hand marks a relationship which is more
inalienable, closer, and potentially less definite or animate. Genitive construc-
tions may be replaced by possessive constructions with possessive pronouns,
whereas Associative constructions generally are not replaceable. The details
of the animacy hierarchy still require investigation, but human as opposed to
non-human does appear to be a particularly common division with the Genitive
and Associative.
Genitive
The Genitive case is used to mark attributive possession constructions of nom-
inal arguments. It is most commonly found with more animate possessors, and
may be used for ownership of property, whole-part relations (including body
parts), and both consanguineal as well as affinal kinship relations.
As mentioned previously, the construction is formed for Class I nouns:
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Npossessed gi ̀ Npossessor
And for Class II head nouns:
Npossessed mā Npossessor
There are no referents known so far which may not be possessed, nor are there
any referents which carry obligatory possessive marking. Example (219) shows
the same construction for kinship possession as well as ‘alienable’ possession.
Additional examples are seen below.
(219) i-̄kaḿ
pl-brother
mā
gen.cl2
Miśā
Misa
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
i ̀
lnk
hó
pick
ā
acc.cl2
cil̄é
bean
mā
gen.cl2
Miśā
Misa
mò
mo
‘The brothers of Misa went to collect Misa’s beans.’
(Uduk Primer 1965)
(220) súm
python
gi ̀
gen.cl1
pā
home
Miśā
Misa
ó-n
say:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
‘They said that the python (is) of Misa’s home.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
(221) à
cl2
yiḿ
friend
mā
gen.cl2
Dǒrgè
Dorge
di ̌
exist:ipfv
ki ́
comp
yà
go.sg
gù
get
ar̄ańā yò
grindstone
naškińā
yet
ḿmò
ger
mi ́
do
ā
acc.cl2
yò
grind
ti ́
quot
‘The friend of Dorge has not yet gone to get the small grindstone to do
the grinding.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
(222) úni ̄
3pl
yiša᷆
neg
ŋap̱̌
want:ipfv:ad2
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
kaḿú
other
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
cōm
father.3sg
mā
gen.cl2
ʼci ́
child
was̀hań
boy
gi ̀
rel
mašh
marry:ipfv
ʼbwa-̄ḿ
daughter-ass
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
yiša᷆
neg
‘They do not want anything from the father of the boy who is marrying
their daughter.’
Although the Associative is more commonly used for less animate possessors,
the Genitive case is preferred in situations where confusion might arise. This
would occur, for instance, if the Associative phrase in question would mark a
more idiomatic composition (e.g. she-̄ŋ ʼká ‘incisor’ (lit: dog tooth).
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(223) she-̄ny
tooth-ass
jè
elephant
tā
cop:pfv
sheʔ̄
tooth
gi ̀
gen.cl1
jè
elephant
‘Ivory is (from) the teeth of elephants.’
Examples of more abstract or less animate possessors are more rare, but do
occur. In the following example, the word ḵem̂ is a borrow word from English,
so the refugee camp is literally ‘place of camp’.
(224) i ́
loc.cl1
Dhûl
Dhul
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
p̱úʼd
reach
mò
mo
i ́
loc.cl1
ar̄i ́
dim.cl1
mò
place
mà
gen.cl2
ḵem̂
camp
‘in Dhul, people arrived at a small (refugee) camp’
(225) dhal̀i ̀
and
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
wòl-ki ́
pour:pfv-ad1
ʼpin̄y
ashes
bes̀eʔ́
besene
bwam̀
inside
mà
gen.cl2
nǒs
pot
jaňtan̄
dem
‘And you pour those ashes then inside that pot’
In some situations, the Genitive and Associative are nearly interchangable in
meaning.
(226) à
cl2
haḵ̄úmà
government
gi ̀
gen.cl1
Pas̄ūdan̂
Sudan
‘the government of Sudan’
(227) à
cl2
haḵ̄úma-̀m
government-ass
Pas̄ūdan̂
Sudan
‘the government of Sudan’
When a speaker uses a pronoun in place of a noun to mark possession, separate
possessive pronouns are used, shown in 4.106. If the possessed noun ends in a
vowel then the Associative nasal must be used.
6The 1SG possessive pronoun, orthographically written as peḿ, appears to be one of the few
words in which ATR distinctions have been retained. A more accurate transcription would be pɨḿ.
Other possessive pronouns written with the vowel <i> should be understood as using the +ATR
vowel [i] as normal.
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Table 4.10: Possessive Pronouns
peḿ my bǎnā our, inclusive
bǎm̄ our, exclusive
pin̄i ́ your bǔm your, plural
pi ́ʼdi ̄ his, her, its bǔni ̄ their
(228) mi ̀
goat
gi ̀
gen.cl1
pā
house
Miśà
Misa
‘the goat of house Misa’
(229) mi ̀
goat
mà
gen.cl2
Miśà
Misa
‘Misa’s goat’
(230) mi-̀m
goat-ass
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
‘his/her goat’
As mentioned above, no nouns known are obligatorily possessed. However,
kinship terms do tend to occur in some type of adnominal possessive construc-
tion, and many kinship terms have suppletive forms when possessed, e.g. ciḿ,
‘your father’. These forms generally occur with 2sg and 3sg. Some other sup-
pletive kinship terms may be seen below.
• ciḿ ‘your father’
• cōm ‘his, her father’
• kwaǹ̄ ‘your mother’
• kūm ‘his, her mother’
• à kan̄ ‘your brother’
• ʼbah̄an̄ ‘his, her sister’
• kū ‘mother of (Name)’
• cō ‘father of (Name)’
Note that although these forms may not co-occur with possessive pronouns,
they may occur with overt nouns in order to specify the possessor. They also
may occur without possession, as seen in example (231).
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(222, repeated) úni ̄
3pl
yiša᷆
neg
ŋap̱̌
want:ipfv:ad2
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
kaḿú
other
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
cōm
father.poss.3sg
mā
gen.cl2
ʼci ́
child
was̀hań
boy
gi ̀
rel
mašh
marry:ipfv
ʼbwa-̄ḿ
daughter-ass
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
yiša᷆
neg
‘They do not want anything from the father of the boy who
is marrying their daughter.’
(231) à
cl1
táʼ dā
mother
o᷄
say:ipfv
ki ́
comp
yà
go.sg
pam̄
village-ass
ʼPeńaw̄aỳú
Penawayu
i ̀
lnk
ḵaĺi ́
bring-ad2
am̄́
1pe
pós
sorghum
ʼpeńi ́
from.cl1
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘Mother said she would go to Penawayu village to bring us sorghum
from there.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
Associative
In contrast to the Genitive, the Associative marks a more loosely defined re-
lationship between two nouns. It is more common with inanimate possessors,
and its use is less transparent, more idiosyncratic. It is rarely used for own-
ership, but may encode some types of whole-part relations and kinship terms.
Additional uses include some types of location, attribution, and association.
Attributive modifiers are frequently lexically nominal in Uduk, thus requiring
an Associative construction. Relational nouns, which express a more detailed
type of spatial relationship, also require Associative constructions. In fact,
many relational nouns and attributive modifiers rarely occur outside of Asso-
ciative constructions.
Both phonology as well as grammatical gender play a role in how the Associa-
tive is formed. As mentioned in section 4.4.5, the Associative is a noun-noun
(N1 N2) collocation in which the second noun modifies the first in some way.
In situations where N1 ends in a vowel and N2 begins with a plosive, an Asso-
ciative nasal -N is used. This is a nasal which agrees in place of articulation
with the following consonant, and eliminates gender marking differentiations
on N2. The Associative nasal has additional uses beyond general Associative
constructions; this section focuses primarily on its Associative use, however.
In all other situations, the construction is dependent on the gender of N2. If
N2 is Class I, a simple juxtaposition of the nouns is used. If N2 is Class II, the
Associative case ā is used.
The Associative is most common with less animate possessors.
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(232) ʼkwā
gourd
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
‘water gourd’ (e.g. a calabash for holding water)
(233) shōʼk
foot
ar̄ab̀iy̌à7
ass.cl2:car
‘tire, wheel (lit: foot of car)’
(234) ma-̀ŋ
food-ass
ḵóʼbà
corn
‘corn porridge’
(235) gùʼb
house
à
ass.cl2
hab̄ûs
jail
‘jail(house)’
The Associative may be used with body parts, but more commonly with animals
than with people. In many of these instances, the Associative and the Genitive
are interchangable.
(236) ā
cl2
sim̄ā
bone
mi ̀
goat
‘goat bone’
(237) thin̄y
tail
bip̱̀
cow
‘tail of a cow’
Note that in both of the following examples, alienability is not a factor, and
both example (238) as well as example (239) may refer to body parts which
are still attached, or ones which have been separated from the individual.
7ar̄ab̀iy̌à is a fast-speech contraction of ā ar̀ab̀iy̌à.
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(238) à
cl2
bòr
chest
à
ass.cl2
ʼbúʼth
monkey
‘monkey chest’
(239) à
cl2
bòr
chest
mà
gen.cl2
ʼbúʼth
monkey
‘monkey’s chest’
It is less common for the Associative to occur with human possessors, but it is
possible with some kinship terms and closely related ideas.
(240) as̄h
wife
ā
ass.cl2
shwaḱam̄
maternal.uncle
‘maternal uncle’s wife’
(241) mi ̀
goat
gam̌
find:ipfv
mā
erg.cl2
Miśā
Misa
i ́
loc.cl1
pā
home
múgù
friend
‘Misa found the goat at his friend’s home.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
Most prenominal modifiers require an Associative construction when function-
ing attributively. Some prenominal modifiers can also occur postnominally,
still requiring the Associative construction.
(242) à
cl2
ris̀
many
was̀hań
boy
‘Many boys’
(243) was̀hań
boy
ā
ass.cl2
ris̀
many
‘many boys’
(244) mòr
neutered
ḵūthar̄
pig
‘neutered pig’
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(245) mòr
neutered
à
ass.cl2
ʼká
dog
‘neutered dog’
Colors which are lexically nominal also require the Associative construction.
(246) à
cl2
nyaw̌
cat
ā
ass.cl2
yiǹ bip̱̀
yellow
‘a yellow cat’ (yellow is literally ‘oil of cow’)
(247) à
cl2
ʼceŕ
frog
ā
ass.cl2
gòʼdgòʼd
green
‘a green frog’
The derivational marker -gaʔ̀ is used with stative verbs in order to function
attributively and directly modify a noun. This marker actually creates a Class
II noun out of the verb, and thus requires the Associative construction.
(248) à
cl2
dhòp̱
lion
à
ass.cl2
caǵaʔ̀
big
‘a big lion’
(249) gùʼb
house
à
ass.cl2
caǵaʔ̀
big
‘a big house’
(250) à
cl2
ciḿ
day
ta-́ʼd
cop:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ciḿ
day
ā
ass.cl2
ʼbórgaʔ̀
good
‘The day is good (a good day).’
Relational nouns express a more detailed type of spatial or temporal relation-
ship than found with prepositions, and when modifying a noun these use the
Associative construction.
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(251) bwam̀ań
inside
ā
ass.cl2
gòŋ
fence
‘yard (area inside fence)’
(252) bwam̀bòr
front
gùʼb
house
‘the front of the house’
4.7.5 Prepositional phrases
Adpositions in Uduk are prepositional, and many function both at the phrasal
as well as the clausal level, marking various types of adverbial subordinate
clauses.
There are a limited number of prepositions in Uduk; more detailed spatial dif-
ferentiations are made with relational nouns through the Associative construc-
tion. Prepositions alternate depending on the gender of the noun which fol-
lows; some prepositions have more than one possible form. The preposition i ́
with Class II nouns for instance can occur either as i ́ á or as á.
A list of known prepositions can be seen in table 4.118.
Table 4.11: Prepositions
Class I Class II Gloss
i ́ á in, at, on
e᷄ eā́ in, at, on (longer period)
ki ́ ká to, for
ki ̄ kā with, by, at (time)
nyàkḵi ́ nyàkḵá with, alongside
ʼpeńi ́ ʼpeńá from, under
tāgi ̀ tāgà up to, until
ʼkōʼdi ́ ʼkōʼdá behind, after, against
gòm gòmà for, to
gàm gàmà until (time)
pā pā ‘chez; at’
mèʼ d(i)̀ mèʼ dà as, like, during
As might be expected, prepositions have a wide range of uses, including loca-
tive, dative, benefactive, orientative, etc. Prepositional phrases generally occur
clause-finally.
8The preposition written as e᷄ refers to a longer-lasting temporal duration in a location. This
appears to be another lexeme in which ATR distinctions have been retained, and would be more
accurately transcribed as ɨ ᷄.
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(253) ah́ā
1sg
di-̌ná
be.located:ipfv-1sg
i ́
at
pā
home
‘I am at home.’
(254) ah́ā
1sg
wòl-á
pour:ipfv-1sg
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
á
loc.cl2
ḵo᷆s
cup
‘I poured the water in the cup.’
(255) raḵ̀
cloud
tā
cop
kúsh
white
mò
mo
i ́
loc.cl1
mis̄
sky
‘The clouds are white in the sky.’
(256) Rab̌i ̀
Rabi
di-̌y-i ́ʼ d
be.located:ipfv-ad2-3sg
i ́
in
Pas̄ūdan̂
Sudan
gòmà
for.cl2
pé
month
ʼdeʔ́
one
‘Rabi stayed in Sudan for a month.’
(257) yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
wòl-kaʔ̀
pour:pfv-erg.1sg
á
loc.cl2
shōʔ
floor
‘I spilled the water on the floor.’
(258) wùʼth-kaʔ̀
help:pfv-erg.1sg
mò
mo
kā
with.cl2
ciḿ
day
mā
gen.cl2
si ́ is̄
rest
‘I was helping (her) on Saturday.’
(259) ah́ā
1sg
mùr-á
aux:ipfv-1sg
yà
go
bwaỳ
to
Pas̄ūdan̂
Sudan
ʼkōʼdá
after.cl2
pé
month
ʼdeʔ́
‘I’m going to Sudan in (after) a month.’
(260) kar̄
put
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼkōʼdi ́
against.cl1
gùʼb
house
‘Put it against the house.’
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(261) Árrā
Arra
si ̄ʼ d-á
far-stv
si ̄ʼ d
redup
yiša᷆
neg
mèʼ d
as
Paẃlòs
Paulos
‘Arra is not as far as Paulos.’
(262) à
cl2
nyùrúny
hyena
có̱r-óʼd
wait:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ʼbúʼth
monkey
e᷄
loc.dur.cl1
ʼpe-́ny
under-ass
cwá
tree
‘The hyena is waiting for the monkey under the tree (a long time).’
4.7.6 Relational noun phrases
In order to express more detailed types of spatial or temporal relationships,
Uduk employs what are called here Relational nouns, also known as relator
nouns. These function somewhat similarly to prepositions, but are lexically
nominal, including inherent gender. They may function as the head of an NP,
and also commonly co-occur with prepositions. Relational nouns modifying a
noun occur in the first position of an Associative construction, not second.
Table 4.12: Relational nouns
shem̄eń alongside, along the edge of
ʼpeḿeǹ end, bottom
bwàmán inside, between, below, under, middle
bwàmbòr front, in front of
ʼbāmbǎl side of
bwày to, towards
ʼbān side of, part of
kā̱rāmbòr opposite
miś at the top of, above
à p̱óʔ on top of, about
ʼkúp̱ above, over
(263) à
cl2
wařkā
book
di-̌ʼd
exist:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀ań
middle
i ́
loc.cl1
ḵūʼcaŋ́
bag
‘The book is inside the bag.’
(264) à
cl2
ḵóʼbā
corn
sūʼk-úʼd
stack:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀bòr
front
i ́
loc.cl1
gùʼb
house
‘The corn is stacked in front of the house.’
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(265) dhal̀à
and.cl2
ʼbóm
woman
nyaŋ̌
build:ipfv
gùʼb
house
shem̄en̄
alongside
bwaỳ
road
‘and a woman had built her house alongside the road.’
(James 1979, The Birapinya Tree)
(266) Ḵan̄yā
Kanya
kɨ ́
narr
súʼk
follow:pfv
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
pā
village
taḡi ̀
until
miś
top
wòsh
mountain
yùḵù
call:ipfv-imprs
kɨ ́
comp
Jem̌
Jem
ʼTwā
ʼTwa
‘Kanya followed from the village until the top of the mountain called
Jem ʼTwa.’ (Note: Yabus Uduk)
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Chapter 5
Pronouns
This chapter focuses on describing the basic pronominal system of Uduk. Pro-
nouns are “free forms that function alone to fill the position of a noun phrase”
(Payne 1997, p. 43). Pronouns form a small, closed lexical class in which a
word in this class is used to substitute for a noun or noun phrase. Pronouns
have the distributional properties of nouns, but they have a more generalized
meaning. In Uduk, the differentiation between pronoun and noun is some-
thing of a continuum, as some lexemes which appear to be used primarily to
substitute for other nouns nonetheless have grammatical gender. One way to
distinguish pronouns, however, is the fact that pronouns cannot be modified
by adjectives or occur in Associative or Genitive constructions.
Subtypes of pronouns include personal (free as well as anaphoric clitics), pos-
sessive, and relative. This chapter also includes a description of reflexive and
reciprocal constructions, although they do not quite function in the same way
in Uduk.
5.1 Personal
There are 8 personal pronouns in Uduk, with no gender distinction in any
form. 1PL does make a distinction between inclusive and exclusive, and there
is a further paucal vs. multal1 distinction with 1PE.
Personal pronouns occur in one of two forms, free-standing or as bound cli-
tics. Free-standing pronouns are commonly used in Uduk, and texts will tend
to repeat pronouns as the topic of a clause, particularly with clause-chained
constructions. When these occur in preverbal position in a finite clause, they
trigger agreement marking on the verb. Verbal agreement marking, however,
is not sufficient in order to make a well-formed clause in Uduk. Uduk pronouns
cannot be omitted from a clause when functioning as S or A arguments.
1The term multal is used to refer to a plural of large amounts. This is sometimes called a greater
plural, or extended plural.
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Bound pronouns are anaphoric clitics which only occur in the Ergative case2,
when directly following the verb, described more fully below in section 5.2.
A list of personal pronouns may be seen in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Free pronouns as A, S, or O
áhā (áā) I ánā we, inclusive
ám̄ we, exclusive (paucal)
ámān we, exclusive (multal)
é you úm you, plural
áʼdi ̄ he, she, it úni ̄ they
Some examples may be seen below.
(267) ah́ā
1sg
wòl-á
pour:ipfv-1sg
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
á
loc.cl2
ḵo᷆s
cup
‘I poured the water in the cup.’
(268) é
2sg
gam̀-aǹ
find:pfv-2sg
à
acc.cl2
kam̄
brother
peḿ=a?́
poss.1sg=q
‘Have you met my brother?’
(269) Àbiǎt́er̄
Abiater
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
nyaḵ̀k-úm
with-2pl
á
loc.cl2
pij́è
outside
mún=a?́
dem.loc.anph=q?
‘Is Abiater there with you guys outside?’
(270) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼci ᷄ʼ th
cut:ipfv
bùnyjè
cloth
‘She’s cutting the cloth.’
As seen above, there is an inclusive and exclusive distinction with 1PL. Ánā
is used when the speaker wishes to include the addressee, and aḿan̄ or am̄́ is
used when the speaker is referring to him/herself and other individuals who
do not include the addressee. The difference between these is number-based;
am̄́ is used for two or three, whereas aḿan̄ is used for a larger group. Ám̄ is the
most pragmatically unmarked form, however, and does show up in instances
where you would expect aḿan̄.
21SG may have an additional bound Accusative form, but more research is needed to determine
whether this alternation is phonological or grammatical.
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In stories, ańā tends to be preferred over am̄́, even in situations where the
listener would not have been in the situation. This is potentially a narrative
technique of including the listener in the story. In example (271), the speaker
was explaining how planting and farming takes place among the Uduk. Ánā is
used, despite the fact that I was not involved in the farming in any way.
(271) ańā
1pi
ta-̄nà
cop:pfv-1pi
gi ̀
gen.cl1
tōnte̱ ́
food
jiǹ
rel.sg
si-̄n
plant:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ańā
1pi
ta-̄n
cop:pfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
ris̀
many
‘We have many types of food which we plant.’
The exclusive pronoun am̄́ on the other hand is used when the speaker wants
to show that the listener is not involved, such as when multiple people are
speaking to an individual.
In example (272) in the Yabus dialect, the speaker is emphasizing the dialectal
difference between different ways of saying hyena. As the Yabus speaker was
telling a story, he used the term ŋʉ̀rɨńy to refer to a hyena. Another Uduk
speaker interjected with the word ‘nyùrúny?’, his way of pronouncing hyena,
to make certain that he understood properly. The Yabus speaker responded by
explaining the terminology difference, that they call a black hyena as ŋʉ̀rɨńy
ʼsi ́ instead of nyùrúny ʼthi .́ The exclusion is deliberate, as the listener does not
use the same term.
(272) Áa,̄
yes,
ŋʉ̀rɨńy
hyena
ʼsi ́
black
yúh-am̄́
call:pfv-erg.1pe
kɨ ́
comp
ŋʉ̀rɨńy
hyena
ʼsi ́
black
tɨb̄à
emph
‘Yes, the black hyena we call the black hyena.’
Uduk makes a further distinction with the 1PE form, in that aḿan̄ is used for
larger groups of individuals, and am̄́ for smaller groups. Ám̄ should be viewed
as the pragmatically unmarked form. Áman̄ is used only when a speaker wishes
to emphasize the distinction or size, and is rather marked in its use. The num-
ber distinction used to differentiate the two pronouns parallels the Individua-
tive and Collective clitics, in that it is qualitative rather than quantitative.
(273) am̄́
1pe
shwa-̄ná
eat:ipfv-1pe
‘We (just a few of us) are eating.’
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(274) aḿan̄
1pe
shwa-̄ná
eat:ipfv-1pe
‘We (many of us, but not the listener) are eating.’
When combining with verb roots which also have suppletive forms for plural
marking, an interesting combination occurs. The paucal pronoun may only be
used with the plural root of go, i ̄, and it is not possible to combine am̄́ with yà.
(275) am̄́
1pe
i-́ná
go.pl:ipfv-1pe
bwašhó
bush
mòn ʼthaḿō
in the morning
‘We (just a few of us) are going to the bush in the morning.’
However, aḿan̄ may be used with either form of the verb to give a greater
plural meaning, with no difference in meaning.
(276) aḿan̄
1pe
i-́ná
go.pl:ipfv-1pe
bwašhó
bush
mòn ʼthaḿō
in the morning
‘We (many of us but not the listener) are going to the bush in the morn-
ing.’
(277) aḿan̄
1pe
ya-̌ná
go.sg:ipfv-1pe
bwašhó
bush
mòn ʼthaḿō
in the morning
‘We (many of us but not the listener) are going to the bush in the morn-
ing.’
5.2 Pronominal clitics
There are two ways in which pronominal forms may be expressed. The first,
described in section 5.1 above, refers to free-standing pronouns. When they
are placed in preverbal position in a finite construction, they trigger agreement
marking for S/A.
When pronouns marking the A argument are placed in post-verbal position,
however, there are two possible constructions which may be used. The first
method is that they are marked with Ergative case in the same way that nouns
are, classified as Class I nouns (discussed in section 4.4.3).
Additionally, there are bound forms of the pronouns which cliticize onto the
end of the verb stem, particularly common with 1SG. The level of boundedness
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with other pronominal forms, however, is somewhat more challenging to de-
termine3. In fast speech, the case marker ā is frequently elided, with its tonal
value often (but not always) left behind. Examples of the two types may be
seen in (278) and (279).
(278) cwá
tree
ʼcit̄h
cut:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mò
mo
‘He is cutting the tree.’
(279) cwá
tree
ʼcit̄h-a᷄ʼ di ̄
cut:ipfv-erg.3sgmo
mò
‘He is cutting the tree.’
Table 5.2 shows the different bound forms pronouns take.
Table 5.2: Bound Ergative pronouns
-kāʔ I -a᷄nā we, inclusive
-a᷄m̄ we, exclusive (paucal)
-a᷄mān we, exclusive (multal)
-e᷄ you -u᷄m you, plural
-a᷄ʼdi ̄ he, she, it -u᷄ni ̄ they
(280) shūm
meat
gam̌-e?᷄
find:ipfv-erg.2sg
‘Did you find the meat?’
(281) gam̌-kaʔ̄
find:ipfv-erg.1sg
‘I found (it).’
3Siewierska comments that “In fact sometimes they [clitics] are very difficult to distinguish
from bound forms and vice versa. Clitics may also resemble independent words in being written
as separate words and being able to take, under some conditions, lexical stress. Therefore person
markers which are considered to be clitics by one author may be treated as bound forms or inde-
pendent forms by another. Following Zwicky (1985), it is customary to distinguish between simple
and special clitics. Simple clitics are reduced variants of full forms occurring in the same position
as full forms. Their occurrence is governed largely by the dictates of phrasal phonology and may
be affected by rate of speech and sociolinguistic factors such as level of formality” (Siewierska
2004, p. 26).
What she labels as simple clitics appears to be relevant to Uduk pronominal forms when they
occur post-verbally, as there is mixed evidence suggesting that they form a more integrated unit
with the verb depending on the rate of speech and formality. More research is needed to determine
the level of integratedness for these forms.
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(282) ah́ā
1sg
ye-̀ná
disappoint:ipfv-1sg
is̄
body.part
ḿmò
ger
di-̌kaʔ̄
neg:pfv-erg.1sg
ki ́
comp
yà
go
‘I am disappointed that I can’t go.’4 (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(283) áʼ di ̄
3sg
dòḵ-kaʔ̀
return:pfv-erg.1sg
mò
mo
‘I got him to come back.’
(284) had́ɨ ̄
3sg
ta-̄d
cop:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
gò lòlòp̱
story
peḿ
poss.1sg
had́ɨ-̄san̄́
3sg-here
jɨǹ
rel.sg
ŋap̱̀-kà
want:ipfv-erg.1sg
cɨ̱ ̄
give
kā
with.cl2
cɨ̱ḿ-ańsan̄
day-dem.prox
had́ɨ ̄
3sg
mɨ-̀n-ad᷇
do:ipfv-nas-erg.3sg
ḵaĺ
take
mò
mo
ʼkwaŕ
write
‘This was my story here which I wanted to give this day, he will take
it to write down.’ (Note: Yabus Uduk)
(285) é
2sg
o᷄-kaʔ̄
say:ipfv-erg.1sg
ki ́
comp
p̱aŕ
watch
ā
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
child
ē
eye.part
bè
emph
‘I told you to look after the child!’
5.3 Possessive
Table 5.3: Possessive Pronouns
peḿ my bǎnā our, inclusive
bǎm̄ our, exclusive (paucal)
bǎmān our, exclusive (plural)
pin̄i ́ your bǔm your, plural
pi ́ʼdi ̄ his, her, its bǔni ̄ their
Possessive Pronouns are formed from personal pronouns, adding an initial bil-
abial stop to the beginning of the personal pronoun. 1SG and 2SG are irregular,
and 3SG changes its initial vowel from a to i. Note that 1SG is actually [pɨḿ]
and not [pɛḿ]; this is one of the few lexemes which have preserved the -ATR
distinction.
4Negation in this example comes from the construction di ̀ ki ́, used to negate a verb.
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Possessive pronouns follow the noun they are modifying; nouns ending in a
vowel add the Associative nasal when followed by a Possessive pronoun.
(286) à
cl2
múgù-ḿ
friend-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
lòl-óʼd
collect:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
i ́
loc.cl1
miś
up
cwá
tree
‘My friend is collecting honey at the top of the tree.’
(287) tū̱r-i ̄
dry-imp
mèʼ d
hand
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
i ́
loc.cl1
ōʼd
fire
‘Dry your hands in the fire.’
(288) à
cl2
pē
kite
cep̱̄-éʼ d
prepare:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
sū
beer
i ́
loc.cl1
gùʼb
house
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
‘The kite was preparing beer in its home.’
5.4 Emphatic
Uduk has a separate pronoun for emphatic use, ʼceńā, typically preceded by
personal pronouns. This occurs relatively infrequently.
(289) ah́ā
1sg
miǹ-á
aux:pfv-1sg
yà
go
ah́ā
1sg
ʼceńā
self (emphatic)
‘I will go myself.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(290) dhal̀i ̀
and
úni ̄
3pl
sú’k-ki-́n
discuss:ipfv-ad1-3pl
ki ́
comp
gò
word.part
mò,
mo
úni ̄
3pl
’ceńā
self
ce̱m̄
recip
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
mò
mo
ḿmò
ger
ó
say
gò
word.part
mò
mo
ki:́
comp:
Ánā
1pi
’kōnà
stay.pl:ipfv-1pi
ki ́
comp
gùyú
bring-vent
mà
food
mò
mo
bè
emph
‘And they discussed the matter amongst themselves, saying “We have
not brought bread.”’ (SIM Bible, Matthew 16:7)
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5.5 Relative
There are two relative pronouns in Uduk, jiǹ and kūn. These possibly originate
from contractions of the indefinite nouns ji ̀ and kū plus the nasal counterpart
of gi ̀. Relative clauses follow their referent, and there is no differentiation for
case in the pronoun itself. Relative clauses are described further in section
10.3.
(291) wat̀hi ́
man
jiǹ
rel.sg
mis̀h-aáʔ̄
see:ipfv-acc.1sg
‘The person who saw me’
(292) wat̀hi ́
man
jiǹ
rel.sg
mis̀h-kaʔ̀
see:ipfv-erg.1sg
‘The person who I saw’
(293) tō
thing
jiǹ
rel.sg
mis̀h-kaʔ̀
see:ipfv-erg.1sg
‘The thing which I saw’
(294) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
kūn
rel.pl
mis̀h-aáʔ̄
see:ipfv-acc.1sg
‘The people who saw me’
(295) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
kūn
rel.pl
mis̀h-kaʔ̀
see:ipfv-erg.1sg
‘The people who I saw’
Note that it is possible to use gi ̀ to replace all of these, without a change in
meaning.
(296) wat̀hi ́
man
gi ̀
rel.gi
mis̀h-aáʔ̄
see:ipfv-acc.1sg
‘The person who saw me’
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(297) wat̀hi ́
man
gi ̀
rel.gi
mis̀h-kaʔ̀
see:ipfv-erg.1sg
‘The person who I saw’
(298) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
gi ̀
rel.gi
mis̀h-aáʔ̄
see:ipfv-acc.1sg
‘The people who saw me’
(299) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
gi ̀
rel.gi
mis̀h-kaʔ̀
see:ipfv-erg.1sg
‘The people who I saw’
Other examples may be seen below.
(300) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
yiša᷆
neg
tā
cop:pfv
gi ̀
pp.cl1
tōnte̱ʔ́
food
jiǹ
rel.sg
shwa-̄n-u᷄ni ̄
eat:ipfv-nas-erg.3pl
yiša᷆
neg
‘People didn’t have food to eat.’
(301) à
cl2
kaḱar̄é
woodpecker
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tā
cop
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel.sg
to̱᷄r
show:ipfv
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
bwaỳ
way
à
ident
ʼdań
dem
‘The woodpecker is the one which shows people the way.’
(302) à
cl2
gùrùsh
money
jiǹ
rel.sg
ci-̄yi-́n
give:pfv-ad2-nas
mā
erg.cl2
Dôn
Don
ah́ā
1sg
ʼkón=i ́
exist.pl:pfv-3pl=coll
is̄ súʔ ʼcēʼ d kā ʼkúmèʼ d
fifty five
‘The money that Don gave me amounts to 55.’
(303) wat̀hiʔ́
man
gi ̀
rel.gi
wú-ʼd
die:pfv-3sg
ta-̄ʼd
cop-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
kaḿ
brother
peḿ
poss.1sg
bè
emph
‘The man who died was my brother.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
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5.6 Reflexive and Reciprocal
There are no reflexive pronouns in Uduk; instead, different body parts, pri-
marily the word is̄, ‘body’ (or occasionally mèʼ d ‘hand’) are used followed by
the possessive pronoun. Phrasal verbs with is̄ or mèʼ d incorporated into the VP
often do not use possessive pronouns, but this variation is largely lexicalized.
(304) ah́ā
1sg
ʼkósh-á
hit:pfv-1sg
is̄
body.part
peḿ
poss.1sg
ki ̄
with
tō
thing
‘I hit myself with the thing.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(305) wat̀hi ́
man
ʼkōsh-i ́
hit:ipfv-ad2
ʼtúmá
pick.up
is̄
body.part
‘The man was hit but picked himself back up.’
(Beam and Cridland 1956)
(306) dhal̀i ̀
and
úni ̄
3pl
yiša᷆
neg
ki ́
narr
gad̀hir̀
manage
ḿmò
ger
bùḵ
move
is̄
body.part
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
yiša᷆
neg
‘And they were not able to remove themselves.’
Reciprocal constructions are formed with ce̱ḿ plus the possessive pronoun.
Note that mèʼ d in the examples below is part of the verb thé mèʼ d ‘to greet’.
(307) úni ̄
3pl
the᷄
greet:ipfv:3sg
mèʼ d
hand.part
ce̱ḿ
recip
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
‘They greeted each other.’
(308) am̄́
1pe
the-̄ná
greet:ipfv-1pe
mèʼ d
hand.part
ce̱ḿ
recip
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
‘We greeted each other.’
Chapter 6
Modifiers and Modifying
constructions
6.1 Introduction
Uduk has a number of classes of words covering what are traditionally called
adjectives and adverbs, and are presented here under the heading modifiers.
The majority of these are nominal in nature; some are verbal. There are only
a handful of modifiers known so far which are neither verbal, nor can they
be the head of an NP: the colors ʼthiʔ́ ‘black’, kúsh ‘white’, and ʼpeŕ ‘red’, the
prenominal modifier dhaǹ, and all numerals.
This chapter focuses first on different types of nominal modifiers, followed by
an exploration into different types of comparative and similative constructions
used with modifiers. It ends with a discussion of constructions used to modify
a verb phrase. Some different types of nominal modifiers are as follows:
1. Prenominal modifiers
2. Quantifiers (aside from numbers)
3. Color terms which are not black, red, and white
4. Modifiers derived from stative verbs
5. Adnominal Demonstratives
Note that one of the most common ways to discuss attributive functions in
Uduk is through stative verbs, a particular subclass of reduplicating verb dis-
cussed more in Chapter 8.11. Adnominal demonstratives are complex, and are
discussed more fully in Chapter 7.
6.2 Prenominal modifiers
Prenominal modifiers are a small closed-class group of irregular non-scalar
modifiers which have alternations for plurality (or augmented, in the case of
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à ris̀ ‘many’). When used attributively, these occur before the modified noun,
not after. They are nominal in nature, and possess inherent genders.
A list of prenominal modifiers can be seen in table 6.1. Note that dhǔrūʼc has
no separate singular form, unlike the others.
Table 6.1: Prenominal Modifiers
Singular Plural Gloss
Class I
dhàn dhǎn large, big, (old)
Ø dhǔrūʼc small, young (of people)
ārán úshān young, of animals
kūmán kúmān female
cōm cóm owner of something, masculine
kūm kúm owner of something, feminine
Class II
ār(á/i)́ ūsh(á/i)́ small, little; diminutive
à ris̀ à riš many (minimal vs. augmented)
à ràsán rǎsān, gwǎt͟hān male
à mòr mǒr neutered
Prenominal modifiers have a syntactic construction in which they actually oc-
cur as the head noun of an Associative construction, and the nouns that they se-
mantically modify are syntactically modifying the prenominal modifiers. Most
modifiers have plural alternations with tone changes.
(309) kūmań
female
ā
ass.cl2
ŋwá
hen
‘A female chicken, hen’
(310) kūmań
female
bip̱̀
cow
‘A female cow’
(311) kúman̄
female.pl
bip̱̀
cow
‘(Many) female cows’
The modifier à ris̀ ‘many’ works slightly differently in that there is a ‘plural’
alternation even though the base meaning is already plural in some way. The
semantic distinction is similar to the use of the collective, called a ‘plural of
abundance’ (Corbett 2000). It may occur with countable or uncountable nouns.
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(312) à
cl2
ris̀
many
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
‘Many people’
(313) à
cl2
ris̀
many
à
ass.cl2
si ̄ʼ b
sand
‘Much sand’
(314) à
cl2
ris̀
many
à
ass.cl2
kúnùʔ
owl
‘Many owls’
(315) à
cl2
riš
many.pl
ā
ass.cl2
kúnùʔ
owl
‘Very many owls’
(316) à
cl2
riš
many.pl
ā
ass.cl2
si ̄ʼ b
sand
‘Very much sand’
Note that some of these modifiers can also occur postnominally as well, and
in many cases this effects a change in meaning. The modifier dhaǹ, for in-
stance, functions as both a prenominal and postnominal modifier. When used
prenominally its meaning is somewhat ambiguous, but is mostly used to mean
big rather than old, aside from specific compounds of kinship terms. When
used postnominally however, it can only mean ‘old’, rather than ‘big’. This
also occurs in the Associative construction, but both the semantic as well as
the syntactic head of the construction is the noun that dhaǹ modifies. There
are also no tonal alternations for plurality when used in this way.
(317) dhaǹ
great
wat̀hiʔ́
person
‘A great, big person’
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(318) wat̀hi-́n
person-ass
dhaǹ
great
‘An old person’
Two other modifiers, dhǔrūʼc, ‘young’ and à ris̀, ‘many’ can occur both prenom-
inally and postnominally without a change in meaning. There are no plural
alternations when postnominal.
(319) à
cl2
ris̀
many
was̀hań
boy
‘Many boys’
(320) was̀hań
boy
ā
ass.cl2
ris̀
many
‘Many boys’
All of these may also function as the head of an NP.
(321) dhǔrūʼc
young
ʼbáʼ th-ań
sick:ipfv-3pl
‘The young/youth are sick.’
(322) kūmań
female
ʼbat́h-áʼ d
sick:ipfv-3sg
‘The female one is sick.’
(323) à
cl2
ras̀ań
male
ʼbat́h-áʼ d
sick:ipfv-3sg
‘The male one is sick.’
(324) à
cl2
mòr
neutered
ʼbat́h-áʼ d
sick:ipfv-3sg
‘The neutered one is sick.’
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There are some further irregularities, depending on the grammatical role of
the modified noun. When a prenominal modifier modifies a post-verbal O
argument, the verb conjugates according to the inherent gender of the modifier.
All modifiers from table 6.1 fit into this category.
(325) Class II Noun
wat̀hiʔ́
man
mis̀h-i ́ʼ d
see:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
nyaw̌
cat
‘The man sees the cat.’
(326) Class I Noun
wat̀hiʔ́
man
mis̀h
see:ipfv
bip̱̀
big
‘The man sees the big cow.’
(327) Class I Modifier, Class I Noun
wat̀hiʔ́
man
mis̀h
see:ipfv
dhaǹ
big
bip̱̀
cow
‘The man sees the big cow.’
(328) Class I Modifier, Class II Noun
wat̀hiʔ́
man
mis̀h
see:ipfv
kūmań
female
ā
ass.cl2
nyaw̌
cat
‘The man sees the female cat.’
(329) Class II Modifier, Class I Noun
wat̀hiʔ́
man
mis̀h-i ́ʼ d
see:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
mòr
neutered
bip̱̀
cow
‘The man sees the neutered bull.’
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(330) Class II Modifier, Class II Noun
wat̀hiʔ́
man
mis̀h-i ́ʼ d
see:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
mòr
neutered=cl2
à
dog
ʼká
‘The man sees the neutered dog.’
When modifiying a post-verbal A argument, however, the Ergative case marker
agrees with the noun that the prenominal modifier is modifying, rather than
the modifier itself. The case marker is not affected by the changes that the
modifiers might effect.
(331) Class I Noun
à
cl2
ʼbóm
woman
mis̀h
see:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘The man sees the woman.’
(332) Class I Modifier, Class I Noun
à
cl2
ʼbóm
woman
mis̀h
see:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
dhaǹ
big
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘The big man sees the woman.’
(333) Class II Noun
wat̀hiʔ́
man
mis̀h
see:ipfv
mà
erg.cl2
ʼbóm
woman
‘The woman sees the man.’
(334) Class I Modifier, Class II Noun
wat̀hiʔ́
man
mis̀h
see:ipfv
mà
erg.cl2
dhaǹ
big
à
ass.cl2
ʼbóm
woman
‘The big woman sees the man.’
The diminutive ar̄i,́ ar̄á and its plural counterpart ūshi,́ ūshá behave slightly
irregularly compared to the rest of the prenominal modifiers. Their base gender
is Class I, but they also have alternations depending on the gender of the noun
that follows.
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(335) áʼ di ̄
3sg
mis̀h-i ́ʼ d
see:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
nyaw̌
cat
‘He sees the cat.’
(336) áʼ di ̄
3sg
mis̀h
see:ipfv
ar̄á
dim.cl2
nyaw̌
cat
‘He sees the little cat.’
6.3 Quantifiers
6.3.1 Numerals
Uduk cardinal numbers stem from a relatively common system of counting
through hands-feet-man (e.g. 5-10-20). Numbers six through nine are com-
posed of five ‘passing’ or ‘jumping’ one to four, e.g. adding to. A number of
variations exist with cardinal numbers; some speakers for instance do not use
múdhèʼ d for 6-10 (and later corresponding series).
Table 6.2: Cardinal numbers 1-10
1 ʼdeʔ́
2 súʔ
3 kwārā
4 dòŋòn1
5 múdhèʼ d
6 (múdhèʼ d) pé ʼdeʔ́ ‘one passing (five)’
7 (múdhèʼ d) pé súʔ ‘two passing (five)’
8 (múdhèʼ d) pe(́ŋ) kwārā ‘three passing (five)’
9 (múdhèʼ d) pé dòŋòn ‘four passing (five)’
10 ʼkúmèʼ d
1 Alternatives include dòŋón, dòŋgòn, and dòŋgón.
The base ʼkúmèʼ d is used to construct numbers 11-19, with a few ways of con-
structing the forms. The number eleven, as an example, could be ʼkúmèʼd(i)̀
pé ʼdeʔ́ ‘one passing ten’, ʼkúmèʼd(i)̀ ʼcēʼ di ́ ʼdeʔ́ ‘one surpasses, breaks ten’, and
pé ʼdeʔ́ ʼkúp̱ā ʼkúmèʼd ‘passing one on top of ten’. Fifteen has an irregular sup-
pletive form which is sometimes used, ḵar̄ʼbāʼ c. For numbers sixteen through
nineteen, the series using pé repeats pé, in order to not be confused with eleven
through fourteen. The Collective =i ́ is added after ʼcēʼ d before any number
higher than one, and optionally with one. It is somewhat unclear where i ̄ (i ̀
after a low tone) originates from, and is optionally placed after ʼkúmèʼ d.
Numbers higher than nineteen are based on a vigesimal pattern, using the hu-
man body (is̄ ʼdeʔ́, ‘one body’) as a base. For the number twenty, it is also
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Table 6.3: Cardinal numbers 11-19
11 ʼkúmèʼ d ʼcēʼ d(i)́ ʼdeʔ́, ʼkúmèʼ di ̀ pé ʼdeʔ́
12 ʼkúmèʼ d ʼcēʼ di ́ súʔ, ʼkúmèʼ di ̀ pé súʔ
13 ʼkúmèʼ d ʼcēʼ di ́ kwārā, ʼkúmèʼ di ̀ pé kwārā
14 ʼkúmèʼ d ʼcēʼ di ́ dòŋòn, ʼkúmèʼ di ̀ pé dòŋòn
15 ʼkúmèʼ d ʼcēʼ di ́ múdhèʼ d, ʼkúmèʼ di ̀ pé múdhèʼ d, kā̱rʼbāʼc
16 ʼkúmèʼ d ʼcēʼ di ́ pé ʼdeʔ́, ʼkúmèʼ di ̀ pé pé ʼdeʔ́
17 ʼkúmèʼ d ʼcēʼ di ́ pé súʔ, ʼkúmèʼ di ̀ pé pé súʔ
18 ʼkúmèʼ d ʼcēʼ di ́ pé kwārā, ʼkúmèʼ di ̀ pé pé kwārā
19 ʼkúmèʼ d ʼcēʼ di ́ pé dòŋòn, ʼkúmèʼ di ̀ pé pé dòŋòn
possible to use ʼkúmèʼ d súʔ, ‘two tens’. Numbers above 100 frequently use Ara-
bic instead of Uduk bases, and the number 1000 is taken directly from Arabic.
Table 6.4: Cardinal numbers 20-1000
20 ʼkúmèʼ d súʔ, is̄ ʼdeʔ́
21 is̄ ʼdeʔ́ (i)̄ pé ʼdeʔ́
22 is̄ ʼdeʔ́ (i)̄ pé súʔ
30 is̄ ʼdeʔ́ (i)̄ pé ʼkúmèʼ d, is̄ ʼdeʔ́ ʼcēʼ d kā ʼkúmèʼ d
40 is̄ súʔ
50 is̄ súʔ (i)̄ pé ʼkúmèʼ d
60 is̄ i ̄ kwārā
70 is̄ i ̄ kwārā (i)̄ pé ʼkúmèʼ d
80 is̄ i ̄ dòŋòn
90 is̄ i ̄ dòŋòn (i)̄ pé ʼkúmèʼ d
100 is̄ i ̄ múdhèʼ d
200 is̄ i ̄ ʼkúmèʼ d
1000 álip̱̄ ʼdeʔ́
Numbers trigger particular clitics discussed previously in section 4.2.3. The
modified noun uses the Associative nasal if it ends in a vowel and the number
begins with a plosive. Otherwise, there are three possible forms, the bare base
form, the Individuative =ā, and the Collective =i ́.
(337) à
cl2
yěʼ d=i ́
monitor.lizard=coll
súʔ
two
‘two monitor lizards’
(338) à
cl2
yěʼ d=i ́
monitor.lizard=coll
kwar̄ā
three
‘three monitor lizards’
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(339) à
cl2
wútū̱leʔ́
agama.lizard
súʔ
two
‘two agama lizards’
(340) à
cl2
wútū̱leŋ́
agama.lizard
kwar̄ā
three
‘three agama lizards’
Rather than numerals directly modifying nouns, it is common for Uduk to use
constructions with the verb ʼkó, ‘to exist (plural root)’.
(341) à
cl2
gùrùsh
money
ʼkó-n=i ́
exist.pl:pfv-3pl=coll
is̄ súʔ
forty
‘There is 40 Birr (lit: money).’
(342) à
cl2
gùrùsh
money
jiǹ
rel.sg
ci-̄yi-́n
give:pfv-ad2-nas
mā
erg.cl2
Dôn
Don
ah́ā
1sg
ʼkó-n=i ́
exist.pl:pfv-3pl=coll
is̄ súʔ ʼcēʼ d kā ʼkúmèʼ d
fifty
‘The money which Don gave me is 50 (Birr).’
(343) ūp̱
women
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
ek̄at́á
how many
kūn
rel.pl
i-́yi-́n
go.pl:ipfv-ad2-3pl
ar̀ab̀iy̌a?̄
car
‘How many women are coming in the car?’
There are two words for counting times, mèʼ d ‘hand’ and shōʼk ‘foot’. The dif-
ference between the two is somewhat elusive, but one distinction found is that
shōʼk prefers an OVA syntactic construction with existential verbs, as seen in
the example below.
(344) ah́ā
1sg
di-̌ná
exist.sg:ipfv-1sg
paŋ̄Gal̀eʔ́
Ethiopia
mèʼ d=i ́
hand=coll
dòŋgòn
four
‘I have been in Ethiopia four times.’
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(345) wat̀hiʔ́
man
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
shōʼk=i ́
foot=coll
dòŋgòn
four
i ́
loc.cl1
maśan̄
here
mò
mo
‘The man has been here four times.’
6.3.2 Ordinal Numbers
Uduk has one ordinal number, tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄, ‘first’; the word ʼkōʼd, ‘after’ is often
used to mean second. For numbers above two, ordinal number constructions
are made through relative clauses with the verb ʼkó and à p̱ó, ‘back; top’.
(346) Nas̀hún
Nashun
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
gùʼb
house
gi ̀
rel.gi
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-nas
mā
erg.cl2
p̱ó=i ́
top=coll
súʔ
two
‘Nashun lives on the second floor.’
(347) à
cl2
gò lòlòp̱
story
jɨǹ
rel.sg
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
p̱óó
top:coll
súʔ
two
‘This is the second story.’ (Note: Yabus Uduk)
(348) tōʔē
animal
ji-̀n
def.gen.sg-ass
ṯwaʔ̄aʔ̄
first
jiǹ
rel
di-̌’d
exist.sg-3sg
ki ̄
with.cl1
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
wa-̀n
resemble:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
ē
eye.part
kā
with.cl2
dhòp̱
lion
mò
mo
‘The first animal which was alive was like a lion,’
(SIM Bible, Revelations 4:7)
(349) dhal̀i ̀
and
tōʔē
animal
jiǹ
rel
tā
cop:pfv
ji-̀ŋ
def.gen.sg-ass
’kō’d
after
mò
mo
jiǹ
rel
di-̌’d
exist.sg-3sg
ki ̄
with.cl1
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
wa-̀n
resemble:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
ē
eye.part
kā
with.cl2
mòr
neutered
bip̱̀
cow
mò
mo
‘and the second animal which was alive was like an ox,’
(SIM Bible, Revelations 4:7)
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(350) dhal̀i ̀
and
tōʔē
animal
jiǹ
rel
’kó-n
exist.pl:pfv
mā
erg.cl2
p̱óʔ=i ́
top=coll
dòŋòn
four
mò
mo
jiǹ
rel
di-̌’d
exist.sg-3sg
ki ̄
with.cl1
ē
eye.part
mo
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
a’́di ̄
3sg
wa-̀n
resemble:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
ē
eye.part
kā
with.cl2
wùlúʔ
tawny.eagle
jiǹ
rel
p̱e-́’d
fly:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
miś
sky
mò
mo
‘and the fourth animal which was alive was like an eagle flying in the
sky.’ (SIM Bible, Revelations 4:7)
As mentioned previously, in instances with counting times, mèʼ d and shōʼk are
used.
(351) yańsan̄
dem.prox
tā
cop:pfv
me’̀d=i ́
hand=coll
kwar̄ā
three
mò
mo
jiǹ
rel.sg
mùrkaʔ̀
will:ipfv-erg.1sg
p̱ú’d-kú
arrive-itv
i ́
loc.cl1
úm
2pl
mò
mo
‘This is the third time I am coming to you.’
(SIM Bible, 2 Corinthians 13:1)
Note that there is also a verb hōny e ,̄ ‘to do something several times’.
(352) ah́ā
1sg
hōny
do.many:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
shōʼk
foot.part
ē
eye.part
i ́
loc.cl1
mò
place
yań
dem.prox
si ̀ʼ daʔ̀
also
‘I have also come here many times.’
6.3.3 Other Quantifiers
Most quantifiers outside of numerals are made with adverbial constructions
with ki ́ or ká, as well as ki ̄ and kā. These are also originally nominal in nature,
but don’t tend to occur on their own as the head of a clause.
À ris̀, ‘much, many’, is one of the only indefinite quantifiers which directly
modify nouns via the Associative construction. This does not change according
to countability, but there is a separate ‘plural’ form for a very large amount. It
can also be strengthened via reduplication, ris̀ ká ris̀, ‘very many’. Tiýā, ‘some,
someone, something’, is also used to express an indefinite amount of nouns,
discussed earlier in section 4.6.3.
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(353) tō
thing
gǔn
dem.anph.pl
ta-̄n
cop:pfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
ris̀
many
yiša᷆
neg
‘There are not many of those things.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(354) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ʼcéʼ d
break:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
tiýā
others
ʼtwā
mouth.part
ki ̄
with.cl1
taŕ
side
mò
mo
‘The people were defeated by some others.’
(Beam and Cridland 1956)
(355) gùʼb
house
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
ki ́
comp
daḵ̀á
few
‘There are only a few houses.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
6.4 Color terms
6.4.1 Adjectival Colors
There are three basic adjectival color terms in Uduk: white, red, and black.
These form a unique syntactic class of their own which are used only to modify
nouns, and are placed postnominally in the NP.
Table 6.5: Basic Colors
black ʼthiʔ́ (dhis̀)
white kúsh
red, purple ʼpeŕ
All three colors have stative verb equivalents, black having a suppletive form
of dhis̀. The difference between the two constructions appears to be more syn-
tactic rather than semantic.
(356) gùʼb
house
tā
cop:pfv
kúsh
white
‘The house is white.’
(357) gùʼb
house
kúsh-á
white-stv
kūsh
redup
‘The house is white.’
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(358) gùʼb
house
tā
cop:pfv
ʼthiʔ́
black
‘The house is black.’
(359) gùʼb
house
dhis̀-á
black-stv
dhis̀
redup
‘The house is black.’
Older speakers tend to prefer tā gi ̀ ‘to have’ rather than the plain copula. Gi ̀
may also be replaced by a homorganic nasal which is a TBU.
(360) Daši ́
cordonbleu
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
aḵ̄
change
jas̀
color
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
it́an̄i,́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ta-̄m̀
cop-pp.cl1
ʼpeŕ
red
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘The cordonbleu it starts to change its color then, it become red.’
Basic colors do not occur on their own as the head of an NP, but they do trigger
the Associative nasal on the noun which they modify, if that noun ends in a
vowel.
(361) à
cl2
nyaw̌
cat
kúsh
white
‘The white cat’
(362) à
cl2
nyaw̌
cat
ʼthiʔ́
black
‘The black cat’
(363) à
cl2
ʼceŕ
frog
ʼpeŕ
red
‘A red frog’
(364) à
cl2
wařka-̄m
book-ass
ʼpeŕ
red
‘The red book’
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(365) à
cl2
wařka-̄n
book-ass
ʼthiʔ́
black
‘The black book’
6.4.2 Other Color terms
There are four additional color terms1 which are lexically nominal, which can
modify a noun through the Associative construction. They also occur postnom-
inally. Despite the structural resemblance, only red, black, and white can be
considered ‘true’ adjectives from a syntactic point of view, as they do not have
gender marking, nor can they function as the nominal head of a clause.
Table 6.6: Nominal colors
blue, green à gòʼdgòʼd
yellow à yiǹ bip̱̀
brown à mán dhùp̱àny
grey à ʼpin̄yā màʼth
Nominal colors have inherent gender and are able to function as the head of a
predicate much like any other noun. They occur postnominally in the Associa-
tive construction when modifying another noun.
(366) à
cl2
ʼceŕ
frog
ā
ass.cl2
gòʼdgòʼd
green
‘A green frog’
(367) à
cl2
ʼceŕ
frog
ā
ass.cl2
yiǹ bip̱̀
yellow
‘A yellow frog’
The color green is unlike the other three nominal colors in that it also has a
stative equivalent.
1The term for color in Uduk, jam̀as̀ (or jas̀ for short), does not simply refer to color, but also
shapes and patterns. This is not then restricted to certain spectra of visible light, but rather refers
to the visible appearance of something, and can include terms like striped, spotted, murky, opaque,
dark, light, etc. The colors listed below are those known so far which correspond to colors of visible
light spectra, but they may have extended meanings, and more terms may exist. Furthermore,
preliminary research suggests that additional terms may also exist in specific domains, such as à
ūnycūt, which is grey only when referring to the coat of a goat.
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(368) gùʼb
house
ta-̄ʼd
cop:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
gòʼdgòʼd
green
‘The house is green.’
(369) gùʼb
house
gòʼd-á
green-stv
gòʼd
redup
‘The house is green.’
The syllable structure of the modified noun can obscure the relationship be-
tween it and the color term. Open-syllable nouns also take the Associative
nasal, functioning in the same way with nominal colors (example 370) as with
adjectival (example 371) .
(370) à
cl2
wařka-̄ŋ
book-ass
gòʼdgòʼd
green
‘The green book’
(371) à
cl2
wařka-̄ŋ
book-ass
kúsh
white
‘The white book’
Remember that the Associative nasal only appears before plosives, so before
yellow and brown there is no nasal on book.
(372) à
cl2
wařkaʔ̄
book
yiǹ bip̱̀
yellow
‘The yellow book’
(373) à
cl2
wařkaʔ̄
book
mań dhùp̱aǹy
brown
‘The brown book’
As they are nominal in nature, green, yellow, and brown may function as the
head of a clause. Red, black, and white are not able to, requiring ji ̀ in order
to function in a predicate. Ji ̀ may be used with both nouns and adjectives,
however, so it is possible to use with all color types.
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(374) à
cl2
gòʼdgòʼd
green
ʼbór-á
good-stv
ʼbōr
redup
‘Green is nice, the green (one) is nice.’
(375) ji-̀ŋ
def.gen.sg-ass
gòʼdgòʼd
green
ʼbór-á
good-stv
ʼbōr
redup
‘The green one is nice.’
(376) *kúsh
*white
ʼbór-á
good-stv
ʼbōr
redup
‘White is nice.’
(377) ji-̀ŋ
def.gen.sg-ass
kúsh
white
ʼbór-á
good-stv
ʼbōr
redup
‘The white one is nice.’
6.5 Modifiers derived from Stative verbs
Stative verbs are one of the primary means in Uduk for describing an attribute
or quality of a referent, discussed more in section 8.11,
There are a handful of stative verbs which take a nominal derivational suffix
-gaʔ̀ before being able to modify nouns through the Associative construction.
These are actually some of the most common modifiers, such as with size and
quality. As nouns, they all occur in the Class II category.
Table 6.7: Derived Stative Verbs
Root Nominal derivation Gloss
ʼbór à ʼbórgàʔ good
shiʔ́ à shiʔ́gàʔ bad
cá à cágàʔ big
gwǎʼd à gwǎʼdgàʔ small
kā̱ʼdām à kā̱ʼdāmgàʔ tall
All modifiers of this type can occur both predicatively as a stative verb as well
as nominally.
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(378) à
cl2
gaľam̀
pen
ʼbór-á
good-stv
ʼbōr
redup
‘The pen is good.’
(379) yań
this
ta-̄ʼd
cop:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
gaľam̀
pen
à
ass.cl2
ʼbórgaʔ̀
good
‘This is a good pen.’
(380) yań
this
ta-̄ʼd
cop:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
gaľam̀
pen
à
ass.cl2
caǵaʔ̀
big
‘This is a big pen.’
(381) áʼ di ̄
3sg
tā
cop
wat̀hi-́m
person-ass
ʼbórgaʔ̀
good
‘S/he is a good person.’
6.6 Ideophones
Ideophones are words used to depict sensory imagery or sensations, often char-
acterized by irregular phonology and morphology. They are frequently perfor-
mative, accompanied by gestures.
Ideophones have not been studied in depth in Uduk, but those known so far
appear to be a subtype of nouns, in that they have grammatical gender, may
occur with modifiers, and fill basic grammatical roles of a clause. However,
they frequently show greater degrees of syntactic independence, and can occur
independently from the rest of a clause, often in final position. They do not
always follow tonal restrictions described in Chapter 3, and they often are
reduplicated in some way.
In the following example, gàjà gàjà gàjà is an ideophonic noun denoting a long
thing flying through the air, such as a spear with a wobbling shaft, or a tall per-
son waving their arms about in a flailing manner. ʼKaʼbūs is more syntactically
independent, and depicts something broken into pieces after a heavy impact.
(382) ki ́
comp
dhaǹ
great
gaj̀à gaj̀à gaj̀à
idph
ya-̀à
go.sing:pfv-lnk
ʼcéʼ d-ki ́
break-ad1
bwà
stomach.part
mò
mo
á
loc.cl2
ʼceśh
ground
mún
dem.loc.anph
ʼkāʼ būs
shattered
‘and he flailed through the air, breaking into pieces there on the ground.’
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The word for rapids, gùgùgùgù, is also somewhat sound symbolic, denoting a
place in a river where the water is flowing rapidly. Example (383) shows the
ideophone modifying another noun through an Associative construction.
(383) yi ̀ʼ dé
water
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ
carry
ā
acc.cl2
P̱il̄ā
mo
mò
also,
gar̀a,̀
carry
ḵaĺ
to
bwaỳ
great
dhaǹ
place-ass
mò-ŋ
rapids–ass
gùgùgùgù-ny
big
caǵà
phm
tan̄i ́
‘The water also carried Philip, carried (him) to the great big place with
the rapids.’
6.7 Comparative Constructions
Comparative constructions in this instance refers to comparison of inequality;
similative constructions are discussed below in section 6.8. The most common
way to form comparative constructions is by using finite form of the verb along
with the preposition ʼpeń, ‘from’. It is also possible to compare items with
reduplicated stative verbs with ʼpeń.
(384) mà
food
yań
this
ʼbór-á
good-stv
ʼbōr
redup
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
ji ̀
def.gen.sg
kat̄iĺi ́
yesterday
‘This food is better than that of yesterday.’
(385) gùʼb
house
mà
gen.cl2
Lam̀
Lam
ca-́ʼd
big:ipfv-3sg
ʼpeń
from
ki ́
comp
ji ̀
def.gen.sg
mà
gen.cl2
Rab̌i ̀
Rabi
‘Lam’s house is bigger than that of Rabi.’
(386) à
cl2
gaľam̀
pen
yań
this
ca-́ʼd
big:ipfv-3sg
ʼpeńi ́
from.cl1
jaň
dem.med
‘This pen is bigger than that one.’
(387) Áskōs
Askos
si ̄ʼ d-á
far-stv
si ̄ʼ d
redup
ʼpeń
from
ká
comp.cl2
Paẃlòs
Paulos
‘Askos is further than Paulos.’
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Comparisons may also be done with the phrasal verbs p̱i ̄ ... ē and bǒl ... e ,̄ both
of which use the incorporated noun ē, ‘eye’. These have a general meaning of
‘exceed, be greater than, defeat’, and are typically followed by the preposition
ki ̄, ‘with’, and the root form of the verb2.
(388) wat̀hiʔ́
man
bòl-i ́
exceed:ipfv-ad2
ti̱ýā
others
ē
eye.part
ki ̄
with
ʼbór
good
‘The man is better than the others.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
This expression is also used to express any superlative ideas, often with the verb
ʼbaŕ. There is no specific means of expressing a superlative in Uduk, however.
(389) Jɨs̀al̀an̄́
Jisalan
kɨ ́
narr
yiṕ̱
throw
shūm
animal
mʉ̀
mo
p̱i ́
surpass:pfv
ʼkwaz̄ɨ-́m
people-ass
pā
village
ē
eye.part
tɨńdɨ ́
day
ʼbaŕ
finish:pfv
mʉ̀
mo
‘Jisalan threw the spears at the animals the most of any people ever.’
(Note: Yabus Uduk)
Note that these are the same verbs used for expressing the more concrete con-
cept of defeating; in more concrete situations, however, OVA order with an
Ergatively marked A is preferred.
(390) kā en̄ʼthiń
last night
mańiỳúnaȳt
Manchester United
p̱i-̄n
beat:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
cheĺsi ̄
Chelsea
ē
eye.part
ki ̄
with
mi ̄
do
mò
mo
‘Chelsea defeated Manchester United last night.’
There is a specific phrasal verb devoted to defeating someone in running.
(391) kat̄il̄iʔ̄
yesterday
à
cl1
Bútru᷆s
Butros
bòl
beat:ipfv
mà
erg.cl2
Yašir̀
Yasir
shōʼk
foot.part
‘Yasir beat Butros (in running) yesterday.’
2Note that the -gaʔ̀ nominalization found in section 6.5 is not the only way to nominalize verbs.
The most common way is simply to take the root form, tonally identical to the Perfective.
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6.8 Similative Constructions
Similative constructions are used to express linguistic similarity or equality.
These can be phrases such as ‘swims like a dolphin’, but they also include
functive role phrases such as ‘as a doctor’, or equative constructions such as
‘as tall as’. The most common way of forming Similative constructions is with
mèʼ d, ‘hand’. This generally has the meaning of ‘like’, and can also be used to
compare adverbs and non-stative verbs as well. This is also the primary way
to express functive roles.
(392) áʼ di ̄
3sg
túr-á
be tall-stv
tūr
redup
mèʼ d
as
Dham̌kiń
Dinka
‘He is as tall as a Dinka.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(393) à
cl2
ḵo᷇s
cup
yań
this
ca-̄á
big-stv
cā
redup
mèʼ d
as
jaň
dem.med
‘This cup is as big as that one.’
(394) Árrā
Arra
si ̄ʼ d-á
far-stv
si ̄ʼ d
redup
yiša᷆
neg
mèʼ d
as
Paẃlòs
Paulos
‘Arra is not as far as Paulos.’
(395) áʼ di ̄
3sg
gǔs-úʼd
run:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
wá﻿cā̱
quick
mèʼ d
as
ʼthaḿ
wind
‘He runs as fast as the wind.’
(396) áʼ di ̄
3sg
shwa᷄
eat:ipfv
mà
food
mèʼ d
as
ḵūthar̄
pig
‘He eats like a pig.’
Comparisons of manner or appearance are more commonly made with the
phrasal verb wá ē, ‘to look like, be like, seem, resemble’.
(397) à
cl2
raḵ̀
cloud
wa-̀n
be.like:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
ē
eye.part
ki ́
comp
bip̱̀
cow
‘The cloud seems like a cow.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
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Adverbial demonstratives kań, káʼ dan̄, kańsan̄, kat́a̱n̄, etc. are deictic devices
used to refer to the manner of an action, translated as ‘like this, like that’ or
‘in this way, in that way’. This often has a similative meaning, particularly
anaphorically.
(398) bà
so
à
cl2
riś
many
tō
thing
kūn
rel.pl
mi-́n=i ̀
do:pfv-3pl
mò-ŋ
lnk
ʼkō-n-ańā
place-ass
ā
exist.pl:pfv-nas-erg.1pi
nań
ident
kańsan̄
dem.pl
‘So these are many things that happen where we live like this.’
These commonly occur with the verb wá, ‘to feel, fare, be (well)’.
(399) di ̀
exist.sg:pfv
wà
be.like:ipfv
kań=a?́
like.this=q
‘Is that so?’
Nyaḵ̀ ‘to be the same’ is also a verb expressing equality.
(400) úni ̄
3pl
nyaḵ̌
be same:ipfv
i ́
loc.cl1
cā
size
mò
mo
‘They are the same size.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
6.9 Adverbial constructions
Adverbial constructions are used to modify other lexical categories than nouns,
particularly verbs. Most adverbial constructions are formed with ki ́ and a nom-
inal complement. Ki ̄, ‘with’, is also frequently used to form adverbial comple-
ments, particularly with temporal meanings. Both ki ́ and ki ̄ change to ká and
kā before Class II nouns. When they occur with stative verbs, the stative verb
occurs occurs in the reduplicated form, but without the stative affix -á.
(401) à
cl2
shōʼk
rain
héʼ th-éʼ d
rain:ipfv-3sg
ki ́
comp
gwàʼ dgwàʼ d
small:adv
‘It’s raining a little.’
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(402) miś
sky
cā̱ʼ b-āʼ d
sit:pfv-3sg
ki ́
comp
ḵwańyḵwańy
clear:adv
‘The sky is clear.’
Adverbial constructions are used for a number of construction types. One of
the most common uses is that of modifying the verb in a sentence, the so-
called ‘manner’ adverbs. In some instances, such as with kaḡah̀aŕā ‘very, much’
and kat̄iĺi ́, ‘yesterday’, they have become largely lexicalized, and the original
meaning of gah̀aŕā and tiĺi ́ have been lost.
(403) à
cl2
wařkā
book
yišā
neg
ta-̄n
cop:pfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
ris̀=a,̀
many=neg,
ta̱l̄
be.one:pfv
ʼdeʔ́
one
ki ́
comp
lis̀h
only
‘There are not many books; there is only one.’
(404) dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
shwá
eat
ā
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
kā gah̀aŕā
very
‘And he become very angry.’
(405) Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
bašā
neg
gam̀
get:pfv
Bašal̄
Basal
kā
with.cl2
ŋwačā
quickly
bašaȳǎ
neg
‘Dunkul couldn’t run as fast as Basal.’ (Note: Yabus Uduk)
(406) tā
cop:pfv
em̄bǔl
time
jiǹ
rel.sg
ʼbit́h-á
hard-stv
ʼbit̄h
redup
kā gah̀aŕā
very
‘it was a very difficult time.’
Quantifying expressions are also commonly formed through adverbial con-
structions. Some are reduplicated, such as kā ʼdet́e̱ʔ́ ʼdet́e̱ʔ́, ‘one by one, one
of each’.
(407) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
ki ́
comp
daḵ̀aʔ́
few
‘The people are few.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
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(408) jam̀as̀
kind
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
kā
with.cl2
ris̀
many
‘There are many kinds of them.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(409) wàʼ c
fish
si-́yi-́n
arise:ipfv-ad2-3pl
kā
with.cl2
ʼdet́e̱ʔ́ ʼdet́e̱ʔ́
one.by.one
‘The fish arose one by one.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(410) ʼdi ̄
bird
si-́n
arise:ipfv-3pl
ki ́
comp
shiʔ̄ shiʔ̄
many
‘The birds are flocking, coming as many.’
(Beam and Cridland 1956)
There are also a number of adverbial constructions referring to location or
direction, typically formed with ki ̄ and kā.
(411) ōʼd
fire
ki ́
narr
shwa-́kú
burn-vent
ʼpeń
from
kā
with.cl2
ʼceśh
ground
dhal̀i ̀
and
mi ́
do
jiǹ
rel.sg
mi-̀n
do:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi ́
do
yiša᷆
neg
di-̌ʼd=à
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg=neg
‘the fire burned from the ground, and what he could do he did not
know.’
(412) wat̀hi ́
man
biť-̱i ́ʼ d
fall:pfv-3sg
ki ̄
with:cl1
taŕ
backward
‘The man fell backwards.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(413) úni ̄
3pl
dǒsh-ón
stand:ipfv-3pl
ki ̄
with:cl1
miś
up
‘They stood up.’
Temporal adverbial are more heterogenous than other adverbials. Some are
formed with ki ̄ and ka,̄ but there are a number of additional lexemes which
could be considered as part of an open ‘adverb’ lexical class.
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(414) kā gǔsh ińiń
long ago
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
as̄-ań
fight:ipfv-3pl
nyaḵ̀ká
with.cl2
Árab̀
Arab
‘A long time ago, the Uduk people were fighting with the Arabs.’
(415) áʼ di ̄
3sg
shwa-̄ki ́
eat:ipfv-ad1
dhaň
great.pl
mà
food
ki ́
comp.cl1
yiĺ
year
yún
dem.anph
‘She ate a feast last year.’
(416) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼdis̄heśan̄
nowadays
ki ́
comp
em̄bǔl
time
yań
this
tan̄i,́
phm
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
mašh-ań
marry:ipfv-3pl
mò
comp
ki ́
quickly
jah̀aǹneʔ̀
‘And up to now, to this time, the Uduk people, or Uduk, they marry
very quickly.’
(417) ah́ā
1sg
ḵaĺ-ki-́ná
bring:pfv-ad1-1sg
é
2sg
à
cl2
wařkā
book
mò
mo
kā tiíĺi ́
yesterday
‘I brought you the book yesterday.’
(418) é
2sg
ōn-am̄́
say:ipfv-erg.1pe
shwan̄é niń
earlier
‘We told you earlier.’
Adverbials are typically placed towards the end of the clause, but they are
fairly flexible in terms of placement. The adverb shwan̄é niń refers to a short
time ago, and its placement is in general flexible, as seen below. However, it
is rare to insert adverbials in between arguments and the verb.
(419) shwan̄eńiń
recently
ah́ā
I
ʼkósh-á
hit:pfv-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
al̄bǔn
coffee
ē
eye.part
nyaḵ̀ká
with.acc.cl2
kó
milk
‘I mixed the coffee with the milk a little bit ago.’
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(420) ah́ā
I
ʼkósh-á
hit:pfv-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
al̄bǔn
coffee
ē
eye.part
shwan̄eńiń
recently
nyaḵ̀ká
with.acc.cl2
kó
milk
‘I mixed the coffee with the milk a little bit ago.’
(421) ah́ā
I
ʼkósh-á
hit:pfv-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
al̄bǔn
coffee
ē
eye.part
nyaḵ̀ká
with.acc.cl2
kó
milk
shwan̄eńiń
recently
‘I mixed the coffee with the milk a little bit ago.’
Many adverbial expressions are formed with the verb ﻿cā̱ʼ b, ‘to sit’, as well as
its plural root ʼkó, ‘to sit, exist, pl.’.
(422) à
cl2
teńʼdé
day
cá̱ʼ b
sit:ipfv
ki ́
comp
ʼbāʼ thʼbāʼ th
hot
‘The day is hot.’
(423) dhaǹ
big
ōʼd
fire
﻿cá̱ʼ b
sit:ipfv
ki ́
comp
dwam̀dwam̀
thick
‘The fire has big logs.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(424) miś
sky
cá̱ʼ b
sit:pfv
ki ́
comp
kwan̄ykwan̄y
clear
‘The sky is clear.’
(425) gùʼb
house
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
ki ́
comp
daḵ̀á
few
‘There are only a few houses.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
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Chapter 7
Demonstratives
7.1 Introduction
The term demonstrative is used here to refer to distance-marked grammati-
cal words which serve to relativize the location of the referents to the deictic
center (Burenhult 2008). Demonstratives are represented by items in different
syntactic and semantic categories, but they show a systematic differentiation
in terms of spatial deixis across these categories.
The system of demonstratives in Uduk is complex, and this chapter only tries
to give a brief overview of some of the functions and uses of demonstratives.
It is divided into four main sections:
1. Adnominal demonstratives: demonstratives which are lexically nominal
and may either head an NP or modify another noun, e.g. ‘this, that’
2. Adverbial demonstratives: demonstratives which are lexically adverbial
and serve to modify the manner of a verb, e.g. ‘in this way, in that way’
3. Predicative demonstratives: demonstratives which are lexically verb-like,
used in a predicative way to denote a location or entity, e.g. ‘here is, there
is’
4. Locative demonstratives: demonstratives which are lexically nominal and
denote a location, e.g. ‘this place, that place’
Table 7.1 shows the submorphemes used to construct demonstratives across
different classes. Possible additional predicative types are discussed in more
detail in section 7.5. With regard to number distinctions, forms labeled as ‘sin-
gular’ should be more appropriately regarded as transnumeral. These can also
be used for situations in which more than one item is referred to; plural forms
are more marked, and generally used when the speaker wishes to emphasize
the larger amount or group somehow.
Additionally, all categories except for adverbial demonstratives have a sub-
type of anaphoric demonstratives, which are used endophorically to reference
earlier elements of discourse.
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Table 7.1: Submorphemes marking exophoric demonstrative classes
yá- Adnominal/pronominal, singular referent
jǎ- Adnominal/pronominal, singular referent
gwǎ- Adnominal/pronominal, plural referent
ká- Adverbial
ʼdá- Predicative, singular referent
ná- Predicative, plural referent
má- Locative, general
i-́ Locative, specific
The way demonstratives aremorphologically structured show similarities across
different classes at a sub-morphemic level, but some classes of demonstratives
do lack certain forms compared to others, and some variations can occur in
their use. All classes denoting exophoric use separate into two distinct series
depending on their Engagement Areas (see e.g. Enfield (2003) for details).
The first, and most common, series is when the addressee is in the same engage-
ment area as the speaker, and there is a single Here-Space used. The addressee
and speaker are equidistant from the referent. The deictic distinction of the ref-
erent is solely distinguished by its distance from the single Here-Space found.
The speaker and listener may be next to each other or then in a very close face-
to-face conversation, but not in such a way that separate engagement areas
could be distinguished. These demonstratives may be generally distinguished
phonologically with an ending of an̄ (with tonal variations). This is referred to
here as Configuration 1.
The second series of demonstratives is used when there are two separate en-
gagement areas. The speaker and listener have a more distinct degree of sepa-
ration, and referents may be closer to either the speaker, the addressee, or far
from both. These demonstratives typically end in ē (along with tonal varia-
tions). This is referred to here as Configuration 2. Note that so far no demon-
stratives have been found which indicate a location close to the addressee but
far from the speaker.
Within each engagement area constellation, four degrees of spatial distance
from the speaker have been identified as contrasting systematically. This de-
scription follows the terminology of Gruzdeva (2007) in her description of
Nivkh’s locational demonstratives, from the closest to the furthest away1.
1. Proximal (PROX)
2. Medial (MED)
3. Remote (REM)
4. Distal (DIST)
Proximal demonstratives encode a location in the area immediately around the
speaker. They are able to be touched or held in some way.
1Gruzdeva identifies a fifth category in Nivkh, Close, but this does not appear to be relevant in
the case of Uduk.
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Items located in the medial area on the other hand may be pointed at but
not touched. They remain visible to both the speaker and listener. Without
a specific contrast, medial demonstratives also serve as a more distant form,
particularly in textual situations. That is, a speaker could refer to a referent
which is very far or not visible, but still use the medial form.
Remote and distal demonstratives are more commonly used in situations where
contrast or emphasis is required. They encode a location which, while still
visible, is further still from the medial distance.
Table 7.2 shows the submorphemes used to construct distance distinctions for
both configurations. There is no difference in configurations with the proximal
-n, which marks a general proximal location unspecified for engagement areas.
The difference between remote and distal is a matter of phoneme length distinc-
tions. For remote distances, either the consonant or the vowel is lengthened,
but not both. For distal distances, both the consonant as well as the vowel must
be lengthened. As this length suggests a type of iconicity, further investigation
is still required to determine how systematic the distinctions are regarding
remote and distal distances. Note that the Configuration 2 morpheme, tran-
scribed as <e>̄ or <e>́, is another gramatical marker which has managed to
retain its ATR quality despite the general systematic loss, phonetically [-ɨ]̄ or
[-ɨ]́.
Table 7.2: Submorphemes marking distance distinctions
-n Proximal, general
-nh- Proximal, focused -ān Configuration 1
-ē Configuration 2
-h- Proximal, focused -ān Configuration 1
-ē Configuration 2
-ns- Proximal, focused -ān Configuration 1
-ē Configuration 2
-s- Proximal, focused -ān Configuration 1
-ē Configuration 2
-ʼd- Medial -ān Configuration 1
-ē Configuration 2
-t- Medial, focused -ān Configuration 1
-ē Configuration 2
-nt- Medial, focused -ān Configuration 1
-ē Configuration 2
-tt-, -t- Remote, Distal -ān, -āān Configuration 1
-e,̄ eē̄ Configuration 2
In addition to exophoric uses of demonstratives, separate demonstratives exist
to mark pragmatic elements of the discourse. These demonstratives most com-
monly refer to anaphoric referents, coreferential with a previously discussed
NP. They also are used in a recognitional sense, to activate specific shared
knowledge (see e.g. Diessel 1999, p. 105 for details).
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7.2 Adnominal Demonstratives
Adnominal demonstratives are primarily used to modify other nouns, although
they may also head an NP directly. Adnominal demonstratives have separate
forms for plural, marked forms used to emphasize a larger amount of some
kind. When modifying nouns, there are no gender agreement alternations, and
adnominal demonstratives always occur as the last element of an NP.
(426) gùʼb
house
à
ass.cl2
caǵa-̀m
big-ass
peḿ
my
yań
this
‘this big house of mine’
(427) gùʼb
house
à
ass.cl2
caǵà
big
gi ̀
gen.cl1
wat̀hi ́
man
yań
this
‘This man’s big house’
Four degrees of distance from the speaker have been identified as contrasting
systematically, although some of the more distal degrees of distance are still
unclear as to their productivity. Three suffixes exist for a type of focus mark-
ing, han̄ and san̄ for proximal referents, and -tan̄ in some instances for medial
referents. The difference between jǎʼ dan̄, jaňtan̄, and jaťan̄ is not based on dis-
tance; rather, jaťan̄ and jaňtan̄ are found most commonly in contrastive focused
constructions, such as when there is a second choice of some kind.
Table 7.3: Adnominal Demonstratives, Configuration 1
Singular Plural English
yánhān gwǎnhān Proximal, focused
yánsān gwǎnsān Proximal, focused
yáhān gwǎhān Proximal
yásān gwǎsān Proximal
yán gwǎn Proximal
jǎʼdān gwǎʼdān Medial
jǎn gwǎn Medial
jǎtān gwǎtān Medial, focused
jǎntān gwǎntān Medial, focused
jǎtāān gwǎtāān Remote
jǎttān gwǎttān Remote
jàttáán gwàttáán Distal
jǎttāān gwǎttāān Distal
(428) ka’̄bal̄
sheep
yańhan̄
dem.adn.prox
tā
cop
ji-̀m
def.gen.sg-ass
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
‘This sheep belongs to you.’
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(429) mam̀ań
fruit
ā
ass.cl2
cwá
tree
gwaȟan̄
dem.adn.prox.pl
iś-iń
ripen:pfv-3pl
mò
mo
dhal̀i ̀
and
kū-n
def.gen.pl-ass
tiýá
other
nas̄kińā
yet
‘These fruits have ripened and the other ones have still (not).’
(430) ḵaĺ-ā
bring-imp
bašal̄
onion
ā
ass.cl2
caǵaʔ̀
big
gwa’̌dan̄
dem.adn.med.pl
iśē
locsp.prox
‘Bring those big onions here.’
(431) nyar̀á
girl
ja’̌dan̄
dem.adn.med
a’́di ̄
3sg
múr-ù
will.aux-imprs
mas̀h=á
marry=q
wal̀à
or
ja’̌de?̄
dem.adn.med2
‘Is it that girl who is going to get married, or that one?’
The second configuration found is when the addressee is not close to the speaker.
These demonstratives use a dual system of deictic center; one for how far the
item in question is from the speaker, and another for how far the listener is
as well. A more precise investigation of the semantics of the spatial deixis is
still required, but a general idea seems to be that the distance is still measured
from the speaker’s engagement area, which the addressee is not part of.
Table 7.4: Adnominal Demonstratives, Configuration 2
Singular Plural English
yánhē gwǎnhē Proximal
yánsē gwǎnsē Proximal
yáhē gwǎhē Proximal
yásē gwǎsē Proximal
jǎʼdē gwǎʼdē Medial
jǎtē gwǎtē Medial
jǎntē gwǎntē Medial
jǎteē̄ gwǎteē̄ Remote
jǎttē gwǎttē Remote
jàtteé́ gwàtteé́ Distal
jǎtteē̄ gwǎtteē̄ Distal
(432) tō ē
animal
gwaňsan̄
dem.adn.prox.pl
’thik̄-á
fat-stv
’thik̄
redup
kaḡah̀aŕā
very
’peńi ́
from
tō ē
animal
gwaťeē̄
dem.adn.rem.pl2
‘These animals are fatter than those animals over there.’
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(433) dhal̀
let
ki ́
comp
ańā
1pi
in̄-à
go:pfv-1pi
mò
mo
bwaỳ
way
’kwan̄i ́
people
gwat̀teé ́
dem.adn.dist.pl
‘Let’s go towards those people.’
Adnominal demonstratives can occasionally have a discourse deicic function.
This endophoric uses is nonetheless separate from anaphoric use, described
below.
(434) jaň
dem.adn.med
gar̀à
also
mi-̌ʼd-i ́
do:ipfv-3sg-loc.cl1
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
kāʼ dań
dem.adv.med
gar̀à
also
‘That also happens in our village like that.’
7.2.1 Anaphoric Adnominal Demonstratives
In addition to demonstratives anchored with some sort of spatial differenti-
ation, there are a handful of additional adnominal demonstratives found in
Uduk. These bear an interesting overlap in use, namely for both itive-moving
entities as well as anaphoric or discourse-based elements. Movement is ex-
pressed through the combination of the anaphoric demonstrative yún and the
locatives niń, ińiń, or ińniń. These may either be together or discontinuous.
Note that yiń and yún both use the same plural form, gǔn; yiń, however, has a
strictly anaphoric use and cannot refer to moving referents. Yiń is commonly
found in a recognitional sense, to activate specific shared knowledge, and it
often has an idea of something ‘secret’ (Diessel 1999), (Himmelmann 1996). It
does not necessarily have a referent in the preceding discourse.
Table 7.5: Anaphoric Adnominal Demonstratives
Singular Plural English
yiń gǔn Anaphoric, recent
yún gǔn Anaphoric, recent; referent moving away
yúnniń gǔnniń Anaphoric, longer ago; moving referent further away
yúnińiń gǔnińiń Anaphoric, long ago; moving referent far away
(435) tō
thing
yiń
dem.adn.anph
ō-n
say:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ańā
1pi
i ́
loc.cl1
niń
dem.loc
‘We discussed about that thing.’
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(436) à
cl2
su᷄rā
picture
yún
dem.adn.anph
tō̱r-ki-́n-e᷄
show:ipfv-ad1-nas-erg.2sg
aá̄
1sg
mańe?̀
where
‘Where is that picture you told me about?’
In example (437), the speaker is telling about a honey badger who had been
going up and down a tree to collect honey from bees. After he gets to the
bottom, people who were hiding steal the honey from the badger. When the
badger is finally finished collecting the honey, he starts looking for the places
where he had kept his honey.
(437) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ŋaṕ̱
seek:pfv
mò
mo
mò
place
gǔn
dem.adn.anph.pl
dhǔ-n-áʼ di ̄
keep-nas-erg:3sg
à
cl2
dham̀
honey
yiša᷆
neg
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
à
neg
dhal̀i ̀
and
p̱i-̄yi ́ʼ d
not.exist:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
man̄́
here
tan̄i ́
phm
‘He looked for the places where he had placed the honey, and there
weren’t any there.’
In the next example, the speaker is explaining what happens when it starts to
rain, saying that people get new things as a result of the rain.
(438) dhal̀i ̀
and
nim̀bir̀
number
it̄hin̄en̂
two
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
gam̀
find:pfv
tō-n
thing-nas
this̄
new
‘And secondly getting new things.’
After introducing the idea of these things, he then gives a more specific de-
scription of how these new things appear.
(439) dhal̀i ̀
and
waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
shōḵ
rain
het́h-éʼ d
rain:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
i ́
loc.cl1
tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄
first
tō
thing
yún
dem.adn.anph
ki ́
narr
ʼká
grow:pfv
mò
mo
‘And if it rains, first these things start to germinate.’
In addition to anaphoricity, a second use of these demonstratives is to express
movement. In example (440), the use of yún emphasizes the fact that the car
is moving, rather than the distance from the speaker, which is unknown.
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(440) à
cl2
ar̀ab̀iy̌ā
car
yún
dem.adn.anph
ya-̌ʼd
go.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
niń
dem.loc
‘That car is going there.’
Finally, there are temporal aspects to anaphoric demonstratives. As these can
be used to refer to topics of discussion from the past, a natural extension of
their meaning is for past times in general. In combination with kat̄iĺi ́, ‘yester-
day’, anaphoric demonstratives refer to days further in the past than yesterday.
Other temporal adverbials such as kā dham̀ò, ‘of old, long ago’, also frequently
combine with anaphoric demonstratives to express meanings of even further.
(441) dhal̀i ̀
and
kā
with.cl2
dham̀ò
old
ińniń
dem.loc.itv.dstl
tan̄i ́
phm
mi ́
do.aux
mas̀h
marry
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
ki ́
comp
paĺ
try
ó-ò
say-lnk
mas̀h
marry:pfv
kā
with.cl2
gǔrùsh
money
ḿmò
ger
ci̱ ̄
give:pfv
tō
thing
‘and in the past, the marriage of the Uduk, it was tried to marry with
money, by giving things.’
Exophoric demonstratives can also combine with temporal referents, such as
kāʼ thaḿō, ‘tomorrow’, to give more specific temporal designations in the fu-
ture. Medial and remote exophoric demonstratives combine with tomorrow to
express days in the future; proximal exophoric demonstratives refer to events
happening now or in the immediate future.
Table 7.6: Temporal phrases
Uduk English
kāʼthámō Tomorrow
kāʼthámō jǎtān The day after tomorrow
kāʼthámō jàttáán Two or more days after tomorrow
kātiĺi ́ Yesterday
kātiĺi ́ yún The day before yesterday
kātiĺi ́ yúnniń Two or more days before yesterday
7.3 Adverbial Demonstratives
Adverbial demonstratives in Uduk refer to the manner of an action, ‘in this way,
in that way’. Proximal adverbial demonstratives in configuration 1 refer to
actions done in the immediate here-space. They are common with commands,
or if someone is doing something close by which you can see. For medial and
further demonstratives, however, they refer to actions that a third individual is
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doing. With káʼ dan̄, for instance, the doer of the action is some distance away,
and the speaker might be explaining to a second person next to him/her how
it should be done.
Table 7.7: Adverbial Demonstratives, Configuration 1
Uduk English
kánhān Proximal, focused
kánsān Proximal, focused
káhān Proximal
kásān Proximal
kán Proximal
kán̄ Proximal
káʼdān Medial
kátān Medial, focused
kántān Medial, focused
kátāān Remote
káttān Remote
káttāān Distal
kāttáán Distal
For adverbial demonstratives in configuration 2, the speaker and addressee
are not in the same space, and the distance of the action is measured from the
speaker.
Table 7.8: Adverbial Demonstratives, Configuration 2
Uduk English
kánhē Proximal
kánsē Proximal
káhē Proximal
kásē Proximal
káʼdē Medial
kátē Medial
kántē Medial
káteē̄ Remote
káttē Remote
kátteē̄ Distal
kātteé́ Distal
(442) kaśan̄
dem.adv.prox
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
di ̀
stay
maśan̄
dem.loc.prox
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
cō̱r
wait
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
bee
‘In this way he stays here to wait for a bee.’
In example (443), one speaker was explaining about how fishing is forbidden
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in certain instances, when the owners of ponds are not around. Another re-
sponded with the following comment:
(443) jaň
dem.adn.med
gar̀à
also
mi-̌ʼd
do:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
kāʼ dań
dem.adv.med
gar̀à
also
‘That also happens in our village like that.’
Both speakers were in the same immediate area, but the second speaker is
referring to his own village, in a more distant location.
Another common use of adverbial demonstratives is as a discourse deictic
marker, giving readings like ‘thus’ or ‘therefore’.
(444) waḵ̀kɨ ́
if
mɨ-̀n-ɨ ᷇
aux:ipfv-nas-erg.2sg
gam̀
find
kań
dem.adv.prox
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
hal̄aás̄
compl
úm
2pl
mùr-a᷇ʼ d
aux:ipfv-erg.3sg
úr
chase:pfv
ʼkósh
kill:pfv
mò
mo
gà ʼdɨt́ɨ ́ ʼdɨt́ɨ ́
one by one
‘If you keep on finding (a lion), it will chase and kill you one by one.’
(Note: Yabus Uduk)
(445) káʼ dan̄
dem.adv.med
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
ḵó,
fear:pfv,
ḵó
fear:pfv
zʉ̀p̱
lion
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
zal̀
leave:pfv
shʉ̄m
meat
mò
mo
‘So the people were afraid, afraid of the lion and left the meat.’
(Note: Yabus Uduk)
This is particularly common in combination with the verb wà, ‘to be like’.
(446) di ̀
exist.sg
wà
be.like:pfv
kań=a?́
dem.adv.prox=q
‘Is that so?’
7.4 Locative Demonstratives
Locative adverbs show the place of an event. There are two separate classifica-
tion types, one for a general location, and another for a more precise location.
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Both the general as well as the more specific locative demonstratives have dis-
tinctions based on the speaker-addressee configuration.
The first set of locative adverbs refers to a more general area, or non-specific
direction. They are the most basic set of locational demonstratives, and are
much more common in frequency than the precise locatives.
Table 7.9: General Locative Demonstratives, Configuration 1
Uduk English
mánhān Proximal, focused
mánsān Proximal, focused
máhān Proximal
másān Proximal
mán Proximal
mán̄ Proximal
máʼdān Medial
mátān Medial, focused
mántān Medial, focused
mátāān Remote
máttān Remote
máttāān Distal
màttáán Distal
As with other demonstratives, a separate configuration exists when there is
more than one engagement area.
Table 7.10: General Locative Demonstratives, Configuration 2
Uduk English
mánhē Proximal
mánsē Proximal
máhē Proximal
másē Proximal
máʼdē Medial
mátē Medial
máteē̄ Remote
máttē Remote
mátteē̄ Distal
màtteé́ Distal
(447) tō
thing
di ̌
exist:ipfv
ki ́
comp
gò
cry
taḡi ̀
until
mat́ṯa̱ān̄=a?́
dem.loc.dstl=q
‘Didn’t the thing sound as far as there?’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
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(448) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
ḵūcūr=á
soften=loc.cl2
shōʔ
grass
dǒō
again
tan̄
phm
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
kar̄-kúʔ
put-dir
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼtwaʔ̄
mouth
ā
ass.cl2
nǒs
pot
jaň
dem.
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
‘You soften the grass, then you put it inside the pot there.’
(449) kaśan̄
dem.adv.prox
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
di ̀
stay
maśan̄
dem.loc.prox
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
cō̱r-ā
wait-acc.cl2
dham̀
bee
‘Like that he stays there to wait for a bee.’
The second set of locatives involves a specific and more precise location. It has
more clear boundaries, and would be a more easily identifiable point or area
by the speaker and adressee.
Table 7.11: Precise Locative Demonstratives, Configuration 1
Uduk English
ih́ān Proximal
iśān Proximal
i ́ʼdān Medial
it́ān Medial
it́āān Remote
it́tān Remote
it́tāān Distal
it̄táán Distal
The precise locatives also have the dual configuration set.
Table 7.12: Precise Locative Demonstratives, Configuration 2
Uduk English
ih́ē Proximal
iśē Proximal
id́è Medial
it́ē Medial
it́eē̄ Remote
it́tē Remote
it́teē̄ Distal
it̄teé́ Distal
(450) ḵaĺ-ā
bring-imp
bašal̄
onion
ā
ass.cl2
caǵaʔ̀
big
gwa’̌dan̄
dem.adn.med.pl
iśē
dem.loc.prec.prox2
‘Bring those big onions here.’
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(451) dhal̀i ̀
and
dham̌kiń
Nuer
gǔmsem̄
dem.adn.med.pl
ʼpeńi ́
from
i-̄kaḿ
pl-brother
baňā
poss.1pi
gǔm
dem.adn.anph.pl
Nùwer̂
Nuer
iśan̄
dem.loc.prec.prox
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
i-̄yú
go.pl-vent
‘and these Nuer from those of our brothers the Nuer there they came.’
7.4.1 Anaphoric Locative Demonstratives
Locative Demonstratives also have three endophoric demonstratives, used both
in a anaphoric sense as well as the recognitional sense described earlier. Move-
ment does not play a role with anaphoric locatives, however, and there is no
equivalent to yiń for specific recognitional use. There is one additional demon-
strative, ińnií ̄ or ńnií ̄, which appears to be related to both anaphoric referents
as well as exophoric referents, in that it is a place spoken of and known by the
speech participants, which is far away.
Table 7.13: Anaphoric Locative Demonstratives
mún Anaphoric, recent
múnniń Anaphoric, longer ago
múnińiń Anaphoric, long ago
ińnií ̄ Anaphoric, distal location
(452) dham̀
bee
mùr-i ́
fut-loc
p̱e-̄yú
fly-itv
ʼpeńi ́
from
mún
dem.loc.anph
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
di ̀
stay
cā̱ʼ b
sit
hiĺ
watch
ʼteʔ́
just
‘The bee will fly from there and he (meanwhile) stays and watches.’
(453) Àbiǎt́er̄
Abiater
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
nyaḵ̀k-úm
with-2pl
á
loc.cl2
pij́è
outside
mún=a?́
dem.loc.anph=q?
Nyeě,᷆
Yes,
ā
ident
ci̱ ́ʼ dē
dem.v.med2
‘Abiater is there with you outside? Yes, (he’s) here.’
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7.5 Predicative Demonstratives
Predicative demonstratives are verb-like demonstratives identifying or present-
ing a referent or location. They do not conjugate for tense, aspect, and agree-
ment marking is limited to singular or plural referents. If the overt referent di-
rectly precedes the verbal demonstrative, the identification particle ā attaches
to the end of the NP referred to.
There is some confusion regarding the forms further than proximal; a prelimi-
nary table is given below. Demonstratives beginning with ci may end up being
simply a dialectal variation of adnominal demonstratives plus the identification
marker ā. Common variations on the distal forms include ci̱, ca̱, and ca.
Table 7.14: Predicative Demonstratives
Singular Plural English
ā ʼdán ā nán Proximal
ā ʼdáhān ā náhān Proximal
ā ʼdánhān ā nánhān Proximal
ā ʼdánsān ā nánsān Proximal
ā ʼdásān ā násān Proximal
ā ci ́ʼdān ā ni ́ʼdān Medial
ā cit́ān ā nit́ān Medial
ā cit́tān ā nit́tān Remote
ā cit́āān ā nit́āān Remote
ā cit̄táán ā nit̄táán Distal
ā cit́tāān ā nit́tāān Distal
(454) à
cl2
wařka-̄m
book-ass
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
ā
ident
ʼdah́an̄
dem.vb.prox
‘Here is your book.’
(455) maḿan̄
fruit
ā
ass.cl2
maŋ̌gaʔ̀
mango
à
ident
nah́an̄
dem.vb.pl.prox
‘These are mango fruits.’
(456) gù’b
house
peḿ
poss.1sg
ā
ident
ca̱áń
dem.vb.med
‘There is my house.’
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(457) à
cl2
ris̀
many
cwá
tree
yań
along
yi’̀deʔ́
water
ā
ident
nit́a̱n̄
dem.vb.pl.med
‘Those are the trees along the riverside.’
(458) à
cl2
ris̀
many
ḵa’̄bal̄
sheep
ā
ident
nań
dem.vb.pl.prox
‘There are a lot of sheep.’
Predicative demonstratives also have common extensions into discourse de-
ictics, similar to adnominal demonstratives. They are used to summarize a
proposition in some way. They are self-referential, referring to a linguistic
unit of speech of some kind, or information given by the speaker.
(459) bà
so
tā
cop:pfv
gò lòlòp̱
story
à
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
gòm
about
yaṕ̱
porcupine
‘So here was a story about a porcupine.’
In example (460), the speaker is discussing Uduk marriage and how it was first
conducted in the past, compared to the present.
(460) bà
so
tō
thing
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
jiǹ
rel.sg
di-̌’d
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
n̄taǵà
until
ʼdis̄han̄́
now
‘So this is what happens among the Uduk people up to now.’
(461) bà
so
à
cl2
riš
many.pl
tō
thing
kūn
rel.pl
mi-́n-i ̀
happen:pfv-nas-lnk
mò-ŋ
place-ass
ʼkō-n-ańā
exist.pl:pfv-nas-erg.1pi
ā
ident
nań
dem.vb.pl.prox
kańsan̄
dem.prox.adv
‘So these are many things that happen where we live like this.’
There are also devoted predicative demonstratives for configuration 2; how-
ever, a list of these predicative demonstratives should be seen as preliminary.
There is some evidence indicating that these forms may actually involve a more
precise identification as opposed to a general one. If such is the case, then
there may be two more sets, one for the configuration 2 of general predicative
demonstratives, and another for the more precise versions in configuration 1.
The most logical choices for these, however, following ʼdah́e and ʼdih́an̄, were
not viewed as viable forms by my consultants.
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Table 7.15: Predicative Demonstratives, Configuration 2
Singular Plural English
ā ʼdih́ē ā nih́ē Proximal
ā ʼdiśē ā niśē Proximal
ā ci ́ʼdē ā ni ́ʼdē Medial
ā cit́ē ā nit́ē Medial
ā cit́tē ā nit́tē Remote
ā cit́eē̄ ā nit́eē̄ Remote
ā cit̄teé́ ā nit̄teé́ Distal
ā cit́teē̄ ā nit́teē̄ Distal
(462) Àbiǎt́er̄
Abiater
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
nyaḵ̀k-úm
with-2pl
á
loc.cl2
pij́è
outside
mún=a?́
dem.loc.anph=q?
Nyeě,᷆
Yes,
ā
ident
ci̱ ́ʼ dē
dem.vb.med
‘Abiater is there with you outside? Yes, (he’s) here.’
Anaphoric Predicative Demonstratives
There are three anaphoric predicative demonstratives. Similar to other pred-
icative demonstratives, these occur with the clitic ā and identify or present a
noun in some way. These are also used with moving objects.
In contrast to other anaphoric markers, anaphoric predicative demonstratives
appear to be fairly rare, and examples of their use are limited.
Table 7.16: Anaphoric Predicative Demonstratives
Singular Plural English
ʼdún nǔn Anaphoric, recent; moving referent
ʼdúnniń nǔnniń Anaphoric, longer ago; moving referent further away
ʼdúnińiń nǔnińiń Anaphoric, long ago; moving referent far away
(463) ká
comp.cl2
ja-̌ā
who.pl-ident
’dún
dem.vb.anph
i ́
loc.cl1
dòr-ki ́
beat:pfv-ad2
é
2sg
kań
dem.adv.prox
mò?
mo
‘(tell us) ...who was it, that beat you?’
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(464) ’kwan̄i ́
people
kūn
rel.pl
i-́n
go:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
kā waća̱ʔ̄
quickly
ā
ident
nǔn
dem.vb.anph.pl
‘Those are the people going (quickly) away.’
(465) à
cl2
dǒkúmen̄
document
ā
ident
ʼdún
dem.vb.anph
ya-̌ka-́ʼd
go.sg:ipfv-ad1-3sg
ińiń
dem.loc.itv
‘The document is on the way (to you).’
(466) ar̄i ́
dim.sg.cl1
ā
ident
ʼdún
dem.vb.anph
p̱e-́ʼd
fly:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
miś
sky
ińiń
dem.loc.itv
‘There is the bird (lit: little one) up there in the sky.’
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Chapter 8
Verbal Predicates
8.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on describing the basic morphological structure of the
verb root and its affixes in Uduk, as well as the aspectual-directional uses of
Uduk verbal morphology. Verbs are used to express actions, processes, and
states encoded in a predicative construction.
First, an overview of possible affixes and grammatical morphemes of the VP
is given. An important distinction is the structural opposition between finite
and non-finite verb forms, which do not have the same possibilities in terms of
morphological marking. After describing the verb roots and their tone classes,
finite verbal morphology is then introduced. All finite verbs must be obligato-
rily marked for a type of aspect through suprasegmental marking on the verb
stem; further AD1 markers may be indicated by suffixes. Koman languages use
grammatical markers on the verb which serve two distinct but related func-
tions, to mark the location or direction of an action, and to mark the way the
situation depicted by the verb is viewed or experienced; that is, what part of
the situation is being referred to, and how can the event or action be broken
down into phases. Spatial deixis and aspect are thus heavily intertwined. As
Uduk lacks a morphological means to express tense or mood on the verb, AD is
used as an abbreviation in lieu of TAM to refer to these grammatical categories
distinguished on the verb.
After the description of aspect-directional morphology, inflectional patterns
based on person-marking agreement is introduced, including differences based
on constituent order. Number-marking alternations within the VP are also
described in this section.
Two sections which fit in between finite and non-finite are then introduced,
the Prospective form of the verb, a marked construction formed with a type of
1Credit must be given here to Manuel Otero, who not only created the term AD (Aspect-
Directional), but whose initial work on Komo TAM markers spurred me on to investigate areas
of spatial deixis in the verb which I had not previously realized. Through his advice, sugges-
tions, and direction, I have come to a much greater understanding of Uduk’s Aspectual-Directional
marking than I ever would have otherwise, particularly with the spatial aspects of the verb system.
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reduplication used for intended activities, as well as the Impersonal, a marker
inhibiting the expression of an overt S or A argument. The Impersonal may be
used with both finite as well as non-finite forms of the verb.
Non-finite morphological morphemes include two additional suffixes marking
directionality as well as the Imperative; non-finite forms of the verb do not use
agreement marking or tonal alternations on the verb root.
Finally, stative verbs are treated separately, as they are encoded in a distinct
inflectional class.
8.2 The Structure of Verb Forms
This section focuses on the structure of verb forms, initially focusing on the
maximal projection of the verb core, separated out into finite and non-finite
forms, followed by the maximal projection of the finite verb complex, including
reduplication, phrasal verb satellites, and particles. Stative verbs are viewed
as a distinct and separate subclass of verbs, addressed in section 8.11.
As the opposition between finite and non-finite plays an important role in Uduk
grammar, it is worth defining the criteria used for separating the two types.
According to Trask (1993), a finite verb is “...a form of a verb or auxiliary
which can in principle serve as the only verb form in a sentence, and which
typically carries the maximum in morphological marking for such categories
as tense and agreement permitted in a language” (Trask 1993, pp. 103-104).
Uduk finite verb forms have agreement marking with S/A through suffixation
on the verb, aspectual changes through suprasegmental modification of the
verb stem, and are able to stand independently in simple declarative sentences.
There are two suffixes marking aspect and directionality, labelled here as AD1
and AD2 as their uses are complex.
Non-finite forms on the other hand do not have agreement marking or tonal
changes, and tend to occur in ‘deranked’ constructions, or constructions in
which there are multiple predicates, and one of the predicates is reduced in
rank. They occur in independent declarative sentences only in marked situ-
ations, such as Imperative constructions. There are also three suffixes which
may occur only on non-finite forms of the verb, Imperative -i ,̄ Itive -kú, and
Ventive -ú. AD1 and AD2markers may occur on both finite as well as non-finite
verb forms.
A comparison of the two structures is given below, (467) showing a typical
finite construction and (468) showing a typical non-finite construction. The
difference between these two particular constructions has to do with where
they would occur. Example (467) is a single independent predicate which
could stand on its own. It is a fully formed sentence. Example (468) would
not generally occur in isolation, however, instead forming part of a longer
narrative in some way. It would take its aspect marking from an earlier finite
sentence.
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(467) à
cl2
ḵóʼbā
maize
is̄-i ́ʼ d
ripen:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The maize has ripened.’
(468) à
cl2
ḵóʼbā
maize
ki ́
narr
iś
ripe
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘The maize has ripened.’
8.2.1 Finite verb core
The Uduk finite verb core consists maximally of the verb stem, Imperfective
and Perfective aspects marked suprasegmentally on this stem, two Aspect-
Directional markers, and argument cross-referencing for S and A.
Table 8.1: Structure of finite verb forms
Stem (IPFV & PFV) AD1, AD2 AGR, IMPRS
IPFV Imperfective (marked tonally on root)
PFV Perfective (marked tonally on root)
AD1 Aspect-Directional -ki-́
AD2 Aspect-Directional -i-́ (-yi-́)
AGR Agreement Concord with S/A
IMPRS Impersonal -ù (-nù)
In each position, only one of the two options is available; this is self-evident
for suprasegmental tone changes on the root, but less so for the AD markers,
which bear a wide variety of potential meanings.
On the stem itself we find two tonal possibilities, one for Imperfective and one
for Perfective. The first position after the stem is for the AD markers -i ́ and -ki ́,
both of which have a wide range of uses with aspect, direction, and to some
extent valency.
The second position after the stem is used for marking agreement with S or A
arguments which are governed by the verb. The specifics of agreement marking
are complex, and addressed in section 8.6. Person marking agreement is oblig-
atory in A-Voice constructions, but does not occur in O-Voice. The Impersonal
-ù may also occur in the same position of the verb core, suppressing any overt
mention of an S or A argument. O arguments retain their syntactic form and
case, and A may not be expressed in an oblique construction. The Impersonal
is possible with intransitive constructions and constructions in O-Voice.
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8.2.2 Non-finite verb core
The Uduk non-finite verb core parallels the finite verb to some extent, but
there are three additional affixes in the position after the stem, and only the
Impersonal may occur in the second position.
Table 8.2: Non-finite verb forms
Stem VENT, ITV, AD1, AD2, IMP IMPRS
VENT Ventive suffix -úʔ, -yúʔ
ITV Itive derivational suffix -kúʔ
AD1 Aspect-Directional -ki-́
AD2 Aspect-Directional -i-́ (-yi-́)
IMP Imperative suffix -i ̄
IMPRS Impersonal -ù (-nù)
There is one additional small but important structural difference. Finite verbs
which end in a vowel in O-Voice constructions add a nasal to the end of the
verb, the meaning of which is unknown.
(469) áʼ di ̄
3sg
shwa-́n
eat:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
‘He is getting upset.’
Non-finite forms of the verb, however, do not add this nasal marker, suggesting
that its origin may lie with agreement marking.
(470) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
shwá
eat
ā
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
‘He is getting upset.’
8.2.3 Verb Complex
Beyond the core verb structure, there are discontinuous elements of the verb
complex. Discontinuous elements include incorporated nouns, called Partar-
guments, as well as grammatical particles and reduplicated verb structures.
Clause structures are discussed in more detail in section 9.1; this section only
focuses on the parts of the VP outside of the verb core.
The following chart gives an example of possible finite verbal forms and their
combinations in Uduk.
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Table 8.3: Maximal projection of Verb Complex
Verb Core (OBJ) PART PTCL
OBJ Object(s) of clause
PART Partargument(s)
PTCL Grammatical particles such as mò
Incorporated nouns (Partarguments) are typically body parts which either func-
tion as verbal classifiers or then change the basic lexical meaning of the verb.
They have somewhat flexible positions, but they occur most commonly after
objects and before grammatical particles. Verbs with incorporated nouns re-
tain the incorporated part also when they occur in deverbalized or non-finite
forms.
The VP is typically ended with grammatical particles, which interact heavily
with AD marking. The particle mò is particularly important in this position.
Prepositional phrases and adverbials have some flexibility in terms of place-
ment, and may occur before or after grammatical particles.
8.3 The Verb Stem
Uduk verb stems are formed from the verb root, or masdar (following e.g.
Haspelmath 1995), which can be considered the most basic form of the verb,
as well as its citation form.
The citation form of a verb is flexible in its use, and can be both nominal as well
as forming the root of predicative structures; some examples of nominalized
verb roots may be seen in example (471):
(471) mas̀h
marry
ki ̄
with.cl1
gwàʼ d
small
yań
dem.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
bwaỳ
way
mi ́-m
do-ass
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
jiǹ
rel.sg
shiʔ́-i ́ʼ d
bad:pfv-3sg
ā
ident
ʼdah́an̄ san̄
dem.vb.prox
‘This early marriage, this is how it is bad (lit: the way of its doing which
is bad).’
Like noun roots, verb roots in Uduk are most commonly monosyllabic CVC or
CV. Disyllabic roots do exist in a more limited fashion, but with heavier re-
strictions compared to monosyllabic roots. Disyllabic verb roots never end in
a vowel, and they invariably have either all L-toned syllables or all M-toned
syllables, depending on the initial consonant of the root. There are no disyl-
labic verb roots with dissimilar tones, nor are there roots with a H-tone of any
type, including contours. There are no trisyllabic roots. Table 8.4 gives some
examples of different syllabic structures of verb roots.
Verb roots in Uduk may occur with one of four tones, L, M, H, or LH, giving five
tone classes in total. As Uduk verb roots make use of a suprasegmental tonal
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Table 8.4: Verbal syllabic structure
V i ̄ ‘to go, pl.’
VC ás ‘to fight’
VCVC is̄ir̄ ‘to be moldy’
VCCVC āŋkāl ‘to stagger’
CV ci̱ ̄ ‘to give’
CVC bùʼth ‘to grasp, hold’
CVCVC kū̱cūr ‘to soften’
CVCCVC ʼdāŋkāl ‘to roll’
alternation on the verb root for aspectual changes, it is important to know the
tone class of the verb.
Table 8.5: Verb tone classes
Class Base tone IPFV tone Example, PFV Example, IPFV English
1 M H p̱ēʼ th p̱éʼ th ‘to laugh’
2 L LH gàm gǎm ‘to find, meet’
3 H M ceṕ̱ cep̱̄ ‘to prepare beer’
4 LH L lǒl lòl ‘to gather honey’
5 H L wár wàr ‘to become angry’
For the most part, tonal alternations are predictable, with one notable excep-
tion. The tone of the Imperfective form of the verb in both class 4 as well as
class 5 is L, so it is not possible to predict which class the verb is based on the
Imperfective. There are thus two classes of verbs with H-toned roots, those be-
ginning with voiceless obstruents and those beginning with voiced sonorants;
these otherwise pattern similarly to each other.
Disyllabic verbs roots have more limited tonal patterns, and are invariably M.M
or L.L, depending on the syllable onset. The Imperfective tonal shape of verbs
with the L.L tone pattern is LH.H rather than LH.LH; that is, the tone of the
second syllable is H rather than LH. This can trigger a change in the consonants;
the verb wùgùr ‘to wobble’, changes to wǔkúr in the Imperfective. The onset
of the second syllable generally falls into the same category for tone-plosive
interaction as the first syllable, but this is not absolute. For more details on
these rules, see section 3.3.
Table 8.6: Disyllabic Verb Roots
Class Base tone IPFV tone Example, PFV Example, IPFV English
1 MM HH then̄them̄ theńtheḿ ‘to melt’
2 LL LHH ber̀èʼ th beřéʼ th ‘to move a fire from
a cooking pot’
Some verb roots differentiate whether the subject (or object) is plural or not;
a list of known verbs differentiating number is given in the table below. As
can be seen in table 8.7, plural roots sometimes match more than one singular
form.
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Table 8.7: Singular and Plural verb roots
Number differentiated in S/A
Singular Plural English
yà i ̄ ‘to go’
cā̱ʼb ʼkó ‘to sit, stay, keep (doing), remain’
﻿di ̀ ʼkó ‘to be located, to sit, stay, exist’
bǎt͟h ʼcet̄͟h ‘to follow’
ji ̌ dhù ‘to rule, govern, care for, keep (something)’
kār dhù ‘to put down, set down, keep (something)’
gùs sō ‘to run, flow (of liquids)’
pis̄h sō ‘to flee, run’
Number differentiated in O
Singular Plural English
ká̱l, gù ʼdō To take, bring’
kār dhù ‘to put down, set down’
biť ̱ tā̱k To cast, throw away’
Plural roots do also occur in non-finite forms, such as with auxiliary verbs or
with Narrative constructions.
(472) dhal̀i ̀
and
ʼthúr
wash:pfv
mèʼ d
hand
tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
mò
mo
‘And (when they) washed their hands they left.’
8.4 Perfectivity
Uduk finite verbs are organized into a binary Perfective/Imperfective oppo-
sition, distinguished by tonal alternations on the verb root and variations in
agreement marking. The semantic distinctions of these forms have proven to
be somewhat elusive at times, particularly when they do not occur in com-
bination with AD marking. Furthermore, the use of these forms is complex,
dependent on the inherent semantics of the lexical verb as well as the combi-
nation of other grammatical markers, in particular the particle mò.
Mò is a complex grammatical particle which plays an important role in con-
tributing to the meaning of an event construal. It potentially stems from the
lexical word mò meaning ‘place’, but the use of the particle mò has undergone
heavy grammaticalization if so. Its uses are described in more detail in sec-
tions 8.4.1, 8.4.2, and 8.5 below, but as a general summary, mò is a particle
in positive predicative constructions which connects an action with an event
boundary in some way. This can be simply a means of saying ‘start to’, but it is
also used as an explanation or connection to a previous event. It also can refer
to the results of an action, or show that as a result of a first event, a second
event transpired.
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The form I label as Imperfective refers to a tonal ‘reverse’ of the Perfective de-
termined by the verb class (see e.g. 8.5 for details on the tone classes). Agree-
ment markers for verbs in the Imperfective occur invariably high-toned; in
some instances, this also appears on the verb root. The Imperfective is the
most frequent finite form of the verb, and it has great flexibility as to its nu-
ances. Events in the Imperfective are unbounded, seen from a process-internal
perspective. The Imperfective can refer to events in the past, events in the
present, events which will be in the future, events happening regularly, events
denoting a process.
The term I label as Perfective refers to the form of the verb in which the stem
tone is identical to its citation form. Agreement markers for verbs in the Per-
fective aspect copy the immediately preceding tone; if this is a contour, only
the last part of the tone is copied. The Perfective gives the idea of bounded-
ness in some way. An event marked with the Perspective aspect gives the idea
that the event fits within some larger more dynamic perspective. This includes
the termination or initiation of a situation, an event which has already started,
or an event which is undergoing a transition of states in some way. It also
includes punctual or instantaneous situations of short duration.
The two different tonal shapes in combination with the presence or absence of
mò gives four possible constructions:
IPFV, –MO The most frequent and generalized form of a finite verb. Default
meaning of the current time, but with the proper context has high
amounts of flexibility.
IPFV, +MO Refers to the initiation of an event, or an event resulting from
something else. Used when the cause of the action is known.
PFV, –MO Heavily restricted in its use, and many verbs cannot take the PFV
shape without mò. In some instances, it can mean the termination
of an event, or can refer to a single instance of an event.
PFV, +MO Similar to the IPFV +MO in that it is used when the cause of the
action is known. Could be sometimes translated as ‘It’s that...’, as
an explanation.
A comparison of the two tonal forms in a prototypical use may be seen in
examples (473) and (474). Both examples use mò.
(473) áʼ di ̄
3sg
gǔs-úʼd
run.sg:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘S/he’s running (away).’
(474) áʼ di ̄
3sg
gùs-ùʼd
run.sg:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘S/he already ran away.’
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Similar uses may be found with examples (475) and (476)2. The Imperfective
refers to the process of the food being made, whereas the Perfective marks the
change of initial state results in a finished action.
(475) mà
food
mi-̀nù
do:ipfv-imprs
‘The food is being made.’
(476) mà
food
mi-́nù
do:pfv-imprs
mò
mo
‘The food was just made.’
With examples (477) and (478), both actions refer to the idea of the speaker
sitting down. However, example (477) views the event as an inherently un-
bounded state, construed from within. It does not pay attention to any possible
or imaginable boundaries of the situation, or any external stimulus. Example
(478) on the other hand marks that there was a change in initial state of the
action. The speaker has moved from standing to sitting.
(477) ah́ā
1sg
cá̱ʼ b-á
sit:ipfv-1sg
‘I am sitting.’
(478) ah́ā
1sg
cā̱ʼ b-á
sit:pfv-1sg
mò
mo
‘I sat down.’
Examples (479) and (480) show similar ways of conceptualizing the events,
with the Imperfective referring to a more generalized meaning and the Perfec-
tive specifically referring to the event initiation in some way.
(479) ah́ā
1sg
dǒsh-á
stand:ipfv-1sg
‘I am standing.’
(480) ah́ā
1sg
dòsh-á
stand:pfv-1sg
mò
mo
‘I stopped.’
2Note that it would not be possible to use the Perfective form of ‘do’ without mò here.
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8.4.1 Imperfective
The bare Imperfective is the most frequent finite form of the verb, and has the
most generalized meaning. It is formed by using the tonal reverse of the root
tone. Agreement markers for verbs in the Imperfective aspect occur invari-
ably high-toned. It gives a general idea of something happening at the time
of reference, unspecified for duration. Without a specified time, the default
interpretation is that of present tense.
(481) à
cl2
múgù-ḿ
friend-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
lòl-óʼd
collect:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
i ́
loc.cl1
miś
up
cwá
tree
‘My friend is collecting honey at the top of the tree.’
(482) ah́ā
1sg
sam̄-á
warm:ipfv-1sg
ōʼd
fire
‘I’m warming myself on the fire.’
(483) à
cl2
nyùrúny
hyena
có̱r-óʼd
wait:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ʼbúʼth
loc.cl1
i ́
under
ʼpeńy
tree
cwá
‘The hyena is waiting for the monkey under the tree.’
(484) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
as̄-ań
fight:ipfv-3pl
‘People are fighting.’
General information is typically given with the Imperfective form of the verb,
without mò.
(485) dhal̀i ̀
and
ar̄i ́
dim.sg.cl1
ʼdi-̄ŋ
bird-ass
kaḿú
other
yùḵ-kù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
bǔreʔ̄,
bee-eater
áʼ di ̄
3sg
si ̄ʼ dā
also
shwa-᷄ʼd
eat:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
bee
‘And another small bird called a bee-eater, it also eats bees.’
Habitual activities also use the Imperfective withoutmò, particularly those with
specified times. In example (486), it is not possible to add mò.
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(486) am̄́
1pe
ʼkōshá
kill:ipfv-1pe
miỳà
goat.pl
kā
with.cl2
yeḿpā
always
gòmà
for.cl2
i ᷇ʼ th
Christmas
‘We always kill a goat for Christmas.’
The Imperfective used with past-tense time adverbials gives a general reading
of the event. It does not say how long the event lasted, or whether it persists
to the present day or not.
(487) kā gǔsh ińiń
A long time ago
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
as̄-ań
fight:ipfv-3pl
nyaḵ̀ká
with.cl2
Árab̀
Arab
‘A long time ago, the Uduk people were fighting with the Arabs.’
In combination with mò, the Imperfective shows a reason for the action, or
a trigger. It refers to the event as a generalized process without any specific
boundedness or changes, but it also places the event within a large context. It
often would be translated as ‘start to’.
Example (488) was said in an online conversation which was interrupted. It
can be viewed as a resumption of the conversation, or a description of the
reason why the conversation was interrupted.
(488) à
cl2
shab́ag᷇à
network
ʼcit̄h-i ́ʼ d
cut:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The network was disconnected.’
Example (489) is of cutting a tree/trees. It does not mention whether the action
is finished, whether there is one or many trees, or whether it is complete or
not.
(489) ah́ā
1sg
jep̱̀-á
cut:ipfv-1sg
cwá
tree
‘I cut down a/the tree(s), I am cutting down a/the tree(s).’
Example (490) parallels example (489) in its reading, but suggests that there
was a trigger for the event. Perhaps the tree fell in the way of a path, and as a
result, needed to be cut.
(490) ah́ā
1sg
jep̱̀-á
cut:ipfv-1sg
cwá
tree
mò
mo
‘I cut down a/the tree(s), I am cutting down a/the tree (because of
something).’
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8.4.2 Perfective
The Perfective form of a verb focuses on the idea of an event’s boundedness
in some way. This includes the termination or initiation of a situation, an
event which has already started, or an event which is undergoing a transition
of states in some way. Punctual events of short duration are also frequently
marked with the Perfective. The Perspective aspect gives the idea that the
event fits within some larger more dynamic perspective.
There is a lexical restriction with many verbs preventing the use of the Perfec-
tive aspect without mò or additional AD markers, seen in examples (491) and
(492) below.
(491) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
ʼkūt-̱úʼd
cough:ipfv-3sg
‘The child coughed.’
(492) *à
*cl2
ʼci ́
child
ʼkút-̱úʼd
cough:pfv-3sg
‘The child coughed (intended meaning).’
One instance in which it is possible to use the Perfective without mò, how-
ever, is to refer to a single individual action as a whole. This is common with
questions or events in the more distant past.
(493) é
2sg
gam̀-aǹ
find:pfv-2sg
à
acc.cl2
kam̄
brother
peḿ=a?́
poss.1sg=q
‘Have you met my brother?’
In the following example, kā ciḿún, a contraction of ki ̄ à ciḿ yún, ‘on that
day’, refers to an undefined time in the non-immediate past. This use of the
Perfective is preferred for events in the more distant past, and refers to the
event in its entirety.
(494) nyeě,̀
yes,
gam̀kà
find:pfv-erg.1sg
kā
with.cl2
ciḿún
other.day
‘Yes, I met him the other day.’
If the event is more recent, such as a few hours ago, then the Imperfective is
preferred.
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(495) nyeě,̀
yes,
gam̌-kā
find:ipfv-erg.1sg
shwaǹeńiń
recently
‘Yes I met him a bit ago; I just met him.’
In some instances, the Perfective can also indicate a cessation of activity.
(496) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
gò-ʼd
cry:ipfv-3sg
‘The child has just stopped crying.’
The Perfective occurs far more frequently in combination with the particle mò.
It is typically used for a reason or explanation for a situation, or to mark an
event’s participation in a greater context.
In the Imperfective, example (497), with or without mò, would refer to the
simple act of a man drinking beer.
(497) wat̀hi ́
man
p̱i-̄ʼd
drink:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
sū
beer
‘The man is drinking beer.’
The Perfective form of man drinking beer would not be possible without mò.
With mò, however, the meaning changes, as seen in example (498). This form
would be used if the man was acting strange, and you are explaining the reason
to someone else.
(498) wat̀hi ́
man
p̱i-́ʼd
drink:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
sū
beer
mò
mo
‘The man must be drunk (e.g. he is doing something unexpected).’
The combination of the Perfective and mò can sometimes give an identical
reading to the Imperfective with mò, particularly with verbs which are more
momentaneous in their meaning. Examples (499) and (500) do not differ in
their meaning; both would be used only when the speaker knows what caused
the coughing.
(499) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
ʼkūt-̱úʼd
cough:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The child coughed (because of something).’
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(500) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
ʼkút-̱úʼd
cough:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The child coughed (because of something).’
Both the Imperfective as well as the Perfective forms of the verb could be used
with (501), for example; the focus is on the transition or trigger of the action.
(501) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
ʼber̄
open:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
ʼban̄
temple.part
raḵ̌ki ́
causing
à
cl2
ʼci ̄
child
kút-̱úʼd
cough:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The child had a headache, causing the child to cough.’
A similar situation arises with (502) and (503). There is no difference due to
the tone change, but both constructions focus on the impetus of the event. The
man has started to dig a hole because his friend asked him to, for instance.
(502) wat̀hi ́
man
cwan᷄y
dig:ipfv
jùs
hole
mò
mo
‘The man has started to dig a hole.’
(503) wat̀hi ́
man
cwan̄y
dig:pfv
jùs
hole
mò
mo
‘The man has started to dig a hole.’
8.5 Aspect-Directionals
There are two Aspect/Directional (AD) suffixes, AD1 ki ́ and AD2 i ́, which occur
in paradigmatic opposition immediately after the stem. Both affixes can convey
a range of aspectual and deictic meanings, and a single construction can often
have more than one interpretation depending on the context. The link between
aspect and spatial deixis as an inflectional category appears to be common to
all Koman languages. Directionality is generally expressed with derivational
morphemes, so Koman languages are perhaps typologically unusual in having
inflectional morphemes on the verb to mark spatial deixis. Note that Uduk has
two additional related markers which occur on non-finite forms of the verb
which are used strictly to mark spatial deixis. Thus, of the four possible affixes,
all of them can mark directionality in some way, but only the AD1 and AD2
markers also have aspectual meaning extensions.
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In general, ki ́ is used for motion away from the deictic center, or to mark
events which have a relation to the relative past. Directionally, it refers to
going towards a known location, or going somewhere to do something. It can
also be used for an action in the current location which someone does, where
the doer of the action remains while others then depart.Aspectually, it shows
a connection to the recent past in some way. One use is persistive, ’to keep on
doing’, or ’to continue to do’. It can be refer to doing actions again, with an
iterative or pluractional use. It can also refer to ‘already’ doing or having done
an action. Kí is also used to form benefactive constructions. It can occur with
either tone shape, with or without mò.
The AD2 marker i ́ is used for motion towards the deictic center, or to mark
events which have a relation to the relative future. Directionally, it refers to
coming towards the speaker or deictic center, or to refer to an action which
happened elsewhere, with the doer of the action in the current location. Aspec-
tually, it can mark an event happening now, something similar to a progressive
or durative. It can also be used to focus on the right boundary of an event, such
as being the trigger of a subsequent event; as a result of action X, Y WILL hap-
pen. Note that in most instances, i ́ changes to a glide, adding a copy of the
verb root.
In combination with mò and the two tonal shapes, this gives eight possible
constructions:
kí + IPFV, –MO Directionally refers to going towards another location. As-
pectually refers to a recently initiated action the speaker did
not see which continues or persists, or something which has
‘already’ started.
kí + IPFV, +MO Marks an event which has started in the past which has cur-
rent relevance. The event may persist, or it may have finished
but still be important to the situation. It can also mark the
near termination of an event, particularly with motion verbs.
kí + PFV, –MO Heavily restricted in its use, and many verbs cannot take the
PFV shape with ki ́ without mò. Possible in some instances to
mark pluractionality or repetitions of an event.
kí + PFV, +MO Marks a completed or finished event, frequently with a con-
notation of then leaving to another location. Often translates
to ‘already’.
í + IPFV, –MO Directionally refers to coming towards the speaker or deictic
center. Aspectually refers to an event happening at the cur-
rent moment, which started recently and was witnessed by
the speaker.
í + IPFV, +MO Marks an event recently started resulting from something else,
or can sometimes refer to an event which is near completion.
í + PFV, –MO Marks an event which happened in another location, with the
subject of that event now in the current location. It can also
be used to mark a trigger for a subsequent event.
í + PFV, +MO Marks an event which happened in another location, with the
subject of that event now in the current location. Aspectually,
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it marks connections or transitions for both boundaries: as a
result of X, action happened, triggering Y.
Both markers are highly affected by the presence of rounded vowels, and fre-
quently change vowel quality when occurring before or after rounded vowels.
Ki ́ can also change its vowel quality to non-rounded vowels without a change
in meaning. Examples (504) and (505) have no difference in meaning. The
fact that the quality of the vowel is lowered to o (phonetically [ɔ]) suggests
that the effects of ATR may still play a role synchronically in some instances,
as the expectation would be for the vowel i would be to change to u when
rounded. However, the precise mechanics are still not well understood, as a
-ATR ɨ would change to ʉ, not ɔ.
(504) à
cl2
dham̀
bee
wùʼc-ki-́ʼd
sting:ipfv-ad1-3sg
‘The bee started to sting the people again.’
(505) à
cl2
dham̀
bee
wùʼc-kó-ʼd
sting:ipfv-ad1-3sg
‘The bee started to sting the people again.’
8.5.1 AD1 Ki ́
The AD marker ki ́ is a relatively common suffix with numerous meanings, the
most common of which are mentioned below:
• Movement away (verbs of motion)
• Simultaneous activity of an action and movement away (verbs of non-
motion)
• Actor staying to do an action while others leave
• Action beginning in ‘past’ and still happening now (keep on or continue
to do)
• Do something again
• Do something already (start and still in process of)
• Do something already (and have stopped)
• Increase valency by adding a beneficiary to the construction
With verbs of motion, it can encode a particular deictic point separated from
the speaker. It parallels configuration 2 demonstratives in that the speaker and
addressee are not in the same engagement area. If, for instance, one person
would say to another:
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(506) wat̀hi ́
man
ya-̌ka-́ʼd
go.sg:ipfv-ad1-3sg
ińiń
dem.itv
‘The man is going there.’
This would imply that the man is going either to the same place where the
addressee is, or else another place known to and understood by both. The
speaker and addressee are not in the same engagement area. This use of ki ́ is
more frequent in the Imperfective.
Examples (507) and (508) also show a type of movement or directionality to-
wards a location.
(507) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
wòl-ki ́
pour-ad1
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
màʼ dań
there
tan̄
phm
‘You pour the water there.’
(508) ah́ā
1sg
beľ-ki-́ná
push:ipfv-ad1-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
ḵo᷇s
cup
bwaỳ
to
é
2sg
‘I’m pushing the cup to you.’
With the verb di ̀, ‘to be located’, the use of ki ́ marker can show that some-
one has remained somewhere even after the others have left. This is in the
Perfective form.
(509) áʼ di ̄
3sg
di-̀ki-́ʼd
exist.sg:pfv-ad1-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
Āsósā
Asosa
‘He has remained behind in Asosa.’
Aspectual uses of the AD1 marker depend on the semantics of the verb, the
presence of mò, as well as the tone of the root verb. With the Imperfective,
dynamic verbs with ki ́ shows a durative or persistive use. It is often translated
as ‘still’.
(510) wat̀hi ́
man
hāʼ th-ki ́
eat.greens:ipfv-ad1
jip̱̀iʔ́
edible.leaf
‘The man is still eating the jipi leaves.’
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(511) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼkōsh-ki ́
hit:ipfv-ad1
wàʼ c
fish
‘He is still fishing, he keeps on fishing.’
(512) áʼ di ̄
3sg
di-̌ki-́ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-ad1-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
Āsósā
Asosa
‘He is already in Asosa.’
In example (513), we see a verb with more of a momentaneous semantic in-
terpretation. In this case, the bee stung the person a little bit ago, which the
speaker did not necessarily witness. The speaker does, however, see the result
of the bee sting, such as the way the person is acting. This use resembles the
typological perfect, an action which happened in the past and has its effects
carrying into the present.
(513) à
cl2
dham̀
bee
wùʼc-ki ́
sting:ipfv-ad1
wat̀hi ́
man
‘The bee has just stung the person.’
Imperfective ki ́ without mò can also give more of a pluractional or resumptive
meaning. It indicates a cessation of the action followed by the action starting
again. The difference between example (513) and example (514) require fur-
ther investigation as to why the interpretations are different despite the same
verbal form, but one potential reason is the fact that example (514) uses a
monovalent construction, unspecified for objects.
(514) à
cl2
dham̀
bee
wùʼc-ki-́ʼd
sting:ipfv-ad1-3sg
‘The bee has again begun to sting (the people).’
(515) à
cl2
shōʼk
rain
het̀h-ke-́ʼd
fall:ipfv-ad1-3sg
‘It has started raining again.’
(516) ah́ā
1sg
ḵas̄-ki-́n
itch:ipfv-ad1-nas
ā
erg.cl1
is̄
body.part
‘My body was itching earlier and now is again.’
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The use of mò in combination with ki ́ and the Imperfective is complex, but
it often refers to the trigger or reason for the action. In many instances, the
meaning is identical to those constructions without mò.
(517) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
kūt-̱ki-́ʼd
cough:ipfv-ad1-3sg
‘The child started coughing again.’
(518) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
kūt-̱ki-́ʼd
cough:ipfv-ad1-3sg
mò
mo
‘The child started coughing again.’
In some instances, particularly with those dealing with a process, the use of mò
indicates a more determinate duration, even if that duration is unspecified. It
likely defines the initial boundary of the event.
(519) à
cl2
ḵúrā
ball
ʼdaŋ́kaĺ-ki-́ʼd
roll:ipfv-ad1-3sg
‘The ball keeps on rolling, is still rolling.’
(520) à
cl2
ḵúrā
ball
ʼdaŋ́kaĺ-ki-́ʼd
roll:ipfv-ad1-3sg
mò
mo
‘The ball has been rolling for thirty minutes (or another defined amount
of time).’
With the Perfective aspect of the verb root, ki ́ indicates an earlier completion
of the event. It is frequently translated into English as ‘already’. This is nearly
always with mò. Note that it does not indicate whether the activity was done
in its entirety or not, merely that the speaker is no longer doing it. Example
(521) for instance does not indicate whether there is any food left, but rather
that the speaker is finished.
(521) ah́ā
1sg
shwa-́ki-́ná
eat:pfv-ad1-1sg
mà
food
mò
mo
‘I have already eaten the food.’
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(522) ah́ā
1sg
ḵaś-ki-́n
itch:pfv-ad1-nas
ā
erg.cl1
is̄
body.part
mò
mo
‘My body was itching earlier, some time in the past.’
(523) áʼ di
3sg
ya-̀ka-́ʼd
go.sg:pfv-ad1-3sg
mò
mo
ʼpeńi ́
from.cl1
ah́ā
1sg
‘He has already run away from me.’
In most instances, it is simply not possible to use the Perfective aspect with
ki ́ and without mò. However, in example (509) we did see an instance of the
Perfective aspect without mò, shown again here:
(509, repeated) áʼ di ̄
3sg
di-̀ki-́ʼd
exist.sg:pfv-ad1-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
Āsósā
Asosa
‘He has remained behind in Asosa.’
Here, the meaning is not aspectual but rather deictic, showing a separation
of the actor from other potential participants. There is an implied reading of
being alone, with others having been previously involved with the actor in
some way. This use of ki ́ without mò is restricted in its use, but it does occur
for other verbs of non-movement, as seen in example (524):
(524) wat̀hiʔ́
man
shūn-kú
boil:pfv-ad1
p̱ólóny
pumpkin
‘The man is cooking the pumpkin(s) while the others have left.’
In addition to its aspectual uses, ki ́ may also be used as an applicative, adding
an additional benefactive argument to a construction. It may only be applied
to predicates which are already bivalent.
(525) ah́ā
1sg
ci̱-́ki-́ná
give:ipfv-ad1-1sg
é
2sg
à
cl2
wařkā
book
‘I’m giving you the book.’
(526) wat̀hiʔ́
man
ʼci ̄ʼ th-ki ́
cut:ipfv-ad1
é
2sg
cwá
tree
‘The man is cutting the tree for you.’
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(527) à
cl2
lis̀
falcon
pas̄h-ki ́
scoop:pfv-ad1
úni ̄
3pl
ceṕ̱eńy
mash
ā
ass.cl2
sū
beer
ḿmò
ger
laḵ́
eat.porridge
tan̄i,́
so
‘The falcon gave them some beer mash to eat.’
(528) áʼ di ̄
3sg
si-́ki-́ʼd
plant:ipfv-ad1-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
kam̄
brother
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
em̄eń
seed
ā
ass.cl2
cil̄é
lentil
‘He’s planting lentil seeds for his brother.’
8.5.2 AD2 Í
The AD marker i ́ is also relatively common, and with a diverse set of meanings,
the most common of which mentioned below:
• Movement towards (verbs of motion)
• Simultaneous activity of an action and movement towards (verbs of non-
motion)
• Actor doing an action elsewhere and then coming to current location
• Action beginning in ‘present’ and still happening now
• Marking an event near completion
• Marking an event which will result in something else
With monovalent forms of the verb and A-Voice constructions with Class II
Objects, it changes into the glide y, adding an extra vowel copied from the
verb root before and after.
Examples of the 3SG Imperfective forms of the verb wǔʼc, ‘to bite, sting’ with
the AD2 marker may be seen below, with the subject à dham̀, ‘bee’, and objects
à ʼbúʼth, ‘monkey’, and bip̱̀, ‘cow’.
Intransitive à dhàm wùcúyúʼd
Transitive, Class II O à dhàm wùcúyúʼd ā ʼbúʼth
Transitive, Class I O à dhàm wùci ́ bip̱̀
With verbs of motion, it can encode motion towards the deictic center of ref-
erence. Without mò, it suggests being in the middle of the process; with mò,
however, it suggests that the process is near completion. Differences in perfec-
tivity with directional interpretations still require further investigation.
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(529) à
cl2
ḵúrā
ball
ʼdaŋ́kaĺ-aý-áʼ d
roll:ipfv-ad2-3sg
‘The ball is rolling towards me.’
(530) wat̀hi ́
man
úr-i ́
herd:pfv-ad2
ḵāʼ bal̄
sheep
mò
mo
‘The man is herding the sheep towards us.’
(531) à
cl2
ḵúrā
ball
ʼdaŋ́kaĺ-aý-áʼ d
roll:ipfv-ad2-3sg
mò
mò
‘The ball is rolling towards me (and is almost here).’
This motion can also be more abstract, such as with the verb tór tō, ‘to call’.
(532) é
2sg
tōr-i ́
call:ipfv-ad2
tō
thing
ki ́
comp
ah́ā
1sg
iśh-á
sleep:ipfv-1sg
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
‘I was sleeping when you called me.’
In combination with the Imperfective, i ́ marks something similar to a progres-
sive form, that the action is happening as we see it. This use does not differ
substantially from the default interpretation of the basic Imperfective form.
This differs from Imperfective AD1 in that the initiation of the action with ki ́ is
before the current situation, whereas the initiation of the action with i ́ is now.
So the speaker may not have witnessed the beginning of the action with ki ́, but
she has, with i ́.
(533) à
cl2
dham̀
bee
wùʼc-i ́
sting:ipfv-ad2
wat̀hi ́
man
‘The bee is stinging the man, has stung the man (here, now).’
(534) wat̀hi ́
man
ūr-i ́
herd:ipfv-ad2
ḵāʼ bal̄
sheep
‘The man is herding the sheep (here, now).’
Verbs of non-motion can also have ventive interpretations in combination with
the Imperfective and i ́. It suggests the actor is doing the action while moving
towards the deictic center of reference. This interpretation does not occur with
mò.
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(535) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
kūt-̱úy-úʼd
cough:ipfv-ad2-3sg
ińiń
dem.vent
‘The child is coughing while coming towards us.’
With the verb ‘to stay’, it refers to staying in another location elsewhere from
the current.
(536) Nas̀hún
Nashun
di-̌yi-́ʼd
stay.sg:ipfv-ad2-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
Pas̄ūdan̂
Sudan
gòmà
for.cl2
pé
month
ʼdé
one
‘Nashun stayed in Sudan for a month.’
The Imperfective combined with i ́ and mò marks an event happening at the
current time which has resulted from something else. Example (537) suggests
that the man is herding the sheep as a result of something. The man could have
been herding the sheep in an area where he was not supposed to, and someone
else asks him to leave. When he takes the sheep elsewhere, it is possible to say
the construction with mò.
(537) wat̀hi ́
man
ūr-i ́
herd:ipfv-ad2
ḵāʼ bal̄
sheep
mò
mò
‘The man then started to herd the sheep.’
In combination with the Perfective, the AD2 marker refers to an event which
is connected with a future action of some kind.
(538) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
kút-̱úy-úʼd
cough:ipfv-ad2-3sg
‘The child is coughing (and something else will happen as a result, such
as him vomiting).’
Adding mò to this use of the AD2 marker combined with the Perfective form of
the verb gives a complex interpretation. It not only triggers a second action,
but it also was caused by something. It focuses on both event boundaries,
grounding them in a larger context.
In example (539), the child may have been in some sort of bad condition and
unable to breathe. If a doctor would defibrillate her to get her breathing started
again, and while beginning to breathe the child coughs, then it is possible to
use mò. This shows the trigger of the coughing, the shock of the defibrillation,
as well as it leading into a result, the breathing.
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(539) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
kút-̱úy-úʼd
cough:ipfv-ad2-3sg
mò
dem.vent
‘The child is coughing (which is caused by something, and something
else also happens as a result).’
The use of i ́ combined with the Perfective can also mark that the actor has al-
ready done the action in another location and has returned. This use generally
requires mò.
(540) wat̀hi ́
man
cwańy-aý-áʼ d
dig:pfv-ad2-3sg
mò
mo
‘The man has gone somewhere else to dig and has now come back to
us.’
(541) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼkósh-i ́
hit:pfv-ad2
wàʼ c
fish
mò
mo
‘S/he has gone somewhere else to fish and has now come back to us.’
(542) ah́ā
1sg
shwa-́yi-́ná
eat:pfv-ad2-1sg
mà
food
mò
mo
‘I ate already, somewhere else.’
8.6 Agreement
This section focuses on the inflectional paradigms Uduk uses to mark agree-
ment between arguments of the VP and the verb: in particular, cross-referencing
of person, number, and gender marking on the verb. Agreement in inflectional
paradigms varies according to three primary differentiations: the number of
arguments, the gender of the arguments, and the voice of the construction.
For monovalent constructions, or construction in which there is only one core
argument, S is cross-referenced on the verb through a variety of suffixes mark-
ing person, number, and to some extent, aspect. Subject expression of S may
not be omitted in independent declarative clauses.
Bivalent constructions have at least two core arguments, one of which func-
tioning as A (the argument of a transitive clause that correlates most closely
with the notion of Agent), the second functioning as O (the argument of a tran-
sitive clause that correlates most closely with the notion of Patient) (Comrie
1989).
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Unlike monovalent, the position of the core arguments in bivalent predicates
is more flexible, depending on information structure as well as inherent verbal
semantics. The position of these arguments in the clause also affects the type
of cross-referencing the verb utilizes with these arguments.
If A is placed in clause-initial position, this is described as A-Voice. Agreement
with A-Voice bivalent constructions may be differentiated into two types, de-
pending on the gender of O. If O is Class II, A is cross-referenced on the verb
in an identical manner to monovalent constructions. Class I O on the other
hand inhibits the realization of cross-referencing on all person forms except
for 1SG, 1PI, and 1PE. Thus, the constructions are distinguished partially by
the existence or lack of cross referencing of A. Neither A nor O may be omitted
in independent declarative clauses in A-Voice constructions.
If O is placed in clause-initial position, this is described as O-Voice. O-Voice
constructions have no argument cross-referencing on the verb; instead, A is
case-marked with the Ergative case, with variations in the marker depending
on the grammatical gender of the A argument. Pronouns are treated as Class
I nouns, for the most part. However, in addition to the separate independent
pronominal forms, it is common to instead find a separate cliticized version of
the pronoun onto the verb.
More detailed descriptions of each type may be found in the sections below; ex-
amples of different verb paradigms may be found in section A in the Appendix.
As the tonal shape of the agreement marker is to some extent dependent on
the tone class, the table is repeated here as a reminder. These are purely for-
mal classes in which the tonal pattern and phonotactics determine the class
membership.
Table 8.8: Verb tone classes
Class Base tone IPFV tone Example, PFV Example, IPFV English
1 M H p̱ēʼ th p̱éʼ th ‘to laugh’
2 L LH gàm gǎm ‘to find, meet’
3 H M ceṕ̱ cep̱̄ ‘to prepare beer’
4 LH L lǒl lòl ‘to gather honey’
5 H L wár wàr ‘to become angry’
8.6.1 Monovalent
Verbs in monovalent constructions use suffixes on the verb to mark cross-
referencing of the subject. There are tonal alternations depending on Perfec-
tivity; verbs in the Imperfective have a H-toned agreement marker, whereas
the Perfective copies the tone of the root for all persons except 1.
Verbs ending in a vowel use one pattern of agreement marking (seen in example
(543) with the verb yà, ‘to go’), whereas verbs ending in a consonant use a
second type with a copied vowel (seen in example (544) with the verb yaʔ̌, ‘to
vomit’)3.
3There appears to be some dialectal variation with this in a few villages, in that instead of using
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(543) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ya-̌ʼd
go.sg:ipfv-3sg
‘S/he’s walking.’
(544) áʼ di ̄
3sg
yaʔ̀-áʼ d
vomit:ipfv-3sg
‘S/he’s vomiting.’
Most open-syllable verbs (Classes 1, 2, 4, and 5) in the Imperfective use the
following agreement markers found in table 8.9.
Table 8.9: Open-syllable Monovalent Agreement, Class 1, 2, 4, and 5 Imper-
fective verbs
-ná 1sg -ná 1pe
-nà 1pi
-n 2sg -n 2pl
-ʼd 3sg -n 3pl
(545) ye,́ ‘to escape’, Class 5 verb
à
cl2
ciśh
gazelle
ye-̀ʼd
escape:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The gazelle is escaping.’
(546) p̱e,̄ ‘to jump, fly’, class 1 verb
úni ̄
3pl
p̱e-́n
fly:ipfv-3pl
‘They are flying.’
(547) yà, ‘to go, sg.’, class 2 verb
aḿan̄
1pe
ya-̌ná
go.sg:ipfv-1pe
bwašhó
bush
mòn ʼthaḿō
in the morning
‘We (many of us) are going to the bush in the morning.’
a copy of the vowel, the speakers use the vowel i. This may be an older form, and warrants further
investigation.
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Class 3 verbs are those in which the base tone is H and the Imperfective tone is
M. Class 3 Verbs use segmentally identical suffixes to mark agreement, but class
3 verbs without any AD suffixes have an additional change in that a floating
H tone attaches to the verb root for 2nd and 3rd person, creating a MH rising
tone. If the suffixes -ki ́ or -i ́ are added to the verb, however, the floating H
tone disappears.
Table 8.10: Open-syllable Monovalent Agreement, Class 3 Imperfective verbs
-ná 1sg -ná 1pe
-nà 1pi
-ˊn 2sg -ˊn 2pl
-ˊʼd 3sg -ˊn 3pl
(548) shwá, ‘to eat, burn’, Class 3 verb
gùʼb
house
shwa-᷄ʼd
burn:ipfv-3sg
‘The house is burning.’
(549) há, ‘to agree’, Class 3 verb
am̄́
1pe
ha-̄ná
agree:ipfv-1pe
mi ́
do
kań
dem.adv.prox
yišā
neg
‘We don’t agree to do it that way.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
Table 8.11: Closed syllable Monovalent Agreement, Class 1,2,3,4,5 Imperfec-
tive verbs
-á 1sg -á 1pe
-à 1pi
-V́n 2sg -V́n 2pl
-V́ʼd 3sg -V́n 3pl
Closed-syllable verbs have identical segmental markers, with an additional
vowel copied from the immediately preceding vowel. For verbs in the Im-
perfective aspect, the tone of this vowel is always H.
(550) súʼk, ‘to stack’, Class 1 verb
à
cl2
ḵóʼbā
corn
sūʼk-úʼd
stack:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀bòr
front
gùʼb
house
‘The corn is stacked in front of the house.’
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(551) cō̱r, ‘to wait’, Class 3 verb
áʼ di ̄
3sg
có̱r-óʼd
wait:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘S/he is waiting.’
(552) gùs, ‘to run,sg.’, Class 5 verb
áʼ di ̄
3sg
gǔs-úʼd
run.sg:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘S/he is running away.’
Table 8.12: Open-syllable Monovalent Agreement, Class 1,2,3,4,5 Perfective
verbs
-ná 1sg -ná 1pe
-nà 1pi
-n 2sg -n 2pl
-ʼd 3sg -n 3pl
Open-syllable verbs with the Perfective aspect have agreement patterns identi-
cal to Imperfective, aside from floating H tones seen with class 3 verbs, which
do not occur here.
(553) ye,́ ‘to escape’, Class 5 verb
à
cl2
ciśh
gazelle
ye-́ʼd
escape:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The gazelle has escaped.’
(554) p̱e,̄ ‘to jump, fly’, class 1 verb
úni ̄
3pl
p̱e-̄n
fly:pfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘They have flown.’
(555) shwá, ‘to eat, burn’, Class 3 verb
gùʼb
house
shwa-́ʼd
burn:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The house has burned.’
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Closed-syllable verbs with the Perfective aspect have agreement suffixes which
copy both the immediately preceding vowel as well as the immediately preced-
ing tone, represented here with a dot over the vowel. For contour tones, only
the last tone in the contour is copied.
Table 8.13: Closed-syllable Monovalent Agreement, Class 1,2,3,4,5 Perfective
verbs
-á 1sg -á 1pe
-à 1pi
-V̇n 2sg -V̇n 2pl
-V̇ʼd 3sg -V̇n 3pl
(556) cō̱r, ‘to wait’, Class 3 verb
áʼ di ̄
3sg
cō̱r-ōʼd
wait:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘S/he already waited.’
(557) gùs, ‘to run,sg.’, Class 5 verb
áʼ di ̄
3sg
gùs-ùʼd
run.sg:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘S/he already ran away.’
8.6.2 Bivalent
8.6.2.1 A-Voice
As mentioned earlier, the position of the core arguments in bivalent predicates
affects the paradigm of agreement marking used.
There are two types of A-Voice bivalent constructions, depending on the gender
of O. If O is Class II, verbs pattern identically to monovalent constructions, and
the tables found in section 8.6.1 represent Bivalent A-Voice constructions with
Class II O as well.
If O is Class I, however, only 1SG, 1PI, and PE are cross-referenced on the verb.
For the most part, neither the syllable structure nor the aspect of the verb make
a difference. The only difference between Open-Syllable and Closed-syllable
verbs is the presence or absence of n on the 1st person marker.
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Table 8.14: Bivalent Agreement markers with Class I O, Classes 1-5 Perfective
and Classes 1, 2, 4, and 5 Imperfective verbs
-(n)á 1sg -(n)á 1pe
-(n)à 1pi
2sg 2pl
3sg 3pl
(558) shek̄em̄ is̄, ‘to sift’, Class 1 verb
áʼ di ̄
3sg
sheḱeḿ
sift:ipfv
pós
sorghum
is̄
body.part
‘S/he is sifting the sorghum flour.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(559) ci̱,̄ ‘to give’, Class 1 verb
é
2sg
ci̱-́ki ́
give:ipfv-ad1
ah́ā
1sg
à
cl2
wařkā
book
‘You gave me the book.’
(560) ʼthúr, ‘to wash’, Class 3 verb
úni ̄
3pl
ʼthúr
wash:pfv
mèʼ d
hand
mò
mo
‘They washed their hands.’
(561) dheř, ‘to tear’, Class 4 verb
à
cl2
ʼbóm
woman
dheř
tear:pfv
bùnyjè
clothes
‘The woman tore the clothes.’
(562) bùʼth, ‘to grab, hold’, Class 5 verb
é
2sg
bǔʼth
grab:ipfv
dhaǹ
great
à
ass.cl2
bir̀
root
cwá
tree
‘You are catching a big tree root.’
Aspect does not generally play a role in the tonal shape of bivalent agreement
marking with Class I O, with one exception. Class 3 verbs in the Imperfective
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have a floating H tone which attaches to the verb root in 2nd and 3rd person,
in the same way that monovalent paradigms do.
Table 8.15: Agreement markers with Class I O, Class 3 verbs in the Imperfective
-(n)á 1sg -(n)á 1pe
-(n)à 1pi
-ˊ 2sg -ˊ 2pl
-ˊ 3sg -ˊ 3pl
(563) à
cl2
yaĺaŋ̀kōp̱
waterbuck
p̱i ᷄
drink:ipfv
yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
‘The waterbuck(s) is(are) drinking water.’
(564) ańā
1pi
p̱i-̄nà
drink:ipfv-1pi
yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
‘We (inclusive) are drinking water.’
(565) à
cl2
ʼciŋ́gwat̀͟h
boy
u᷄r
herd:ipfv
ḵāʼ bal̄
sheep
‘The boy is herding the sheep.’
(566) wat̀hi ́
man
ʼko᷄sh
hit:ipfv
wàʼ c
fish
‘The man is fishing.’
8.6.2.2 O-Voice
As mentioned earlier, bivalent O-Voice constructions do not have argument
cross-referencing on the verb. However, verbs ending in an open syllable do
add an additional suffix -n with both Class I A arguments as well as Class II A
arguments.
Alternatively, there are bound pronominal forms shown in table 8.16. These
are reduced forms of the pronouns in combination with the Class I marker ā,
except for 1SG, which has its own form. The tone of 1SG lowers to L when
immediately following another L tone. In some instances, particularly in fast
speech, the tone for all persons but 1SG is H instead of MH. Pronominal forms
use -n after vowels as well, with the exception of 1SG -kaʔ̄.
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Table 8.16: Bound Ergative Pronominal forms
-kāʔ, -kàʔ 1sg -a᷄nā 1pe
-a᷄m̄ 1pi
-e᷄ 2sg -u᷄m 2pl
-a᷄ʼdi ̄ 3sg u᷄ni ̄ 3pl
8.7 Plural-marking Alternations
Number marking in Uduk is marked most often at the phrase or clause level
rather than following a canonical strategy marking number on nouns. In the
noun phrase, number-marking alternations exist with some types of modifiers
and demonstratives, but not most nouns themselves. In the verb phrase, it is
marked through suppletive lexemes and person-number agreement marking.
Through the use of suppletive verb forms and agreement mismatches, Uduk
makes use of an even more fine-grained distinction in plurality in some in-
stances, namely a paucal-plural able to be contrasted with a multal-plural4. A
similar construction was shown to exist in Komo to mark a singular-dual-plural
contrast; for more details, see Otero (2015b). Gumuz has also been shown to
mark a paucal-multal (or dual-plural, depending on the dialect) distinction in
the verb (Ahland 2012a).
The distinction in Uduk, however, should be seen as a qualitative difference in
number rather than quantitative, and there is no precise delimiter in which the
paucal moves to the multal. Instead, the paucal is used for smaller amounts
which are easily countable. In contrast, the multal is used for larger amounts
which are not easily countable, or when the speaker wishes to stress a larger
amount. Unlike the paucal form of the plural, the use of the multal is a rather
marked construction.
Paucal-multal contrasts are formed in Uduk through mismatches with number,
when plural pronouns or nouns occur with verb roots coded for singular num-
ber. Although pronouns are always marked for number, noun phrases carry
overt number marking only in a handful of instances:
• Prenominal modifiers which alternate for number
• Adnominal demonstratives either modifying a noun or heading an NP
directly
• Nouns which are inherently specified for number, primarily involving
humans
A simple example may be seen as follows. The verb to go has two forms which
are encoded for number; yà is used for singular subjects, and i ̄ is used for plural.
However, with the combination of a plural subject and the singular form of the
verb, an augmented version of the plural can be made.
4The term multal was introduced earlier to refer to a plural of large amounts. It is also some-
times called a greater plural, or extended plural.
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(567) wat̀hi ́
person
ya-̌ʼd
go.sg:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The person is going.’
(568) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘The (few) people are going.’
(569) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ya-̌n
go.sg:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘Many people are going.’
This mismatch only applies to plural subjects and singular verb roots; a singular
subject cannot combine with a plural root.
(570) *wat̀hi ́
*person
i-́ʼd
go.pl:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The person is going (intended meaning).’
Paucal-multal differentiations are only possible through verb root alternations;
changing the agreement marker will form ungrammatical constructions.
(571) *úni ̄
*3pl
i-́ʼd
go.pl:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘They are going (intended meaning).’
(572) *úni ̄
*3pl
ya-̌ʼd
go.sg:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘They are going (intended meaning).’
This alternation also shows up with pronouns for all plural forms except for
1PE.
(573) úni ̄
3pl
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘They (paucal) are going.’
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(574) úni ̄
3pl
ya-̌n
go.sg:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘They (greater plural) are going.’
(575) úm
2pl
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-2pl
mò
mo
‘You (paucal) are going.’
(576) úm
2pl
ya-̌n
go.sg:ipfv-2pl
mò
mo
‘You (plural) are going.’
(577) ańā
1pi
i-́nà
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘We (paucal, inclusive) are going.’
(578) ańā
1pi
ya-̌nà
go.sg:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘We (plural, inclusive) are going.’
The 1PE pronoun is special in that there are already two different forms, aḿan̄
used only to refer to larger groups, and am̄́ for a default or plaucal meaning.
(579) am̄́
1pe
shwa-̄ná
eat:ipfv-1pe
‘We (paucal, exclusive) are eating.’
(580) aḿan̄
1pe
shwa-̄ná
eat:ipfv-1pe
‘We (multal, exclusive) are eating.’
As described previously in section 5.1, when combining 1PE alternations with
verb roots which also have suppletive forms for number marking, an interesting
combination occurs. The paucal pronoun may only be used with the plural root
of go, i ̄, and it is not possible to combine ám̄ with yà.
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(581) am̄́
1pe
i-́ná
go.pl:ipfv-1pe
‘We (paucal, exclusive) are going.’
However, aḿan̄may be used with either form of the verb to give a multal plural
meaning, with no difference in semantics.
(582) aḿan̄
1pe
i-́ná
go.pl:ipfv-1pe
‘We (multal, exclusive) are going.’
(583) aḿan̄
1pe
ya-̌ná
go.sg:ipfv-1pe
‘We (multal, exclusive) are going.’
8.8 Prospective
There is also a special form of the verb used for the Prospective aspect. It
is formed by a type of reduplication, using the finite form of the verb with
person-marking inflection and optional AD marking, followed by i ̀ and a non-
finite form of the verb root. The construction is structurally similar to auxiliary
verb constructions, and has the same meaning as with múr, ‘be ready to’.
This low-toned i ̀ is used in constructions in which the same subject is repeated
for two verbs, the second verb being invariably non-finite. It does not allow
for overt expression of the repeated subject. In addition to its use with the
Prospective, it is most commonly found with serial verb constructions and
auxiliary verb constructions, but it can also be used to link clauses in some
instances. It is closely linked with the non-finite verb form which follows it,
and nothing can ever occur in between. Despite its close syntactic relationship
with the non-finite verb which follows, i ̀ phonologically attaches to whatever
word immediately precedes it. Furthermore, if it follows a vowel, it takes on
the quality of the vowel, as seen in example (585) below.
The Prospective is used to mark a particular state related to a planned or imag-
ined subsequent event after this state. This could be for intended or planned
actions, or actions one thinks will happen. It is similar to the future tense in
that it shows the state relative to a future event, but the Prospective merely
alludes to the signs of a future situation, rather than the imminent transition.
Furthermore, it may be used with different times, and does not strictly refer to
the future of the present situation5.
5Comrie (1976) gives the following description of the difference between the Prospective and
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(584) wat̀hi ́
man
cwan̄y-áʼ d
dig:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
cwan᷄y
dig
jùs
hole
mò
mo
‘The man is going to dig a hole.’
(585) am̄́
1pe
dǒḵ-á
return:ipfv-1pe
à
lnk
dòḵ
return
mò
mo
‘We’re going to head back.’
There are differences in the structure of the construction depending on the
voice. In A-Voice bivalent constructions, the O argument is placed after the
non-finite verb root.
(586) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼkwar̄-áʼ d
write:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼkwaŕ
write
ā
acc.cl2
wařkā
book
‘He is going to write a book.’
(587) wat̀hi ́
man
beľ-éʼ d
push:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
bel̀
push
tō
thing
‘The man will push the thing.’
In O-Voice constructions, the A argument is placed in between the finite and
non-finite forms. Note that i ̀ always comes directly before the non-finite form.
(588) tō
thing
beľ-i-́n
push:ipfv-ad2-nas
ā
erg.cl1
wat̀hi ́
man
i ̀
lnk
bel̀
redup
‘The man’s going to push the thing.’
the Future, which may help the reader in understanding the distinction here: “It is important to
appreciate the difference between these expressions of prospective meaning and expressions of
straight future time reference, e.g. between Bill is going to throw himself off the cliff and Bill will
throw himself off the cliff. If we imagine a situation where someone says one of these two sentences,
and then Bill is in fact prevented from throwing himself off the cliff, then if the speaker said Bill
will throw himself off the cliff, he was wrong, his prediction was not borne out. If, however, he
said Bill is going to throw himself off the cliff, then he was not necessarily wrong, since all he was
alluding to was Bill’s intention to throw himself off the cliff, i.e. to the already present seeds
of some future situation, which future situation might well be prevented from coming about by
inter­vening factors. Indeed, Bill is going to throw himself off the cliff might well be shouted as a
warning to some third party to prevent the future situation from coming about”(Comrie 1976,
p. 64).
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(589) tō
thing
beľ-i-́n
push:ipfv-ad2-nas
mā
erg.cl2
Yʉ́sɨf̀
Yousef
i ̀
lnk
bel̀
redup
‘Yousef’s going to push the thing.’
If an additional beneficiary argument is added, the AD1 marker is suffixed onto
the end of both the finite as well as the non-finite verb forms. Both objects are
placed after the non-finite form.
(590) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼkwar̄-ki-́ʼd
write:ipfv-ad1-3sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼkwaŕ-ki ́
write-ad1
é
2sg
à
cl2
wařkā
book
‘He is going to write you a book.’
8.9 Impersonal
The Impersonal in Uduk is a construction in which the agent or subject of the
verbal predicate is suppressed. It is marked by the suffix -ù, or -nù for verbs
ending in an open syllable. This suffix occurs last, after any other AD markers.
When combining the Impersonal -ùwith ki ́ and i ́, rounding harmony optionally
occurs, transforming them into kúnù and únù respectively.
The Impersonal in Uduk would fit what has been described by Haspelmath
(1990) as a ‘desubjective’ or ‘impersonal’ passive, and they differ from proto-
typical passives in a number of ways. Firstly, passivization of a verbal predicate
detransitivizes a verb by deleting its subject (Blevins 2003). Impersonalization
on the other hand preserves the valency of the construction, instead inhibiting
the realization of the subject or agent. It forbids the expression of the agent
or subject through any oblique phrases, and could be defined as a subjectless
construction. Uduk Impersonal constructions preserve the valency of a verb,
which can be either intransitive or transitive. The realization of S or A is sup-
pressed, and is not recoverable through prepositional phrases.
Impersonals of transitive constructions typically retain the O argument, which
often moves into clause-initial position.
(591) à
cl2
p̱aʔ́
shoe
kar̄-ù
set:pfv-imprs
mò
mo
á
loc.cl2
ʼceśh
ground
‘The shoes were placed on the ground.’
(592) bùriǹyè
clothes
kúc-ù
fold:pfv-imprs
mò
mo
‘The clothes were folded.’
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(593) tō
thing
biť-̱ù
drop:pfv-imprs
mèʼ d
hand
mò
mo
‘It was dropped (from someone’s hand).’
Impersonal constructions on intransitive verbs (e.g. with no expressed argu-
ments) can also occur, which focus on the event or situation. As verb-initial
predication is rare in Uduk, Impersonal constructions of intransitive verbs pri-
marily occur with serial verb constructions or in relative clauses, rather than
in independent predicates.
(594) ki ́
comp
jep̱̌-ún-ù
cut:pfv-ad2-imprs
thiḿ
finish:pfv
mò
mo
tan̄i,́
then
‘When cutting (is) completed (in another place),’
However, these can also occur in independent clauses if another topic is placed
in initial position, as seen in example (595).
(595) à
loc.cl2
sēʼ d
wild.potato
i-́tan̄i ́
ref-phm
i-́nù
go.pl:ipfv-imprs
à
cl2
mas̀ab́à
distance
mà
gen.cl2
saá-̀à
hour-indv
súʔ
two
wac̀i̱b̀aʔ̀
maybe
ḿmò
ger
i ̄
go.pl
ḵwan᷄y
dig
‘(For) wild potatoes (people) went a distance of two hours maybe for
digging.’
When the Impersonal is used with intransitive verbs, it usually occurs in the
plural form in instances where plural roots differ from singular roots. This is
particularly salient in instances like the following, in which wat̀hi ́ cannot be
the argument of run.
(596) wat̀hi ́
man
só-nù
run.pl:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
di-̌ʼd
be.located:ipfv-3sg
‘People (or someone plural who is unstated) were running around while
the man was there.’
8.10 Non-Finite Verbal Morphology
As mentioned earlier, non-finite morphology forms a significant part of Uduk
verbal morphology. The different constructions which use non-finite forms of
the verb are described more in section 9.10.
Non-finite constructions occur in the following situations:
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1. Narrative
2. Gerund
3. Imperative
4. After the verb linker i ̀
5. Serial verb constructions
6. After auxiliary verbs
Non-finite forms of the verb differ from finite forms in the following ways:
• No tonal changes are possible on the verb roots to mark perfectivity
• Verbs do not inflect for person or number based on agreement with S or
A
• Verbs may make use of three additional suffixes in addition to AD1 and
AD2:
IMP The Imperative -i ̄ is used with commands
ITV The Itive -kúʔ marks another deictic center, or direction towards
that center, typically understood from context
VENT The Ventive -úʔ (-yúʔ after vowels) shows a direction towards the
speaker or established deictic center, or that the event is happen-
ing/happened in a different location
Further details of each form are described below.
8.10.1 Imperative
The Imperative is one of the most basic verb forms in Uduk, and its use is
relatively simple. It is formed from the non-finite verb root, which then adds
the suffix -i ̄. This then changes to a low -i ̀ when directly following a low tone.
If the imperative would follow a vowel, the glide y may be inserted in between
the two vowels. The imperative is identical for both singular and plural forms,
aside from suppletive roots marking plurality such as gùs vs. sō.
(597) tū̱r-i ̄
dry-imp
mèʼ d
hand
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
i ́
loc.cl1
ōʼd
fire
‘Dry your hands in the fire.’
(598) gù-yi ̀
take-imp
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
mò
mo
‘Take the water (away)!’
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(599) nyúʔ-i ̄
wring-imp
tō
thing
‘Wring it!’
(600) gùs-i ̄
run.sg-imp
‘Run away!’
(601) sō-yi ̄
run.pl-imp
‘Run away (all of you)!’
When the Imperative is used with pronominal arguments, the suffix usually
disappears, with the pronoun then attaching to the verb.
(602) ﻿shú-yaá̄
show-1sg
bwaỳ
way
‘Show me the way.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(603) ﻿ḵwaʔ́-aá̄
divide-1sg
tō-m
thing-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
mò
mo
‘Divide for me my things.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(604) yúḵ-aá̄
call-1sg
áʼ di ̄
3sg
‘Call her for me.’
(605) yúḵ-áʼ di ̄
call-3sg
‘Call her.’
If the Imperative occurs with a Class II object, the Imperative suffix is deleted,
and only the Accusative case marker remains. As a reminder, despite being
written separately in this work, the Accusative case marking does phonologi-
cally attach to the verb.
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(606) ʼkósh
hit
ā
imp.acc.cl2
al̄bǔm
coffee
ē
eye.part
nyaḵ̀ká
with.cl2
kó
milk
‘Mix the coffee with the milk!’
(607) hiĺ
look
ā
imp.acc.cl2
dhaǹ
great
à
ass.cl2
dhòp̱
lion
má
ma
‘Look at the lion!’
8.10.2 Itive
The suffix -kú, or -kúʔ when in final or pre-pause position, is a directional
marker used to mark a location separated from the speaker or deictic center.
For verbs of motion, this generally means motion away from the speaker, to-
wards a specific place. For verbs of non-motion, this implies separation of the
speaker and actor in which the actor remains and the speaker (or other people
associated) leave. The Itive also has special uses with the Imperative described
separately in section 9.13.2.
(608) gùs-kú
run-itv
ʼkúp̱
head.part
ki ́
comp
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘Run that direction!’
(609) ya-̀kú
go.sg-itv
yúḵ-á
call-ad2
áʼ di ̄
3sg
i ̀
lnk
ya-̀yú
go.sg-vent
e᷄
loc.dur:cl1
mèʼ d
hand
‘Go call him to come right away.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(610) aá̄
1sg
mi-̀ná
do.aux:ipfv-1sg
ʼkósh-kúʔ
hit-itv
‘I will throw it back to you.’
(611) ah́ā
1sg
mùr-á
will.aux:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
p̱ūʼd-kúʔ
arrive-itv
‘I am on the way to arrive (there).’
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(612) baťh-kú
follow-itv
wat̀hi ́
man
yańsan̄
dem
‘Follow that man.’ (to another location)
(613) Ḵúʼbā
Kuba
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
é
2sg
ʼtā
cf.aux:pfv
ki ́
comp
ci̱-̄kú
give-itv
bè
emph
‘You should have given Ḵuʼba some.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
Example (614) shows a situation where the speaker will stay in the house,
implying that the group of people she was with, or an undefined group, will
not be in the house with her.
(614) ah́ā
1sg
mi-̀ná
do.aux:ipfv-1sg
ca̱b̄-kú
sit-itv
e᷄
loc.dur:cl1
gùʼb
house
‘I should stay in the house.’
Example (615) works similarly.
(615) ah́ā
1sg
mi-̀ná
do.aux:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
di-̀kú
exist.sg-itv
mò
mo
‘I can remain behind.’
The Itive is also commonly used with verbs of placement.
(616) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
ḵūcūr
soften-acc.cl2
ā
grass
shōʔ
again
dǒō
phm
tan̄
2sg
é
narr
ki ́
put-itv
kar̄-kúʔ
loc.cl1
i ́
mouth
ʼtwaʔ̄
ass.cl2
ā
pot
nǒs
dem.prox2
jaň
dem.loc.med
máʼ dan̄
phm
tan̄
‘You soften the grass, then you put it inside the pot there.’
(617) kar̄-kú
set-itv
tō
thing
mat̄a̱ń
there
‘Set it down there.’
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8.10.3 Ventive
The Ventive is formed by the affix -ú, or when in final or pre-pause position,
-úʔ. If it follows a vowel, the glide y may be inserted. Like the Itive, there
are differences in its use depending on whether or not the verb the Ventive
attaches to is a verb of motion or not. For verbs of motion, it signifies that
there is an inherent goal towards the deictic center.
(618) kaŕā
you.all
nyar̀á
girl
i-̄yú
go-vent
ù
lnk
ric̀-aá̄
grind-acc.1sg
à
acc.cl2
gar̀iš
okra
saʔ̀?’
sa
Please girls, won’t you come and grind some okra for me?’
(619) à
cl2
Yaśir᷇
Yasir
o᷄
say:ipfv
ki ́
comp
ya-̀yú
go.sg-vent
ti ́
quot
‘Yasir said he’s coming (here).’
(620) ʼdō-yú
bring.pl-vent
úni ̄
3pl
‘Bring them.’
(621) ci̱-yú
give-vent
kā dhǒŋ
directly
‘Give (it) here.’
(622) dham̀
bee
mùr-i ́
aux.prosp:ipfv-ad2
p̱e-̄yú
fly-vent
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘The bee will fly from that place (towards the person waiting).’
For verbs which do not encode motion, the Ventive shows that the action hap-
pened in a place away from the current location. Similar to the Itive, there is a
separation of the actor and the speaker or other participants in the action, but
in this case, it is the actor who is elsewhere.
(623) à
cl2
ris̀
many
tiýā
others
ki ́
narr
ci̱ḵ̄
listen
gò-m
word-ass
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
ʼkó-yú
stay.pl-vent
mò
mo
miś
up
i ́
cl1.loc
mún
there
‘Many of the others listened to him and stayed up there.’
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(624) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
dhù-yúʔ
leave-vent
á
loc.cl2
ʼceśh
ground
gòm
for
à
cl2
ciḿ
day
súʔ
two
‘he leaves (them) (in the other place) on the ground for two days.’
(625) dhal̀i ̀
and
jah̀aʔ̀
jaha
mùr-ù
will.aux:ipfv-imprs
jep̱̌-úʔ
cut-vent
kā
with.cl2
ciḿ
day
jǎʼ dan̄
dem.prox
‘And the jaha should be cut (in the other place) on that day.’
8.11 Stative Verbs
Stative verbs describe the property or state of an attributant, following the ter-
minology of van Valin (2005). They are conceptualized as time-stable and non-
dynamic states of an entity, describing concepts such as tastes, appearances,
shapes, materials, and qualities. Stative verbs do not generally use aspect or
directionality6, and are viewed as outside telicity. When stative verbs share
the same root as with an Active verb, the Active paradigm typically expresses
a type of transitional state. The use of mò is generally restricted for stative
verb constructions, but adding mò to a Stative construction can create a type
of boundedness of the state, adding telicity to the construction. The details of
the use of mò with Stative constructions requires further investigation, how-
ever.
There are two main ways in which stative verbs are formed based on argument
structure, described in more detail below.
8.11.1 Monovalent
Table 8.17: Stative verb types
Verb class Example English
L-H-L gwàʼdágwàʼd ‘little, small’
LH-H-L gǔʼdágùʼd ‘dark’
M-H-M cāácā ‘large, big’
H-H-M ʼthúp̱áʼthūp ‘cold’
H-H-L rúsárùs ‘fat’
In the first, most basic form, stative verbs use a unique reduplicating pattern,
which does not change for aspect or directionality. There are no voice changes,
as they allow only one, preverbal, argument to occur.
6While most stative verbs conjugate through a basic reduplication pattern which does not al-
low for AD marking, there are nonetheless methods in which a speaker can construe aspectual
distinctions with stative verbs. These are described briefly at the end of this section.
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Structurally, stative verb roots occur with one of four tones, L, M, H, or LH,
along with the suffix á and a reduplicated verb root. For verb roots with a H or
LH tone, these lower to L or M, depending on the syllable onset. Onsets with
voiceless obstruents lower to M; voiced obstruents and sonorants lower to L.
Although less frequent, disyllabic stative verbs exist as well, but with a more
limited tonal pattern. Disyllabic stative verbs are only found with MM and LL
roots. The reduplicated part of the verb is either LL or MM, following the same
rules as those for monosyllabic stative verbs.
Table 8.18: Stative verb types
Verb class Example English
LL-H-LL mòròsámòròs ‘slippery’
MM-H-MM ʼtāʼdāmáʼtāʼdām ‘soft’
In terms of agreement with personal pronouns, there are some differences with
constructions in the first person compared to the rest, potentially due to the
overlap in meaning between the Stative -á and the 1SG/1PE agreement marker
-á; this also occurs with 1PI, however, despite the tonal change from -á to -à.
For stative verbs in first person, the complementizer ki ́ is placed in between
the Stative marker and the reduplicant. The tone of the reduplicant still lowers
its tone if it would be H or LH.
Table 8.19: Stative verb agreement marking
-á ki ́ redup 1sg -á ki ́ redup 1pe
-à ki ́ redup 1pi
-á redup 2sg -á redup 2pl
-á redup 3sg -á redup 3pl
An example of the agreement markers may be seen with the verb ʼpeŕ, ‘to be
red’.
Table 8.20: Stative verb conjugations with the verb ʼpeŕ
áhā ʼpeŕá ki ́ ʼper̄ 1sg ám̄ ʼpeŕá ki ́ ʼper̄ 1pe
ánā ʼpeŕà ki ́ ʼper̄ 1pi
é ʼpeŕá ʼper̄ 2sg úm ʼpeŕá ʼper̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ ʼpeŕá ʼper̄ 3sg úni ̄ ʼpeŕá ʼper̄ 3pl
Although not an absolute difference, one common distinction between verb
roots conjugated according to the stative pattern and verb roots conjugated
according to the active (monovalent) pattern is that the active refers to the
result of a change of state, whereas the stative verb is describing the current
state as it stands. The verb cā, ‘to be big, to have grown, to grow’, shows the
contrast between the two patterns.
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(626) yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
ca-̄ʼd
grow:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The river (lit: water) has grown, increased in volume.’
(627) yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
ca-̄á
big-stv
cā
redup
‘The river (lit: water) is big’
The verb bùl, ‘to be putrid, smell rotten’, functions in a similar manner.
(628) áʼ di ̄
3sg
bùl-á
rot-stv
bùl
redup
‘It is putrid, it is rotten-smelling.’
(629) áʼ di ̄
3sg
bùl-ùʼd
rot:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
bè
be
‘It has gone bad, it has become putrid-smelling.’
Some meaning distinctions become slightly more unpredictable, however, due
to the polysemy commonly found in verb roots. Meaning alternations do fol-
low a certain pattern, but it is complex, and following the pattern requires
knowledge of the different meanings a single verb root can take.
The verb ʼpeŕ can refer to both the color red as well as referring to being ripe.
As the monovalent active construction is connected with a resultant state, the
ripening semantics would be evoked rather than the redness.
(630) jaň
dem
ʼpeŕ-éʼ d
red:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘That is ripe.’
In its stative conjugation, it refers to the appearance or quality of something
being red.
(631) jaň
dem.med
ʼpeŕ-á
red-stv
ʼper̄
redup
‘That is red.’
Other examples of stative verbs may be seen below.
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(632) tā
cop:pfv
em̄bǔl
time
jiǹ
rel.sg
ʼbit́h-á
difficult-stv
ʼbit̄h
redup
kaḡah̀aŕā
very
‘it was a very difficult time.’
(633) Árrā
Arra
si ̄ʼ dá
far-stv
si ̄ʼ d
redup
yiša᷆
neg
mèʼ d
as
Paẃlòs
Paulos
‘Arra is not as far as Paulos.’
(634) bà
so
mòn diť ̱
monsoon season
ʼbór-á
good-stv
ʼbōr
redup
gòm
for
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
ḵóʼbā
maize
mi-́n-i ̀
do.aux:pfv-nas-lnk
was̀
tassel:pfv
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘So the monsoon season is good for people if the maize tassels.’
(635) thab́aǹ
of course
tan̄i ́
phm
à
cl2
Árab̄
Arab
yiša᷆
neg
si ̄ʼ d-á
far-stv
si ̄ʼ d=à
redup=neg
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
san̄=à
dem.loc.prox.prec=neg
‘So the Arabs were not far from these people there.’
(636) Árab̄
Arab
ʼdiśh-á
near-stv
ʼdis̄h
redup
bà
ba
i ́
loc.cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
Árab̄
Arab
ki ́
narr
hiĺ
see
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
‘The Arabs were very close to that place, and then the Arabs saw the
people.’
One remaining note is that the difference between active and stative verbs
forms something of a continuum. In our previous example with the verb ʼpeŕ,
we saw a paradigm followed by canonical examples of stative and active mean-
ings of the verb forms. However, alternative forms exist which combine the
two structures, as seen in table 8.21 below. In these forms, first person mark-
ing stays the same; second and third person forms use monovalent active verb
agreement follow by the reduplicant.
In the other direction, there is also a possibility for some verb roots to use
the stative form of the verb without the reduplicated form. They invariably
use mò in their construction, and in constructions with Aspect and Direction-
ality marking, a doubling of mò occurs. In contrast to normal monovalent
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Table 8.21: Stative verb conjugations with the verb ʼpeŕ, alternative forms
áhā ʼpeŕá ki ́ ʼper̄ 1sg ám̄ ʼpeŕá ki ́ ʼper̄ 1pe
ánā ʼpeŕà ki ́ ʼper̄ 1pi
é ʼpeŕeń ki ́ ʼper̄ 2sg úm ʼpeŕeń ki ́ ʼper̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ ʼpeŕéʼ d ki ́ ʼper̄ 3sg úni ̄ ʼpeŕeń ki ́ ʼper̄ 3pl
paradigms, these verb conjugations have no segmental agreement marking.
The precise difference between some of these constructions is still elusive, and
requires further research.
(637) jaň
dem
ʼpeŕ
red:pfv
mò
mo
‘That is red.’
(638) jaň
dem
ʼper᷄
red:ipfv
mò
mo
‘That is red.’
(639) jaň
dem
ʼpeŕ-ki ́
red:pfv-ad1
mò
mo
mò
mo
‘It was red; it used to be red (and no longer is).’
(640) à
cl2̄
ʼceśh
earth
ʼpeŕ
red
ʼpeŕ
redden:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
shōʼk
foot
mò
mo
‘The red soil reddened (my) feet.’
8.11.2 Bivalent
It is also possible to get stative verbs in bivalent constructions. Most bivalent
stative verbs occur in O-Voice constructions, with the attributant in initial po-
sition and an ergatively marked (part)argument after the verb root. Similar
to the forms found in first person monovalent forms, the complementizer ki ́
occurs in combination with the reduplicated root, after the argument. Like
monovalent stative verb constructions, if the reduplicant part of the construc-
tion would be H or a LH contour, it is lowered to either M or L depending on
the syllable onset.
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(641) waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
shōḵ
rain
het́h-éʼ d
rain:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ʼbaŕ
all
mò
mo
ʼbór
good:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
bwà
stomach.part
ki ́
comp
ʼbōr
redup
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
hèʼ th
rain:pfv
mà
erg.cl2
shōḵ
rain
‘If it rains, everyone becomes happy because of the rain.’
(642) À
cl2
net̀͟h
honey badger
ʼbit́h
strong
ā
erg.cl1
mi ́
do
ki ́
comp
ʼbit̄h
redup
‘The honey badger is very strong.’
(643) áʼ di ̄
3sg
dheľ
blind
ā
erg.cl1
ē
eye.part
ki ́
comp
dhel̀
redup
‘He’s blind.’
Note that although ‘eye’ is not a semantic argument in (643), it is still a syntac-
tic one. It is possible to adjust the constituent order for information structure,
used as an explanation for something.
(644) ē
eye.part
dheľ
blind
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
comp
dhel̀
redup
‘It’s that he’s blind.’
Similar to monovalent Stative constructions, the difference between the previ-
ous examples and the non-reduplicated version has to do with whether there is
a dynamic or stative state. The active verb type suggests that there may have
been some cause or trigger for blindness, rather than a description of the state.
(645) ah́ā
1sg
dheľ
blind
ā
erg.cl1
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
‘I’m blind, I’ve become blind.’
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Chapter 9
Clause Structure and Clause
types
Starting from Chapter 4, this dissertaton has concentrated on the different
classes of lexical items, and the behavior of items which belong to these classes,
such as what affixes verbs can take, what positions they can occur in a clause,
the order between modifiers and nouns, etc.
This chapter does not focus on a particular lexical class, however. Instead, it
describes the way words can fit together to form a clause. In particular, it fo-
cuses on the structure of a predicative clause. Predication refers to the assertion
that a speaker makes about a participant in a clause. Predicates prototypically
contain a noun, the word in the clause which is the referent of the assertion,
and a verb, the word in the clause that denote the action which is predicated
(Croft raft).
The goal in this chapter is to describe different types of predicative construc-
tions, the ordering of the constituents in the clause, and the grammatical re-
lations arguments have with the predicate. It moves from more prototypical
types of predicative constructions, such as basic finite predicates, and slowly
develops into more complex types of clauses. Finite predicate construction
types include Intransitive, Transitive, Ditransitive, Stative, Impersonal, Copu-
lar, Possessive, and Locative.
Moving on to more complex types of constructions, different types of non-
finite constructions are then considered, such as the Narrative, the Gerund,
and Imperative types.
Following that, verb-linking strategies in a single clause are then examined, in
particular serial verb constructions and auxilary verb constructions. Counter-
factual constructions are also included, which focus on the idea that event did
not actually take place.
The next two sections consider the different ways in which questions and nega-
tion are formed in Uduk. The chapter ends with a discussion of complex pred-
icates and their functions.
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9.1 Basic Clause Structure
As described earlier in Chapter 8, there are various predicative constructions,
depending on number of arguments, the ordering of these arguments, and the
verb type.
Grammatical relations in Uduk are distinguished both by the position in the
clause as well as the case marking in which an argument might have. Clause-
initial position is reserved for the ‘topic’ of the construction, i.e. what the clause
is about, and it always occurs in the Absolutive, or unmarked, form.
A maximal projection of the basic clause is given below:
Topic V A IO O Partargument Particle Adv
Prototypical examples of intransitive and transitive clause types could be seen
as follows:
(646) Intransitive
à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
ʼkūt-̱úʼd
cough:ipfv-3sg
‘The child coughed.’
(647) Transitive, A-Voice
wat̀hiʔ́
man
ʼcit́h-i ́ʼ d
cut:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
yi ́ʼ d
skin
‘The man cut the skin.’
(648) Transitive, O-Voice
tas̄há
snake
wòʼc
bite:ipfv
mà
erg.cl2
ʼká
dog
‘The dog bit the snake.’
Single-argument (intransitive) clauses place S in initial position, with subject
cross-referencingmarked on the verb. S does not receive case-marking, and any
additional adverbials or particles occur after the verb. Adverbials do have some
flexibility in their placements, however; if an adverbial is placed preverbally,
it occurs before S, and does not affect the ordering of S and V.
Although S is cross-referenced on the verb, subject expression may not be omit-
ted except in certain types of clause linking. An overt pronoun or noun in the S
slot is otherwise required, even in situations in which it may be inferred from
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context. Exceptions in which post-verbal S appears in an ‘Ergative’ (Marked
Nominative) case is limited to particular types of subordinate clauses, discussed
more in the following chapter.
For constructions with more than one core argument, however, the situation
is more complex. Transitive clauses may be considered as predications with
at least two core arguments, one of which functioning as A (the argument of
a transitive clause that correlates most closely with the notion of Agent), the
second functioning as O (the argument of a transitive clause that correlates
most closely with the notion of Patient) (Comrie 1989).
Unlike most SV constructions, the position of the core arguments in transitive
constructions is more flexible, depending on information structure as well as
inherent verbal semantics. If A is placed in clause-initial position, this is de-
scribed here as A-Voice. If O is placed in clause-initial position, this is described
as O-Voice. The argument which is placed in this privileged preverbal position
is known as the ‘topic’ of the construction. Topic refers to referents which are
more identifiable and activated, following Lambrecht (1994).
A-Voice constructions are those in which A occupies the preverbal position of a
transitive clause. They correlate more closely with the typological notion of a
prototypical transitive clause. The A argument shares more semantic features
with Agent, such as high degrees of animacy, volitionality, control, and initia-
tion. The O argument on the other hand shares more semantic features with the
Patient, lacking volitionality, control, and initiation, and high in affectedness
(Comrie 1981).
Structurally, the A argument of an A-Voice construction always appears in the
Absolutive case. The O argument is morphologically marked for the Accusative
case with Class II objects; Class I objects are marked in the absolutive, but trig-
ger an additional change on the cross-referencing of A. A is cross-referenced for
all person forms with Class II objects. Class I objects on the other hand inhibit
the realization of cross-referencing on all person forms except for 1SG, 1PI, and
1PE. Thus, the constructions are distinguished partially by the existence or lack
of cross referencing of A, in addition to the case marking of O. As mentioned
earlier, the Accusative case marker for Class II objects phonologically attaches
to the verb.
If additional derived arguments are added to an A-Voice construction, these
are placed post-verbally, with the ordering of the two O arguments based to
some extent on animacy. Derived arguments primarily result from applicative
constructions with the AD1 marker ki ́, in which there is an extra benefactive
goal or recipient. These arguments are always placed in the position imme-
diately following the verb. Derived arguments which are inanimate in nature
are more varied in their order, discussed further in section 9.4. Only the posi-
tion immediately following the verb is considered as a syntactic O argument;
Accusative case marking may only apply to this argument, as well as the li-
censing for the cross-referencing of A. That is, the verbal agreement patterns
will follow whatever argument directly follows the verb. Adding a benefactive
argument is only possible with constructions which already have at least two
arguments.
O-Voice constructions are those in which A is not the ‘topic’, and the A argu-
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ment occurs in the position immediately following the verb. O Voice construc-
tions downplay the centrality of the agent with respect to the patient, and they
rank lower in semantic transitivity. In terms of semantic features, the O ar-
gument is more often higher in animacy and affectedness, low in volitionality
and control. It is also much more frequently definite. A is low in affectedness,
but also less animate and volitional than a prototypical agent. Prototypical
O-Voice constructions include experiencer constructions as well as functional
inverse constructions.
O-Voice constructions have no argument cross-referencing on the verb. A is
case-markedwith the Ergative case, with variations in themarker depending on
the grammatical gender of the A argument. For bivalent O-Voice constructions,
the O argument occurs in clause-initial position, marked with the Absolutive
case. In situations where the O argument may be inferred from context, it may
be omitted from the clause structure.
If there are additional derived arguments, there is flexibility in terms of where
the argument is placed. If O occupies the initial position, then derived argu-
ments are placed directly after A. Derived arguments may also occur in the
preverbal topic position, in which case O is placed directly after A. In either
case, A is always directly after the verb, and no other arguments are allowed
between the verb and A. Furthermore, neither argument is marked for case,
both occurring in the Absolutive form.
9.2 Intransitive Constructions
Intransitive constructions are those in which there is an intransitive predicate
with a single core argument, S, in an intransitive subject function (Comrie
1989). Intransitive constructions place an unmarked S in initial position, with
subject cross-referencing marked on the verb. Intransitive constructions are
strictly single-argument constructions, and are not able to increase valency
by adding benefactive arguments to the VP. Impersonal constructions are also
treated separately from Intransitive constructions, as these suppress arguments
from both monovalent as well as bivalent constructions.
Intransitive constructions are strict in their constituent order, and S does not
occur post-verbally in main clauses. Adverbials may be placed clause initially,
but this does not affect the ordering of S and V. Most adverbials and preposi-
tional phrases however, do occur post-verbally.
(649) à
cl2
maŋ́gà
mango
ta̱ʔ́-ań
drop:ipfv-3pl
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
miś
sky
‘The mangoes are falling.’
(650) à
cl2
ḵóʼbā
corn
sūʼk-úʼd
stack:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀bòr
front
gùʼb
house
‘The corn is stacked in front of the house.’
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(651) à
cl2
ʼkwaḵ̄gwařaʔ̄
spider
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼkúp̱aǹ
top
gùʼb
house
‘The spider is on the ceiling.’
It is common for the same verb root to be shared with both transitive as well
as intransitive constructions. Intransitive constructions include many anti-
causative or ‘middle voice’ constructions, such as in example (652), where the
dog is hiding not something else but rather itself.
(652) à
cl2
ʼká
dog
baǩ-áʼ d
hide:ipfv-3sg
‘The dog is hiding.’
(653) à
cl2
ʼká
dog
bǎʼ k
hide:ipfv
tōŋkaḿú
something
‘The dog is hiding something.’
Most weather-related constructions use intransitive predicate constructions.
(654) à
cl2
shóʼk
rain
het̀h-éʼ d
fall:ipfv-3sg
‘It’s raining; the rain is falling.’
However, note that these also may be used in transitive constructions.
(655) à
cl2
shóʼk
rain
het̀h-éʼ d
fall:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
was̀aʔ́
hail
‘It’s hailing; the hail is falling.’
Many verb roots are also able to alternate between intransitive and stative
predicate types. The most common difference between the two constructions
is that the intransitive construction denotes a change of state, whereas the
stative constructions focuses on a property or unchanging state. Most change
of state constructions use mò.
Examples below are repeated from section 8.11.
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(626, repeated) yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
ca-̄ʼd
grow:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The river (lit: water) has grown, increased in volume.’
(627, repeated) yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
ca-̄á
big-stv
cā
redup
‘The river (lit: water) is big’
(628, repeated) áʼ di ̄
3sg
bùl-á
rot-stv
bùl
redup
‘It is putrid, it is rotten-smelling.’
(629, repeated) áʼ di ̄
3sg
bùl-ùʼd
rot:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
bè
be
‘It has gone bad, it has become putrid-smelling.’
9.3 Transitive Constructions
Transitive constructions are clauses with at least two core arguments which
function as A (the argument of a transitive clause that correlates most closely
with the notion of Agent) and O (the argument of a transitive clause that cor-
relates most closely with the notion of Patient) (Comrie 1989). Most verbs in
Uduk tend to be ambitransitive; however, cross-referencing of arguments on
the verb and case marking do work differently in different types of transitive
constructions. As O can be optionally omitted in many transitive constructions,
and Uduk makes frequent use of dummy arguments, determining transitivity
of a construction is primarily through examining the morphological means of
marking the construction.
Transitive constructions may be separated out into twomain types, A-Voice and
O-Voice, depending on what argument is placed in clause-initial position1. As
mentioned previously, A-Voice constructions are those in which A is the ‘topic’
of the construction, found in the preverbal position. A-Voice constructions
correlate more closely with the typological notion of a prototypical transitive
predicate.
The preverbal A argument is always in the unmarked Absolutive case, with
the post-verbal O argument morphologically marked for the Accusative case.
1Or, more importantly, depending on what argument is placed in immediate post-verbal posi-
tion, as O-Voice constructions optionally omit the O argument. This omission is only permitted in
O-Voice constructions, however, so it does not affect the construction labelling.
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Overt marking only applies to Class II objects; Class I objects are marked in the
Absolutive, but trigger an additional change on the cross-referencing of A on
the verb. With Class II objects, A is cross-referenced for all person forms. Class I
objects on the other hand inhibit the realization of cross-referencing on all per-
son forms except for 1SG, 1PI, and 1PE. Thus, the primary distinction between
the two constructions is often whether or not A is overtly cross-referenced on
the verb, in addition to the case marking of O. As mentioned earlier, the Ac-
cusative case marker for Class II objects phonologically attaches to the verb.
(656) am̄́
1pe
ʼkōshá
kill:ipfv-1pe
miỳà
goat.pl
kā
with.cl2
yeḿpā
always
gòmà
for.cl2
i ᷇ʼ th
Christmas
‘We always kill a goat for Christmas.’
(657) à
cl2
nyùrúny
hyena
có̱r-óʼd
wait:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ʼbúʼth
monkey
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼpeńy
under
cwá
tree
‘The hyena is waiting for the monkey under the tree.’
(658) ar̄i ́
dim.sg:cl1
was̀hań
boy
ʼkósh-óʼd
hit:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ḵúrā
ball
bwaỳ
to
nyar̀aʔ́
girl
‘The boy kicked the ball to the girl.’
(659) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼci ᷄ʼ th
cut:ipfv
bùnyjè
cloth
‘She’s cutting the cloth.’
(660) ah́ā
1sg
shúmút-̱á
dry:ipfv-1sg
mèʼ d
hand
kā
with.cl2
bis̀hkiír̄
towel
‘I’m drying my hands with a towel.’
(661) à
cl2
múm̀
friend
peḿ
poss.1sg
lòl-óʼd
collect:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
i ́
loc.cl1
miś
top
cwá
tree
‘My friend is collecting honey at the top of the tree.’
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(662) à
cl2
kaḱar̄eʔ́
woodpecker
si ̄ʼ dā
also
shwa-᷄ʼd
eat:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
yis̀h
larva
à
ass.cl2
dham̀
bee
‘The woodpecker also eats bee larva.’
O-Voice constructions are those in which the A argument occurs in the position
immediately following the verb. The O argument is then placed preverbally,
marked with the Absolutive case. In situations where the O argument may
be inferred from context, it may be omitted from the clause structure, poten-
tially creating a verb-initial construction. This is rare in independent clauses,
however.
Unlike A-Voice constructions, there is no argument cross referencing on the
verb. Instead, the post-verbal A is case-marked with the Ergative case, with
variations in the case marker depending on the grammatical gender of the A
argument. Verbs ending in a vowel add also the suffix -n in O-Voice construc-
tions, the origin of which is still unknown. Like the Accusative, the Ergative
case markers phonologically attach to the end of verb roots.
Most experiencer constructions use the O-Voice, as in examples (663, 664, and
665).
(663) wat̀hi ́
man
ʼkōsh
hit:ipfv
mā
erg.cl2
sū
beer
‘The man is drunk (lit: The beer hits the man).’
(664) ah́ā
1sg
ʼcéʼ d
break:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
ē
eye.part
‘I am sleepy (lit: The eye breaks me).’
(665) à
cl2
ʼbóm
woman
bǔth
grab:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
‘The woman is thirsty (lit: The water grabs the woman).’
O-Voice constructions also commonly occur with referents which are more def-
inite, identifiable and activated, otherwise known as ‘old information’. In ex-
ample (666), the speaker first introduces the idea of a woodpecker.
(666) ki ́
comp
é
2sg
mis̀h-iń
see:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
kaḱar̄eʔ́
woodpecker
‘When you see a woodpecker,’
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The referent remains the topic of the following construction.
(667) ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ūr
chase:ipfv
mā
erg.cl2
dham̀
bee
‘and it is being chased by a bee,’
In example (668), the speaker uses the anaphoric demonstratives yiń and mún
to show that the camel was a previous topic of conversation, as was the location
in question. They then link the first clause with a second clause, keeping the
camel as the inferred topic.
(668) à
cl2
naǩā
camel
yiń
dem.anph
gam̌-kā
find.ipfv-erg.1sg
mún
dem.loc.anph
su᷄s-kā
lead:ipfv-erg.1sg
pā
home
mò
mo
‘I found that camel there (and) brought (it) home.’
(Uduk Primer 1965)
The following examples comes from a story about the hunter Jisalan. The
previous sentences in the story mention Jisalan throwing more spears than
anyone else, and killing more animals than anyone else. After mentioning
bringing back the meat, the speaker then says:
(669) yišā
neg
ŋwa-̀n
forget:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
am̄́
1pe
yiša᷆
neg
‘We won’t forget (him).’
(670) had́ɨ ̄
3sg
yišā
neg
ŋwa-́d
forget:pfv-3sg
kā
with.cl2
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
ʼkósh
kill:pfv
yiša᷆
neg
‘He doesn’t forget to kill the animal.’
(671) waz̀ɨ ́
person
yùh-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
kɨ ́
comp
Jɨs̀al̀an̄́
Jisalan
‘The man is called Jisalan.’
The first example is in an O-Voice construction. Jisalan is easily identifiable
as the topic of the discussion, and the speaker omits mentioning his name or a
pronominal referent. Jisalan then continues to be the topic of the discussion.
In example (672), the speaker is discussing marriage practices, and why the
Uduk marry at a young age. Again, the O argument is omitted, as it is under-
stood from the context.
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(672) yišā
neg
mùr
aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
was̀hań
boy
dǒō
again
mas̀h
marry:pfv
yišā
neg
tiýā
other
‘No boy would ever marry (her)’
O-Voice constructions are also often found in answers to questions, as in ex-
ample (674).
(673) i-̄Miśā
ap-Misa
o᷄
say:ipfv
kūm
their.mother
ki:́
comp
táʼ da,̄
mother,
mańè
where
ʼkwā
gourd
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
mańe?̀
where
‘Misa and the others asked their mother, ‘Mother, where is the water
gourd?’ ’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
(674) kūm
their.mother
ki ́
narr
ó
say
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki:́
comp
ʼkwā
gourd
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
ŋa-́yi-́kā
forget:pfv-ad2-erg.1sg
mò
mo
i ́
loc.cl1
pā
home
‘His mother told him, ‘I forgot the water gourd back home.’ ’
(Uduk Primer 1965)
9.4 Ditransitive Constructions
Ditransitive clauses are constructions with a verb conjugated in one of the tran-
sitive paradigms with three arguments: A (corresponding to agent), IO (the in-
direct object, such as recipient or beneficiary), and O (the object, corresponding
to the theme). As noted earlier, the semantic roles of recipient and beneficiary
use the same morphological encoding in Uduk. Ditransitive constructions do
not occur in Uduk without overt morphology; to add an additional beneficiary
argument, the AD1 marker -ki ́ is placed on the verb. Adding recipients or
beneficiary arguments is only possible with transitive constructions, and con-
structions like ‘The child ran for me’ are not possible.
Ditransitive constructions have the same flexibility as other types of transitive
constructions in terms of constituent order, and the topic of the construction
may be either the theme, the recipient, or the agent.
(675) ah́ā
1sg
has̄h-ki-́ná
send:pfv-ad1-1sg
é
2sg
à
cl2
gǔrùsh
money
mò
mo
‘I sent you the money.’
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(676) à
cl2
wařkā
book
ci̱-́ki-́kā
give:pfv-ad1-erg.1sg
é
2sg
mò
mo
‘I already gave you the book.’
(677) é
2sg
ci̱-́ki-́kā
give:pfv-ad1-erg.1sg
à
cl2
wařkā
book
mò
mo
‘I already gave you the book.’
If a pronominal form occurs next to the AD marker, it is common in fast speech
for the pronoun and the AD marker to combine, the vowel of ki ́ eliding.
(678) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ʼcit́͟h-ké
cut-ad1:2sg
mi ̀
goat
mò
mo
‘They slaughter (lit: cut) a goat for you.’
(James 1979, Father’s People)
Only the argument immediately following the verb is marked for case. If both
objects are placed after the verb, the animate argument is placed first.
(679) áʼ di ̄
3sg
si-́ki ́
plant:ipfv-ad1
cōm
his.father
em̄eń
seed
ā
ass.cl2
cil̄é
lentil
‘He is planting lentil seeds for his father.’
(680) ah́ā
1sg
si-́ki-́ná
plant:ipfv-ad1-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
kam̄
brother
peḿ
poss.1sg
em̄eń
seed
ā
ass.cl2
cil̄é
lentil
‘I’m planting lentil seeds for my brother.’
Inanimate beneficiaries are very rare, but when they occur, the ordering of the
objects is reversed.
(681) áʼ di ̄
3sg
gǔ-ki ́
bring:ipfv-ad1
mà
food
gùʼb
house
‘He brought food to the house.’
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The AD marker is ambiguous in meaning with directionality and valency; how-
ever, it is not possible to add additional arguments to intransitive clauses, even
when using the AD marker in a purely directional sense.
(682) *à
*cl2
ʼci ́
child
gǔs-ki ́
run:ipfv-ad1
a’́di ̄
3sg
mò
mo
‘The child ran to him.’
Prepositional phrases are instead used, such as i ́ or bwaỳ.
(683) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
gǔs-ki-́’d
run:ipfv-ad1-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
a’́di ̄
3sg
mò
mo
‘The child ran to him.’
Prepositional phrases are the only way to add beneficiaries for intransitive
clauses, or if there is another suffix on the verb in the same slot as the AD1
marker. Examples (685) and (686) show two different possible strategies in
forming a benefactive construction.
(684) ah́ā
1sg
gǔs-á
run:ipfv-1sg
gòmà
for.cl2
bab̀ǎ
father
o᷄-y-aáʔ̄
say:ipfv-ad2-acc.1sg
ki ́
comp
gùs
run
mò
mo
‘I’m running because of my father telling me to run.’
(685) wat̀hiʔ́
man
ʼci ̄ʼ th-ki ́
cut:ipfv-ad1
é
2sg
cwá
tree
‘The man is cutting the tree for you.’
(686) wat̀hi ́
man
ʼci ᷄ʼ th
cut:ipfv
cwá
tree
gòm
for
é
2sg
‘The man is cutting the tree for you.’
9.5 Stative Constructions
Stative constructions are intransitive or transitive constructions with stative
verbs describing the property or state of an attributant. They are conceptu-
alized as time-stable states of an entity, denoting concepts such as qualities,
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appearances, shapes, and materials. Stative verbs are generally atelic, and do
not use aspect or directionality markers. As they can be both transitive as
well as intransitive, they cannot be discussed as a part of either transitive or
intransitive constructions.
With intransitive stative constructions, stative verbs use a reduplicating pattern
of the verb which has no aspect markers, directionality markers, or agreement
marking on the verb. Only one preverbal argument occurs with these construc-
tions.
(687) à
cl2
ḵúŋkūtheʔ́
chameleon
gòʼd-á
green-stv
gòʼd
redup
‘The chameleon is green.’
(688) ar̄á
dim.cl2
kam̄
brother
mā
gen.cl2
Dašɨ ̄
Dasi
kūt-̱á
short-stv
ḵūt
redup
mò
mo
bè
emph
‘Dasi’s little brother is short.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
(689) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ó
say
gò
word.part
ki ́
comp
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
ʼtéʼ d-á
shallow-stv
ʼtēʼ d
redup
ti ́
quot
‘They said that the water was shallow.’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
Transitive stative constructions work slightly differently than intransitive. They
use normal transitive constructions with an additional reduplicated verb root
complement after immediate post-verbal argument. That is, the post-verbal
argument is actually placed in between the two parts of the verbal complex.
Transitive stative constructions primarily occur with O-Voice constructions,
but stative constructions in A-Voice do occur.
(690) áʼ di ̄
3sg
dheľ
blind
ā
erg.cl1
ē
eye.part
ki ́
comp
dhel̀
redup
‘He’s blind.’
(691) ē
eye.part
dheľ
blind
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
comp
dhel̀
redup
‘He’s blind (used as an explanation for something).’
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(692) ah́ā
1sg
ʼbór
good
ā
erg.cl1
bwà
stomach.part
ki ́
comp
ʼbōr
redup
‘I am happy.’
(693) gùʼb
house
ʼbit́h
strong
ā
erg.cl1
yól
trade
ki ́
comp
ʼbi ̄ʼ th
redup
‘The house is expensive.’
As complex predicate constructions also can denote a property or state, it is
common to find these constructions in place of or alongside of transitive stative
constructions. These constructions are discussed more in section 9.19.
(694) ʼcé
ear
ḵaś-á
itch-stv
ḵas̄
redup
‘(My) ear itches.’
(695) ah́ā
1sg
ḵas̄
itch:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
is̄
body.part
‘I am itching; my body is itching.’
(696) al̄bǔn
coffee
ʼbi ́ʼ th
strong
ā
erg.cl1
shē
tooth.part
ki ́
comp
ʼbi ̄ʼ th
redup
‘The coffee is expensive.’
(697) al̄bǔn
coffee
yišā
neg
ʼbi ́ʼ th
strong
ā
erg.cl1
she=̄yà
tooth.part=neg
‘The coffee is not expensive.’
9.6 Impersonal Constructions
Overt valency reduction is fairly limited in Uduk. Many verbs tend to be ambi-
transitive; transitive verbs are able to create a type of antipassive construction
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by simply using the monovalent conjugation paradigm2. This leaves the object
unstated, focusing on the action of the verb in some way. O-Voice construc-
tions may also optionally omit O arguments from the clause.
It is not possible to omit A or S arguments in independent clauses, however,
without overt morphology. The Impersonal construction is used to suppress
the realization of S or A arguments. It is formed by suffixing -ù (-nù) onto
the end of a verb. The Impersonal is insensitive to the classes of input verbs,
and commonly occurs with monovalent as well as bivalent constructions. Uduk
does not allow for suppressed S or A arguments to be expressed through oblique
agent phrases, and suppletive verb roots tend to occur in the plural, regardless
of the topic of the construction. Impersonalization of bivalent constructions is
valency-preserving, and O arguments are not promoted to S3.
Impersonal constructions are particularly common with giving names, using
the verb yúḵ ‘to call’ with the complementizer ki ́.
(698) yaú̀
so
wʉ̀dɨ ́
water
jaǹtan̄
dem.med
tan̄i ́
phm
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
pā
village
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
jis̀
hole
à
ass.cl2
naŋ̀à
crocodile
‘That river in our village is called the Hole of the Crocodile.’
(699) wat̀hi ́
man
as̄-ù
fight:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
ya-̀ʼd
go:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘Fighting was taking place while the man left for somewhere else.’
(700) à
cl2
ḵóʼbà
corn
si-̄nù
plant:pfv-imprs
mò
mo
ʼbaŕ
finish
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
dheỳě
entire
‘All of the corn was planted.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(701) wat̀hi ́
man
lúŋ-kú-nù
bow:pfv:ad1-imprs
mò
mo
‘The man was bowed to.’
2This only applies to a certain subclass of verbs, however. Current research suggests that verbs
pattern into different semantic subtypes in terms of argument selection, and verbs may be unac-
cusative as well as unergative. The verb shwá, ‘to eat’, for instance, would fall into the unergative
category, e.g. ‘The girl is eating (something)’. The verb bàʼ k on the other hand, ‘to hide’, patterns
in an unaccusative way, such as ‘The dog is hiding (itself)’. More research is needed to determine
the details of these subtypes.
3I view these pieces of evidence sufficient for calling this an impersonal rather than a passive,
but researchers have taken different views over what criteria is sufficient in order for a construction
to be called a passive. Following Blevin’s (2003) criteria, Uduk fits what Blevins calls a subjectless
impersonal construction.
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(702) mi ̀
goat
yišā
neg
ci̱-́kú-nù
give:ipfv-ad1-imprs
é
2sg
yiša,̄
neg,
jas̀
only
bip̱̀
cow
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ci̱-́kú-nù
give:ipfv-ad1-imprs
é
2sg
‘Goats are not given to you, only cows are given to you.’
(James 1979, Father’s People)
(703) mèʼ d
as
súm
python
ʼkósh-ù
kill:pfv-imprs
ten̄
phm
yiša᷆
neg
wǔ-ʼd
die:pfv-3sg
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹe=̀yà
quickly=neg
‘The python was beaten but (it) did not die quickly.’
(704) tō
thing
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
jiǹ
rel.sg
mi-̌ʼd
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-3sg
kā
with.cl2
ciḿ
day
jiǹ
rel.sg
pi-̄nù
leave:ipfv-imprs
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
Pas̄ūdan̂
Sudan
‘So this is what happened during the time (people) left Sudan.’
In instances where plural roots differ from singular roots, the Impersonal typ-
ically occurs with the plural form.
(705) wat̀hi ́
man
só-nù
run.pl:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
di-̌ʼd
be.located:ipfv-3sg
‘People (or someone plural who is unstated) were running around while
the man was there.’
9.7 Copular Constructions
Copular constructions refer to constructions in which an NP is linked with a
nominal predicate NP with the verb tā, ‘to be (someone, something)’. In rare
instances, this also is with adjectival complements, such as with colors. Tā is
a regular verb which primarily forms transitive predicates.
(706) áʼ di ̄
3sg
tā
cop:pfv
gùʼb
house
à
ass.cl2
ʼbórgaʔ̀
good
‘It’s a good house.’
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(707) yi ̀ʼ dé
water
ta-̄ʼd
cop:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ris̀
many
‘There is a lot of water.’
(708) tā
cop:pfv
em̄bǔl
time
jiǹ
rel.sg
ʼbit́h-á
hard-stv
ʼbit̄h
redup
kaḡah̀aŕā
very
‘It was a very difficult time.’
(709) à
cl2
kaḱar̄é
woodpecker
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tā
cop:pfv
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel.sg
to̱᷄r
show:ipfv
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
bwaỳ
way
à
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
‘(As for) the woodpecker, he is the one which shows people the way.’
(710) à
cl2
wařkā
book
tā
cop:pfv
kúsh
white
‘The book is white.’
9.8 Predicative Possessive Constructions
Predicative possessive constructions express ownership of one entity by an-
other. They are formed by the copula tā along with the Class I Genitive marker
gi ̀. Unlike Genitive constructions, however, gi ̀ becomes gà before Class II nouns,
not mā. Tā always conjugates as if there were a Class I object, and has irregu-
larities with word order changes.
(711) wat̀hiʔ́
man
tā
cop:pfv
gi ̀
pp.cl1
mi ̀
goat
‘The man has a goat.’
In O-Voice, gi ̀ is omitted from the construction. The meaning of the construc-
tion is also changed, and tā refers to outright ownership rather than possession.
(712) mi ̀
goat
ta-̄n
cop:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
wat̀hiʔ́
man
‘The man owns a goat.’
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Predicative possessive constructions are flexible, being able to express both
temporary as well as permanent possession.
(713) ah́ā
1sg
ta-̄ná
cop:pfv-1sg
gà
pp.cl2
ʼká
dog
‘I have a dog.’
(714) ańā
1pi
ta-̄nà
cop:pfv-1pi
gà
pp.cl2
tú̱ʼc
work
mònté
afternoon
‘We have work this afternoon.’
(715) à
cl2
nǒs
pot
jaňtan̄
dem.med
tā
cop:pfv
gi ̀
pp.cl1
jùsań
hole
‘That pot has a hole.’
(716) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
yiša᷆
neg
tā
cop:pfv
gi ̀
pp.cl1
tōnte̱ʔ́
food
jiǹ
rel.sg
shwa-̄n-u᷄ni ̄
eat:ipfv-nas-erg.3pl
yiša᷆
neg
‘People didn’t have food to eat.’
9.9 Existential and Locative Constructions
Predicative existence and location are expressed primarily through the verb
di ̀, ‘to be somewhere; to sit, stay, keep’ as well as its suppletive form ʼkó for
plural roots. Without an expressed location through prepositional phrases, they
denote an entity’s existence; this construction is frequently used in place of
predicative possession.
(717) à
cl2
gaľaḿ
pen
di-̌ʼd=i?́
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg=q
‘Do you have a pen? (lit: is there a pen?)’
(718) nye,̀
yes,
cōm
owner
wʉ̀di ́
water
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
bè
emph
‘Yes the owners of the water were (there).’ (Note: Yabus Uduk)
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(719) à
cl2
dham̀
honey
yiša᷆
neg
ʼkó-n=à
exist.pl:pfv-3pl=neg
‘There wasn’t any honey.’
If a prepositional phrase is used, di ̀ and ʼkó may also be used to express a
location.
(720) Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
di-̌y-i ́ʼ d
exist.sg:ipfv-ad2-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
Pas̄ūdan̂
Sudan
gòmà
for.cl2
pé
month
ʼdeʔ́
one
‘Dunkul stayed in Sudan for a month.’
(721) à
cl2
gaľam̀
pen
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
á
loc.cl2
p̱ó
top
ā
ass.cl2
thar̄peśā
table
‘The pen is on top of the table.’
(722) gùʼb
house
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀ań
inside
ā
ass.cl2
gòŋ
fence
‘The house is inside the fence.’
(723) wat̀hi ́
man
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼdiśh
near
ōʼd
fire
is̄
body.part
‘The man is near the fire.’
Note that the verb cā̱ʼ b ‘to sit, keep, stay’ is also used for some locative con-
structions. It uses the same suppletive plural root as di ̀, ʼkó. The difference in
semantics between cā̱ʼ b and di ̀ still require further research.
(724) áʼ di ̄
3sg
cá̱ʼ b-áʼ d
stay:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
Paŋ̄gal̀eʔ́
Ethiopia
‘He lives in Ethiopia.’
9.10 Non-Finite Constructions: Introduction
Non-finite constructions form an important part of Uduk grammar. The pri-
mary differences between finite and non-finite verbal predicates is that in non-
finite constructions, arguments are not cross-referenced on the verb; there is
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the possibility to use the itive and ventive suffixes kú and ú; and there are
no tonal alternations on the verb root. This applies to aspectual changes as
well as agreement alternations with Class I O arguments. Note that non-finite
constructions DO allow for the possibility of AD morphemes ki ́ and i ́, however.
Non-finite constructions occur in the following situations:
1. Narrative
2. Gerund
3. Imperative
4. After the verb linker i ̀
5. Serial verb constructions
6. After auxiliary verbs
9.11 Narrative
The Narrative construction in Uduk functions as a clause-chaining device, found
with the morpheme ki ́ preceding a non-finite verb root. It gives the idea of si-
multaneous or subsequent events. It is not uncommon for long strings of speech
to occur together in which every clause after the first occurs in a Narrative con-
struction.
The Narrative requires at least one argument as the topic of the construction,
unless it occurs in the Impersonal; the role of the topic in the predicate is
contextually understood rather than syntactically dictated.
In example (725), the argument of the Narrative, man, may function either as
O or A, and only the context gives the meaning.
(725) wat̀hi ́
man
dǒsh-óʼd
stand:ipfv-3sg
wat̀hi ́
man
ki ́
narr
ʼkósh
hit
‘The man is standing (and then) the man is hit’ OR
‘The man is standing (and then) the man hit (someone)’
If the Narrative occurs in an O-Voice construction, verbs which end in a vowel
do not add the nasal.
(726) à
cl2
ci ́
creature
ki ́
narr
shwá
eat:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
mò
mo
‘and he gets angry.’
If the Narrative occurs with stative verbs, they are not reduplicated.
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(727) bà
so
tō
thing
yań
dem.prox
yiša᷆
neg
ki ́
comp
ʼbór
good
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
yiša᷆
neg
‘So this thing is not good among the Uduk people.’
The Narrative is more typically found with disjoint referents, or arguments dif-
ferent from the previous clause, as overt arguments must be stated in Narrative
constructions.
(728) ki ̄
with
em̄bǔl
time
ā
ass.cl2
ké
some
tan̄i ́
phm
ŋap̱̀-i-́n
want:ipfv-ad2-3pl
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
ḵaĺ
take
wàʼ c
fish
tib́à
tiba
ʼpeńi ́
from
wat̀hi-́ŋ
person-ass
kaḿú
other
móʼdōn
dem.loc.med
‘At this time they wanted to take the fish from another person there.’
(729) dhal̀i ̀
and
wat̀hi ́
person
ki ́
narr
nón
refuse
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
comp
wàʼ c
fish
tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ʼkósh
kill:pfv
wat̀hi-́ŋ
person-ass
ké
some
jaẁ
dead
mò
mo
ki ̄
with
ōʼd
fire
‘and the person refused (to give) him the fish, so they killed another
man with a gun.’
It is also possible to re-use pronouns referring to the same referent.
(730) dhal̀i ̀
and
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
wòl-ki ́
pour-ad1
ʼpin̄y
ashes
bes̀eʔ́
besene
bwam̀
inside
mà
gen.cl2
nǒs
pot
jaň
dem.prox2
tan̄
phm
‘And you pour the ashes then inside that pot.’
(731) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
wòl-ki ́
pour-ad1
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
màʼ dań
dem.loc.med
tan̄
phm
‘You (then) pour the water there.’
(732) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
dhal̀
let
ḵáʼ b
put
ʼpeńá
from.cl2
kaḿú-ŋ
other-ass
kaḿúʔ
other
dǒḵ ē
again
‘You let (it) sit one on top of the other.’
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9.12 Gerund
The term gerund here is used to refer to one type of non-finite verbal con-
struction, in which the proclitic ḿmò combines with the verb root (written
separately in this work). The gerund is used in a few different ways.
In the first use, it functions somewhat adverbially, showing the manner of an
action.
Examples can be seen in (733) and (734).
(733) kaśan̄
dem.adv.prox
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
di ̀
stay.sg:pfv
maśan̄
dem.loc.prox
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
cō̱r
wait:pfv
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
bee
‘Like that he stays there to wait for a bee.’
(734) waḵ̀kɨ ́
if
ʼkósh
kill:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
waz̀ɨ ́
person
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
yúḵ
call
gwaỳ,
song,
áʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
ʼceḿ
sing
gwaỳ
song
ḿmò
ger
sā
dance
Wah̀aʔ́
Waha
ḿmò
ger
ḵaĺ
carry
ʼkóp̱
head
tō
thing
pā
home
‘if a man kills a wild animal, he sings, dancing the Waha while carrying
the head home.’
The second use is as a purpose or reason for doing something. This can express
intentionality, such as in (735) and (738), or a manner or cuasality, such as in
examples (736) and (737).
(735) ʼKwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
ham̀
gather
à
cl2
wáʼ d
hunt
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
gam̀
find
shet̄ ̱
antelope
‘People gather for the hunt, to find the antelope.’
(736) ah́ā
1sg
rèʼ d-á
be.stiff:pfv-1sg
ḿmò
ger
yà
go.sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwaỳ
way
gi ̀
rel.gi
si ̄ʼ daśi ̄ʼ d
difficult
‘I’ve become stiff from walking on the difficult road.’
(Beam and Cridland 1956)
(737) bà
so
à
cl2
mo᷇maḵ̌
fox
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
mùth-a᷄ʼ di ̄
trick:ipfv-erg.3sg
à
lnk
mǔʼth
trick:pfv
ē
eye.part
tan̄i ́
phm
‘As for the fox, by his tricking (people)’
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(738) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
gam̀
find:pfv
em̄bǔl
time
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
yé
escape:pfv
mò
mo
‘he gets a chance to escape.’
Agents of gerund phrases may be expressed as ergatively marked post-verbal
arguments.
(739) waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
shōḵ
rain
het́h-éʼ d
rain:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ʼbaŕ
all
mò
mo
ʼbór-á
good:ipfv-stv
bwà
stomach.part
ki ́
comp
ʼbōr
redup
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
hèʼ th
rain:pfv
mà
erg.cl2
shōḵ
rain
‘If it rains, everyone becomes happy because of it raining.’
9.13 Imperative Constructions
There are a number of different ways of forming Imperative constructions in
Uduk. Imperatives are used as commands, and have a range of politeness levels.
They frequently occur with the modal particle má, which softens the request.
A list of different Imperative construction possibilities is shown, with their
general uses. The Imperative construction in Uduk is formed from the non-
finite form of the verb, and may occur with non-finite directional markers.
Not all verbs have the possibility to take all forms; AD markers in particular
seem to be limited in terms of which verb roots they occur with. This limitation
is lexically derived and unpredictable.
1. (y)i,̄ (y)i ̀ (Basic Imperative)
2. kúʔ (Itive, Polite Imperative, Prohibitive)
3. (y)úʔ (Ventive)
4. kɪʔ́ (AD1)
5. ɪʔ́ (AD2)
Ventive úʔ, Itive kúʔ, and the AD markers kɪʔ́ and ɪʔ́ are pronounced with the
glottal stop only in pre-pause position; in all other situations, these are pro-
nounced as kú, ú, ki ́, and i ́.
9.13.1 Basic Imperative Constructions
The Uduk basic Imperative is formed from the verb root, plus the suffix -i ̄,
which changes to a low -i ̀ when directly following a low tone. If the Imperative
would follow a vowel, the glide y is inserted in between the two vowels. There
is generally no differentiation between singular and plural forms, aside from
exceptional suppletive roots marking plurality such as yà ‘go, sg.ánd i ̄ ‘go, pl.’
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(740) shwa-́yi ̄
eat-imp
mò
mo
‘Eat!’
(741) gùs-i ̀
run-imp
mò
mo
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
maśan̄
here
‘Run away from here!’
(742) é
2sg
ten̄i ́
phm
daḵ̀-i ̀
stop-imp
tō
thing
ʼkósh
kill:pfv
mò!
mo
‘You! Stop beating him! ’
The modal particlemá is frequently encountered with Imperatives. Its meaning
is still elusive, but it may be used to soften the command.
(743) shūmūt-̱i ̄
dry-imp
mèʼ d
hand
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
mò
mo
má
ma
‘Dry your hands.’
9.13.2 Itive Imperative Constructions
Itive Imperative constructions stand in a paradigmatic relation to the basic
Imperative morpheme. They are formed from the non-finite directionals kúʔ
and úʔ. Imperatives with kú generally reference motion away from the current
location or deictic center.
(744) gùs-kú
run.sg-itv
mò
mo
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
mah́an̄
dem.loc.prox
‘Run away from here!’
(745) gùs-kú
run.sg-itv
ʼkúp̱
direction
ki ́
comp
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘Run to that place!’
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(746) baťh-kú
follow-itv
wat̀hi ́
man
yańsan̄
dem.prox
‘Follow that man (away from here)!’
Kú is also used to make polite Imperative constructions. These may be with
verbs of motion as well as verbs of non-motion.
(747) shwa-́kúʔ
eat-itv
‘(Go ahead and) eat!’
(748) ya-̀kúʔ
go.sg-itv
‘Go (away)!’
This type of construction is also found with parting phrases.
(749) cā̱ʼ b-kú
sit.sg-itv
bes̀eńē
besene
‘Goodbye, stay well (said to one who is staying).’
(750) i-̄kú
go.pl-itv
bes̀eńē
besene
‘Goodbye, go well (said to more than one who is leaving).’
Kú is also used with the verb dhal̀, ‘to let, leave’ to form prohibitive construc-
tions.
(751) dhal̀-kú
leave-itv
ki ́
comp
yà
go
mòŋkaḿú
somewhere
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
pā
home
‘Don’t go anywhere from home.’
(752) dhal̀-kú
leave-itv
ki ́
comp
yà
go
ʼdis̄h
near
jis̀
hole
is̄
body.part
gòm
for
é
2sg
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
biť ̱
fall
i ́
loc.cl1
jis̀
hole
‘Don’t go near the hole lest you fall.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
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9.13.3 Ventive Imperative Constructions
The -úʔ (-yúʔ) ventive imperative is more limited in use than the itive. It is
used in a strictly ventive sense, for the addressee to do whatever action they
are doing towards the speaker. For verbs of motion, the difference between
this and the AD2 imperative is minimal, although the Ventive Imperative is
more frequent.
(753) ya-̀yú
go.sg-vent
dǒḵ ē
again
‘Come again!’
(754) ʼdō-yú
bring.plur-vent
tō
thing
‘Bring the things here!’
(755) bel̀-ú
push-vent
tō
thing
‘Push it towards me!’
For verbs of non-motion, this implies doing the action while moving towards
the speaker.
(756) shwa-́yúʔ
eat-vent
‘Eat (it while coming) towards me!’
9.13.4 AD1 Imperative Constructions
The AD1 marker ki ́ may also combine with verb roots to create Imperative con-
structions, with a number of uses. The first use is that of a particular way of
doing something, such as in example (757). This differs from the Itive impera-
tive in that it is not simply that the addressee should go away, but the speaker
is directing her where to go. This could be used for example if there was a
fork in the road and the addressee is not sure which way to go. The speaker
gestures to the appropriate direction and uses the AD1 Imperative.
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(757) ya-̀kiʔ́
go.sg-ad1
‘Go (in that particular direction)!’
It is also used for describing a manner of an action. If someone is uncertain
how to eat a particular object, a speaker could say something like example
(758).
(758) shwa-́kiʔ́
eat-ad1
‘Eat (in this manner or way)!’
A secondary use is found in which the addressee remains in the location to do
the action, while the speaker then departs.
(759) wús-ki ́
clean-ad1
tō
thing
‘Clean it (while I am away)!’
(760) ḵór-ki ́
hoe-ad1
mò
place
mò
mo
‘Hoe this place (after I leave)!’
9.13.5 AD2 Imperative Constructions
The -iʔ́ (-yiʔ́) (AD2) Imperative is somewhat rare, and is used in a similar way
as the AD2 marker itself. With verbs of motion, the AD Imperative gives a
ventive reading, to do their action towards the speaker, similar to the Ventive
Imperative.
(761) ya-̀yiʔ́
go.sg-ad2
‘Come here!’
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(762) bel̀-i ́
push-ad2
tō
thing
jaň
dem.med
kā dhǒŋ
this way
‘Push it this way!’
Many verbs are restricted in the use of this construction.
(763) *gùs-iʔ́
*run-ad2
‘Run here!’ (intended meaning)
For verbs of non-motion, the use of the AD2 marker implies a continuity of the
action.
(764) shwa-́yiʔ́
eat-ad2
‘Keep on eating!’
9.13.6 Other types of Imperative Constructions
This section describes some other ways in which Imperative meanings can be
formed.
Imperative constructions are possible through the use of modal particles with-
out overt marking on the verb root.
(765) bùḵ
pluck
is̄
body.part
mò
mo
ʼte!́
te
‘Keep back; keep away!’
Imperative (or hortative) constructions for 1PL have two possibilities. The
most common way to form these is with a non-finite form with the 1PI ending
-à (nà); this is a marked construction and the only way to interpret it is as a
hortative.
(766) i-̄nà
go.pl-1pi
mò
mo
ni ́
dem
‘Let’s go.’
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(767) dhal̀i ̀
and
tiýa-̄n
some-ass
tiýā
some
ki ́
narr
ó
say
ki:́
comp:
aȳ́
hey
kaŕā
guys
i-̄ki-́nà
go.pl-ad1-1pi
mò
mo
dhaǹ
great
bwaỳ
way
ti ́
quot
di ̀
exist.sg:pfv
mò
mo
nin̄́ndè
out
‘And some of the others said ‘Guys let’s go, there is a great way out.’
(768) pōsh-ki-́nà
jump-ad1-1pi
ʼté
just
is̄
body.part
i ́
loc.cl1
dhaǹ
great
mò
place
yún
dem.anph
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
ki ́
comp
ḵwańyḵwańy
clear
ińiń
there
ma.́’
ma’
‘Let us just jump through that great way, which is clear.’
It is also possible to use the verb dhal̀, ‘to let, leave’, with the complementizer
ki ́ to form hortative constructions. These may occur with any person form, not
just 1PI.
(769) dhal̀
leave
ki ́
comp
ańā
1pi
shwa-́nà
eat:ipfv-1pi
mà
food
mò
mo
‘Let’s eat.’
(770) dhal̀
leave
ki ́
comp
ańā
1pi
i-́nà
go.pl:ipfv-1pi
mò
mo
‘Let us go.’
9.14 The linker i ̀
It is worth describing the verb linker i ̀ before describing verb linking, as it fig-
ures prominently in serial verb constructions and auxiliary verb constructions.
Like many other grammatical markers in Uduk, i ̀ has a tendency to phono-
logically cliticize leftwards onto the immediately preceding element. Unlike
most other markers, however, i ̀ has a further tendency of changing its vowel
quality to match whatever vowel immediately precedes. It even sometimes dis-
appears entirely, leaving its tone behind. In order to emphasize the existence
of the marker, I chose to write it separately, following the same strategy as with
other leftward-moving grammatical markers. Its tonal status is uncertain, and
it may have some changes between M and L; this requires further investigation.
In terms of use, i ̀ fulfills a number of functions. First, it is the most basic means
of connecting two or more verbs in a predicate. This is most commonly found
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with serial verb constructions and auxiliary verb constructions. Its position
is always immediately before a verb, although its movement leftwards can
sometimes obscure this.
(771) é
2sg
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
mi ́
do
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
mi-́n
do-ass
tiýā
other
mò
mo
waři ̄
maybe
i ́
loc.cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
‘Perhaps you end up finding something else there.’
However, i ̀ also has some modal connections dealing with irrealis situations
referring to the strength of conviction of the speaker. It is most commonly used
for any hypothetical or potential situation, such as future conditions, desires,
possibilities, conditionals, etc.: situations in which the outcome is less certain.
It is required in most instances with other persons than 1SG, as the speaker
cannot know for certain the minds of other people. With 1SG, however, it is
possible to omit, giving a change in meaning.
As a contrast, in example (772), the speaker uses an auxiliary construction
without i ̀. In this case, it shows that the speaker is going to do the action almost
immediately, and that there is no doubt in his mind that this will actually occur.
(772) aá̄
1sg
Bǔtro᷆s
Butros
mùr-á
will.aux:ipfv-1sg
tó̱r
tell
ā
acc.cl2
tō̱r
tell
gòm
about
cúḵ,
filter,
jiǹ
rel.sg
cūḵ-an᷄ā
filter:ipfv-erg.1pi
mať ̱
mat
‘I Butros am going to talk about filtering with ashes, ash broth that we
filter.’
On a broader scale, i ̀ can also function as a type of syntactic pivot used to link
separate predicates which use the same subject; the form of the verb after i ̀
remains in a non-finite form, however. The term subject is used here to refer
to constructions in which S can link with A or S, or A linking with A or S;
Impersonal constructions and O-Voice constructions may link with each other,
but not with S or A.
The following four examples were elicited through the use of the Questionnaire
on Information Structure (QUIS) (Skopeteas et al. 2006).
(773) S = S
wat̀hiʔ́
man
dǒsh-óʼd
stand:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
yà
go
ʼdéʼ k
lift
shōʼk
foot
ar̄ab̀iýaʔ̄
vehicle
‘The man is standing and goes to lift a tire.’
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(774) S = A
à
cl2
ʼbóm
woman
dǒsh-óʼd
stand:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼkósh
hit
ā
acc.cl2
ḵúrsē
chair
‘The woman is standing and hits a chair.’
(775) *S = O
*wat̀hiʔ́
*man
di-̌ʼd
exist:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
kwan̄
hit
mā
gen.cl2
gas̀aás̄
bottle
‘The man was sitting there and hit by a bottle.’
(776) *S = OIMPRS
*à
*cl2
ʼbóm
woman
dǒsh-óʼd
stand:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
beľ-ù
push-imprs
‘The woman is walking and then was pushed.’
(777) A = A
à
cl2
nyaẃ
cat
ūr-úʼd
chase:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ʼtiḵ́
rat
i ̀
lnk
bùʼth
catch
mò
mo
‘The cat chased the rat and caught it.’
(778) O = O
wat̀hi-́n
person-ass
ʼdiʔ́
steal
ūr
chase:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
i ̀
lnk
bùʼth
catch
mò
mo
‘The thief was chased by the people and caught.’
9.15 Serial Verb Constructions
Following Aikhenvald (2006), a serial verb construction is ...“a sequence of
verbs which act together as a single predicate, without any overt marker of
coordination, subordination, or syntactic dependency of any other sort. Serial
verb constructions describe what is conceptualized as a single event” (Aikhen-
vald 2006, p. 1).
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In Uduk serial verb constructions, there are at least two verb roots in a single
predicate, the first verb of the series bearing finite inflectional morphology and
further verbs occurring in a non-finite form. Tonal aspectual changes and argu-
ment cross-referencing are possible only for the first verb of the construction;
further verbs must stay consistent with scope and aspect.
A typical example of a serial verb construction is found in example (779). Many
verbs involving motion form part of serial verb constructions.
(779) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go
’púny
cut
ā
acc.cl2
rih̀aǹy
grass
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘He then goes grass cutting.’
Similar to auxiliary constructions, i ̀ often is used to link the verbs. However,
unlike auxiliary construction, all verbs in serial verb constructions contribute
lexical meaning to the predicate. They nonetheless form a more tightly inte-
grated action than separate predicative constructions.
(780) dhal̀à
and.cl2
nyùrúny
hyena
ki ́
narr
ʼdéʼ k
lift
áʼ di ̄
3sg
i ̀
lnk
ḵaĺ
carry
i ̀
lnk
yà
go.sg
kar̄-ú
set-vent
gùʼb
house
wòsh
stone
‘And a hyena picked him up and carried and put (him) in a stone house.’
(781) dhaǹ
great
ji-̀n
def.gen.sg-ass
túr-á
tall-stv
tūr
redup
ki ́
narr
lá
go.quickly
à
lnk
pósh
jump
mǒ
mo:loc.cl1
tw̱aʔ̄ā
first
là
go.quickly:ipfv
à
lnk
yà
go.sing
mò
mo
‘The tallest one quickly jumped first.’
Many constructions which have somewhat of an adverbial function are actually
verbal in nature, such as the verb ʼbaŕ, ‘to finish’, used as a completive or to
refer to everyone in a situation, or dǒḵ ē, ‘to repeat’, used to mean again4. These
are not auxiliary constructions as they generally occur in the last position in
the verb serialization, not the first; however, they could be viewed as serial
verb constructions.
(782) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
lǒl
collect
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
mò
mo
mǔr
will.aux:ipfv:ad2
i ̀
lnk
yà
go
ʼbaŕ
finish
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘He collects the honey, until it’s almost finished.’
4Note that dǒḵ ē is frequently shortened to dǒ when used to mean again
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(783) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
thōsōn
prepare
is̄
body.part
dǒḵ ē
again
tan̄
phm
ḿmò
ger
rús
mud
gùʼb
house
bwam̀ań
inside
mò
mo
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
‘People then start preparing themselves again for mudding the inner
house.’
(784) had́ɨ ̄
3sg
bòr-ɨ ́
hold:pfv-ad2
cú
horn
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
mʉ́nań
some.place.dem
tan̄i ́
phm
yúḵ
call:pfv
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
pā
village
ʼbaŕ
finish
mò
mo
‘He ran with the horn from some place to call all the people.’
(Note: Yabus Uduk)
(785) gùʼb
house
rús-ù
mud:pfv-imprs
ʼbaŕ
finish
mò
mo
‘All of the house was mudded.’
9.16 Auxiliary Verb Constructions
Auxiliary verb constructions form a type of serial verb constructions, in which
the first verb of the predicate has more of a grammaticalized meaning com-
pared to other types of serial verb constructions. Following Anderson (2006),
it is a “mono-clausal structure minimally consisting of a lexical verb element
that contributes lexical content to construction, and an auxiliary verb ele-
ment that contributes some grammatical or functional content to the con-
struction”(Anderson 2006, p. 7). Auxiliary verb constructions are the primary
means of expressing mood and modality in Uduk.
Auxiliary verbs come before the main verb of a clause, and they carry the
finite inflectional marking of the construction. The lexical elements of the
construction use non-finite verb forms.
An example of a typical auxiliary construction may be seen in example (786):
(786) úni ̄
3pl
ŋap̱̀-ań
want:ipfv-3pl
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
à
fish
dham̀
acc.cl2
‘They want to find honey.’
Auxiliary verbs can also occur with nominal O arguments. If there are any
nominal O arguments, auxiliary verbs instead take a clausal complement with
ki ́, as in example (787).
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(787) bašaȳǎ
neg
ŋap̱̀-ad᷇
want:ipfv-erg.3sg
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
comp
ʼkósh
kill
wàʼ sh
fish
kā
with.cl2
gògòrò
harpoon
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
tw̱ā
first
tan̄i ́
phm
‘he doesn’t want people to fish with a harpoon first.’
(Note: Yabus Uduk)
Known auxiliary verbs may be seen in table 9.1, along with their uses.
Table 9.1: Auxiliary Verbs
Auxiliary Verb Lexical source Target use
mi ́ do potential, obligation, necessity, permis-
sion; also light verb constructions
ŋáp̱ seek volitive, commissive
ó say volitive, attemptive
múr be ready prospective; inceptive
yà go, sg. prospective
i ̄ go, pl. prospective
cá̱ʼb sit, sg. persistive
di ̀ exist, sg. persistive
ʼkó exist, sit; pl. persistive
miśh see knowledge of, ability to
mòl not see, not know lack of knowledge of, inability to
9.16.1 ‘Do’ Constructions
The verb mi ́ is by far the most common auxiliary verb in Uduk. Even in non-
auxiliary constructions, mi ́ can mean ‘to happen, occur, cause, proceed, make’,
in addition to its basic use of ‘to do’. As a noun, it can mean ‘habit, way, action,
procedure’, amongst others.
Similarly, a wide variety of meanings may be also be formed with the auxiliary
verb mi ́, ‘to do’, in particular with modalities with an irrealis connotation. It
can refer to desire, necessity, potentiality, permission, and the future, amongst
others.
Examples (788) through (790) show constructions which are non-actual. Ex-
ample (788) and (789) are conditional constructions, and example (790) shows
a hope (or thought) for rain.
(788) bà
so
mòn diť ̱
rainy.season
ʼbór-á
good:ipfv-stv
ʼbōr
redup
gòm
for
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
ḵóʼbā
maize
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-nas
i ̀
lnk
was̀
tassel
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘so the rainy season is very good for people if the maize ripens.’
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(789) gòm
because
waḵ̌ki ́
if
mi-̀n-áʼ di ̄
do.aux:ipfv-erg.3sg
pūr
heat
kā
with.cl2
ciḿ
day
ā
cl2
ʼdeʔ́
one
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ʼced̄
break
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹè
quickly
‘Because if he were to heat it for (only) one day, it would break very
quickly.’
(790) ah́ā
1sg
tō̱sh-á
think:ipfv-1sg
ká
comp.cl2
shōʼk
rain
mi-̀ʼd
do.aux:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
héʼ th
rain
kā ʼthaḿō
tomorrow
‘I hope it rains tomorrow.’
Constructions with mi ́ can also refer to potential situations, as in examples
(791), (792), and (793).
(791) áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi-́ʼd
do.aux:pfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
sús
lead
é
2sg
gòm
for
aýi ̀
every
tō
thing
mèʼ d
like
à
cl2
dhòp̱
lion
aw̄́
or
à
cl2
riš
many.pl
tō-n
thing-ass
tiýā
some
kūn
rel.pl
shwa-́n
eat:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
‘It could lead you to anything, like a lion or many other things that are
dangerous.’
(792) tō
thing
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
é
2sg
gam̀
find
is̄
body.part
i ̀
lnk
ḵal̄
carry
i ̀
lnk
taḡi ̀
until
pā
village
yišā
neg
‘You won’t be able to manage to carry that all the way to the village.’
(Beam and Cridland 1956)
(793) é
2sg
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
mi-́n
do-ass
tiýā
other
mò
mo
waři ̄
maybe
i ́
loc.cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
‘Perhaps you end up finding something else there.’
Examples (794) through (796) all express an obligation or necessative use.
These are also linked with non-actual modalities, however.
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(794) bà
so
yišā
neg
mi-̌n-é
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-nas-erg.2sg
è
lnk
mi ́
do.aux
ʼkósh-i ́
kill-ad2
ʼbaŕ
all
tiýā
others
‘So you shouldn’t kill them all.’
(795) é
2sg
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
p̱aŕ
watch
ā
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
child
ē
eye.part
‘You should be watching after the child.’
(796) ah́ā
1sg
mi-̀ná
do.aux:ipfv-1sg
cá̱ʼ b-kú
sit-itv
e᷄
loc.dur:cl1
gùʼb
house
‘I must stay in the house.’
Note that mi ́ can also be used to form a type of light verb construction, without
necessarily any sort of irrealis connotation.
(797) à
cl2
shóʼk
rain
mi-̀ʼd
do:ipfv-3sg
à
acc.cl2
waŕ
lightning
‘It is thundering and lightning out. (lit: the rain does lightning)’
Example (798) shows a nominalization of do + marry. While it is possible to
simply use mas̀h nominally, the speaker often would say mi ́ mas̀h.
(798) bà
so
tō
thing
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
jiǹ
rel.sg
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
i ́
loc.cl1
mi ́
do.aux
mas̀h
marriage
ʼkwan̄iḿpa,̄
Uduk
‘So this is a thing that happens among the Uduk people, in the marriage
of the Uduk,’
9.16.2 Volitive Constructions
Volitive constructions are formed with the auxiliary verbs ŋaṕ̱ ‘to seek’ and ó ‘to
say’. They refer to the speaker’s desire or inclination for something, and in the
case of ó, it can also be an attempt to do something. The verb ŋaṕ̱ frequently
occurs with gerund constructions which deal with purpose.
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(799) cōm
his.father
ŋap̱̀-áʼ d
want.aux:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
wal̀
discuss
áʼ di ̄
3sg
gò
word.part
‘His father wants to talk to him.’
(800) gò lòlòp̱
story
yańsan̄
dem.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
ŋap̱̀-kaʔ̀
want.aux:ipfv-erg.1sg
ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
comp
ú
make
kɨ ́
comp
ʼbōrɨ ́
well
tan̄i ́
phm
‘This story I wanted it to be made well.’ (Note: Yabus Uduk)
In some instances, ŋaṕ̱ can also refer to permission or necessity.
(801) gòm
for
waz̀ɨ ́
person
mi ̌
do:ipfv:ad2
nyòr
anger
gòm
for
wʉ̀dɨ ́
water
yišā
neg
ŋap̱̀
want:ipfv
ɨ ̀
lnk
ó
say
kɨ ́
comp
ces̄h
catch
bɨ ̌ʼ sh
hook
‘For the man was angry, because the water is not allowed to be fished
in.’ (Note: Yabus Uduk)
Using ó (without a partargument) to mean ‘want’ or ‘try’ appears to be a slightly
older construction, and ŋaṕ̱ is potentially replacing it. (802) and (803) are two
examples of this type of use.
(802) à
cl2
ci ́
creature
ki ́
narr
shwá
eat
ā
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
mò
mo
ḿmò
ger
ó
say
ki ́
comp
ŋaṕ̱
seek
ā
acc.cl2
shiḿ
scent
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
people
mò
mo
‘and he gets angry, trying to sniff out the people.’
(803) Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
gǔ-n
bring.pl:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
naŋ̀à
crocodile
ɨ ́
ref
Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
mʉ̀r
will.aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
naŋ̀à
crocodile
ó
say
bʉ̀z
catch
mʉ̀
mo
‘Dunkul was followed by the crocodile and the crocodile wanted to
catch Dunkul.’
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9.16.3 Persistive Constructions
Persistive constructions are formed with the auxiliary verbs cá̱ʼ b, ‘to sit’, di ̀ ‘to
exist (somewhere)’, and ʼkó ‘to exist (somewhere), pl.’ They give the idea of
activity persistence, or the continuation of an activity.
(804) i ́
loc.cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
cá̱
sit.sg
à
lnk
p̱ó
top
bwaỳ
way
à
ass.cl2
nǒs
pot
yún
dem.anph
i ́
loc.cl1
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘From there it keeps on dripping into that pot there.’
(805) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄
phm
ki ́
narr
yà
go
it́en̄i,́
phm
jùs
hole
i ́
loc.cl1
múm
dem.loc.anph
ten̄i,́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go
di ̀
exist.sg
kā
with.cl2
jim̀iś
upright
kah́ē
dem.adv.prox2
cá̱
sit
à
lnk
ʼkósh
kill
yaṕ̱
porcupine
‘When he went to the hole, he went and stood upright like this and kept
on beating the porcupine.’
(806) dhal̀i ̀
and
bab̀a-̌m
father-ass
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
sús-am̄́
lead-1pe
ḿmò
ger
cá̱
sit.sg
à
lnk
ʼkósh
kill
wàʼ c
fish
á
loc.cl2
bil̀
pool
‘Our father then he took us to fish in a pool of still water.’
(807) ká
comp:cl2
net̀͟h
honey badger
cā̱ʼ b-āʼ d
stay.sg:pfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
lǒl
collect
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘The honey badger was continuing to collect honey,’
(808) áʼ di ̄
3sg
di ̌
exist.sg:ipfv
mò
mo
is̄h
sleep
ē
eye.part
‘He is (still) sleeping.’
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(809) ah́ā
1sg
di-̌ná
exist.sg:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
jep̱̌
cut
cwá
tree
‘I am still cutting down trees.’
9.16.4 Abilitive Constructions
The verb miśh ‘to see’ is used in a number of constructions dealing with the
idea of being able to do something, or knowing (how to do) something.
(810) é
2sg
mùr-ún
will:ipfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
miśh
see
ʼbā shōʼk
leg
bǔḵ=a?́
move=q
‘Can you move your leg?’
(811) é
2sg
mis̀h-i ́
see:ipfv-ad2
gùʼb
house
nyaŋ́=a?́
build=q
‘Do you know how to build a house?’
(812) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
miśh
see
tō̱ʔ
straighten
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
ʼbōr’bōr
good.adv
dhal̀i ̀
and
ki ́
comp
yap̱̀yap̱̀
fast.adv
‘it is able to become straightened very well and very fast.’
There is also a lexicalized negative form of miśh, mòl.
(813) jè
elephant
ḿmò
ger
ya-̀n-ǎʼ di ̄
go.sg-nas-erg.3sg
ŋaṕ̱
seek
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tan̄i ́
phm
súk
pierce:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
tō
thing
shōʼk
foot
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
mòl
be.unable
yà
go.sg
mò
mo
‘When the elephant went to find him, things pinned his (the elephant’s)
feet down and he couldn’t move.’
9.16.5 Prospective Constructions
Uduk does not have grammaticalized tense, but it does have ways to refer to
the future through prospective constructions. The most common way is with
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múr, ‘be ready’, used for inceptive or prospective situations, as well as yà and
i ̄ ‘to go’, used primarily when actual movement is involved. The irrealis use of
mi ́ also can refer to potential future situations.
(814) ańā
1pi
mùr-à
will.aux:ipfv-1pi
si ̄
plant
tō
lnk
mòndiť ̱
thing
‘We’re going to plant the seeds in the rainy season.’
(815) ah́ā
1sg
mùr-á
will.aux:ipfv-1sg
yà
go
bwašhō
bush
mòn ʼthaḿō
morning
‘I’m going to the bush in the morning.’
(816) aá̄
1sg
mùr-á
will.aux:ipfv-1sg
p̱ūʼd-kú
arrive-itv
ʼkōʼdā
after
ciḿi ́ sūʔ
Monday
‘I’ll arrive after Monday.’
(817) é
2sg
mùr-ún
will.aux:ipfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼtā
cf.aux
cā̱ʼ b
sit
á
loc.cl2
ʼceśh
ground
‘You were going to sit down.’
(818) ańā
1pi
mi-̀nà
do.aux:ipfv-1pi
cō̱r
wait
i ̀
lnk
taḡà
until
shar̄ sab́à
July
‘We will wait until July.’
Múr also can be used to mean ‘become’ in some instances.
(819) à
cl2
was̀á
ice
mùr-i ́
will.aux:ipfv-ad2
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
mò
mo
‘The ice will become water.’
Yà and i ̄ may be used in some instances to give a prospective idea.
(820) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
baťh
follow
ʼté
just
mún
dem.loc.med
bè
be
taḡi ̀
until
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
p̱ūʼd
arrive
mò
mo
ʼdis̄he-́ŋ
close-ass
gaňā
real
mò
mo
i ́
loc.cl1
yaǹ
near
cwá
tree
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘he follows (it) to that place, until it reaches near to the precise place
next to the tree then.’
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In other instances, however, they are more serial verb like.
(821) wat̀hi ́
person
gi ̀
gen.rel
tá
cop:ipfv
te̱-́n
hunger-ass
dham̀
honey
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
yà
go.sg
di ̀
stay.sg
ʼté
just
yań
near
ar̄i ́
dim.sg.cl1
wòr
stream
‘A person who is hungry for honey goes and stays near a small stream.’
There is also a special form of the verb used for the Prospective. It is formed
by a type of reduplication, a finite form of the verb with agreement marking
and AD markers combined with a reduplicated form of the verb root. The
construction is structurally similar to auxiliary verb constructions.
(822) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼkwar̄-áʼ d
write:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼkwaŕ
redup
ā
acc.cl2
wařkā
book
‘He is going to write a book.’
(823) ah́ā
1sg
wàʼ d-i-́ná
hunt:ipfv-ad2-1sg
à
lnk
wáʼ d
redup
mò
mo
‘I am going to hunt.’
9.16.6 Counterfactual Constructions
Counterfactual constructions refer to situations in which there is an expectation
for something to happen but it does not. They are formed with the the verb
ʼtā followed by the complementizer ki ́ and a non-finite form of the verb. They
commonly occur with conditional constructions or belief statements.
(824) Ḵūʼbá
Kuba
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
é
2sg
ʼtā
cf.aux
ki ́
comp
ci̱-̄kú
give-itv
bè
emph
‘You should have given Ḵuʼba some.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(825) ah́ā
1sg
tō̱sh-á
think:ipfv-1sg
ká
comp.cl2
shōʼk
rain
mùr-i ́
will.aux:ipfv-ad2
ʼtā
cf.aux
ki ́
comp
yet́h
rain
yišā
neg
gòm
for
miś
sky
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
ki ́
comp
kwańykwańy
clear
‘I didn’t think it was going to rain because the sky was clear (but it
did).’
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(826) ah́ā
1sg
tō̱sh-á
think:ipfv-1sg
ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi-̌ʼd
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-3sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼtā
cf.aux
ki ́
comp
p̱úʼd
arrive
mò
mo
shwaǹeʔ́
today
‘I thought that he would have arrived today (but he didn’t).’
(827) ah́ā
1sg
mi-̀ná
will:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
ʼtā
cf.aux
ki ́
comp
shwá
eat
mà
food
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
ah́ā
1sg
ʼkōsh
hit:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
te̱ʔ́
hunger
‘I would eat if I was hungry.’
(828) à
cl2
Kósti ̄
Kosti
ya-̀ʼd
go.sg:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
lòʼb
play
à
acc.cl2
kúraʔ̀
ball
ki ́
comp
ah́ā
1sg
ŋap̱̀-á
want:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
ʼtā
cf.aux
ki ́
comp
gam̀
meet
áʼ di ̄
3sg
‘I planned to meet Kosti but he went to play football.’
9.17 Interrogative Constructions
Interrogative constructions may be divided into three main types, polar (yes-
no) questions, alternative questions, and content questions. Additionally, sub-
types of polar questions exist through modal particles, with a variety of shades
of meaning.
9.17.1 Polar Questions
Polar questions are used to elicit a response on whether a proposition is true
or not. They differ minimally from declaratives, structurally, and constituent
order is not affected by interrogative constructions. They usually require a
reply with yes or no, followed by an additional clause.
A list of yes-no words is found in table 9.2.
Table 9.2: Yes-no words
nyeè̀ Yes
nyǎe,̄ nyeě̄ Yes, more emphatic
yišā, yiša᷆ No
yišāyà No, more emphatic
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Polar constructions may be formed either by one of two distinct question par-
ticles, or by a rise in prosodic pitch. The two particles phonologically cliticize
to the final word in the phrase. These are, in order of frequency:
1. Question particle á
2. Question particle i ́
3. Raised prosodic pitch
The most frequent way of constructing polar interrogative constructions is with
a.́ Interrogative constructions with á are neutral constructions, non-biased to-
wards an answer of yes or no.
(829) é
2sg
mùr-i ́
will:ipfv-ad2
yà
go.sg
shūntan̄=a?́
now=q
‘Are you leaving now?’
(830) waḵ̀ki ́
if
wat̀hi ́
person
ʼkósh-óʼd
kill:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
shet̄,̱
antelope,
ʼkúp̱
head
tō
thing
mi-́nù
do.aux:pfv-imprs
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
ḵaĺ
carry
bwaỳ
to
cōm=a?́
his.father=q
‘If a person kills an antelope, is the head carried to the father’s home?’
(831) em̄bǔl
place
di-̌ʼd=a?́
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg=q
‘Is there space? (e.g. in a car)’
(832) di ̀
exist.sg
wà
be.like:pfv
kań=a?́
dem.adv.prox=q
‘Is that so?’
(833) é
2sg
mùr-ún
will:ipfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
miśh
know
ʼbā shōʼk
leg
bǔḵ=a?́
move=q
‘Can you move your leg?’
(834) é
2sg
mis̀h-i ́
know:ipfv-ad2
gùʼb
house
nyaŋ́=a?́
build=q
‘Do you know how to build a house?’
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It is also possible to make interrogative constructions with =i ́. The distinction
between =á and =i ́ is somewhat elusive, but appears to relate to aspect in
some way, as well as the Individuative and Collective markers mentioned ear-
lier. When =i ́ is used to form questions, it gives a reading of perfectivity, or
entirety of the event. If it is a question of amounts, =i ́ will refer to the entire
amount. Questions with =á give a more neutral reading, where the event is
not necessarily finished, or that there may be more items still left. The speaker
may also continue to ask more people.
(835) à
cl2
gaľaḿ
pen
di-̌ʼd=i?́
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg=qi
‘Is there a pen?’
(836) é
2sg
ḵó-n
fear:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
dhòp̱=i?́
lion=qi
‘Are you afraid of the lion?’
It is also possible to use only a rise in prosodic pitch to show an interroga-
tive construction. This is a relatively infrequent means of forming questions,
however.
(837) é
2sg
ŋap̱̀-ań
want:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
al̄bǔn?
coffee
‘Would you like coffee?’
9.17.2 Alternative Questions
Alternative questions are those in which the listener is given a choice between
options, or to specifically question an individual entity. They are formed with
the clitic =kaʔ̄ marked on the entity in question. They do not use a rising
intonation.
(838) é
2sg
ŋap̱̀-ań
want:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
al̄bǔn=kaʔ̄
coffee=aq
wal̀à
or
é
2sg
ŋap̱̀-ań
want:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
chaýaʔ̀?
tea
‘Would you like coffee or tea?’
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(839) à
cl2
Yašir̄=kā
Yasir=aq
p̱úʼd-ki-́ʼd?
arrive:ipfv-ad1-3sg
‘Has Yasir arrived (or not)?’
9.17.3 Content Questions
Content questions are interrogative constructions which ask for information
through question words. They mostly do not differ from regular intransitive
or transitive constructions in any clear formally defined way. A list of inter-
rogative words and phrases used to form content questions in Uduk is found in
table 9.3.
Table 9.3: Interrogatives
Uduk English
à tá What, why
à jǎ Which, who, sg.
ij̄ǎ Which, who, pl.
jàná Which one
màná Why
máná Where, with verbs
mánè Where, without verbs
wàkátá How
ek̄átá How much, how many
(kā)kāsjàná When
Note that many additional constructions combining question words with other
lexemes may be used to give a particular meaning. Támore often means ‘what’,
but in combination with the demonstrative adverbial kań, it rather gives an in-
terpretation of why. Similarly, gòmà tá, ‘for what’, is also used to give the
meaning of why. These variations are tendencies rather than absolutes, how-
ever, and the basic meaning of tá, while favoring the ‘what’ interpretation, is
nonetheless ambiguous. Information questions may occur with intransitive as
well as transitive constructions, in both A-Voice and O-Voice.
(840) à
cl2
tá
what
mi-̀yi ́ʼ d?
do:ipfv-ad2-3sg
‘What happened?’
(841) é
2sg
shwa-̄n
eat:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
ta?́
what
‘What are you eating?’
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(842) à
cl2
tá
what
shún-e?᷄
cook:ipfv-erg.2sg
‘What are you cooking?’
(843) à
cl2
tá
what
ḵúy-i ́
waft:ipfv-ad2
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
ḵūy
redup
kań?
dem.adv.prox
‘What smells so good?’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(844) é
2sg
ḵaĺ
take:pfv
tō
thing
gòmà
for.cl2
ta?́
what
‘Why did you take it?’
(845) ji ̀
def.gen.sg
mà
gen.cl2
jǎ
which
ā
ident
ca̱ń?
dem.vb.med
‘Whose is this?’
(846) é
2sg
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ká
comp
ja?̌
which
‘What is your name (lit: Which are you called)?’
(847) jaǹá
which.one
ŋap̱̀
want:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
e?́
2sg
‘Which one do you want?’
(848) à
cl2
tin̄
reason
tá
what
ō-n
say:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
úm
2pl
gò
word.part
kań?
dem.adv.prox
‘Why are you guys saying that?’
(849) maǹá
why
ʼte-̄n-é
not.want:ipfv-nas-erg.2sg
bwà
stomach.part
di ̌
exist.sg:ipfv
ki ́
comp
ya?̀
go.sg
‘Why don’t you want to go?’
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The constructions wak̀at́á and ek̄at́á are predicative constructions formed from
the verb wá, ‘to be like’, with the nominal complement ká tá ‘what’.
(850) é wàkátá?
é
2sg
wà
be.like:ipfv
ká
comp.cl2
ta?́
what
‘How are you?’
(851) jam̀as̀
color
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
wak̀at́a?́
how
‘What color is it?’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(852) yól
cost
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
wak̀at́a?́
how
‘What does it cost?’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(853) waḵ̌ká
if.cl2
Kósti ̄
Kosti
dik̀à
exist.sg:pfv-erg.1sg
ki ́
comp
gam̀
meet
shwan̄eʔ́,
today
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mùr-úʼd
will.aux:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
mi ́
do
ká
comp.cl2
tá
what
mò?
mo
‘If I don’t meet Kosti today, what will he do?’
(854) ūp̱
women
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
ek̄at́á
how many
kūn
rel.pl
i-́yi-́n
go.pl:ipfv-ad2-3pl
ar̀ab̀iy̌a?̄
car
‘How many women are coming in the car?’
Questions involving general time are formed with the compound kas̄jaǹá, some-
times with kā preceding kas̄jaǹá.
(855) é
2sg
mùr-ún
will.aux:ipfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
yà
go.sg
kas̄jaǹa?́
when
‘When are you going?’
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(856) à
cl̄
ya-̀ḿ
son-ass
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
dhǒth-ù
bear:pfv-imprs
kā
with.cl2
kas̄jaǹa?́
when
‘When was your son born?’
Interrogative constructions involving questioning of location may be divided
into two types, those which occur with a fully inflected verb and those in which
the locative question word forms a type of copular construction. Predicative
constructions use a verbal phrase of some kind combined with the word mańá,
‘where’, potentially preceded by a preposition to mark location or direction.
(857) úni ̄
3pl
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-3pl
i ̀
lnk
i ̄
go.pl
mańa?́
where
‘Where are they going?’
(858) é
2sg
gam̌
find:ipfv
tō
thing
yań
dem.prox
ʼpeńi ́
from.cl1
mańa?́
where
‘Where did you get it from?’
(859) à
cl2
Dašɨ ̄
Dasi
gam̌-i ́
find:ipfv-ad2
si ̄
stick
i ́
loc.cl1
mańa?́
where
‘Where did Dasi find the stick?’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
Interrogative constructions questioning a static location generally use the word
mańè, often reduplicated. This is used to ask the location of someone or some-
thing, comparable to the predicative di ̀ i ́ mańá ‘be located in where’.
(860) mańè
where
à
cl2
pōmé
horn
mańe?̀
where
‘Where is the horn?’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
(861) à
cl2
su᷄rā
picture
yún
dem.anph
tō̱r-ki-́n-e᷄
show:ipfv-ad1-nas-erg.2sg
aá̄
1sg
mańe?̀
where
‘Where are those pictures you told me about?’
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9.17.4 Modal Questions
It is also possible to use modal particles to form interrogative constructions, in
particular with ʼtá, saʔ̀, and ʼté. These may occur with both content questions
as well as polar questions.
ʼTá is used for more emphatic questions, strengthening the idea of the question.
It can be used for surprised questions, or those in which the speaker expects
something else.
(862) é
2sg
ḵó-n
fear:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
dhòp̱
lion
ʼta?́
qta
‘Aren’t you afraid of the lion?’
(863) Dašɨ ̄
Dasi
ki ́
narr
dǒt ̱
ask
cóm
his.father
ki:́
comp
à
cl2
naw̌al̄
adze
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
gùʼb
house
pā
at
baňà
poss.1pi
ʼta?́
qta
‘Dasi asked his father, ‘Is your adze in our hut?’ ’
(Uduk Primer 1965)
(864) cōm
his
ki ́
father
ó
comp
áʼ di ̄
say
ki:́
3sg
Yišaā.̀
comp:
À
No.
naw̌al̄
cl2
p̱iȳ-i ́ʼ d
adze
i ́
not.exist:pfv-3sg
gùʼb
loc.cl1
mò
house
bè
mo
‘His father told him, ‘No, the adze is not in the hut.’ ’
(Uduk Primer 1965)
ʼTé is also used for emphatic questions.
(865) úm
2pl
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-2pl
mò
mo
ʼte?́
qte
‘Oh, are you leaving?’
Saʔ̀ could be translated as ‘I wonder’, and has two varieties. With the low tone,
it makes a question into a ‘wondering’ type of statement, such as in example
(866).
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(866) mańè
where
áʼ di ̄
3sg
saʔ̀
sa
‘(I wonder) where he is...’
By changing the tone, it is possible to make it into an actual question, however.
(867) mańè
where
áʼ di ̄
3sg
saʔ̌?
sa
‘(I wonder) where he is...?’
(868) i-̄jǎ
pl-who
i-̄n
go.pl:pfv-3pl
mò
mo
saʔ̌?
sa
‘(I wonder) who (pl) has gone?’
(869) à
cl2
tin̄
reason
tá
what
ō-n
say:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
úm
2pl
ki ́
comp
i ̄
go.pl
pā
home
mò
mo
saʔ̌?
sa
‘Why did you say you were going home?’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
9.18 Negative Constructions
There are a number of ways to express negation in Uduk. Standard negation of
a simple clause is done through the word yišā, ‘no’ combined with the sentence-
final negating clitic=à. If the clitic occurs after a word ending in u, it is usually
pronounced as wà, and after other vowels, it is pronounced as yà.
(870) à
cl2
wařkaʔ̄
book
yišā
neg
ta-̄n
cop-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
ris̀=à
many=neg
‘There are not many books (lit: The books are not many).’
Yišā is used both as a single word for no as well as an adverbial negator; without
=à, yišā gives a more focused type of reading; similarly, =à without yišā gives
a more focused reading. This occurs only rarely, however.
For intransitive clauses and A-Voice transitive clauses, yišā may be placed ei-
ther before the verb, at the end of the clause, or both. Yišā may combine with
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=à from either or both of the negation places in which yišā occurs. It is thus
possible to have three negating morphemes in a clause: A yišā VOX yišā yà.
Note that yišā yà is frequently pronounced as yiša᷆; the segmental portion of yà
disappears, leaving behind the tone on yišā.
The following combinations are possible:
• TOP V (A) O à
• TOP yišā V (A) O
• TOP yišā V (A) O à
• TOP V (A) O yišā
• TOP V (A) O yišā yà
• TOP yišā V (A) O yišā yà
Negative constructions are structured slightly differently from basic declarative
constructions. Although Perfective and Imperfective tonal forms are possible
on the verb root, it is not possible for a negated verb to occur with mò. Thus,
aspectual distinctions are more limited compared to declaratives. It is also
much more frequent to omit O arguments in negated sentences.
Verbal negation is also possible via the verb di ̀ (plural: ʼkó), ‘to be located’,
along with the complementizer ki ́ and the verb root. With verbal negation
constructions, a specific verb is negated.
There are also individual lexemes in Uduk which when translated to English
would have a negative meaning, such as ʼtē, ‘to not want’, mòl, ‘to not know’
dar̀ ‘not have’, and p̱iȳ, ‘to not exist’. Despite their translations, these function
as normal declarative constructions in Uduk and do not fall under the scope of
negation.
9.18.1 Standard Negation
Yišā combined with the negation particle =à can be characterized as the ba-
sic means for negating declarative verbal main phrases. Following Miestamo
(2007), Payne (1985), this can be considered ‘standard’ negation.
Examples 871 through 874 all show a type of negation in which the scope is
broad, encompassing the entire clause rather than a specific element of the
construction.
(871) (mi)̀-n-é
(do:ipfv)-nas-erg.2sg
è
lnk
sūḵ
stab
kā
with
mè
spear
tan̄i,́
phm
yiša᷆
neg
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
mà
erg.cl2
mè
spear
miŋ̀ kaḿú=yà
anything=neg
‘If you try to stab (the honey badger) with a spear, the spear won’t do
anything to it.’
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(872) dhal̀i ̀
and
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
it́an̄i ́
phm
ó-n-am̄́
say:pfv-nas-erg.1pe
ki ́
comp
wú-ʼd
die:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
dhal̀i ̀
and
ká
comp.cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
yiša᷆
neg
wú-k-úʼd=à
die:pfv-ad1-3sg=neg
‘and the monitor lizard we thought that it was dead, but the monitor
lizard had not died.’
(873) Yašɨr̄
Yasir
yišā
neg
p̱úʼd-kú-ʼd=à
arrive:ipfv-ad1-3sg=neg
‘Yasir has not arrived.’
(874) aá̄
1sg
yišā
neg
bùth
grip:pfv
à
erg.cl1
yi ̀ʼ de=́yà
water=neg
‘I’m not thirsty.’
It is also possible to negate a proposition only with the sentence-final particle.
Examples of negation solely with the negation particle are limited, and the
difference between this and negated clauses with yišā remains elusive.
(875) aá̄
1sg
ʼka-̄ná
eat:ipfv-1sg
ḵúthar̄=à
pig=neg
‘I’m not eating pig; I don’t eat pig.’
(876) am̄́
1pe
ki ́
narr
gam̀
get
à
acc.cl2
yěʼ d=à
monitor.lizard=neg
‘We didn’t get the monitor lizard.’
It is also possible to use three morphemes to mark negation in Uduk, preverbal
yišā combined with a clause final yišā and the negation particle=à. This is sim-
ilar to the basic negation construction, but bears more of an emphatic meaning.
Note that the negation particle =à is frequently ellided in fast speech, leaving
its tone behind on yišā to make yiša᷆.
(877) ʼKwan̄i ́
people
yiša᷆
neg
bǎʼ th
follow:pfv
bǔreʔ̀
bee-eater
yiša᷆
neg
‘People do not follow the bee-eater.’
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(878) dhal̀i ̀
and
úni ̄
3pl
yiša᷆
neg
ki ́
narr
gad̀hir̀
manage
ḿmò
ger
bùḵ
extract
is̄
body.part
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
yiša᷆
neg
‘and they could not manage to extract themselves.’
(879) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
yiša᷆
neg
tā
cop:pfv
gi ̀
pp.cl1
tōnte̱ʔ́
food
jiǹ
rel.sg
shwa-̄n-u᷄ni ̄
eat:ipfv-nas-erg.3pl
yiša᷆
neg
‘People didn’t have food to eat.’
(880) dhal̀i ̀
and
tōnte̱ʔ́
food
yiša᷆
neg
di-̀ʼd
exist.sg:pfv-3sg
yiša=᷆yà
neg=neg
dhal̀i ̀
and
am̄́
1pe
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
mò
mo
cw̱aňy
dig
ā
acc.cl2
sēʼ d
wild.potato
‘And there was no food so we then went to dig up wild potatoes.’
9.18.2 Focused Negation
It is also possible to use yišā without the negation particle =à. These gener-
ally occur in preverbal position, giving a more specific scope, limited to an
explicitly asserted portion of the construction. There are two parts to the con-
struction, the asserted and the presupposed, and the presupposed portion of
the construction lies outside the scope of the negation.
Thus, in example (881), the speaker asserts that the addressee is catching some-
thing, but it is not the intended object which is grasped.
(881) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ó
say
ki:́
comp
é
2sg
yiša᷆
neg
bùth
grab:pfv
à
acc.cl2
tiýa,̄
some,
é
2sg
bǔth-ún
grab:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
bir̀
root
cwá
tree
‘(and) he said (that), ‘You are not catching me (lit: something), you are
catching the root of the tree.’ ’
Similarly, example (882) shows that it is all of them that you should not kill.
It is possible to kill a portion of them, but not all5.
5The combination of ʼbaŕ and tiýā give the meaning of all in the example.
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(882) bà
so
yišā
neg
mi-̌n-e-́è
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-nas-erg.2sg-lnk
mi ́
do
ʼkósh-i ́
kill-ad2
ʼbaŕ
complete
tiýā
some
‘So you shouldn’t kill them all.’
Negated stative verb constructions allow yišā to occur after the stative verb
rather than before while keeping a narrow-scope negation interpretation. In
example (883), Arra might be far, but it is not as far as Paulos.
(883) Árrā
Arra
si ̄ʼ d-á
far-stv
si ̄ʼ d
redup
yiša᷆
neg
mèʼ d
as
Paẃlòs
Paulos
‘Arra is not as far as Paulos.’
Final position yišā is more open in its scope interpretation. In example (884),
it is asserted that there is no corn during the rainy season, but it might exist
during other times of the year. This is a narrow-scope interpretation similar to
the previous examples.
(884) mèʼ d yiń
during
di-̌n
exist.sg:ipfv-nas
mā
erg.cl2
shōʼk
rain
ki ́
comp
héʼ th
fall:pfv
tan̄i ́
phm
à
cl2
ḵóʼbā
corn
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
yiša᷆
neg
‘During the rainy season, there’s no corn.’
In example (885), it is asserted that the man who spoke was not inside. Part of
the presupposition is true, that the man did speak. However, it is not the case
that the man is necessarily speaking from another location just because he was
not inside. It comes from a story in which ‘the unknown man’ beats someone
for killing all the porcupines in a den, something that you are not supposed to
do. If you kill all the porcupines, then the unknown man will come and beat
you.
(885) dhal̀i ̀
and
wat̀hi ́
man
yań
dem.prox
waĺ-áʼ d
talk:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
tō̱r
talk
i ́
loc.cl1
cin̄é
inside
yišā
neg
‘And this man (who) spoke was not inside.’
In contrast, example (886) comes from a text in which the storyteller was fish-
ing and hunting with his father and brothers. His father had caught a monitor
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lizard, and everyone had thought that the monitor lizard had been successfully
killed. However, the monitor lizard was just injured, and had not actually
died. It jumps down from the father and runs off. The speaker and his brothers
did successfully catch fish, so there is the possibility of interpreting this with
narrow scope, e.g. ”We didn’t catch the monitor lizard (but we did catch some-
thing else)”. Or, conversely, the construction could be interpreted as a more
general verbal negator without a contrastive meaning.
(886) am̄́
1pe
ki ́
narr
gam̀
get
à
acc.cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
yišā
neg
‘We didn’t get the monitor lizard.’
9.18.3 Negation with di ̀ ki ́
In addition to constructions formed with yišā, it is also possible to negate propo-
sitions with the construction di ̀ (plural: ʼkó), ‘to be located’, with the comple-
mentizer ki ́ and a non-finite form of the verb.
Negation constructions with di ̀ ki ́ focus on the negation of an individual event,
using a nominalized form of the verb as the complement of the construction.
These constructions cannot take finite or clausal complements, or express overt
arguments.
(887) à
cl2
tá
what
di-̌n
exist.sg:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
é
2sg
ki ́
comp
ya-̀yúʔ?
go.sg-vent
‘Why didn’t you come?’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(888) bà
so
úni ̄
3pl
tan̄i ́
phm
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
ańā
1pi
shac̄ā
encourage
ki ́
comp
úni ̄
3pl
mi-́n
do.aux-3pl
i ̀
lnk
ʼkó
stay.pl
ki ́
comp
mas̀h
marry
ki ̄
with.cl1
yil̀
year
à
ass.cl2
gwǎʼ dgà
small
‘So they are encouraged by us not to marry at an early age.’
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(889) dhal̀i ̀
and
waḵ̀ki ́
if
áʼ di ̄
3sg
di-̌n
stay:ipfv-nas
mā
erg.cl2
dham̀
bee
ki ́
comp
úr
chase
tan̄i ́
phm
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
mǔr
will.aux:ipfv:ad2
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
ki ̄
with
sheʔ̄
tooth.part
mèʼ d
like
à
cl2
súm
python
‘But if it is not being chased by a bee then you will get something that
is as different as a python.’
9.19 Complex Predicate Constructions
Complex predicate constructions are verbal predicates in which two or more
grammatical elements (such as morphemes or words) act as a single semantic
predicate (Alsina et al. 1997). The semantic meaning of the verb is not con-
tained solely in the verb root, but rather distributed across multiple words in a
predicate. This section here gives only a brief overview of these constructions;
for a more detailed description, see Killian 2015.
Uduk makes frequent use of Partarguments, a term coined here to refer to the
satellites of a complex predicate construction. Partarguments are typically
body parts incorporated into the verbal predicate which changes the basic
meaning of the verb, or classifies the argument of the verb.
As an example, the verb ʼkósh normally means ‘to hit, kill’. However, the verbal
phrase ʼkósh ē, literally ‘to hit eye’, means to mix liquids together. In this
situation, ē classifies the type of object used.
(890) ah́ā
I
ʼkōsh-á
hit:ipfv-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
al̀bǔm
coffee
ē
eye.part
úni ̄
3pl
kā
with.cl2
kó
milk
‘I’m mixing the coffee with the milk.’
This partargument is also commonly used to create constructions dealing with
vision or sight. The verb wà on its own means ‘to be like’. When the partargu-
ment ē is added to the construction, it means ‘look like’.
However, although there is a general level of predictability with partargument
constructions, specific semantic shifts are unpredictable. When the partargu-
ment ē combines with the verb ʼcēʼ d, ‘to break’, ʼcēʼ d ē takes on a new meaning
of ‘to be sleepy’. When ē combines with the verb múʼth, ‘to shut, close’, múʼth
ē takes on a new meaning of ‘to deceive, trick’.
Structurally, partarguments occur both as (dummy) arguments of a construc-
tion as well as external satellites. When functioning in argument roles, partar-
guments receive case marking and in limited instances may also havemodifiers.
Voice alternations are also possible to some extent for transitive constructions,
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with some pragmatic limitations. Voice alternations can also sometimes change
the meaning of a construction. A-Voice ʼkósh ʼkúp̱, ‘hit head (obj.)’ means to
wash one’s head or hair, whereas O-Voice ʼkósh ā ʼkúp̱ ‘hit head (sbj.)’ means
to be finished.
It is also possible to get multiple partarguments in a construction. In example
(891), is̄ ‘body’ is the syntactic A, whereas ē ‘eye’ is a satellite.
(891) wat̀hi ́
man
wù-n
die:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
is̄
body.part
ē
eye.part
‘The man is very tired.’ (lit: The body dies the man eye)
Further examples may be seen below.
(892) wat̀hiʔ́
man
pe-́n
pass:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ʼtwaʔ̄
mouth.part
‘The man is passing someone (e.g. in a race)’.
pē ʼtwāʔ (pass + mouth): To pass someone
(893) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ʼcēʼ d
break
cwá
wood
bwà
stomach.part
mèʼ d=i ́
hand=coll
dòŋgòn
four
‘He broke the wood into four pieces.’
ʼcēʼ d bwà (break + stomach): To break into pieces
(894) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
p̱ar̄
see
ʼkúp̱
head.part
mò
mo
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
‘He evens (them) out.’
p̱ār ʼkúp̱ (see + head): To even out
(895) úni ̄
3pl
ha᷄
agree:ipfv
gò
word.part
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
i ̀
lnk
ric̀
grind
à
acc.cl2
gar̀iš
okra
‘They agreed to grind the okra.’
há gò ē (agree + message + eye): To verbally consent
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(896) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼkap̱̄-áʼ d
peel:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
bit̀hiíḵ̄
watermelon
ʼban̄
temple.part
‘He removed the skin from the watermelon.’
ʼkáp̱ ʼbān (peel + temple): To remove skin of fruit or vegetable
Chapter 10
Clause Linking and
Combining
10.1 Introduction
This chapter gives an overview of some of the means in which single clauses
may be combined into a larger unit or more complex constructions. It is sepa-
rated out into five sections: complement clauses, relative clauses, subordinate
clauses, clause chaining, and coordinate clauses. It ends with a brief mention
of some modal particles which act at the sentence level.
10.2 Complement Clauses
A complement clause is a clause which functions as an argument of a verb
in place of a noun phrase. These clauses are introduced by the complemen-
tizer ki ́, a polysemous marker used for a variety of complement constructions.
Predicative complements occur primarily in the O slot of a construction, but
the grammatical similarity between nominal arguments and predicative argu-
ments is only partial. Complement clauses are not marked as O arguments, nor
is derivational morphology required to add a nominal object argument to the
sentence. If a complement clause occurs with another O argument of the verb,
it occurs as the second complement.
Verbs which may take predicative complement clauses include verbs of com-
munication, perception-cognition, emotion, manipulation, and modal. Com-
municative complements frequently occur with the partargument gò, one of
the primary meaning derivations having to do with spoken communication.
Most verbs which can take predicative complements also take non-finite or
nominal complements as well.
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(897) dhal̀à
and.cl2
lis̀
falcon
ki ́
narr
dǒt ̱
ask
úni ̄
3pl
ki:́
comp
à
cl2
tá
what
ʼtháʼ k
spit:ipfv
úm
2pl
maǹyà
saliva
kańniń
dem.adv.prox
‘And the falcon asked them ‘Why are you spitting saliva like that?’ ’
(898) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
thōʼk
respond
gò
word.part
ki:́
comp
am̄́
1pe
ʼtháʼ k-á
spit:ipfv-1pe
maǹyà
saliva
gi ̀
rel.gi
yiŋ̀
liquid
gwaťe̱-̄m
headpad-ass
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
ti ́
quot
‘They responded, ‘We are spitting saliva (coming from) the water of
our headpads.’ ’
(899) wat̀hi ́
man
ʼbaṕ-i ́
nag:ipfv-ad2
ańā
1pi
is̄
body.part
ki ́
comp
i-̄nà
go.pl-1pi
mò
mo
‘The man is calling for us to go.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(900) i-̄Miśā
ap-Misa
o᷄
say:ipfv
kūm
their.mother
ki:́
comp
táʼ da,̄
mother,
mańè
where
ʼkwā
gourd
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
mańe?̀
where
‘Misa and the others asked their mother, ‘Mother, where is the water
gourd?’ ’ (Uduk Primer 1965)
(901) kūm
their.other
ki ́
narr
ó
say
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki:́
comp
ʼkwā
gourd
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
ŋa-́yi-́kā
forget:pfv-ad2-erg.1sg
mò
mo
i ́
loc.cl1
pā
home
‘His mother told him, ‘I forgot the water gourd back home.’ ’
(Uduk Primer 1965)
(902) ah́ā
1sg
tū̱c-á
make:ipfv-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
child
ki ́
comp
ya-̀kúʔ
go.sg-itv
‘I made the child leave.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
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(903) dhal̀-kú
leave-itv
ki ́
comp
yà
go
ʼdis̄h
near
jis̀
hole
is̄
body.part
gòm
for
é
2sg
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
biť ̱
fall
i ́
loc.cl1
jis̀
hole
‘Don’t go near the hole lest you fall.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(904) ah́ā
1sg
tō̱sh-á
think:ipfv-1sg
ká
comp.cl2
shōʼk
rain
mi-̀ʼd
do.aux:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
héʼ th
rain
kā ʼthaḿō
tomorrow
‘I hope it rains tomorrow.’
(905) ah́ā
1sg
mis̀h-á
know:ipfv-1sg
ki:́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ya-̀ya-́ʼd
go.sg:pfv-ad2-3sg
‘I know he is coming.’
It is also possible to extract arguments from the complement clause, bringing
them to the topic position. This is typically done to prevent a verb-initial
construction. The agreement marking marked on the verb in the complement
clause remains, but the noun is not repeated.
(906) Bařgò
Bargwo
úni ̄
3pl
kā
with.cl2
Maŕgò
Margo
ō-nù
say:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
as̄-ań
fight:ipfv-3pl
ti ́
quot
‘It was said that Bargo and Margo were fighting.’
(907) dhal̀i ̀
and
à
cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
i ́
ref
tan̄i ́
phm
ō-n-am̄́
say:ipfv-nas-erg.1pe
ki ́
comp
wǔ-k-úʼd
die:pfv-ad1-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
dhal̀i ̀
and
ká
comp.cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
yišā
neg
wǔ-k-úʼd
die:pfv-ad1-3sg
yiša᷆
neg
‘and the monitor lizard we thought that it was dead, but the monitor
lizard had not died.’
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10.3 Relative Clauses
Relative clauses are clauses which function as nominal modifiers, formed with
the relativizers jiǹ (plural kūn), or gi ̀, which may replace either jiǹ or kūn.
Relative clauses are postnominal in Uduk, following their referent, and there
is no differentiation for case in the relativizers.
In terms of internal structure, relative clauses have a strong preference for verb-
initial constructions. If the subject of an intransitive relative clause is the noun
it modifies, no arguments are stated inside the relative clause.
(908) wat̀hiʔ́
man
gi ̀
gen.rel
wú-ʼd
die:pfv-3sg
ta-̄ʼd
cop-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
kaḿ
brother
peḿ
poss.1sg
bè
emph
‘The man who died was my brother.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(909) wat̀hi ́
man
gi ̀
gen.rel
ʼbat́h-áʼ d
be.sick:pfv-3sg
wac̀-ki-́ʼd
be.well:pfv-ad1-3sg
mò
mo
‘The man who was sick has become well.’
(910) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
mǔr
will.aux:ipfv:ad2
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel.sg
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
ki ̄
with
sheʔ̄
tooth.part
mèʼ d
like
à
cl2
súm
python
‘You will find something that is as different as a python.’
If the relative clause is transitive and the noun it modifies functions as the A
argument of the relative clause, no overt A argument is expressed.
(911) à
cl2
kaḱar̄é
woodpecker
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tā
cop:pfv
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel.sg
to̱᷄r
show:ipfv
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
bwaỳ
way
à
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
‘The woodpecker is the one which shows people (where is) the way.’
If the relative clause is transitive and and the noun it modifies functions as the
O argument of the relative clause, A is placed after the verb and O is omitted.
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(912) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
yiša᷆
neg
tā
cop:pfv
gi ̀
pp.cl1
tōnte̱ʔ́
food
jiǹ
rel.sg
shwa-̄n-u᷄ni ̄
eat:ipfv-nas-erg.3pl
yiša᷆
neg
‘People didn’t have food to eat (which they ate).’
(913) à
cl2
gùrùsh
money
jiǹ
rel.sg
ci-̄yi-́n
give:pfv-ad2-nas
mā
erg.cl2
Dôn
Don
ah́ā
1sg
ʼkón=i ́
exist.pl:pfv-3pl=coll
is̄ súʔ ʼcēʼ d kā ʼkúmèʼ d
fifty five
‘The money that Don gave me amounts to 55.’
If the relative clause is intransitive and the noun it modifies is not a core ar-
gument of the relative clause, such as relative clauses which modify heads of
prepositional phrases, the relative clause uses a post-verbal Marked Nomina-
tive S strategy. In such situations, the prepositions themselves do not occur.
(914) ah́ā
1sg
mis̀h-á
see:ipfv-1sg
mò
place
gi ̀
gen.rel
di-̌n
exist.sg:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
‘I know the place where he is.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(915) ah́ā
1sg
ta-̄ná
cop:pfv-1sg
gi ̀
gen.cl1
lòlòp̱
story
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
em̄bǔl
time
jiǹ
rel.sg
i-́n-an᷄ā
go.pl:ipfv-nas-erg.1pi
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
It́a̱ŋ̄
Itang
só-n
run.pl:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
It́a̱ŋ̄
Itang
mòn diť ̱
monsoon season
‘I have a story from the time when we fled from Itang, people were
fleeing from Itang in the monsoon season.’
Transitive relative clauses in which the noun which is modified is not a core
argument of the relative clause also prefer post-verbal arguments. In example
(916), both A and O are placed after the verb.
(916) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
gi ̀
gen.rel
tá
cop:ipfv
te̱-́n̄
hunger-ass
dham̀
honey
à
ass.cl2
gaňā
real
tan̄i ́
phm
mišh
know:ipfv
bwaỳ
way
gi ̀
gen.rel
lòl-u᷄ni ̄
collect:ipfv-erg.3pl
à
cl2
dham̀
honey
‘People who have hunger for honey know exactly the way how to get
honey (which they get honey).’
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(917) ańā
1pi
ta-̄nà
cop:pfv-1pi
gi ̀
pp.cl1
tōnte̱ ́
food
jiǹ
rel.sg
si-̄n
plant:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ańā
1pi
ta-̄n
cop:pfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
ris̀
many
‘We have many (types of) food which we plant.’
Relative clauses with auxiliary constructions also tend to prefer verb-initial
constructions for both the auxiliary verb as well as the main verb.
(918) úni ̄
3pl
ʼko᷄-n
stay.pl:ipfv-3pl
ǹtaǵi ̀
until
em̄bǔl
time
gi ̀
gen.rel
mi-̀n-úni ̄
do.aux:ipfv-nas-3pl
ʼbit́h
strong
was̀hań
boy
mò
mo
dhal̀i ̀
and
nyar̀á
girl
gar̀à
also
ki ́
comp
ʼbit́h
redup
mò
mo
dhal̀i ̀
and
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
comp
mas̀h
marry
mò
mo
‘They had to stay (wait) until the time of both the boy and the girl
being mature enough to marry.’
If a sentence with a relative clause is negated, the negation particle will be
placed at the end of the sentence, not the initial clause, as in example 919.
(919) wà
and
yiša᷆
neg
mišh-ki-́n
know:pfv-ad1-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
mùsùliy̌a-̀m
responsibility-ass
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
jiǹ
rel.sg
mùr
will.aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
mi ́
do
i ́
loc.cl1
bwa-̌ŋ
inside-ass
gùʼb=à
house=neg
‘And (they) don’t know their responsibility which they should do in the
home.’
10.4 Adverbial Subordinate Clauses
Subordinate clauses refer to clauses which are grammatically dependent on
another clause and which function to modify this clause in some way. The
primary way to form adverbial subordinate clauses in Uduk is with the com-
plementizer ki ́, which has a generalized meaning and can be used for condi-
tional clauses, temporal clauses, sequential clauses, and simultaneous clauses.
The ordering of the clauses is flexible, and subordinate-main as well as main-
subordinate orders are possible.
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(920) ki ́
comp
é
2sg
di ̀
exist.sg:pfv
ki ́
comp
yà
go.sg
mò
mo
tan̄i,́
phm
ah́ā
1sg
mi-̀ná
do.aux:ipfv-1sg
úsh
refuse
yà
go.sg
mò
mo
si ̀ʼ dà
also
‘If you do not go, I will also refuse to go.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(921) ah́ā
1sg
se-́ná
climb:ipfv-1sg
miś
up
kaá̄
comp.1sg
mis̀h-á
see:ipfv-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
wùlúʔ
tawny.eagle
‘I was climbing up when I saw a tawny eagle.’
(922) ki ́
comp
ah́ā
1sg
ʼdańkaĺ-á
roll:ipfv-1sg
wòsh
rock
tan̄i ́
phm
ah́ā
1sg
mis̀h-á
see:ipfv-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
ʼtiń ʼdas̄h
ant
‘When I rolled the rock I saw ants.’
It is also possible to give further semantic specification to ki ́ by the use of
prepositions, as seen in example (923).
(923) ʼkōd
after
ki ́
comp
ah́ā
1sg
ʼdańkaĺ-á
roll:ipfv-1sg
wòsh
rock
tan̄i ́
phm
ah́ā
1sg
mis̀h-á
see:ipfv-1sg
ā
acc.cl2
ʼtiń ʼdas̄h
ant
‘After I rolled the rock I saw ants.’
In addition to subordinate clauses formed with ki ́, there are a handful of other
subordinating morphemes which may be used to form adverbial subordinate
clauses. Known subordinators include waḵ̀ki ́ for conditional clauses, gòm for
reason and adversative clauses, and mèʼ d for temporal clauses.
(924) gòm
for
waḵ̀ki ́
if
é
2sg
ʼte-́n
not.want:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
bwà
stomach.part
yà
go.sg
thaḿ
spear
wàʼ c
fish
kā
with.cl2
ḵūḵa᷇ʼ b
hooked.spear
tan̄i ́
phm
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
mò
mo
gǒr
angle
wàʼ c
fish
kā
with.cl2
gǒraʔ̄
gora
‘Because if you don’t want to spear fish with spears then you can go to
fish with goras.’
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(925) waḵ̀ki ́
if
wat̀hi ́
person
ʼkósh-óʼd
kill:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
shet̄,̱
antelope,
ʼkúp̱
head
tō
thing
mi-́nù
do.aux:pfv-imprs
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
ḵaĺ
carry
bwaỳ
to
cōm=a?́
his.father=q
‘If a person kills an antelope, is the head carried to the father’s home?’
(926) waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
ʼci ́
child
p̱úʼd-úʼd
reach:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
yil̀
year
ʼkúmèʼ d pé kwar̄ā
thirteen
aw̄́
or
ʼkúmèʼ d i ̀ pé súʔ
twelve
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
te̱ĺ
begin
mi ́
do.part
ʼpeń
behind.part
i ̀
lnk
mas̀h
marry
mò
mo
‘If the child reaches the year thirteen or twelve then he can start to get
married.’
Adversative and reason adverbial clauses are formed by gòm.
(927) dhal̀-kú
leave-itv
ki ́
comp
yà
go
ʼdis̄h
near
jis̀
hole
is̄
body.part
gòm
for
é
2sg
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
biť ̱
fall
i ́
loc.cl1
jis̀
hole
‘Don’t go near the hole lest you fall.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
(928) gòm
for
em̄bǔl
time
gà
gen.cl1:cl2
ʼdis̄han̄́
now
tan̄i ́
phm
nyar̀á
girl
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
gam̀-ù
find.pfv?-imprs
ki ́
comp
ta̱ʔ̄
fall:pfv?
mā
erg.cl2
kó
breast
mò
mo
tan̄i,́
phm,
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ó
say
ki ́
comp
pe-́ʼd
pass:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
tib́à
tiba
‘Because at this time a girl, if (she) is found to have falling breasts,
people will say that she’s past (the time of marriage).’
Temporal adverbial clauses are formed by mèʼ d, frequently with a demonstra-
tive.
(929) mèʼ d
as
súm
python
ʼkósh-ù
hit:pfv-imprs
tan̄i ́
phm
yiša᷆
neg
wǔ-ʼd
die:pfv-3sg
ki ́ jah̀aǹe=̀yà
quickly=neg
‘When the python was hit then it did not die very quickly.’
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Temporal adverbials with mèʼ d and a demonstrative are unlike other subordi-
nating constructions, in that they require a verb-initial structure.
(930) mèʼ d
as
yiń
dem.prox.anph
hèʼ th
fall:ipfv
mà
erg.cl2
shōʼk
rain
tan̄i ́
phm
am̄́
1pe
ʼkō-ná
stay.pl-1pe
e᷄
loc.dur:cl1
gùʼb
house
‘During the falling of rain, we stayed inside the house.’
(931) mèʼ d
as
yiń
dem.prox.anph
di-̌n
exist.sg:ipfv-nas
mā
erg.cl2
shōʼk
rain
ki ́
comp
héʼ th
fall
tan̄i ́
phm
à
cl2
ḵóʼbā
corn
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
yiša᷆
neg
‘During the rainy season, there’s no corn.’
(932) mèʼ d
as
yiń
dem.prox.anph
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
wáʼ d
hunt
á
loc.cl2
Jal̀ɨ ̀
Chali
tan̄i,́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
gam̌-ań
find:ipfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
daẁà
baboon
kā
with.cl2
ris̀
many
‘While the people were going hunting in Chali, they found many ba-
boons.’
(933) mèʼ d
as
ca̱āń
dem.med
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
am̄́
1pe
bwaňycwá
woods
tan̄i ́
phm
am̄́
1pe
gam̌-ki-́ná
find:ipfv-ad1-1pe
ḵwas̄hkam̄
acc.cl2
mò
turtle
‘When we went into the bush, we found some turtles.’
10.5 Clause Chaining
Although there are a variety of different structures available for clause link-
ing, Uduk relies particularly heavily on what is called here clause chaining.
This is a type of paratactic clause linking, in which long sequences of quasi-
dependent clauses are strung together, each chained clause having a non-finite
verb construction with the Narrative ki ́. The complementizer ki ́, which is also
the primary method of forming subordinate clauses, is likely related to the
Narrative ki ́, which triggers a type of co-subordination.
In chained clauses, the first clause of the chain, unlike the rest, occurs with
a finite construction, with agreement marking and tonal aspectual marking.
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Thereafter each additional clause is the chain is with the Narrative ki ́. Verbs
in the Narrative construction invariably occur with the base root tones, do not
have agreement marking, and can also make use of the non-finite morphemes
such as itive kúʔ and ventive úʔ.
The following set of examples come from the story The Birapinya Tree, in which
the narrator uses a number of chained clauses.
(934) úni ̄
3pl
ha᷄
agree:ipfv
gò
word.part
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
i ̀
lnk
ric̀
grind
à
acc.cl2
gar̀iš
okra
‘they agreed to grind the okra.’
(935) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ʼcōʼk
prepare
mà
food
‘and then cooked the food.’
(936) mà
food
ki ́
narr
iś
ready
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘the food became ready.’
(937) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
nón
divide
mà
food
mò
mo
‘they divided the food.’
(938) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ʼdūp̱
stir
ā
acc.cl2
ʼtas̄h
soup
‘they stirred the soup.’
(939) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
shwá
eat
mà
food
mò
mo
‘and they ate the food.’
10.6 Coordinate Clauses
Coordination is a morphosyntactic means of linking two clauses of equal gram-
matical status (Payne 1997). Coordinated clauses are linked primarily in Uduk
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with the conjunction dhal̀i ̀, ‘and, but’, which is placed at the beginning of one
of the clauses. Dhal̀i ̀ is quite flexible in the types of constructions it links, and
the second clause need not be a clause of equal grammatical status.
(940) wat̀hiʔ́
man
yań
dem.prox
dwam̌-á
fat-stv
dhaǹ
great
à
ass.cl2
dwam̀
redup
i ́
loc.cl1
tw̱aʔ́aʔ̄,
first,
dhal̀i ̀
and
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼdis̄heśan̄
nowadays
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼti-̄yá
thin-stv
ʼti ̄
redup
mò
mo
‘This man was fat before, but now he is thin.’
(941) dhal̀i ̀
and
tōnte̱ʔ́
food
yiša᷆
neg
di-̀ʼd
exist.sg:pfv-3sg
yiša=̄yà
neg=neg
dhal̀i ̀
and
am̄́
1pe
dǒḵ ē
again
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
mò
mo
cw̱aňy
dig
ā
acc.cl2
sēʼ d
wild.potato
‘And there was no food so we then went to dig up wild potatoes.’
(942) wat̀hi ́
man
ki ́
narr
bǔh
grab
gaǹdaľ
knife
tan̄i ́
phm
dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
sūʼk
stab
cōm
father.3pl
mò
mo
dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
cōm
father.3pl
ki ́
narr
gùs
run.sg
i ̀
lnk
yà
go
wú
die
i ́
loc.cl1
wòsh
mountain
à
ass.cl2
Jal̀è
Chali
‘The man grabbed a knife and stabbed their father, and their father ran
to die in Chali mountain.’
Dhal̀i ̀ may also combine with subordinating morphemes and clause-chaining
constructions.
(943) dhal̀i ̀
and
waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
dham̀
bee
úr
chase:pfv
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
miśh
know
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
é
2sg
mùr-i-́n
aux.prosp:ipfv-ad2-2sg
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
à
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
‘But if the bee chases after it, then you know that you are going to find
honey.’
(944) dhal̀i ̀
and
ʼkwan̄i-́n
people-ass
tiýā
some
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
i ̀
lnk
si ̄
plant
pós
sorghum
dhal̀i ̀
and
yeh̀
sow
à
acc.cl2
pūʔ
sesame
‘And some people go to plant sorghum, and scatter sesame (seeds).’
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In rare instances, wal̀à ‘or’ and aw̄́ ‘or’ (from Arabic) are also used to connect
clauses. These are more commonly used as discourse devices to rephrase some-
thing, however.
(945) bà
so
mi ́
do
yań
dem.prox
ḿmò
ger
mas̀h-úni ̄
marry:pfv?-3pl
ki ́
comp
gwàʼ d
small
is̄ā yeḿpā
always
tan̄i ́
phm
shiʔ́-úni-̄yā
bad:ipfv-3pl-acc.cl2
mùstaḵ́bal̀
future
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
mò,
mo
aw̄́
or
mi ́
do.nom
kūn
rel.pl
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
mi ́
do
gòmà
for.cl2
bòr
future
tan̄i ́
phm
shiʔ́
bad:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
mò
mo
‘This habit of them always marrying early spoils their future, or spoils
the deeds which they can do for the future.’
They do connect individual lexemes more frequently, however.
(946) bà
so
daŋ̀ḵáʼ b
dangkab
mùr-ù
aux:ipfv-imprs
ʼkúc ̱
fold
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
cā̱ʼ b
sit
ā
acc.cl2
ciḿ
day
dǒḵ ē
again
mèʼ d
like
kwar̄ā
three
aw̄́
or
dòŋòn
four
i ́
loc.cl1
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘So the dangkab is rounded and then it sits (for some) days again, like
three or four (days) there.’
A second way of linking clauses is through the word tan̄i ́ (and its abbreviated
form tan̄. Tan̄i ́ is complicated, as it has uses both as a filler word as well as
more meaningful grammatical uses. Its use is more phatic than grammatical,
showing a transition from one idea to the next. It delimits speech into smaller
sections, such as fronted topics, or when a speaker signals the end of a single
speech act.
Examples of extraposed topics (947), adverbial phrase frames (948, 949, 950),
gerund phrases (951, 952), and clause linking (953, 954) may be seen below.
(947) à
cl2
mať ̱
ashwater
tan̄
phm
é
2sg
mi-́n
do:pfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼthā
burn
cwá
wood
aw̄́
or
ʼthā
burn
kańyciŕ
kancir.grass
aw̄́
or
cwá
wood
wǔnan̄dhar̀àʼ c
selig
tan̄i ́
phm
‘As for the ash-broth, you should burn wood, or kancir grass, or selig
wood.’
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(948) kā gǔsh ińniń
long ago
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
as̄-ań
fight:ipfv-3pl
nyaḵ̀ká
with.cl2
Árab̀
Arab
‘A long time ago, the Uduk people fought with the Arabs.’
(949) dhal̀i ̀
and
káʼ dan̄
dem.adv.med
tan̄
phm
yim̀ań
liquid
jaň
dem.med
ki ́
narr
cúḵ
drip
kā
with.cl2
ḵúʼth
slow
i ́
loc.cl1
is̄
body.part
‘And like that that liquid drips slowly.’
(950) i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀ań
inside
wat́ ̱
hunt
tan̄i ́
phm
waz̀ɨ ́
person
shwaḱaḿ
uncle
peḿ
poss.1sg
á
cl2
kaḿú
someone
yùḵ
call:ipfv
ká
comp.cl2
Jaǹà
Jana
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Within the hunt (there was) another man, my uncle is called Jana.’
(951) ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
man̄́
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
bwaỳ
to
baŋ̀gap̱̀
corn field
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
si ̄
plant
ā
acc.cl2
ḵóʼbā
corn
‘From there then people go to the corn field, to plant maize.’
(952) kaśan̄
dem.adv.prox
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
di ̀
stay.sg
maśan̄
dem.loc.prox
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
cō̱r
wait
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
bee
‘Like that he stays there to wait for a bee.’
(953) à
cl2
zʉ̀p̱
lion
kɨ ́
narr
yà
go
haj̀as̀
snatch
bòzóŋ
hartebeest
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
ḵō
fear
is̄
body.part
mò
mo
zɨl̀-ɨ ́
leave-ad2
zʉ̀p̱
lion
mò
mo
‘A lion snatched the hartebeest, people got scared and left the lion.’
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(954) kat̄iĺi ́
yesterday
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
mùr-i-́i ̀
intend:ipfv-ad2-lnk
aś
fight
tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
yé
escape
gò
word.part
is̄
body.part
mò
mo
‘People were going to fight yesterday, but then they cancelled.’
As a filler word, however, tan̄i ́ is used as a repair strategy during spontaneous
speech. It fills pauses during speech planning difficulties or lexical retrieval
failure, and can occur multiple times in a row.
(955) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄i ́
phm
yà
go.sg:pfv
mò-m
place-ass
paŕ
hunt
ten̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄i ́
phm
ki ́
narr
yà
go
ten̄i ́
phm
yà
go
gam̀
find
yaṕ̱
porcupine
‘He go(es) to hunt, he went to find a porcupine.’
(956) aw̄́
or
tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄
first
ten̄
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄
phm
ya-̌ʼd
go.sg:ipfv
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
súm
python
it́en̄i ́
phm
‘or first he went and found a python.’
Although it is not quite coordination, i ̀ can also function as a type of syntactic
pivot used to link separate predicates which use the same subject; the form
of the verb after i ̀ remains in a non-finite form, however. The term subject
refers to constructions in which S can link with A or S, or A links with A or S;
Impersonal constructions and O-Voice constructions may link with each other,
but not with S or A.
The following examples are repeated from section 9.14.
(773, repeated) S = S
wat̀hiʔ́
man
dǒsh-óʼd
stand:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
yà
go
ʼdéʼ k
lift
shōʼk
foot
ar̄ab̀iýaʔ̄
vehicle
‘The man is standing and goes to lift a tire.’
(774, repeated) S = A
à
cl2
ʼbóm
woman
dǒsh-óʼd
stand:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼkósh
hit
ā
acc.cl2
ḵúrsē
chair
‘The woman is standing and hits a chair.’
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(775, repeated) *S = O
*wat̀hiʔ́
*man
di-̌ʼd
exist:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
kwan̄
hit
mā
gen.cl2
gas̀aás̄
bottle
‘The man was sitting there and hit by a bottle.’
(776, repeated) *S = OIMPRS
*à
*cl2
ʼbóm
woman
dǒsh-óʼd
stand:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
beľ-ù
push-imprs
‘The woman is walking and then was pushed.’
(777, repeated) A = A
à
cl2
nyaẃ
cat
ūr-úʼd
chase:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ʼtiḵ́
rat
i ̀
lnk
bùʼth
catch
mò
mo
‘The cat chased the rat and caught it.’
(778, repeated) O = O
wat̀hi-́n
person-ass
ʼdiʔ́
steal
ūr
chase:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
i ̀
lnk
bùʼth
catch
mò
mo
‘The thief was chased by the people and caught.’
10.7 Modal Particles
There are numerous sentence-level particles in Uduk, many of which have a
multitude of uses. Delving into all the details is beyond the scope of this work,
but a basic presentation of some modal particles is nonetheless useful.
Known modal particles include the following:
• ʼtá
• ʼté
• bè
• bà
• sà
• ti ́
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• má
ʼTá is used to create interrogative constructions, particularly for surprised ques-
tions, or those in which the speaker was expecting something else.
(957) é
2sg
ḵó-n
fear:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
dhòp̱
lion
ʼta?́
qta
‘Aren’t you afraid of the lion?’
ʼTé is used for emphatic interrogative constructions, or those in which the
speaker is surprised.
(958) úm
2pl
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-2pl
mò
mo
ʼte?́
qte
‘Oh, are you leaving?’
With declarative constructions, the particle ʼté gives a meaning of ‘just’ or
‘only’.
(959) áʼ di ̄
3sg
﻿cá̱ʼ b-áʼ d
sit.sg:ipfv-3sg
ʼté
mo
‘He’s just sitting there.’ (Beam and Cridland 1956)
There are two main emphatic particles, bè and baʔ̀. Emphatic particles are gen-
erally used in positive statements; that is, they are not used in either questions
or negated clauses. These can occur in non-verbal predicates as well as verbal
predicates.
The particle baʔ̀ is typically used for situations of contrasts, or to show agree-
ment.
(960) à
cl2
ʼká
dog
baʔ̀
ba
‘It is a DOG.’ (e.g. as opposed to a cat)
The particle bè is also used to show agreement, or to create an emphatic declar-
ative construction.
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(961) à
cl2
ʼká
dog
bè
be
‘It is indeed a dog.’ (agreeing with addressee)
The particle sà makes a sentence into a ‘wondering’ type of statement or an
idea of uncertainty, as in example (962).
(962) mańè
where
áʼ di ̄
3sg
saʔ̀
sa
‘I wonder where he is...’
The particle ti ́ is an evidential particle which is used for either quotative or
hearsay situations. It can be used for direct quotes as well as indirect quotes.
(963) Bařgò
Bargo
úni ̄
3pl
kā
with.cl2
Maŕgò
Margo
ō-nù
say:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
as̀-ań
fight:ipfv-3pl
ti ́
quot
‘Bargo and Margo are fighting, it has been said.’
(964) Áhā
1sg
mùr-a-́à
will.aux:ipfv-1sg
wal̀
lnk
à
talk
tó̱r-á
lnk
á
talk-loc.cl2
p̱ó
loc.cl2
ar̄i ́
top
tō
dim
jiǹ
thing
yùḵ-ù
rel.sg
ká
call:ipfv-imprs
net̀͟h
comp:cl2
ti ́
honey badger
bà
quot
‘I’m going to talk about a little thing called a honey badger (which I
heard).’
The particle má is used in Imperative or Hortative constructions, and softens
the feel of the command.
(965) kar̄-i ̄
put-imp
mèʼ d
hand
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
i ̀
lnk
ḵúʼth
dry
má
ma
‘Keep your hands dry!’
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(966) pōsh-ki-́nà
jump-ad1-1pi
ʼté
just
is̄
body.part
i ́
loc.cl1
dhaǹ
great
mò
place
yún
dem.anph
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
ki ́
comp
ḵwańyḵwańy
clear
ińiń
there
má
ma’
‘Let us just jump through that great way, which is clear.’
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Appendix A
Verb paradigms
This section of the appendix gives some examples of different paradigms refer-
enced in Chapter 8. Examples are given forMonovalent construction paradigms
and Bivalent construction paradigms with a Class I O. Bivalent construction
paradigms with a Class II O can be assumed to follow the same pattern as
Monovalent in all instances.
A.1 Monovalent Imperfective
A.1.1 Open Syllable
Open Syllable Imperfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 1 (p̱ē, ‘to jump,
fly’)
áhā p̱eńá 1sg ám̄ p̱eńá 1pe
ánā p̱eńà 1pi
é p̱eń 2sg úm p̱eń 2pl
áʼdi ̄ p̱éʼ d 3sg úni ̄ p̱eń 3pl
Open Syllable Imperfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 2 (dhù, ‘to
keep’)
áhā dhǔná 1sg ám̄ dhǔná 1pe
ánā dhǔnà 1pi
é dhǔn 2sg úm dhǔn 2pl
áʼdi ̄ dhǔʼd 3sg úni ̄ dhǔn 3pl
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Open Syllable Imperfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 3 (shwá, ‘to eat
(soft things)’
áhā shwāná 1sg ám̄ shwāná 1pe
ánā shwānà 1pi
é shwa᷄n 2sg úm shwa᷄n 2pl
áʼdi ̄ shwa᷄ʼd 3sg úni ̄ shwa᷄n 3pl
Open Syllable Imperfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 4 (je ,̌ ‘to curse’)
áhā jeǹá 1sg ám̄ jeǹá 1pe
ánā jeǹà 1pi
é jeǹ 2sg úm jeǹ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ jèʼ d 3sg úni ̄ jeǹ 3pl
Open Syllable Imperfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 5 (lá, ‘to go
early, quickly’)
áhā làná 1sg ám̄ làná 1pe
ánā lànà 1pi
é làn 2sg úm làn 2pl
áʼdi ̄ làʼd 3sg úni ̄ làn 3pl
A.1.2 Closed Syllable
Closed Syllable Imperfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 1 (ʼthāʼ k, ‘to
spit’)
áhā ʼtháká 1sg ám̄ ʼtháká 1pe
ánā ʼthákà 1pi
é ʼthákán 2sg úm ʼthákán 2pl
áʼdi ̄ ʼthákáʼd 3sg úni ̄ ʼthákán 3pl
Closed Syllable Imperfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 2 (bùʼth, ‘to
grasp, hold’)
áhā bǔthá 1sg ám̄ bǔthá 1pe
ánā bǔthà 1pi
é bǔthún 2sg úm bǔthún 2pl
áʼdi ̄ bǔthúʼd 3sg úni ̄ bǔthún 3pl
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Closed Syllable Imperfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 3 (ʼci ́ʼ th, ‘to
cut’)
áhā ʼcit̄há 1sg ám̄ ʼcit̄há 1pe
ánā ʼcit̄hà 1pi
é ʼcit̄hiń 2sg úm ʼcit̄hiń 2pl
áʼdi ̄ ʼcit̄hi ́ʼd 3sg úni ̄ ʼcit̄hiń 3pl
Closed Syllable Imperfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 4 (bǔḵ, ‘to
undress’)
áhā bùká̱ 1sg ám̄ bùká̱ 1pe
ánā bùkà̱ 1pi
é bùkú̱n 2sg úm bùkú̱n 2pl
áʼdi ̄ bùkú̱ʼd 3sg úni ̄ bùkú̱n 3pl
Closed Syllable Imperfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 5 (héʼ th, ‘to
call’)
áhā het̀há 1sg ám̄ het̀há 1pe
ánā het̀hà 1pi
é het̀heń 2sg úm het̀heń 2pl
áʼdi ̄ het̀héʼ d 3sg úni ̄ het̀heń 3pl
A.2 Monovalent Perfective
A.2.1 Open Syllable
Open Syllable Perfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 1 (p̱ē, ‘to jump,
fly’)
áhā p̱en̄á 1sg ám̄ p̱en̄á 1pe
ánā p̱en̄à 1pi
é p̱en̄ 2sg úm p̱en̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ p̱ēʼ d 3sg úni ̄ p̱en̄ 3pl
Open Syllable Perfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 2 (dhù, ‘to keep’)
áhā dhùná 1sg ám̄ dhùná 1pe
ánā dhùnà 1pi
é dhùn 2sg úm dhùn 2pl
áʼdi ̄ dhùʼd 3sg úni ̄ dhùn 3pl
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Open Syllable Perfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 3 (shwá, ‘to eat
(soft things)’
áhā shwáná 1sg ám̄ shwáná 1pe
ánā shwánà 1pi
é shwán 2sg úm shwán 2pl
áʼdi ̄ shwáʼd 3sg úni ̄ shwán 3pl
Open Syllable Perfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 4 (jě, ‘to curse’)
áhā jeňá 1sg ám̄ jeňá 1pe
ánā jeňà 1pi
é jeň 2sg úm jeň 2pl
áʼdi ̄ jěʼ d 3sg úni ̄ jeň 3pl
Open Syllable Perfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 5 (lá, ‘to go early,
quickly’)
áhā láná 1sg ám̄ láná 1pe
ánā lánà 1pi
é lán 2sg úm lán 2pl
áʼdi ̄ láʼd 3sg úni ̄ lán 3pl
A.2.2 Closed Syllable
Closed Syllable Perfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 1 (ʼthāʼ k, ‘to
spit’)
áhā ʼthāká 1sg ám̄ ʼthāká 1pe
ánā ʼthākà 1pi
é ʼthākān 2sg úm ʼthākān 2pl
áʼdi ̄ ʼthākāʼd 3sg úni ̄ ʼthākān 3pl
Closed Syllable Perfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 2 (bùʼth, ‘to
grasp, hold’)
áhā bùthá 1sg ám̄ bùthá 1pe
ánā bùthà 1pi
é bùthùn 2sg úm bùthùn 2pl
áʼdi ̄ bùthùʼd 3sg úni ̄ bùthùn 3pl
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Closed Syllable Perfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 3 (ʼci ́ʼ th, ‘to cut’)
áhā ʼcit́há 1sg ám̄ ʼcit́há 1pe
ánā ʼcit́hà 1pi
é ʼcit́hiń 2sg úm ʼcit́hiń 2pl
áʼdi ̄ ʼcit́hi ́ʼd 3sg úni ̄ ʼcit́hiń 3pl
Closed Syllable Perfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 4 (bǔḵ, ‘to un-
dress’)
áhā bǔká̱ 1sg ám̄ bǔká̱ 1pe
ánā bǔkà̱ 1pi
é bǔkú̱n 2sg úm bǔkú̱n 2pl
áʼdi ̄ bǔkú̱ʼd 3sg úni ̄ bǔkú̱n 3pl
Closed Syllable Perfective Monovalent Agreement, Tone Class 5 (héʼ th, ‘to
stretch’)
áhā het́há 1sg ám̄ het́há 1pe
ánā het́hà 1pi
é het́heń 2sg úm het́heń 2pl
áʼdi ̄ het́héʼ d 3sg úni ̄ het́heń 3pl
A.3 Bivalent Class I O Imperfective
A.3.1 Open Syllable
Open Syllable Imperfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 1 (p̱ē, ‘to jump,
fly’)
áhā p̱eńá áʼdi ̄ 1sg ám̄ p̱eńá áʼdi ̄ 1pe
ánā p̱eńà áʼdi ̄ 1pi
é p̱é áʼdi ̄ 2sg úm p̱é áʼdi ̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ p̱é áʼdi ̄ 3sg úni ̄ p̱é áʼdi ̄ 3pl
Open Syllable Imperfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 2 (dhù, ‘to keep’)
áhā dhǔná tō 1sg ám̄ dhǔná tō 1pe
ánā dhǔnà tō 1pi
é dhǔ tō 2sg úm dhǔ tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ dhǔ tō 3sg úni ̄ dhǔ tō 3pl
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Open Syllable Imperfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 3 (shwá, ‘to eat
(soft things)’
áhā shwāná tō 1sg ám̄ shwāná tō 1pe
ánā shwānà tō 1pi
é shwa᷄ tō 2sg úm shwa᷄ tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ shwa᷄ tō 3sg úni ̄ shwa᷄ tō 3pl
Open Syllable Imperfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 4 (jě, ‘to curse’)
áhā jeǹá áʼdi ̄ 1sg ám̄ jeǹá áʼdi ̄ 1pe
ánā jeǹà áʼdi ̄ 1pi
é jè áʼdi ̄ 2sg úm jè áʼdi ̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ jè áʼdi ̄ 3sg úni ̄ jè áʼdi ̄ 3pl
Open Syllable Imperfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 5 (mi ́, ‘to do’)
áhā miǹá tō 1sg ám̄ miǹá tō 1pe
ánā miǹà tō 1pi
é mi ̀ tō 2sg úm mi ̀ tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ mi ̀ tō 3sg úni ̄ mi ̀ tō 3pl
A.3.2 Closed Syllable
Closed Syllable Imperfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 1 (ʼthāʼ k, ‘to spit’)
áhā ʼtháká tō 1sg ám̄ ʼtháká tō 1pe
ánā ʼthákà tō 1pi
é ʼtháʼk tō 2sg úm ʼtháʼk tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ ʼtháʼk tō 3sg úni ̄ ʼtháʼk tō 3pl
Closed Syllable Imperfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 2 (bùʼth, ‘to grasp,
hold’)
áhā bǔthá áʼdi ̄ 1sg ám̄ bǔthá áʼdi ̄ 1pe
ánā bǔthà áʼdi ̄ 1pi
é bǔth áʼdi ̄ 2sg úm bǔth áʼdi ̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ bǔth áʼdi ̄ 3sg úni ̄ bǔth áʼdi ̄ 3pl
Closed Syllable Imperfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 3 (ʼci ́ʼ th, ‘to cut’)
áhā ʼcit̄há tō 1sg ám̄ ʼcit̄há tō 1pe
ánā ʼcit̄hà tō 1pi
é ʼcit᷄h tō 2sg úm ʼcit᷄h tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ ʼcit᷄h tō 3sg úni ̄ ʼcit᷄h tō 3pl
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Closed Syllable Imperfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 4 (bǔḵ, ‘to un-
dress’)
áhā bùká̱ áʼdi ̄ 1sg ám̄ bùká̱ áʼdi ̄ 1pe
ánā bùkà̱ áʼdi ̄ 1pi
é bùḵ áʼdi ̄ 2sg úm bùḵ áʼdi ̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ bùḵ áʼdi ̄ 3sg úni ̄ bùḵ áʼdi ̄ 3pl
Closed Syllable Imperfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 5 (héʼ th, ‘to
stretch’)
áhā het̀há áʼdi ̄ 1sg ám̄ het̀há áʼdi ̄ 1pe
ánā het̀hà áʼdi ̄ 1pi
é het̀h áʼdi ̄ 2sg úm het̀h áʼdi ̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ het̀h áʼdi ̄ 3sg úni ̄ het̀h áʼdi ̄ 3pl
A.4 Bivalent Class I O Perfective
A.4.1 Open Syllable
Open Syllable Perfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 1 (p̱ē, ‘to jump, fly’)
áhā p̱en̄á áʼdi ̄ 1sg ám̄ p̱en̄á áʼdi ̄ 1pe
ánā p̱en̄à áʼdi ̄ 1pi
é p̱ē áʼdi ̄ 2sg úm p̱ē áʼdi ̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ p̱ē áʼdi ̄ 3sg úni ̄ p̱ē áʼdi ̄ 3pl
Open Syllable Perfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 2 (dhù, ‘to keep’)
áhā dhùná tō 1sg ám̄ dhùná tō 1pe
ánā dhùnà tō 1pi
é dhù tō 2sg úm dhù tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ dhù tō 3sg úni ̄ dhù tō 3pl
Open Syllable Perfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 3 (shwá, ‘to eat (soft
things)’
áhā shwáná tō 1sg ám̄ shwáná tō 1pe
ánā shwánà tō 1pi
é shwá tō 2sg úm shwá tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ shwá tō 3sg úni ̄ shwá tō 3pl
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Open Syllable Perfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 4 (je ,̌ ‘to curse’)
áhā jeňá áʼdi ̄ 1sg ám̄ jeňá áʼdi ̄ 1pe
ánā jeňà áʼdi ̄ 1pi
é jě áʼdi ̄ 2sg úm jě áʼdi ̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ jě áʼdi ̄ 3sg úni ̄ jě áʼdi ̄ 3pl
Open Syllable Perfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 5 (mi ́, ‘to do’)
áhā mińá tō 1sg ám̄ mińá tō 1pe
ánā mińà tō 1pi
é mi ́ tō 2sg úm mi ́ tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ mi ́ tō 3sg úni ̄ mi ́ tō 3pl
A.4.2 Closed Syllable
Closed Syllable Perfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 1 (ʼthāʼ k, ‘to spit’)
áhā ʼthāká tō 1sg ám̄ ʼthāká tō 1pe
ánā ʼthākà tō 1pi
é ʼthāʼk tō 2sg úm ʼthāʼk tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ ʼthāʼk tō 3sg úni ̄ ʼthāʼk tō 3pl
Closed Syllable Perfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 2 (bùʼth, ‘to grasp,
hold’)
áhā bùthá áʼdi ̄ 1sg ám̄ bùthá áʼdi ̄ 1pe
ánā bùthà áʼdi ̄ 1pi
é bùʼth áʼdi ̄ 2sg úm bùʼth áʼdi ̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ bùʼth áʼdi ̄ 3sg úni ̄ bùʼth áʼdi ̄ 3pl
Closed Syllable Perfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 3 (ʼci ́ʼ th, ‘to cut’)
áhā ʼcit́há tō 1sg ám̄ ʼcit́há tō 1pe
ánā ʼcit́hà tō 1pi
é ʼcit́h tō 2sg úm ʼcit́h tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ ʼcit́h tō 3sg úni ̄ ʼcit́h tō 3pl
Closed Syllable Perfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 4 (bǔḵ, ‘to undress’)
áhā bǔká̱ áʼdi ̄ 1sg ám̄ bǔká̱ áʼdi ̄ 1pe
ánā bǔkà̱ áʼdi ̄ 1pi
é bǔḵ áʼdi ̄ 2sg úm bǔḵ áʼdi ̄ 2pl
áʼdi ̄ bǔḵ áʼdi ̄ 3sg úni ̄ bǔḵ áʼdi ̄ 3pl
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Closed Syllable Perfective Bivalent Agreement, Tone Class 5 (héʼ th, ‘to stretch’)
áhā het́há tō 1sg ám̄ het́há tō 1pe
ánā het́hà tō 1pi
é het́h tō 2sg úm het́h tō 2pl
áʼdi ̄ het́h tō 3sg úni ̄ het́h tō 3pl
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Appendix B
Yabus Uduk Phonology
This section of the appendix presents a brief overview of some of the areas in
which Yabus Uduk phonology differs from the varieties found in and around
Chali. This does not include an analysis of ATR vowel harmony or supraseg-
mental phonology.
B.1 Yabus Consonant Inventory
The Yabus variety of Uduk displays some variations in their consonants com-
pared to the standard, and a tentative inventory may be seen in table B.1. This
inventory is based on a limited amount of research, and rare and marginal
phonemes are not marked, nor are allophonic variations indicated. Further-
more, it is by no means certain that all phonemes have been found. As an ex-
ample, consonant length appears to be phonemic in Yabus, but more research
is needed in order to determine which consonants may be geminated.
As can be seen, Yabus does not have a dental-alveolar distinction in the plosive
series; instead, there are additional fricatives which are not found in standard
Uduk, typically corresponding to the dental plosives. Standard Uduk /t/̪ cor-
responds to /s/ in Yabus, /t ̪ʰ / to /tʰ/, /d̪/ to /z/, and /t ̪ʼ/ to /sʼ/. Furthermore,
there is one additional ejective fricative, the post-alveolar ejective fricative /ʃʼ/.
This corresponds to some words with /cʼ/ in the standard, but Yabus Uduk does
also retain /cʼ/ in addition to /ʃʼ/. As an example, standard Uduk ʼcē (cʼē) ‘ear’
is ʃʼē in Yabus, but ʼci ́ʼ th (cʼit́ ̪ʼ ) ‘to light a fire’ is cʼɨśʼ.
In regards to the loss of the voicing distinction currently taking place in stan-
dard Uduk, this does not apply to Yabus Uduk. Depressor consonants still have
played a role in Yabus Uduk diachronically, but there is no merge between
voiced and voiceless unaspirated plosives currently taking place. Voiced plo-
sives in Yabus are fully voiced, as is the additional voiced fricative /z/.
It is likely that the historical ATR system has resulted in synchronically opaque
alternations, in both ejectives as well as implosives. Yabus Uduk still retains
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Table B.1: Consonant Inventory: Yabus Dialect
Bilabial Alveolar Post-Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
Unaspirated p pʷ t c cʷ k kʷ ʔ
Aspirated pʰ pʰʷ tʰ cʰ cʰʷ kʰ kʰʷ
Ejective pʼ tʼ tʼʷ cʼ cʼʷ kʼ kʼʷ
Voiced b bʷ d dʷ j jʷ g gʷ
Implosive ɓ ɓʷ ɗ ɗʷ
Fricatives s z ʃ ʃʷ h
Ejec. Fricatives sʼ ʃʼ
Nasals m n ɲ ŋ ŋʷ
Lateral l
Trill r
Approx. y w
fully voiced consonants as well as ATR alternations, and some of the grammat-
ical forms of the verb result in voiced vs. consonant geminate alternations.
Further investigations into this more conservative dialect should shed light on
the synchronic alternations in the main Chali variety of Uduk.
B.2 Yabus Vowel Inventory
The Yabus dialect of Uduk shows a more conservative vowel system, and a
tentative system may be seen in table B.2. +ATR vowels [e], [ʌ], and [o] are
also found as surface allophones of /ɛ/, /a/, and /ɔ/. Unlike in standard Uduk,
Yabus Uduk retains its ATR vowel harmony system, and these are predictable
allophonic variants as a result of vowel harmony, not free variants. Additional
analysis of the ATR harmony system requires further research.
Table B.2: Vowel Inventory: Yabus Dialect
ʉ
u
ɔ
a
ɛ
ɨ
i
Appendix C
Texts
C.1 The Birapinya tree
Originally recorded by Wendy James and Tente, 1966
(967) à
cl2
Bir̀ap̀ińyā
Birapinya
‘The Birapinya tree’
(968) ris̀
many
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
mò-ny
place-ass
ʼceśh
earth
iń
go.pl:ipfv
i ̀
lnk
sā
dance
ā
acc.cl2
bar̀aŋ̀gǔʔ
Barangu
‘Many people from (all over) the world came to dance the Barangu’
(969) dhal̀à
and:cl2
ʼbóm
woman
nyaŋ̌
build:ipfv
gùʼb
house
shem̄en̄
next.to
bwaỳ
road
dhal̀i ̀
and
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼcóḵ
cook:ipfv
mà
food
ōʼd
fire
‘and a woman built her house near the road, and she was cooking food
on the fire’
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(970) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
wòt͟h
help
nyar̀á
girl
ʼkúp̱:
head.part:
kaŕā
you.all
nyar̀á
girl
i-̄yú-ù
go.pl-vent
ric̀-aá̄
lnk
à
grind-acc.1sg
gar̀iš
cl2
sà
okra
‘they (she) greeted (some) girls, “Please girls, come and grind some
okra for me.” ’
(971) dhal̀i:̀
and.cl1
è cw̱aʔ̀
neg.strong
ańa-̄nà
1pi-do.aux:ipfv.1pi
tiḿiń
group.of.girls
i ̀
lnk
nyit̀h
choose
was̀hań
boy
i ́
loc.cl1
ē
eye.part
bè
be’
‘And (they replied): No, others would choose boys beforehand ’
(972) kū-n
def.gen.pl-ass
tiýā
some
dǒō
again
i-̄kúʔ
go.pl-itv
‘Some others then came’
(973) ‘kaŕā
‘you.all
nyar̀á
girl
i-̄yú
go.pl-vent
ric̀
grind
à
acc.cl2
gar̀iš
okra
wa’̀
wa’
‘(She again asked): ‘You girls, won’t you come and grind some okra
please?’ ’
(974) ‘eè ̀ cw̱ah̀
‘neg.strong
ańa-̄nà
1pi-do.aux:ipfv.1pi
tiḿiń
group.of.girls
i ̀
lnk
nyit̀h
choose
was̀hań
boy
i ́
loc.cl1
ē
eye.part
be.̀’
be’
‘(They replied) ‘No, others would get boyfriends before us’ ’
(975) jaŋ̀kaḿú
Another
di-̌n
exist.sg:ipfv-nas
mā
erg.cl2
kaḿú
other
súsú
by.two
ʼkōʼd
behind
‘Another was accompanied by another behind (her)’
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(976) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
i-̄yú
go.pl-vent
úni ̄
3pl
súʔ
two
bes̀eńē
besene
jas̀
only
‘they came, the two of them, only’
(977) ‘úm
‘2pl
gwaňsan̄
dem.vb.pl
ʼkód=i ́
behind=coll
súʔ
two
san̄
dem.loc.prec.prox
i-̄yú
go.pl-vent
i ̀
lnk
ric̀-aá̄
grind-acc.1sg
à
cl2
gar̀iš.’
okra’
‘(She again asked): “The two of you coming behind, won’t you come
and grind some okra for me?’ ’
(978) úni ̄
3pl
ha᷄
agree:ipfv
gò
message.part
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
i ̀
lnk
ric̀
grind
à
acc.cl2
gar̀iš
okra
‘they agreed to grind the okra’
(979) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ʼcōʼk
prepare
mà
food
‘and then cooked the food’
(980) mà
food
ki ́
narr
iś
ready
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘the food became ready’
(981) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
nón
divide
mà
food
mò
mo
‘they divided food’
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(982) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ʼdūp̱
stir
ā
acc.cl2
ʼtas̄h
soup
‘They stirred the soup’
(983) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
shwá
eat
mà
food
mò
mo
‘They ate the food’
(984) dhal̀i ̀
and
ʼthúr
wash
mèʼ d
hand
tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
mò
mo
‘And (when they) washed their hands they left.’
(985) dhal̀i ̀
and
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ó
say
ki:́
comp.cl1
‘ha-́yi ̄
listen-imper
i ̀
lnk
iśan̄
dem.loc.prox.prec
dhal̀-kúʔ
let-itv
i ̄
ser.pl
ʼkó-yú
stay.pl-vent
ki ́
comp
rar̀as̀h
a lot
‘And she said, “Listen here, don’t go stay there for a long time,’
(986) gòm
because
am̄́
1pe
mi-̌ná
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-1pe
à
lnk
eṕ̱
burn.chop
ā
acc.cl2
Bir̀ap̀ińyā
Birapinya
shūnsan̄
soon.’
‘Because we want to burn-cut the Birapinya soon.” ’
(987) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
cih̄
listen
gò
message.part
tan̄i ́
phm
i ̄
go.pl:pfv
i ̀
lnk
sa-̄yú
dance-vent
ar̄i ́ ʼceǹ́nē
for a bit
ǹ
lnk
dòk-ú
return-vent
mò
mo
kā
with.cl2
nyaŋ̀ ʼkòʼd
after that
‘They listened (to her) and danced there for a while and returned back
again.’
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(988) dhal̀
and
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
bes̀é
besene
sa-̄y
dance:pfv-ad2
ā
acc.cl2
bar̀aŋ̀gǔ
Barangu
ti ́
quot
ki ́
comp.cl1
ras̀h ras̀h ras̀h
a lot
‘And it was told that (other) people then danced the Barangu for a long
long time’
(989) kaṕ̱
satisfy:pfv
sā
dance
mò
mo
bes̀eńē
besene
i-̄yú
go.pl:pfv-vent
mò
mo
bes̀eńnē
besene
gam̀
find:pfv
ká
comp.cl2
Bir̀ap̀ińyā
Birapinya
ki ́
comp
eṕ̱-ki-́n-áʼ di ̄
burn.chop:pfv-ad1-nas-erg.3sg
mò
mo
ti ́
quot
‘When satisfied with dancing they thenwent and found she (the woman)
had cut the birapinya tree (by burning).’
(990) dhal̀i ̀
and
úni ̄
3pl
bes̀eńē
besene
ki ́
narr
dòt ̱
ask
gò
message.part
ki:́
comp:
‘aáý
‘Hey
kaŕā
you.all
bwaỳ
way
mańeh̄?’
where?’
‘And they then asked “Hey guys, where is the way (out)?” ’
(991) ‘bwaỳ
‘way
ti ́
quot
p̱i-̄yi ́ʼ d
not.exist:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
ti.́’
quot’
‘ ‘There is no way!’ (says one of the dancers)’
(992) dhal̀i ̀
and
tiýa-̄n
some-ass
tiýā
some
ki ́
narr
ó
say
ki:́
comp.cl1
aíȳ
Hey
kaŕā
guys
i-̄ki-́nà
go.pl-ad1-1pi
mò
mo
dhaǹ
great
bwaỳ
way
ti ́
quot
di ̀
exist.sg:pfv
mò
mo
nin̄́ndè
through
‘And some of the others said ‘Guys let’s go, there is a great way through.’
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(993) pōsh-ki-́nà
jump:ipfv-ad1-1pi
ʼté
just
is̄
body.part
i ́
loc.cl1
dhaǹ
great
mò
place
yún
dem.anph
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
ki ́
comp
ḵwańyḵwańy
clear
ińiń
dem.loc.itv
ma.́’
ma’
‘Let us just jump through that great way, which is clear’ ’
(994) dhaǹ
great
ji-̀n
def.gen.sg-ass
túr-á
tall-stv
tūr
redup
ki ́
narr
lá
go.quickly
à
lnk
pósh
jump
mǒ
mo:loc.cl1
tw̱aʔ̄ā
first
là
go.quickly:ipfv
à
lnk
yà
go.sing
mò
mo
‘The tallest one quickly jumped first’
(995) ki ́
comp
dhaǹ
great
gaj̀à gaj̀à gaj̀à
idph1
ya-̀à
go.sing-lnk
ʼcéʼ d-ki ́
break-ad1
bwà
stomach.part
mò
mo
á
loc.cl2
ʼceśh
ground
mún
dem.loc.anph
ʼkāʼ būs
shattered2
‘and he flailed through the air, breaking into pieces there on the ground.’
(996) jam̀ú
another
dǒ ē
again
pósh
jump:ipfv
ti ́
quot
bať͟h-k-áʼ di ̄
follow:pfv-ad1-acc.3sg
ʼpeń
behind.part
dǒ ē
again
i ̀
lnk
ʼcēʼ d
break
bwà
stomach.part
mò
mo
dhaǹ
great
súʔ
two
ti ́
quot
tw̱aʔ̄ā
first
til̄iŋ́
completely
‘Another one again jumped following him, and again the second was
broken completely.’
(997) ar̄i ́
dim.sg.cl1
jam̀ú
another
gi ̀
rel.gen
kūt-̱á
short-stv
kūt ̱
redup
ki ́
narr
mam̀
carry
dhaǹ
great
à
ass.cl2
kaḿú
other
gi ̀
rel.gen
túr-á
tall-stv
tūr
redup
mǒ
mo:loc.cl2
p̱óʔ
top
‘A short person carried a tall man on his back’
1Gàjàgàjàgàjà denotes an ideophone for a long (thin) thing going through the air, such as a
spear with a wobbling shaft, or a tall person waving their arms about flailingly.
2ʼKāʼbūs denotes something broken into pieces, or something which has become fragile after a
heavy impact of some kind.
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(998) tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
i-̄n
go.pl:pfv-3pl
mò
mo
shūr
idph3
ʼkō
stay.pl:ipfv
mò
mo
ji ̀ shōʼk
upright
dhaǹ
great
thúʼb
idph4
ʼkō
stay.pl:ipfv
ki ̄
with:cl1
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
‘They jumped, landing on their feet with a great noise, upright and
alive.’
(999) jam̀ú
another
dǒ ē
again
mam̀
carry:pfv
à
acc.cl2
kaḿú
other
bè
be
dǒ ē
again
bè
be
shūr
idph
thúʼb
idph
‘Another one also carried a second one and they jumped, also landing
upright.’
(1000) dhal̀
and
dhaǹ
great
jam̀ú
another
túr-á
tall-stv
tūr
redup
ki ́
narr
ya-̀yú
go.sing-vent
ʼkōʼd
after
dè
again
pōsh
jump
ki ́
comp
pōsh
jump
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼdeʔ́
one
dǒ ē
again
ya-̀à
go.sing-lnk
ʼce’̄d-ki ́
break-ad1
bwà
stomach.part
mǒ
mo:loc.cl2
ʼceśh
ground
‘Another big tall man came after them, and jumped on his own and
broke on the ground’
(1001) dhal̀i ̀
and
tiýa-̄n
others-ass
tiýā
other
ki ́
narr
ḵō-ʔú
fear-vent
mò
mo
mò
mo
ó:
say:pfv:
eēh̄ t͟haāʔ̄
neg.strong
na-̌a᷆
do.aux:pfv-erg.1sg:lnk
di-̀kú
exist.sg-itv
mò
mo
nií ̄
dem.loc.anph.dist
gaǹà
real
tiýā
some
‘And some of the others were afraid and said ‘Oh no, I can remain
behind (in some place)’ ’
3Shūr denotes an ideophone for the sound falling from a high place.
4Thúʼb denotes an ideophone for the noise of hitting the ground (e.g. from falling from a high
place).
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(1002) kā
with:cl2
ris̀
many
tiýā
some
ki ́
narr
ci̱ḵ̄
listen
gò-m
message.part-ass
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
ʼkó-yú
stay.pl:pfv-vent
mò
mo
miś
up
i ́
loc.cl1
mún,
dem.loc.anph
nyaǹyé
many
miś
up
i ́
loc.cl1
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘Many of the others listened to his message and stayed up there, many
of them.’
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C.2 The drunk man and the hyena
Originally recorded by Wendy James and Rafka, 1966
(1003) wat̀hi ́
man
ʼkōsh
drunk:ipfv
mā
erg.cl2
sū
beer
dhal̀i ̀
and
is̄h
sleep:pfv
i ́
loc.cl1
bwaỳ
road
‘A man was drunk and sleeping on the road.’
(1004) dhal̀à
and:cl2
nyùrúny
hyena
ki ́
narr
ʼdéʼ k
lift
áʼ di ̄
3sg
‘And a hyena picked him up.’
(1005) i ̀
lnk
ḵaĺ
carry
i ̀
lnk
yà
go.sg
kar̄-ú
set-vent
gùʼb
loc.cl1
wòsh
house
‘and carried and put (him) in a stone house.’
(1006) dhal̀
and
ūshú
dim.pl.cl1
ūci̱ ́
children
ki ́
narr
tāʼ k
praise
dhal̀i ̀
and
ó
say
kú
comp
bab̌à
father
tō
it
di ̌
exist.sg:ipfv
ki ̄
with:cl1
dhiʔ̀
inedible
‘And the (hyena’s) small children praised (him) and said “Father, the
thing is not ready to eat.” ’
(1007) dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ó
say
ūci̱ ́
children
ki:́
comp:
úm
2pl
wac̱̀
be.well:pfv
à
erg.cl1
ʼte-́n
not.want:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
is̄
body.part
i ̄
link
shóm
eat
ʼteʔ́?
just
‘And he said to the children, ‘Maybe you just don’t want to eat?”
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(1008) dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
ūshi ́
dim.pl.cl1
ūci̱ ́
children
ki ́
narr
cá̱ʼ b
sit
à
lnk
tah̄
praise
wat̀hi ́
man
kań
dem.adv.prox
ki ́
comp
wat̀hi ́
man
di ̌
exist.sg:ipfv
ki ̄
with:cl1
ē
eye.part
‘And the children kept praising while the man was there.’
(1009) wat̀hi ́
man
ki ́
narr
bǔh
grab
gaǹdaľ
knife
tan̄i ́
phm
dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
sūʼk
stab
cōm
father.3pl
mò
mo
dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
cōm
father.3pl
ki ́
narr
gùs
run.sg
i ̀
lnk
yà
ser
wú
die
i ́
loc.cl1
wòsh
mountain
à
ass.cl2
Jal̀è
Chali
‘The man grabbed a knife and stabbed their father, and their father
ran to die in Chali mountain.’
(1010) dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
ūshi ́
dim.pl:cl1
ūci̱ ́
children
ki ́
narr
ó
say
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki:́
comp
é
2sg
ón-am̄́
say-erg.1pe
shwan̄é niń
a bit ago
‘And the small children said to him, ‘We told you earlier’
(1011) é
2sg
ón-am̄́
say:pfv-erg.1pe
ki ́
comp
dhal̀-kú
leave-itv
ki ́
comp
yà
go.sg
wáʼ d
hunt
i ́
loc.cl1
wòsh
mountain
à
ass.cl2
jal̀e,̀
Chali,
à
cl2
ʼcaĺʼcaĺā
fig.tree
cal̄aś
empty:redup
‘We told you not to go hunt in the Chali mountain, the fig tree is
empty.’ (you’re left with nothing)’
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C.3 How to make ash broth
by Butros, recorded in 2011
(1012) aá̄
1sg
Bǔtro᷆s
Butros
mùr-á
will.aux:ipfv-1sg
tó̱r
tell
ā
acc.cl2
tō̱r
tell
gòm
about
cúḵ,
filter,
jiǹ
rel
cūḵ-an᷄ā
filter:ipfv-erg.1pi
mať ̱
mat
‘I Butros am going to talk about dripping (filtering with ashes), ash
broth that we filter’
(1013) ń-tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄
loc.cl1-first
tō-n
thing-ass
tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄
first
gi ̀
rel.gen
mi-̀n-e-́è
do.aux:ipfv-nas-erg.2sg
mi ́
lnk
tan̄i ́
do
‘At first, the first thing that you should do’
(1014) à
cl2
mať ̱
ashwater
tan̄
phm
é
2sg
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-2sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼthā
burn
cwá
wood
aw̄́
or
ʼthā
burn
kańyciŕ
kancir.grass
aw̄́
or
cwá
wood
wǔnan̄dhar̀àʼ c
selig
tan̄i ́
phm
‘As for the ash-broth, you should burn wood, or kancir grass, or selig
wood’
(1015) aʼdi ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
shwá
burn
i ̀
lnk
yà
go.sg
kúp̱
smolder
mò
mo
(ta)̄ni ́
phm
ḵaĺ-i ́
take-ad2
ʼpin̄y
ashes
bes̀ké
besene
tan̄
phm
‘It burns and smolders, then turns into ashes then’
(1016) é
2sg
múʼth-i ́
scoop:pfv-ad2
ʼpin̄y
ashes
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
jaňtan̄,
dem.med
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
wòl
pour
á
loc.cl2
nǒs,
pot,
à
cl2
nǒs
pot
jaňtan̄
dem.med
tā
cop:pfv
gi ̀
gen.cl1
jùsań
hole
‘you scoop its ashes, you pour (them) into the pot, that pot with a
hole’
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(1017) yaǹ
dem.prox
i ̀
lnk
mò
place
shú-ʼd
puncture-3sg
ʼko᷄-n
stay.pl:ipfv-3pl
i ́
loc.cl1
màʼ dań
dem.loc.med
tan̄
phm
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ
take
á
it
‘There are these hole-places there you take it’
(1018) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
ḵūcūr
soften
á
loc.cl2
shōʔ
grass
dǒō
again
tan̄
phm
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
kar̄-kúʔ
put-itv
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼtwaʔ̄
mouth
ā
ass.cl2
nǒs
pot
jaň
dem.med
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄
phm
‘You soften the grass, then you put it inside the pot there’
(1019) dhal̀i ̀
and
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
wòl-ki ́
pour-ad1
ʼpin̄y
ashes
bes̀eʔ́
besene
bwam̀
inside
mà
gen.cl2
nǒs
pot
jaň
dem.prox2
tan̄
phm
‘And you pour those ashes then inside that pot’
(1020) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
wòl-ki ́
pour-ad1
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
màʼ dań
dem.loc.med
tan̄
phm
‘You pour the water there’
(1021) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
dhal̀
let
ḵáʼ b
put
ʼpeńá
from:cl2
kaḿú-ŋ
other-ass
kaḿúʔ
other
dǒḵ ē
again
‘You let it sit one on top of the other’
(1022) ḵáʼ b
put
ā
acc.cl2
nǒs
pot
ʼpeńá
from:cl2
nǒs
pot
ā
ass.cl2
kaḿú-ŋ
other-ass
kaḿúʔ
other
dǒḵ ē
again
‘Put the pot, the first one on top of the other’
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(1023) dhal̀i ̀
and
káʼ dan̄
dem.adv.med
tan̄
phm
yim̀ań
liquid
jaň
dem.med
ki ́
narr
cúḵ
drip
kā
with:cl2
ḵúʼth
slow
i ̀
lnk
is̄
body.refl
‘And like that that liquid drips slowly’
(1024) i ́
loc.cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
cá̱
sit.sg:ipfv
à
lnk
p̱ó
top
bwaỳ
way
à
ass.cl2
nǒs
pot
yún
dem.anph
i ́
loc.cl1
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘From there it keeps on dripping into that pot’
(1025) i ̄
go.pl
yā
ser
mi ̌
do.aux
yā
ser
ḵúʼth
dry
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
mò
mo
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
mún
dem.loc.anph
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
ʼkúp̱an̄
top
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄
phm
‘It keeps on going until the water is dry from there, from the top
(section) there’
(1026) káʼ dan̄
dem.adv.med
tan̄
phm
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ
take
ā
acc.cl2
mať ̱
ashwater
jaň
dem.med
mò
mo
bes̀eńē
besene
‘Like that you take that ashwater then’
(1027) ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
ʼkúp̱
top
ā
ass.cl2
kaḿú
other
tan̄
phm
‘From the one on top’
(1028) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
ḵal̄
take:ipfv
yim̀ań
liquid
jaň
dem.med
mò
mo
bes̀keńē
besene
ańā
1pi
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do
ā
acc.cl2
ʼtas̄h
soup
mò
mo
‘You take that liquid and thus we make soup.’
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C.4 How to find honey
by Pastor Jermaya, recorded in 2013
(1029) ḿmò
ger
p̱ar̄
find
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
‘How to find honey’
(1030) bà
so
thab́aǹ
of course
ʼkwan̄iḿ pa-̄nà
Uduk-poss.1pi
tan̄i,́
phm
‘So we Uduk people’
(1031) ʼKwan̄i ́
people
gi ̀
pp.cl1
tá
cop:ipfv
te̱-́n̄
hunger-ass
dham̀
honey
à
ass.cl2
gaňā
real
tan̄i ́
phm
mišh
know:ipfv
bwaỳ
way
gi ̀
rel.gen
lòl-ǔni ̄
collect:ipfv-erg.3pl
à
cl2
dham̀
honey
‘People who have hunger for honey know exactly the way how to get
honey’
(1032) dhal̀
and
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
gi ̀
rel.gen
ta-́n
cop:ipfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
maǹpaŕ
hunter
tan̄i ́
phm
mišh
know:ipfv
bwaỳ
way
gi ̀
rel.gen
par̄-u᷄ni ̄
hunt:ipfv-erg.3pl
à
cl2
dham̀
honey
‘And the people who are hunters know how to hunt for honey.’
(1033) wat̀hi ́
person
gi ̀
pp.cl1
tá
cop:ipfv
te̱-́n
hunger-ass
dham̀
honey
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
yà
go.sg
di ̀
stay.sg
ʼté
just
yaǹ
near
ar̄i ́
dim.sg.cl1
wòr
stream
‘A person who is hungry for honey goes and just stays near a small
stream’
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(1034) kaśan̄
dem.adv.prox
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
di ̀
stay.sg
maśan̄
dem.loc.prox
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
cō̱r
wait
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
bee
‘Like that he stays there to wait for a bee’
(1035) dham̀
bee
mùr-i ́
will.aux:ipfv-ad2
p̱ē
fly
ʼpeńá
from:cl2
ʼban̄
direction
jaǹá
which
tan̄i ́
phm
‘The bee will fly from some (lit: which) direction then’
(1036) dham̀
bee
mùr-i ́
will.aux:ipfv-ad2
p̱e-̄yú
fly-vent
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
mún
dem.loc.anph
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
di ̀
stay.sg
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
cā̱ʼ b
keep.sg
hiĺ
watch
ʼteʔ́
just
‘The bee will fly from there and he (meanwhile) stays and keeps
watching’
(1037) áʼ di ̄
3sg
mišh
know:ipfv
bwaỳ
way
mà
gen.cl2
dham̀
bee
ʼbaŕ
completely
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘He then really knows the direction of the bee then’
(1038) p̱ē
fly:pfv
gi ̀
gen.cl1
p̱e-̄n
fly:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
baťh
follow
ʼté
just
mún
dem.loc.med
bè
be
‘the bee which flies from there he follows it to the place (it’s going)’
(1039) taḡi ̀
until
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
p̱úʼd
arrive
mò
mo
ʼdis̄he-́ŋ
close-ass
gaňā
real
mò
mo
i ́
loc.cl1
yaǹ
near
cwá
tree
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘Until it then goes and reaches near to the precise place next to the
tree then’
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(1040) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ci̱h̄
listen
dhà
great
dham̀
bee
shún-úʼd
hollow:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
cwá
tree
aw̄́
or
ḵūr
hollow
i ́
loc.cl1
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘he then listens for the great sound of bees inside the hole of the tree
there.’
(1041) áʼ di ̄
3sg
gò-n
cry:pfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
is̄
body.part
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
p̱aŕ
see
cwá
tree
ē
eye.part
‘It makes a sound (and) he then sees the tree.’
(1042) bwaỳ
way
à
ass.cl2
kaḿú
other
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
āʼ di ́
3sg
yě
chase:ipfv
yùḵ-kà
call:ipfv-comp:cl2
kaḱar̄é
woodpecker
‘Another way then (is that) he calls the bird called woodpecker.’
(1043) áʼ di ̄
3sg
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
waḵ̀ki ́
if
p̱e-̄ʼd
fly:pfv-3sg
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
kō
cry
ki ́
comp
ḵet́e̱ḵ̄et́e̱ḵ̄et́e̱ ̄
idph
‘He, when (it) flies then it cries ketekete.’
(1044) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
baťh
follow
ʼdi ̄
bird
jaň
dem.med
ki ́
comp
shú
guide:pfv
é
2sg
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
mi ́
do
ar̄á
dim.sg.cl2
haŕaḡà
movement
‘he then follows that bird which guides you, guides him until it make
some movement (to show him the bees)’
(1045) cwá
tree
kis̄i ́ sē
dem.adv.prox2
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
gòm
land
it́e̱ ̄
loc.dem.prec.med2
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
dǒ ē
again
mi ́
do
kiśi ̄ sē
dem.adv.prox2
yà
go.sg
gòm
land
it́e̱ ̄
loc.dem.prec.med2
‘the tree, this way, then it then goes and lands there, it then again it
acts this way and lands there.’
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(1046) à
cl2
kaḱar̄é
woodpecker
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tā
cop:pfv
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel
to̱᷄r
show:ipfv
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
bwaỳ
way
à
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
‘The woodpecker is the one which shows people the way’
(1047) áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi-́ʼd
do.aux:pfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
sús
lead
é
2sg
gòm
for
aýi ̀
every
tō
thing
mèʼ d
like
à
cl2
dhòp̱
lion
aw̄́
or
à
cl2
riš
many.pl
tō-n
thing-ass
tiýā
some
kūn
rel.pl
shwa-́n
eat:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
‘It can lead you to many things, like a lion or many other things that
are dangerous.’
(1048) dhal̀i ̀
and
ar̄i ́
dim.sg.cl1
ʼdi-̄ŋ
bird-ass
kaḿú
other
yùḵ-kù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
bǔreʔ̄
bee-eater
‘And another small bird called a bee-eater’
(1049) áʼ di ̄
3sg
si ̄ʼ dā
also
shwa-᷄ʼd
eat:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
bees
‘it also eats bees’
(1050) ʼKwan̄i ́
people
yiša᷆
neg
baťh
follow:pfv
bǔreʔ̀
bee-eater
yiša᷆
neg
‘People donʼt follow the bee-eater (though)’
(1051) dhal̀i ̀
and
à
cl2
kaḱar̄eʔ́
woodpecker
si ̄ʼ dā
also
shwa-᷄ʼd
eat:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
yis̀h
larva
à
ass.cl2
dham̀
bee
‘And the woodpecker also eats bee larva’
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(1052) ki ́
comp
é
2sg
mis̀h-iń
see:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
kaḱar̄eʔ́
woodpecker
ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ūr
chase:ipfv
mā
erg.cl2
dham̀
bee
‘when you see a woodpecker and it is being chased by a bee’
(1053) dhal̀i ̀
and
waḵ̀ki ́
if
áʼ di ̄
3sg
di-̌n
exist.sg:ipfv-nas
mā
erg.cl2
dham̀
bee
ki ́
comp
úr
chase
tan̄i ́
phm
‘But if it is not being chased by a bee then’
(1054) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
mǔr
will.aux:ipfv:ad2
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
ki ̄
with
sheʔ̄
tooth.part
mèʼ d
like
à
cl2
súm
python
‘you will get something that is as different as a python.’
(1055) dhal̀i ̀
and
waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
dham̀
bee
úr
chase:pfv
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
miśh
know
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
é
2sg
mùr-i-́n
will.aux:ipfv-ad2-2sg
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
à
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
‘But if the bee chases after it, then you know that you are going to
find honey.’
(1056) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
ʼkaŕ
?
cwá
tree
ki ̄
with:cl1
e,̄
eye.part
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
p̱aŕ
see
ā
acc.cl2
ḵūr
hollow
e,̄
eye.part
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
gam̀
find
à
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
mò
mo
‘You scan the tree with your eyes, you look for the treehole, and then
you find the honey.’
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C.5 The fox friend
by Pastor Jermaya, recorded in 2013
(1057) gò lòlòp̱
story
baňā
poss.1pi
kūn
rel.pl
lòlòp-ù
tell:pfv-imprs
á
loc.cl1
p̱óʔ
top
tō-n
thing-ass
tiýā
some
‘Our stories which tell about some things’
(1058) ó
say:pfv
ká
comp:cl2
mo᷇maḵ̌
fox
mi-̌ʼd
do:ipfv:ad2-3sg
kas̄é
dem.adv.prox2
‘say that the fox acts in a certain way.’
(1059) ʼbór-óʼd bè
well
ah́ā
1sg
mùr-á
will.aux:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
te̱ĺ
tell
gò-m
message.part-ass
ʼpeń
behind.part
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
gò lòlòp̱
story
gi ̀
rel.gen
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼkwan̄iḿ pā
Uduk
‘Well, I’m going to start telling you a story which is (told) among the
Uduk’
(1060) gò lòlòp̱
story
peḿ
poss.1sg
mùr-kà
will.aux:ipfv-erg.1sg
tó̱r
tell
á
loc.cl2
p̱ó
top
mo᷇maḵ̌
fox
‘My story I am going to tell is about the fox’
(1061) mo᷇maḵ̌
fox
thab́aǹ
of course
tā
cop:pfv
tō
something
gi ̀
rel.gen
tó̱r
tell:ipfv
ā
acc.cl2
ris̀
many
ʼkwan̄iḿ pā
Uduk
ā
ass.cl2
tó̱r
tell:ipfv
á
loc.cl2
p̱ó
top
ris̀
many
mi-́m
do-ass
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
‘Normally the fox is an animal which many Uduk people tell about its
doings’
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(1062) bà
so
waḵ̀ki ́
if
gò
word
ó-nù
say:pfv-imprs
ká
comp:cl2
mo᷇maḵ̌
fox
tan̄i ́
phm
mo᷇maḵ̌
fox
thab́aǹ
of course
tā
cop:pfv
gò-n
word-ass
tó̱r
tell:ipfv
gi ̀
rel.gen-ass
mi ́
do:pfv
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
‘If the word fox is said, (normally) it means a lie which is told by
people.’
(1063) áʼ di ̄
3sg
tan̄i ́
phm
ye-̌ʼd
escape:ipfv-3sg
ki ̄
with:cl1
aýyi ̀
any
bwaỳ
way
ʼpeńá
from:cl2
tō̱r
tell
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
jǎʼ dan̄
dem.prox2
‘He (the fox) can escape by any means with his lies.’
(1064) em̄bǔl
time
ḵan᷇
dem.med
jiǹ
rel-ass
gùs-ǎʼ di ̄
run:pfv-erg.3sg
i ̀
lnk
húr
enter
á
loc.cl2
bir̀
root
cwá
tree
‘One time when he was running to enter the roots of a tree (where his
hole was)’
(1065) hùr-áʼ di ̄
enter:ipfv-erg.3sg
à
cl2
bir̀
root
cwá
tree
tan̄tan̄i,́
phm,
jè
elephant
ʼtā
cond:pfv
ki ́
comp
bùʼth
grab
áʼ di ̄
3sg
bes̀eʔ́
besene
‘He entered the tree roots, (and) an elephant was trying to grab him’
(1066) jè
elephant
ki ́
narr
bùth
grab
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tan̄i ́
phm
‘The elelphant caught him’
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(1067) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ó
say
ki ́
comp
é
2sg
yiša᷆
neg
bùth
grab:pfv
à
acc.cl2
tiýa,̄
anyone,
é
2sg
bǔth-ún
grab:ipfv-2sg
ā
acc.cl2
bir̀
root
cwá
tree
‘(and) he said (that), “You are not catching me, you are catching the
root of the tree.” ’
(1068) jè
people
ki ́
narr
dhal̀
let
k-áʼ di ̄
comp-3sg
mèʼ d
hand
mò
mo
dǒ e,̄
again,
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
dǒ ē
again
ḿmò
ger
gam̀-ù
find-imprs
áʼ di ̄
3sg
is̄
body.part
mò
mo
dǒ ē
again
‘The elephant let him go, he again (grabbed him) and again he was
caught, his real body’
(1069) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ca̱h̄
neg.strong
é
2sg
yiša᷆
neg
bǔʼth
grab:ipfv
mò-ŋ
place-ass
gaǹà
real
tiýā
any
‘He (said) “Cah! No you are (still) not grabbing the right place” ’
(1070) é
2sg
bǔth
grab:ipfv
dhaǹ
great
à
cl2
bir̀
root
cwaʔ́
tree
ki ́
comp
is̄
body
i ́
loc.cl1
is̄
body.part
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
áʼ di ̄
3sg
bǔth-ù
grab:ipfv-imprs
ʼteb́è
emph
‘You are catching a big root, and it is its body which is caught.” ’
(1071) dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
ʼpeńi ́
from
man̄́
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
yè
escape
mò
mo
kā
with:cl2
tō̱r
talk
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
‘And thus, he managed to escape with his tales.’
(1072) bà
so
ŋap̱̀-kà
want.aux:ipfv-erg.1sg
mi ́
do
ki ́
comp
ar̄i ́
dim
kūtḵūt ̱
short
naśkin̄
still
tan̄i ́
phm
taḡi ̀
until
ańā
1pi
ki ́
narr
p̱aŕ
see
ē
eye.part
‘So I want to do it quickly for a bit until we see.’
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(1073) bà
so
à
cl2
mo᷇maḵ̌
fox
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
mùth-a᷄ʼ di ̄
trick:ipfv-erg.3sg
à
lnk
mǔʼth
trick
ē
eye.part
tan̄i ́
phm
‘So the fox will trick (people)’
(1074) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
gam̀
find
em̄bǔl
time
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
yé
escape
mò
mo
‘(and then) he gets a chance to escape’
(1075) kā
with:cl2
yih́ā
same.time
tan̄i ́
phm
a’́di ̄
3sg
dǒ ē
again
hèʼ k
deceive
jè
elephant
ē
eye.part
‘At the same time again he had tricked the elephant’
(1076) ó
say:pfv
ki ́
comp
aá̄
1sg
n-ná
do.aux:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
ʼkaṕ̱
scrape
shōʼk
feet
pin̄i ́
poss.2sg
yań
dem.prox1
mò
mo
ti ́
quot
tan̄i,́
phm
ḿmò
ger
yà
go.sg
ʼka-́ki ́
make-ad1
é
2sg
à
cl2
p̱ā
shoes
tiýa”̄
some
‘saying that “I can cut the skin of your feet, in order to go and make
some shoes for you.’
(1077) ḿmò
ger
ʼkaṕ-a᷄ʼ di-̄yā
scrape-erg.3sg
kaḿú
acc.cl2
shōʼk
other
mò
foot
tan̄i ́
mo
áʼ di ̄
phm
ki ́
3sg
gùs
narr
mò
run.sg
bàʼ k
mo
‘After cutting the other’s (elephant’s) feet, he ran to hide.’
(1078) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
bàʼ k
hide
mò
mo
ńnií ̄
dem.loc.anph.dist
ki ́
comp
cac̄ā
big.adv
tan̄i ́
phm
‘He went to hide for a long time’
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(1079) jè
elephant
ḿmò
ger
ya-̀n-ǎʼ di ̄
go.sg-nas-erg.3sg
ŋaṕ̱
seek
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tan̄i ́
phm
súk
pierce:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
tō
thing
shōʼk
foot
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
mòl
be.unable
yà
go.sg
mò
mo
‘When the elephant went to search for him, things pinned his (the
elephant’s) feet down and he couldn’t move’
(1080) dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
shwá
eat
ā
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
kaḡah̀aŕā
very
‘And he become very angry’
(1081) dhal̀i ̀
and:cl1
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
jiǹ
rel
mi-̀n
do:ipfv-nas
mà
erg.cl2
mo᷇maḵ̌
fox
‘and this was what the fox did’
(1082) dhal̀i ̀
and
ūshi ́
dim.cl1.pl
gò
word
à
ident
nań
dem.vb.pl
kūn
rel.pl
ŋap̱̀-kà
want:ipfv-erg.1sg
ó
say
‘and these are the words that I wanted to tell.’
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C.6 The honey badger
by Pastor Jermaya, recorded in 2013
(1083) ah́ā
1sg
mùr-á
will.aux:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
wal̀
talk
à
lnk
tó̱r-á
talk-loc.cl2
á
loc.cl2
p̱ó
top
ar̄i ́
dim
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ká
comp:cl2
net̀͟h
honey badger
ti ́
quot
bà
ba
‘I’m going to talk about a little thing called a honey badger (which I
heard).’
(1084) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
i ̀
lnk
paŕ
hunt
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
gam̀
find
à
acc.cl2
net̀͟h
honey badger
‘(One day) people were going to hunt, people were going to find a
honey badger.’
(1085) ká
comp:cl2
net̀͟h
honey badger
cā̱ʼ b-āʼ d
stay.sg:pfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
lǒl
collect
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘The honey badger was continuing to collect honey’
(1086) ká
comp:cl2
net̀͟h
honey badger
lòl-i-́ʼd
collect:ipfv-ad2-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘When the honey badger finished collecting the honey’
(1087) ʼKwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
baʔ̀
hide
mò
mo
‘People then hid’
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(1088) wat̀hi ́
person
ki ́
narr
bàʼ k
hide
p̱aŕ
see
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
jiǹ
rel
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
bàʼ k
hide
tō
thing
ń-’cin̄eʔ́
loc3-place
‘a person hides in order to see the place where he is hiding the honey’
(1089) bà
so
à
cl2
net̀͟h
honey badger
ki ́
narr
lǒl
collect
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
tan̄i ́
phm
ḵaĺ
take:pfv
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
ca̱ň
dem.med
mò
mo
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
miś
up
tan̄i ́
phm
‘So the honey badger finds honey and takes that honey from up above’
(1090) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
thūl
descend
i ́
iphm
tan̄i ́
phm
ḵaĺ
bring:pfv
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
kar̄
place
jaťṯe̱ ̄
dem.rem2
móótō̱
dem.loc.med2
ki ́
comp
bàʼ k
hide:pfv
áʼ di ̄
3sg
dham̀
honey
tan̄i ́
phm
‘He comes down (from the tree), bringing the honey and placing it in
different places.’
(1091) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
kar̄
place
áʼ di ̄
3sg
sē
climb
miś
up
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘People let him climb up the tree and then (they) hide the honey from
him.’
(1092) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ḵwal̄
steal
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
mò
mo
aḵ̄
move
mò
place
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
áʼ di ̄
3sg
dǒō
again
lǒl-i ́
collect-ad2
jam̀ú
another
tan̄i ́
phm
‘People steal the honey and move it to another place, while he is going
up to get some more’
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(1093) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ
take
mò
mo
kar̄-i ́
put-ad2
mò-ŋ
place-ass
kaḿú
other
kúl-i ́
return-ad2
mò
mo
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
sē
climb
miś
up
tan̄i ́
phm
‘People take it and put it in another place, he returns and climbs back
up’
(1094) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
dǒō
again
ki ́
narr
ḵwal̄
steal
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
mò
mo
bàʼ k
hide
mò
mo
‘People again steal the honey and hide it’
(1095) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
lǒl
collect
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
lǒl
collect
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
mò
mo
mǔr
will.aux:ipfv:ad2
i ̀
lnk
yà
go
(ya)̀
(go)
ʼbaŕ
complete
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘he collects the honey, until it’s almost finished’
(1096) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ʼkaŕ
search
mò
mo
ki ̄
with
ē
eye.part
dham̀
honey
p̱i-̄yi ́ʼ d
not.exist:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
à
cl2
ci ́
creature
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do
ā
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
mò
mo
‘he searches for the honey; there isnʼt any (honey) and he gets angry’
(1097) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ŋaṕ̱
seek
mò
mo
mò
place
gǔn
dem.anph.pl
dhǔ-n-áʼ di ̄
keep-nas-erg.3sg
à
cl2
dham̀
honey
yiša᷆
neg
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
à
neg
dhal̀i ̀
and
p̱i-̄yi ́ʼ d
not.exist:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
man̄́
here
tan̄i ́
phm
‘He looks for the places where he had placed the honey, and there
weren’t any there’
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(1098) à
cl2
ci ́
creature
ki ́
narr
shwá
eat
ā
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
mò
mo
‘and he gets angry’
(1099) ḿmò
ger
ó
try
ki ́
comp
ŋaṕ̱
seek
à
lnk
shiḿ
sniff.out
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
people
mò
mo
‘Trying to sniff out the people’
(1100) à
cl2
ci ́
creature
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do
yà
go
wá
appear
wat̀hiŋ́ kaḿú
someone
ē
eye.part
is̄
body.part
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼcin̄é
inside
màʼ dań
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Then he suddenly finds someone there’
(1101) à
cl2
ci ́
creature
ki ́
narr
ʼkósh
hit
wat̀hi ́
person
mò
mo
‘he attacks the man’
(1102) à
cl2
ci ́
creature
wǔʼc
bite:pfv
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
eȳá
each
dhem̀
ankle
iśan̄
dem.loc.prox.spec
‘He bites people on the ankle’
(1103) (mi)̀-ne᷇
(do)-nas-erg.2sg
sūḵ
stab
kā
with
me-̀é
spear-iphm
tan̄i ́
phm
‘If you try to stab him (the honey badger) with a spear’
(1104) yiša᷆
neg
mi-̀n
do:ipfv-nas
mà
erg.cl2
mè
spear
miŋ̀ kaḿú=yà
anything=neg
‘The spear wonʼt do anything to it’
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(1105) dhal̀
and
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ʼkósh
hit
mò
mo
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
aś
fight
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
shiʔ̄shiʔ̄
horrible
gòmà
for:cl2
dham̀
honey
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
bè
be.ptcle
‘ People had a great fight with him for his honey’
(1106) À
cl2
net̀͟h
honey badger
ʼbit̄h
strong:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
mi ́
do
ki ́
comp
ʼbit̄h
redup
‘The honey badger is very strong (difficult).’
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C.7 Planting and harvesting
by Pastor Jermaya, recorded in 2013
(1107) gò lòlòp̱
story
gòm
about
tō-n
thing-nas
si ̄
plant
‘A story of planting things’
(1108) bà
so
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼkwan̄iḿ pā
Uduk people
tan̄i ́
phm
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel
kaŕ
put:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
ʼkwan̄iḿ pā
Uduk people
ki ̄
with
cā
big
tan̄i,́
phm
mò
mo
si ̄
plantpfv
tō
thing
‘So among the Uduk people, something which is held by the Uduk to
be important (big) is planting’
(1109) waḵ̀ká
if:cl2
shōḵ
rain
het́h-éʼ d
rain:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ʼbaŕ
all
mò
mo
ʼbór-á
good:ipfv-stv
bwà
stomach.part
ki ́
comp
ʼbōr
redup
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
hèʼ th
rain
mà
gen.cl2
shōḵ
rain
‘If it rains, everyone becomes happy because of the rain’
(1110) i-́tw̱aʔ̄
prep-first
ḿmò
ger
ʼthúp̱
cool
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
is̄
body.part
‘Firstly cooling the people off.’
(1111) dhal̀i ̀
and
nim̀bir̀
number
it̄hin̄en̂
two
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
gam̀
find
tō-n
thing-nas
this̄
new
‘And secondly getting new things.’
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(1112) dhal̀i ̀
and
waḵ̀ká
if:cl2
shōḵ
rain
het́h-éʼ d
rain:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
i-́tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄
prep-first
tō
thing
yún
dem:spoken
ki ́
narr
ʼká
grow
mò
mo
‘And if it rains, things start to germinate first.’
(1113) à
cl2
púlan̄y
new grass
ki ́
narr
ʼká
grow
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
mò
place
ki ́
narr
ʼthúp̱
cool
mò
mo
‘And the new grass grows, and then it (lit: the place) cools off.’
(1114) dhal̀i ̀
and
tō ē
animal
ki ́
narr
gam̀
find
à
acc.cl2
shō
grass
mò
mo
‘And the animals get grass.’
(1115) bip̱̀
cow
ki ́
narr
gam̀
find
à
acc.cl2
shō
grass
mò,
mo
miỳà
goat
ki ́
narr
gam̀
find
à
acc.cl2
shō
grass
mò,
mo
à
cl2
kó
milk
ki ́
narr
si ̌ʼ th
increase
mò
mo
‘Cows get grass, goats get grass, and the milk increases.’
(1116) ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
man̄́
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
bwaỳ
to
baŋ̀gap̱̀
corn field
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
si ̄
plant
ā
acc.cl2
ḵóʼbā
corn
‘From there then people go to the corn field, to plant maize.’
(1117) dhal̀i ̀
and
ʼkwan̄i-́n
people-nas
tiýā
some
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
i ̀
lnk
si ̄
plant
pós,
sorghum
dhal̀i ̀
and
yeh̀
sow
à
acc.cl2
pūʔ
sesame (seeds)
‘And some people go to plant sorghum, and scatter sesame’
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(1118) ki ́
comp
é
2sg
ḵo᷄r
cultivate:ipfv
tō
thing
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
à
cl2
shōʼk
rain
ki ́
narr
héʼ th
rain
mǒ
mo:loc.cl1
taḡà
until
shar̄ sáʼ bā
July
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘While you are cultivating, it keeps on raining until July’
(1119) ūshi ́
dim:cl1.pl
tō-n
thing-nas
tiýā
some
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do
ki ́
comp
jim̀
rel.poss
was̀
tassel
aw̄́
or
ʼká
grow
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
úm
2pl
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
baŋ̀gap̱̀
corn field
tan̄i ́
phm
mò
mo
‘and then some little things then start to show up and grow, and then
you can go to the corn field’
(1120) úm
2pl
ki ́
narr
ḵór
cultiavte
ā
acc.cl2
ḵwaáʔ̄
maize
ʼpeń
behind
‘you (can) then cultivate the maize.’
(1121) ká
comp:cl2
ḵwaáʔ̄
maize
ca-́ʼd
grow:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘When the maize grows then’
(1122) é
2sg
bwà
stomach.part
ki ́
comp
ʼbór
good:ipfv
é
2sg
mò
ger
ca-̄n-e᷄
grow-nas-erg.2sg
ḿmò
ger
miśh-e᷄
know-erg.2sg
ki ́
comp
te̱ ́
hunger
mùr-ù
will.aux:ipfv-imprs
gùs
run
mò
mo
‘you become happy knowing that hunger is going to run away (from
you).’
(1123) gam̀à
until:cl2
shar̄ sáʼ bā
July
tan̄i ́
phm
gòm
for
ańa-̄m
1pi-nas
pā
village
tan̄i ́
phm
‘until July then for us Uduk’
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(1124) yil̀
year
à
ass.cl2
kap̱̄-é
have.enough.food:ipfv-2sg
ki ́
narr
ʼkōsh
hit:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
te̱ ́
hunger
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
gòm
for
tō
thing
ʼbaŕ-áʼ d
be.finished:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼbaŕ
redup
mò
mo
ʼpeń
behind
gùʼb
house
‘the year scares you that people will go hungry, because things will
be finished in the house’
(1125) dhal̀i ̀
and
ká
comp:cl2
ḵóʼbā
maize
is̄-i ́ʼ d
ripen:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘And when the maize ripens’
(1126) wat̀hi ́
person
gi ̀
rel.gen
is̄
ripen:pfv
mā
erg.cl2
kóʼbā
maize
tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄
first
à
cl2
ʼbóm
woman
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
ki ̄
with:cl1
ūci̱-́m
children-nas
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
ʼbór-á
good:ipfv-stv
bwà
stomach.part
ki ́
comp
ʼbōr
redup
‘the person whose maize ripens first, his wife and their children be-
come very happy.’
(1127) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ
carry
ā
acc.cl2
ḵóʼbā
maize
ḿmò
ger
mi ̌
do:ipfv:ad2
tiýā
other
kā
with:cl2
ŋwańà ŋwańà
idph
ti ́
rep
‘they carry the maize and taunt others saying nyeah nyeah.’
(1128) ḿmò
ger
mi ̌
do:ipfv
tiýā
other
kā
with:cl2
ŋwańà ŋwańà
idph
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Taunting (doing) others with nyeah nyeah’
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(1129) kūm
mother.poss.3sg
mā
gen.cl2
ʼci ́
child
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
bùth
catch
à
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
child
mò,
mo
ḿmò
ger
ó
say
ká
comp:cl2
ʼci-́m
child-nas
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
mi-̀nù
do:ipfv-imprs
mò
mo
kā
with:cl2
ŋwańà ŋwańà
idph
‘The mother of the child then catches the child, saying that my child
had been taunted by (others) showing the maize. (ŋwana ŋwana)’
(1130) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
bùth
catch
à
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
child
dhal̀i ̀
and
ʼkósh
hit
ā
acc.cl2
ʼci ́
child
mò
mo
ó
say:ipfv
ki ́
comp
ci-́m
your.father-nas
ti ́
rep
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg-ad2
i ́
where
mańá
plant:pfv-nas
si-̄n
erg.cl1
ā
man
wat̀hi ́
dem.med
jaň
thing
tō
particle
bà
‘She catches the child and beats the child saying, “Where was your
father, when that man was planting things?” ’
(1131) ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
man̄́
dem.med
tan̄i ́
phm
à
cl2
ʼbóm
woman
ki ́
narr
shiʔ́
bad
bwà
stomach.part
mò
mo
‘from there the mother becomes angry.’
(1132) dhal̀i ̀
and
à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
ki ́
narr
kō
cry
mò
mo
kaḡah̀aŕā
greatly
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
ŋaṕ̱
want
ā
acc.cl2
ḵóʼbā
maize
tan̄i ́
phm
‘And the child cries bitterly for some maize’
(1133) à
cl2
kaḿú
other
ki ́
narr
bòr
grab
à
cl2
ḵóʼbā
maize
dhal̀à
and:cl2
ḵwaáʔ̄
maize
tw̱ar̄-ù
husk:pfv-imprs
tan̄i ́
phm
dhal̀i ̀
and
dwar̀
insert:pfv
áʼ di ̄
3sg
cwá
wood
ʼpeń
behind
‘and the other child carries the corn, and the corn is removed, and put
behind a tree’
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(1134) à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
ki ́
narr
ḵal̄
carry
ʼká
eat
kańsan̄
dem.adv.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
i ́
ref
cá̱ʼ b
keep
tó̱ʼc
trouble:ipfv
tiýā
others
ʼkós
throat
i ̀
lnk
mò
mo
jiǹ
rel
lǒʼb
play:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
tiýā
other
‘The child carries and eats like that, and keeps on bothering the others
at the place where others play’
(1135) bà
so
tō
thing
yań san̄
dem.prox
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼkwan̄iḿ pā
Uduk people
‘So this thing happens among the Uduk people’
(1136) kūm
mother.poss.3sg
mā
gen.cl2
ʼci ́
child
ki ́
narr
wal̀
complain
à
erg.cl1
nyòr
anger
mò
mo
man̄́
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́ mi ́ i ̀ sór ā ʼci ́ mò tan̄i ́
‘The child’s mother will get upset there, will insult the child then’
(1137) sór
insult.n
jaň
dem.med
sór
insult:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼci ́
child
tan̄i ́
phm
ki ́
comp
sór
insult
cōm
father.poss.3sg
mā
gen.cl2
ʼci ́
child
ʼteb̄è
particle
‘that insult that she insults the child is for insulting the child’s father.’
(1138) kā
with:cl2
ten̄
phm
ten̄
phm
tiýā
some
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ-i ́
carry-ad2
gò
word
shik̀kà
bad
mò
mo
‘For some (time) she can carry bad words.’
(1139) bà
so
mòn diť ̱
winter
ʼbór-á
good:ipfv-stv
ʼbōr
redup
gòm
for
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
waḵ̀ká
if:cl2
ḵóʼbā
maize
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-nas
i ̀
lnk
was̀
tassel
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘so the winter was very good for people if the maize ripens’
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(1140) ʼDi ̄
bird
jiǹ
rel
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
daši ́
cordonbleu
ki ́
narr
aḵ̄
change
jas̀
color
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
úni ̄
3pl
kā
with:cl2
ʼcis̄ińyʼcis̄
red bishop
‘The bird which is called a cordonbleu then starts to change its colour
with the red bishop.’
(1141) daši ́
cordonbleu
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
aḵ̄
change
jas̀
color
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
i ́
iphm
tan̄i,́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ta-̄m̀
cop-gen.cl1
ʼpeŕ
red:ipfv
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘The cordonbleu it starts to change its colour then, it become red.’
(1142) tā
cop:pfv
gaw̌ùl
fish eagle
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
p̱é
fly
mò
mo
‘It’s the fish eagle then, and it flies away.’
(1143) ki ́
comp
aḵ̄
change:pfv
jas̀
color
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
gwaỳ
name
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
ki ́
narr
di ̀
exist.sg
ki ̄
with:cl1
sheʔ̄
tooth
mò
mo
‘when it changes colour then its song also is different.’
(1144) ańā
1pi
ki ́
narr
miśh
know
gò
message.parttemple
ʼban̄
comp.cl2
ká
maize
ḵwaáʔ̄
ripen:ipfv-3sg
is̄-i ́ʼ d
mo
mò
phm
tan̄i ́
1pi
ańā
narr
ki ́
eat
ʼká
maize
ḵóʼbā
mo
mò
‘We know that the maize has ripened and we can eat the maize.’
(1145) dhal̀i ̀
and
ki ́
comp
é
2sg
ḵór
cultivate:pfv
bùntō
field
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
mòŋ ʼkúcū̱
autumn
‘And when you cultivate the field in the autum’
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(1146) ańā
1pi
ta-̄nà
cop:pfv-1pi
gi ̀
of
tōnte̱ ́
food
jiǹ
rel
si-̄n
plant:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ańā
1pi
ta-̄n
cop:pfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
ris̀
many
‘we have many types of food which we plant.’
(1147) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
si-́n
plant:ipfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
ʼkas̄h
type.of.vegetable
ʼpeńá
from:cl2
cil̄eʔ́
kash.seed
‘People plant kash from cile seeds’
(1148) dhal̀i ̀
and
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
shwá
eat
tō-ny
thing-nas
ʼcúr
mix
ḿmò
ger
shwá
eat
pū
sesame
jiǹ
rel
yùḵ-kù
call-imprs
ká
comp:cl2
ca̱ḿbal̀eʔ́
sesame.husk
‘And people then eat something mixed, eating sesame which is called
ca̱mbale.’
(1149) waḵ̀ki ́
if:cl1
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ḵór-ón
cultivate:pfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
pū,
sesame,
à
cl2
riš
many:aug
tō
thing
gwaň san̄
dem.pl.anph
tá
cop:ipfv
tō
thing
gǔn
rel.pl
mi-̀n
do:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
ʼkwan̄iḿ pā
Uduk people
ʼbaŕ
all:ipfv
mò
mo
‘If people cultivate seseme, many of these things are things which all
the Uduk people do.’
(1150) bà
so
ar̄i ́
dim:sing
gò
word
ā
ident
ʼdańsan̄
dem.vb.prox
gi ̀
rel.gen
ŋap̱̀-kà
want:ipfv-erg.1sg
kar̄
set.down
‘so this is a little message that i wanted to put here’
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(1151) ańā
1pi
ki ́
narr
dòsh
stop
i ́
loc.cl1
maśan̄
dem.loc.prox
thanks
thanks
‘We then can stop here thanks.’
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C.8 The porcupine and the unknown man
by Tidawos and Samuel, recorded in 2013
(1152) wat̀hi ́
man
gi ̀
rel.gen
ʼkósh
kill:pfv
súm
python
dhal̀
and
yaṕ̱
porcupine
‘A person who killed a porcupine and python.’
(1153) ah́ā
1sg
ten̄
phm
ta-̄ná
cop:pfv-1sg
gà
gen.cl2
ar̄i ́
dim:cl1
gò lòlòp̱
story
à
ass.cl2
ké
other
‘I have another small story’
(1154) jiǹ
rel
wat̀hi ́
man
yùḵ
call:ipfv:imprs
ká
comp:cl2
Álaʔ̀,
Ala
e᷄
dur.loc
mò
place
jiǹ
rel
ʼkó-n-am̄́
exist.pl:pfv-nas-erg.1pi
i ́
loc.cl1
mò
place
mà
gen.cl2
ḵeém̀(camp),
camp,
mò
place
mà
gen.cl2
laj̀eè ̀
camp
Bǒngà
Bonga
i ́
loc.cl1
Gam̀beľlà
Gambella
‘It is about a person called Ala at the place that we sat at Bonga in
Gambella.’
(1155) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄i ́
phm
yà
go.sg
mò-m
place-ass
paŕ
hunt
ten̄i,́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄i ́
phm
ki ́
narr
yà
go
ten̄i ́
phm
yà
go
gam̀
find
yaṕ̱
porcupine
‘He went to hunt, he went to find a porcupine’
(1156) aw̄́
or
tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄
first
ten̄
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄
phm
ya-̌ʼd-i ̄
go.sg:ipfv-3sg-lnk
gam̀
find
súm
python
it́en̄i ́
phm
‘or first he went and found a python’
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(1157) úni ̄
3pl
ten̄
phm
ki ́
narr
ʼkósh
kill
súm
python
mò
mo
it́en̄i,́
phm
dhal̀i ̀
and
úni ̄
3pl
ten̄i ́
phm
kaĺ
carry
súm
python
ten̄
phm
i ́
loc.cl1
pūr
roast
tib́à
tiba
‘they killed the python then, and they took the python and roasted it
to remove the scales (with the fire).’
(1158) mèʼ d
as
súm
python
ten̄
phm
ʼkósh-ù
kill:pfv-imprs
ten̄
phm
yiša᷆
neg
wǔ-ʼd
die:pfv-3sg
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹe=̀yà
quickly=neg
‘The python was beaten but it did not die quickly.’
(1159) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ
carry
súm
python
i ́
iphm
ten̄
phm
pūr
roast
mò
mo
úni ̄
3pl
kā
with:cl2
múŋ̄keʔ́
another.friend
ʼkó-n=i ́
exist.pl:pfv-3pl=coll
súʔ
two
‘They carried the python to roast it to remove the scales, he and one
other friend, the two of them’
(1160) keé́
other
tan̄
phm
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ʼthá
light
dhaǹ
large
ōʼd
fire
i ̀
lnk
ceĺ
blaze
ōʼd
fire
dhaǹ
great
ci̱ŋ́kiŕaʔ́
sticks
‘The other, they lit a very big fire with (some small) sticks.’
(1161) dhal̀
and
úni ̄
3pl
ten̄
phm
ki ́
narr
bùt͟h
grasp
súm
python
mèʼ d
hand
‘And they then caught the python with their hands’
(1162) gòm
for
súm
python
ten̄
phm
ūs,
extinguish
ce̱k̄er̄
scatter
ōʼd
fire
ce̱n̄́
inside
ʼbaŕ
completely
mò
mo
‘for the python was rolling around and scattering all of the fire’
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(1163) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
pūr
roast
súm
python
i-́ten̄i ́
ref-phm
‘they then removed python by fire’
(1164) súm
python
ten̄
phm
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do.aux
dhaǹ
big
mò-m
place-ass
ʼbi ́ʼ th
strong
it́en̄
phm
i ́
loc.cl1
dir̀
pull:pfv
úni ̄
3pl
súʔ
two
gǔm
dem.med.pl
cwa-́á
wood-loc.cl1
ōʼd
fire
i ̀
lnk
ʼbaŕ
completely
mò
mo
‘The python did a big place of strength to pull the two of them to the
wood of the fire so completely’
(1165) bel̀-kú-nù
push:pfv-ad1-imprs
mò
mo
ōʼd
fire
i ́
loc.cl1
móʼdōn,
dem.loc.med
‘pulling them into the fire there’
(1166) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
rem̌
bounce
ā
acc.cl2
bòr
chest
saďhù
fix
ʼteʔ́
just
ōʼd
fire
i ́
loc.cl1
móʼdón
dem.loc.med
rib̀ke᷇
chest.bounce
‘They went and hit their chests there in the fire’
(1167) dhal̀i ̀
and
kā
with:cl2
ten̄teŋ̄
day
keé́
some
dǒḵ ē
again
ten̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
dǒḵ ē
again
dǒḵ
return
caśhō
bush
mò
mo
ten̄i ́
phm
‘And at another time, he went to the bush again’
(1168) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄
phm
ki ́
narr
ya-̀á
go-iphm
ten̄
phm
yà
go
yà
go
dhaǹ
big
jùs
hole
yaṕ̱
porcupine
mò
mo
‘he went and entered the porcupine’s hole’
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(1169) mèʼ d
as
yaṕ̱
porcupline
it́en̄
phm
úni ̄
3pl
mi ́
make
jùs
hole
ʼcem̄
begin
jùs
hole
i ́
loc.cl1
múm
dem.loc.anph
ten̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do
jùs
hole
ki ́
comp
wa-̌n
resemble:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ē
eye.part
ki ́
comp
dhaň
great.pl
gùʼb
house
kaýē
dem.adv.prox2
‘As the porcupine, when they make their holes, they make the inner
hole look like a house like this.’
(1170) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄
phm
ki ́
narr
yà
go
it́en̄i,́
phm
jùs
hole
i ́
loc.cl1
múm
dem.loc.anph
ten̄i,́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go
di ̀
exist.sg
kā
with:cl2
jim̀iś
upright
kah́ē
dem.adv.prox2
cá̱
sit:pfv
à
lnk
ʼkósh
kill
yaṕ̱
porcupine
‘When he went to the hole, he went and stood upright like this and
kept on beating the porcupine.’
(1171) dhal̀i ̀
and
ʼpeń
from
mò
place
jam̌
dem.med
ʼkósh-a᷄ʼ di ̄
beat:pfv-erg.3sg
yaṕ̱
porcupine
it́en̄i,́
phm
wat̀hi ́
person
ten̄i,́
phm
wat̀hi-́ŋ
person-ass
keé́
other
ki ́
narr
wal̀
talk
áʼ di ̄
3sg
à
cl2
tō̱r
discuss.cl2.erg
i ́
loc.cl1
cin̄eʔ́
inside
‘And from that place he was beating the porcupine, the man, another
man was speaking to him.’
(1172) ó
say:pfv
ki:́
comp:
‘É
2sg
ten̄i ́
phm
daḵ̀-i ̀
stop-imper
tō
thing
ʼkósh
kill
mò!’
mo
‘Saying, “You! Stop beating him (the porcupine)!” ’
(1173) dhal̀i ̀
and
wat̀hi ́
man
yań
dem.prox
wal̀
talk
áʼ di-̄yā
3sg-ser
tō̱r
talk:pfv
i ́
loc.cl1
cin̄é
inside
ten̄i ́
phm
yiša,᷆
neg
‘And this man (who) spoke to him was not inside’
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(1174) wal̀
talk
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼtwā
mouth.part
á
loc.cl2
cin̄é
inside
yiša᷆
neg
mis̀h-ǎʼ di ̄
know:ipfv-erg.3sg
tiýaʔ̄
others
‘The one speaking to him was not inside, who talked to him was not
known.’
(1175) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄
phm
cih́
hear:ipfv
das̀i ̀
only
ʼtwaʔ̄
mouth
gi ̀
gen.cl1
wal̀
talk:pfv
à
erg.cl1
wat̀hi ́
person
ken̄́
dem.adv.prox
‘He heard only the voice that the man spoke like this.’
(1176) dhal̀i ̀
and
wat̀hi ́
man
yiša᷆
neg
mis̀h-ǎʼ di ̄
know:ipfv-erg.3sg
ki ̄
with:cl1
ē
eye.part
yiša᷆
neg
‘And the man was not known by him (by sight).’
(1177) i ́
loc.cl1
mó-n
place-ass
ten̄
phm
ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄
phm
ʼkósh
kill:pfv
yaṕ̱
porcupine
i ́
iphm
ten̄i,́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄
phm
ki ́
narr
pi ̄
leave
mò
mo
kā
with:cl2
piće̱ʔ̄
outside
‘In this place he then continued to beat the porcupines, and then he
left outside’
(1178) The same story continued by Samuel
thab́aǹ
of course
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
à
cl2
gò lòlòp̱
story
gòm
for
ʼkwan̄iḿ pan̄à
our people
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘As the story for our people then’
(1179) ʼkwan̄iḿ pan̄à
our people
ó
say:pfv
gò
message.part
ki ́
comp
yaṕ̱
porcupine
i ́
iphm
tan̄tan̄i,́
phm
‘Our people talk about the porcupine’
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(1180) bà
so
yaṕ̱
porcupine
waḵ̀ki ́
if:cl1
gam̀-eʔ́
find:pfv-erg.cl1:2sg
ʼkó-n=i ́
exist.pl:pfv-3pl=coll
sit́hā
six
wal̀à
or
haḿsā
five
i ́
loc.cl1
jis̀
hole
i ́
loc.cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄
phm
‘That if you find porcupines, like six or five, in the hole there then’
(1181) bà
so
tháʼ baǹ
of course
waḵ̀ki ́
if:cl1
ŋap̱̀-eʔ́
want:ipfv-erg.2sg
nê
do.aux:ipfv:erg.2sg:lnk
ʼkósh
kill
mèʼ d
like
kwar̄ā
three
wal̀à
or
súʔ
two
tan̄tan̄i,́
phm
‘You can kill two or three’
(1182) é
2sg
ki ́
narr
dhal̀-kú
let-itv
kū-n
def.gen.pl-ass
tiýā
other
mò
mo
‘(and) you then leave the other ones.’
(1183) bà
so
yišā
neg
mi-̌n-e-́è
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-nas-erg.2sg-ad2
mi ́
do.aux
ʼkósh-i ́
kill-ad2
ʼbaŕ
all
tiýā
others
‘So you shouldn’t kill them all’
(1184) bà
so
waḵ̀ki ́
if:cl1
mi-̌n-e-́è
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-nas-erg.2sg-lnk
mi ̀
do.aux
ʼkósh-i ́
hit-ad2
ʼbaŕ
all
mò
mo
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘If you kill them all then’
(1185) é
2sg
mi-́n
do.aux-2sg
i ̀
lnk
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
mi-́n
do-ass
tiýā
other
mò
mo
waři ̄
maybe
i ́
loc.cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
‘Perhaps you end up finding something else there’
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(1186) mèʼ d
as
mi ́
do
yań
dem.prox
gam̌-an̄à
find:ipfv-erg.1pi
ki ́
comp
dòr-ù
beat:ipfv-imprs
à
cl2
Álà
Ala
ki ̄
with:cl1
tō
thing
tan̄
phm
ti ́
quot
‘As (in) this situation, we had found (out) that Ala had been beaten
with something (so we heard).’
(1187) bà
so
à
cl2
riś
many
tō
thing
kūn
rel.pl
mi-́n
do:pfv-3pl
i ̀
lnk
mò-ŋ
place-ass
ʼkō-n-ańā
exist.pl:ipfv-nas-erg.1pi
ā
ident
nań
dem.vb.pl
kańsan̄
dem.adv.prox
‘So these are many things that happen where we live like this.’
(1188) bà
so
tā
cop:pfv
gò lòlòp̱
story
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
gòm
about
yaṕ̱
porcupine
‘So here was a story about a porcupine’
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C.9 Fleeing from Itang to Nasir
by Tidawos, recorded in 2013
(1189) ah́ā
1sg
ta-̄ná
cop:pfv-1sg
gi ̀
gen.cl1
lòlòp̱
story
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
em̄bǔl
time
jiǹ
rel
i-́n-an᷄ā
go.pl:ipfv-nas-erg.cl1:1pi
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
It́a̱ŋ̄
Itang
só-n
run.pl:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
It́a̱ŋ̄
Itang
mòn diť ̱
monsoon season
‘I have a story from the time when we fled from Itang, people were
fleeing from Itang in the monsoon season’
(1190) so
so[English]
cwaá̄
to
Naśir̄
Nasir
kā
with:cl2
1991,
1991[English],
ki ́
comp
em̄bǔl
time
yaḿ
dem.prox
jiǹ
rel
só-n-an᷄ā
run.pl:ipfv-nas-erg.cl1:1pi
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
It́a̱ŋ̄
Itang
i ̀
lnk
sō
run
cwaá̄
to
Naśir̄
Nasir
‘So, (it was on the way) to Nasir in 1991, (it was) at this time when
people fled from Itang and ran to Nasir’
(1191) e᷄
dur.loc
em̄bǔl
time
jaň
dem.med
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
só-n
run:ipfv-3pl
mòn diť ̱
monsoon
dhal̀i ̀
and
ki ̄
with:cl1
em̄bǔl
time
jaň
dem.med
tan̄i ́
phm
mò
mo
sō
run
jiǹ
rel
só-nù
run.pl:ipfv-imprs
tan̄i ́
phm
‘during that time, people were fleeing in the monsoon season, and at
that time was the time of running, when running took place’
(1192) thab́aǹ
of course
mò
mo
i ̄
go.pl
jiǹ
rel
i-́nù
go.pl:ipfv-imprs
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
It́a̱ŋ̄
Itang
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
tan̄i ́
phm
i-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
e᷄
dur.loc
ceḿ
inside
yi ̀ʼ de,́
water
mò-ŋ
place-ass
ḵūthūʼd
dry
yiša᷆
neg
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
yiša᷆
neg
‘so coming from Itang, people had to walk through water, there was
no dry land.’
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(1193) ūp̱
women
ā
ass.cl2
ka᷇
some
bit̀-̱iń
fall:ipfv-3pl
i ́
loc.cl1
jis̀
hole
tan̄i ́
phm
à
cl2
jùs
hole
ki ́
narr
lós
swallow
úni ̄
3pl
taḡi ̀
until
dhaň pāʼ d
waist
ńnií ̄
dem.loc.anph.dist
‘Some women fell in a hole, and the hole swallowed them up to their
waist there’
(1194) dhal̀i ̀
and
úni ̄
3pl
yiša᷆
neg
ki ́
narr
gad̀hir̀
manage
ḿmò
ger
bùḵ
extract
is̄
body.refl
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
yiša᷆
neg
‘and they could not manage to extract themselves’
(1195) wat̀hi-́ŋ
person-ass
ké
some
ki ́
narr
ya-̀yú
go.sg-vent
dhal̀i ̀
and
bǔʔ
extract:pfv
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼpeńá
from:cl2
jè
mud
ki ̄
with
em̄bǔl
time
jiǹ
rel
i-́nù
go.pl:ipfv-imprs
niń
dem.loc.itv
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Someone came and removed her from the mud, at the time when
people were walking’
(1196) thab́aǹ
of course
ar̄i ́
small
à
cl2
ʼci ́
infant
jiǹ
rel
dah̀à
newborn
dhǒth
bear:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
kūm
mother.poss.3sg
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Then a small infant who was recently born by her mother’
(1197) ḵaĺ-ù
take:pfv-imprs
ká
by:cl2
núrà
basket
ki ́
comp
dah̀à
newborn
dhǒth
bear:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
kūm
mother.poss.3sg
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄
phm
kūm
mother.poss.3sg
i ́
ref
tan̄i ́
phm
ya-̌n
go:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ʼbas̄hō
leg
yà
go
wú
die
ē
eye.part
mò
mo
ḿmò
ger
yǎ
go:loc.cl1
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
‘was put into a basket, when the infant was just born by her mother,
her mother’s feet had become exhausted to walk through the water.’
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(1198) kūm
mother.poss.3sg
tan̄i ́
phm
ki ́
narr
ʼbaŕ
complete
mò
mo
yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
dhal̀i ̀
and
ar̄i ́
small
à
cl2
ʼci ́
child
can᷄
dem.med
ki ́
narr
biť ̱
fall
mò
mo
yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
dhal̀i ̀
and
yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
dhal̀i ̀
and
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
yiša᷆
neg
‘her mother then fell in the water and that small child fell in the water,
and the water did not’
(1199) mi ̌
do:ipfv:ad2
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
ké
some
yiša,᷆
neg
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ʼcwam̄
pick.up
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tan̄i ́
phm
ci̱-́ki ́
give-ad1
kūm
mother.poss.3sg
tan̄i ́
phm
i ́
ref
ḵaĺ-á
take:pfv-loc.cl2
núrà
basket
ki ́
loc.cl1
em̄bǔl
time
jiǹ
rel
i-́n-am̄́
go.pl:ipfv-nas-erg.1pe
bes̀ké
besene
‘do anything to her, people picked her up and gave to the mother then
to carry her in the basket during the time we were walking’
(1200) ḿmò
ger
ʼkó
stay.pl
mò
mo
Naśir̄
Nasir
tan̄i ́
phm
i ́
loc.cl1
ar̄i ́
small
mò
place
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
Nôr,
Nor,
i ́
loc.cl1
Nôr
Nor
tan̄i ́
phm
am̄́
1pe
ki ́
narr
ʼcit́h
cross
ā
acc.cl2
gap̱̀
river
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘in order to stay in Nasir, and in a small place called Nor, at Nor we
crossed the river then’
(1201) ʼkó
stay.pl:pfv
ar̄i ́
small
mò
place
jiǹ
rel
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
Naśir̄
Nasir
dhal̀i ̀
and
bes̀ké
besene
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
comp
em̄bǔl
time
jiǹ
rel
i-́n-am̄́
go.pl:ipfv-nas-erg.1pe
bes̀ké
besene
ḿmò
ger
ʼkó
stay.pl
mò
mo
Naśir̄
Nasir
tan̄i ́
phm
‘to stay in a small place called Nasir and people at this time which we
walked to get to Nasir then’
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(1202) i ́
loc.cl1
ar̄i ́
small
mò
place
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
Naśir̄
Nasir
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
comp
em̄bǔl
time
jaň
dem.med
tan̄i ́
phm
‘in a small place called Nasir, people at that time’
(1203) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
yiša᷆
neg
tā
cop:pfv
gi ̀
gen.cl1
tōnte̱ʔ́
food
jiǹ
rel
shwa-̄n-u᷄ni ̄
eat:ipfv-nas-erg.3pl
yiša᷆
neg
‘people didn’t have food to eat’
(1204) tā
cop:pfv
em̄bǔl
time
jiǹ
rel
ʼbit́h-á
hard-stv
ʼbit̄h
redup
kaḡah̀aŕā
very
dhal̀i ̀
and
am̄́
1pe
tan̄i ́
phm
‘it was a very hard time and we then,’
(1205) dhal̀i ̀
and
bab̀a-̌m
father-ass
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
sús-am̄́
lead-1pe
ḿmò
ger
cá̱
sit.sg
à
lnk
ʼkósh
kill
wàʼ c
fish
á
loc.cl2
bil̀
water
‘our father then he took us to fish in a pool of stagnant water’
(1206) mèʼ d
like
pa-̄n
village-ass
dham̌kiń
Nuer
pā
village
Naśir̄
Nasir
tan̄i ́
phm
yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
water
ten̄i ́
phm
ca-̄á
big-stv
cā
redup
‘like the Nuer town, the town of Nasir, the river was huge’
(1207) dhal̀i ̀
and
wàʼ c
fish
i ́
ref
tan̄i ́
phm
shiḿ-ù
spear:ipfv-imprs
kā
with:cl2
ḵūḵa᷇ʼ b
hooked.spear
am̄́
1pe
i-́ná
go.pl:ipfv-1pe
à
lnk
thaḿ
spear
wàʼ c
fish
kā
with:cl2
ḵūḵa᷇ʼ b
hooked.spear
‘and fish were speared by spear, we went to spear the fish with spears.’
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(1208) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
kā
with:cl2
ris̀
many
ten̄i ́
phm
thaḿ
spear:pfv
wàʼ c
fish
am̄́
1pe
ʼkōsh-á
kill:ipfv-1pe
wàʼ c
fish
‘many people then speared the fish, we killed (some) fish’
(1209) dhal̀à
and:cl2
bab̀a-̌m
father-ass
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ʼkósh
kill
ā
acc.cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
mò
mo
‘and our father, he killed a moniter lizard.’
(1210) dhal̀à
and:cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkósh
kill:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
jaẁ
dead
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘and the monitor lizard was killed by him’
(1211) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ
take
mò-ó
mo-loc.cl1
ceḿ
inside
mā
gen.cl2
ci̱s᷇
bag
em̄bǔl
time
jaň
dem.med
tan̄i ́
phm
am̄́
1pe
ki ́
narr
cā̱
stay.sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼkósh
kill
wàʼ c
fish
mò
mo
‘and he carried it inside the bag while we were fishing’
(1212) dhal̀i ̀
and
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
i ́
ref
tan̄i ́
phm
ō-n-am̄́
say:ipfv-nas-erg.1pe
ki ́
comp
wǔ-k-úʼd
die:pfv-ad1-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
dhal̀i ̀
and
ká
comp:cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
yišā
neg
wǔ-k-úʼd
die:pfv-ad1-3sg
yiša᷆
neg
‘and the monitor lizard we thought that it was dead, but the monitor
lizard had not died.’
(1213) à
cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
p̱e-̄yú
jump-vent
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
ʼbā
neck
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mún
dem.loc.anph
tan̄i ́
phm
‘the monitor lizard ended up jumping from his neck there’
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(1214) ʼtāʼ b
try:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ̄
with
mèʼ d
hand
tan̄i ́
phm
à
cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
ki ́
narr
p̱e-̄è
jump
biť ̱
lnk
mò
fall
yi ̀ʼ deʔ́
mo
tan̄i ́
water
‘he tried to catch the monitor lizard, but the monitor lizard jumped
and fell in the water’
(1215) am̄́
1pe
ki ́
narr
gam̀
get
à
acc.cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
yiša᷆
neg
am̄́
1pe
tan̄i ́
phm
ki ́
narr
ŋá
leave.behind
mò
mo
ká
comp:cl2
yěʼ d
monitor.lizard
ki ̄
with
em̄bǔl
time
yań
dem.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
‘we didn’t get the monitor lizard, we left the monitor lizard behind at
this time’
(1216) kā
with.cl2
ʼthá
morning
tan̄i ́
phm
am̄́
1pe
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
mò
mo
i ̄
go.pl
mò
pl
jiǹ
place
ʼkósh-ù
rel
wàʼ c
kill:pfv-imprs
kā
fish
gǒrā
with:cl2
‘in the morning we went to a place where people were fishing with
goras.’
(1217) gòm
for
waḵ̀ki ́
if
é
2sg
ʼte-́n
not.want:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
bwà
stomach.part
yà
go
thaḿ
spear
wàʼ c
fish
kā
with:cl2
ḵūḵa᷇ʼ b
hooked.spear
tan̄i ́
phm
é
2sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go
mò
mo
gǒr
angle
wàʼ c
fish
kā
with
gǒraʔ̄
gora
‘Because if you donʼt want to spear fish with spears then you can go
to fish with goras’
(1218) á
ident
ki ̄
with
em̄bǔl
time
jaň
dem.med
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼko᷄sh
kill:ipfv
wàʼ c
fish
ʼko᷄sh
kill:ipfv
wàʼ c
fish
‘At this time people were killing fish’
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(1219) dhal̀i ̀
and
dham̌kiń
Nuer
gǔmsem̄
dem.med.pl
ʼpeńi ́
from
i-̄kaḿ
pl-brother
baňā
1pi
gǔm
dem.anph.pl
Nùwer̂
Nuer
iśan̄
dem.loc.prec
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
i-̄yú
go.pl-vent
‘and these Nuer behind (those) our brothers the Nuer here they came’
(1220) ki ̄
with
em̄bǔl
time
ā
ass.cl2
ké
some
tan̄i ́
phm
ŋap̱̀-iń
want:ipfv-3pl
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
ḵaĺ
take
wàʼ c
fish
tib́à
tiba
ʼpeńi ́
from
wat̀hi-́ŋ
person-ass
kaḿú
other
móʼdōn
dem.loc.med
‘at this time they wanted to take the fish from another person there’
(1221) dhal̀i ̀
and
wat̀hi ́
person
ki ́
narr
nón
refuse
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
comp
wàʼ c
fish
tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ʼkósh
killpfv
wat̀hi-́ŋ
person-ass
ké
some
jaẁ
dead
mò
mo
ki ̄
with
ōʼd
fire
‘and the person refused (to give) him the fish, so they killed another
man with a gun’
(1222) ki ̄
with
em̄bǔl
time
jaň
dem.med
yil̀
year
jaň
dem.med
em̄bǔl
time
jaň
dem.med
yiša᷆
neg
ʼbór-óʼd
good:ipfv-3sg
gòm
for
ańā
1pi
yiša᷆
neg
ya,̀
neg
tā
cop:pfv
em̄bǔl
time
jiǹ
rel
ta-̄ʼd
cop:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
sâʼ b
bad
kaḡah̀aŕā
very
‘At that time, that year, that time was not good for us, it was a time
which was very bad.’
(1223) dhal̀i ̀
and
tōnte̱ʔ́
food
yiša᷆
neg
di-̀ʼd
exist.sg:pfv-3sg
yiša᷆
neg
yà
neg
dhal̀i ̀
and
am̄́,
1pe
ańā
1pi
dǒḵ ē
again
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
mò
mo
cw̱aňy
dig
ā
acc.cl2
sēʼ d
wild.potato
‘And there was no food so we then went to dig up wild potatoes’
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(1224) á
loc.cl2
sēʼ d
wild.potato
i ́
ref
tan̄i ́
phm
i-́nù
go.pl:ipfv-imprs
à
cl2
mas̀ab́à
distance
mà
gen.cl2
saá̀
hour
súʔ
two
wac̀i̱b̀aʔ̀
maybe
ḿmò
ger
i ̄
go.pl
ḵwan᷄y
dig
dhal̀i ̀
and
am̄́
1pe
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
get
à
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
‘for wild potatoes (people) went a distance of two hours maybe for
digging, and we (meanwhile) went to find honey.’
(1225) dhal̀i ̀
and
à
cl2
dham̀
honey
i ́
iphm
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
thab́aǹ
of course
dhǒth-óʼd
breed:ipfv-3sg
i ́
ad2
dhaǹ
great
miś
up
i ́
loc.cl1
ńnií ̄
dem.loc.anph.dist
dhal̀i ̀
and
cwá
tree
kūn
rel.pl
lūʔ-ún
sprout:ipfv-3pl
‘Bees were swarming on a great one up there, trees which were grow-
ing their leaves.’
(1226) ʼpeńi ́
from
kaá̄
dem.adv.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
tan̄i ́
phm
ḵūth-ún
dry:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
‘Then they dried’
(1227) à
cl2
múŋ̄
friend
kaḿú
another
sé
climb:pfv
miś
up
yùḵ-kù
call:ipfv-imprs
ká
comp:cl2
Kwat́ā̱
Kwata
sé
climb:pfv
miś
up
tan̄i ́
phm
lǒl
collect
ā
acc.cl2
dham̀
honey
‘One friend called Kwata climbed up the tree to collect honey’
(1228) dhal̀i ̀
and
áʼ di ̄
3sg
yiša᷆
neg
mis̀h
know
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
ōʼd
fire
yiša᷆
neg
shwa-̄ʼd-a,̀
burn:ipfv-3sg-neg,
ʼpeńi ́
from
món̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
thaḿ
do.bad
ōʼd
fire
mi ́
do.part
‘and he did not know that a fire was burning, from there they did the
fire bad’
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(1229) tan̄i ́
phm
ōʼd
fire
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
i ̀
lnk
shwá
burn
ʼceḿen̄
leaf
cwá
tree
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ten̄i ́
phm
di-̀yi-́ʼd
exist.sg:pfv-ad2-3sg
ʼté
just
miś
up
ińnií ̄
dem.loc.anph.dist
bè
particle
‘The fire burned the leaves of the tree while he was still up there (in
the tree)’
(1230) ōʼd
fire
ki ́
narr
shwa-́kú
burn-itv
ʼpeń
from
kā
with:cl2
ʼceśh
ground
dhal̀i ̀
and
mi ́
do
jiǹ
rel
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi ́
do
yiša᷆
neg
di-̌ʼd-à
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg-neg
‘the fire burned was burning from the ground and there was nothing
he could do.’
(1231) dhal̀i ̀
and
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ-i ́
take-ad2
dhaǹ
great
ōʼd
fire
jaň
dem.med
ki ́
comp
is̄
body.part
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
pósh-ú
jump-vent
mò
mo
‘and he then forced his way out of the fire and he jumped down.’
(1232) ōʼd
fire
i ́
ref
tan̄i ́
phm
ki ́
narr
pūr
burn
áʼ di ̄
3sg
à
cl2
jib̀bà
clothes
ʼbaŕ
completely
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘the fire burned his clothes all’
(1233) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ḵaĺ
take
ōʼd
fire
ki ̄
with:cl1
is̄
body.part
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go
yé
escape
mò
mo
káʼ dan̄
dem.adv.med
tan̄
phm
‘he then forced his way out and he was able to escape like that.’
(1234) áʼ di ̄
3sg
tā
cop:pfv
gò lòlòp̱
story
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.med
‘This was the story.’
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(1235) bwaỳ
way
gi ̀
rel.gen
nyaŋ̀
build:pfv
à
erg.cl1
’kwan̄i-́m-pā
people-ass-home
gùʼb
house
‘How to build an Uduk house’
(1236) wat̀hi-́m-pā
person-ass-home
ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mùr-úʼd
will.aux:ipfv-3sg
i ̀
lnk
nyaŋ́
build
gùʼb
house
i ́
iphm
tan̄i ́
phm
‘An Uduk person, when he is going to build a house’
(1237) i-́tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄
prep-first
a’́di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
ḿmò
ger
jep̱̌
cut
ā
acc.cl2
ḵaŕ ’kús
forked poles
gùʼb
house
‘First he goes to cut forked poles for the house’
(1238) waḵ̌ki ́
cond
áʼ di ̄
3sg
jep̱̀-éʼ d
cut:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ḵaŕ ’kús
forked poles
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘When he cuts the forked poles for the house’
(1239) yań
dem.prox
ʼkōʼd
after
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
bwaỳ
to
mò-m
place-ass
’púny
cut
ā
acc.cl2
rih̀aǹy
grass
bes̀keńeʔ̄
besene
‘after this he goes to the place of cutting thatch then’
(1240) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
’púny
cut
ā
acc.cl2
rih̀aǹy
grass
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘he goes to cut the thatch’
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(1241) ká
comp:cl2
rih̀aǹy
thatch
thiḿ-a᷄ʼ di ̄
finish-erg.3sg
ʼpúny
cut
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
yań
dem.prox
ʼkōʼd
after
dǒḵ ē
again
‘when he finishes cutting the thatch, after this again’
(1242) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
bwaỳ
way
mò
place
ḵāʼ dúm
kadum
ḿmò
ger
jep̱̌
cut
ā
acc.cl2
ḵāʼ dúm
kadum
cwá
tree
‘he goes out to the place of the kadum, to cut some kadum branches’
(1243) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
ká
comp:cl2
ḵāʼ dúm
kadum
jep̱̌
cut:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘And when the kadum has been cut by him then’
(1244) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
dhù-yúʔ
leave-vent
á
loc.cl2
ʼceśh
ground
gòm
for
à
cl2
ciḿ
day
súʔ
two
‘he leaves (them) (in the other place) on the ground for two days’
(1245) dhal̀
and
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
dòḵ
return
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
ḿmò
ger
yà
go.sg
pūr-úʔ
heat-vent
‘and he then returns in order to go heat (it) (in the other place)’
(1246) gòm
because
waḵ̌ki ́
if
mi-̀n-áʼ di ̄
do.aux:ipfv-erg.3sg
pūr
heat
kā
with.cl2
ciḿ
day
ā
cl2
ʼdeʔ́
one
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Because if he were to heat (the kadum) with (after) one day’
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(1247) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ʼced̄
break
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹè
quickly
‘it breaks very quickly’
(1248) gòm
for
kań
dem.adv.prox
jaǹ
dem.med
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
jep̱̌
cut
ā
acc.cl2
ḵāʼ dúm
kadum
‘So therefore people then cut the kadum’
(1249) ḿmò
ger
ci̱ ̄
give
yā
acc.cl2
ciḿ
day
súʔ
two
á
loc.cl2
ʼceśh
ground
‘giving two days on the ground’
(1250) dhal̀i ̀
and
i ̄
go.pl:pfv
pūr
heat
is̄
body.part
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼkáʼ d
open:pfv
mā
erg.cl2
teńteʔ̄
sun
mò
mo
‘and go heat the wood, and it is opened by the sun’
(1251) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
miśh
able
tō̱ʔ
straighten
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
ʼbōr’bōr
good.adv
dhal̀i ̀
and
ki ́
comp
yap̱̀yap̱̀
fast.adv
‘it is able to become straightened very well and very fast’
(1252) ká
comp:cl2
ḵāʼ dúm
kadum
jep̱̌-ún-ù
cut:pfv-ad2-imprs
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘When the kadum is cut (in the other place)’
(1253) wat̀hiʔ́
person
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
mò
mo
dǒḵ ē
again
ḿmò
ger
yà
go.sg
ʼkaẃúr
design
gùʼb
house
bes̀keńeʔ̄
besene
‘a person goes again in order to go design the house’
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(1254) ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼkaẃúr
design:pfv
gùʼb
house
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ḵwańy
dig
jis̀
hole
gùʼb
house
mò
mo
‘After he designs the house then he digs holes for the house’
(1255) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
ḵwańy
dig
jis̀
hole
gùʼb
house
i ̀
lnk
thiḿ
finish
mò
mo
‘he then finishes digging the holes of the house’
(1256) yań
dem.prox
ʼkōʼd
after
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
thúm
insert
ā
acc.cl2
ḵaŕ ’kús
forked pole
cwá
tree
mò
mo
i ́
prep
jis̀
hole
‘After that he inserts the forked poles of the tree branch into the holes’
(1257) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
thúm
insert
ā
acc.cl2
ḵaŕ ’kús
forked pole
cwá
tree
mò
mo
jis̀
hole
tan̄i ́
phm
‘he puts the forked poles of the tree branch in the hole’
(1258) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
p̱ar̄
even out
ʼkúp̱
head.part
mò
mo
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
‘he evens them out’
(1259) yań
dem.prox
ʼkōʼd
after
i ́
loc.cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
bes̀eńeʔ̄
then
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
yà
go.sg
mò
mo
tan̄
then
ḿmò
ger
jep̱̌-i ́
cut-ad2
jah̀aʔ̀
jaha
‘Afterwards (there) then he goes to cut jaha’
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(1260) dhal̀i ̀
and
jah̀aʔ̀
jaha
mùr-ù
will.aux:ipfv-imprs
jep̱̌-úʔ
cut-vent
kā
on.cl2
ciḿ
day
jǎʼ dan̄
dem.prox
‘And the jaha should be cut within that day’
(1261) úni ̄
3pl
ki ̄
with.cl1
á
name
tō
thing
jiǹ
rel
yǔḵ-ù
call:pfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
gòròsh
gorosh
‘along with something which is called gorosh’
(1262) à
cl2
gòròsh
gorosh
úni ̄
3pl
ki ̄
with.cl1
jah̀à
jaha
mùr-ù
will.aux:ipfv-imprs
jep̱̌-úʔ
cut-vent
kā
on.cl2
ciḿ-ā
day-indv
ʼdeʔ́
one
‘The gorosh and jaha should be cut within one day’
(1263) i ̀
lnk
nyaḵ̀ká
along with.cl2
gaŋ̀gar̀aʔ̀
gangara
‘Along with the gangara’
(1264) dhal̀i ̀
and
tō
thing
ji-̀n
def.gen.sg-ass
tw̱aʔ̄aʔ̄
first
jiǹ
rel
i-́nù
go.pl:ipfv-imprs
jep̱̌
cut
i ́
iphm
tan̄
phm
ta-̄ʼd
cop-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
gaŋ̀gar̀aʔ̀
gangara
‘And the first thing which is gone to be cut then is the gangara’
(1265) à
cl2
gaŋ̀gar̀aʔ̀
gangara
mùr-ù
will.aux:ipfv-imprs
jep̱̌-úʔ
cut-vent
‘The gangara should be cut’
(1266) ká
comp:cl2
gaŋ̀gar̀aʔ̀
gangara
jep̱̌-ún-ù
cut:pfv-ad2-imprs
mò
mo
tan̄
phm
‘When the gangara is cut (in the other place) then’
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(1267) ūp̱
women
ki ́
narr
i ̄
go.pl
bes̀keńeʔ̄
besene
ḿmò
ger
i ̄
go.pl
ḵaĺ-úʔ
bring-vent
‘women go, going to bring them back’
(1268) ki ́
comp
ḵaĺ-i-́n
bring:pfv-ad2-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ūp̱
women
mò
mo
pā
home
tan̄i ́
phm
‘When women bring (them) home then’
(1269) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
réʼ d
weave
gùʼb
house
mò
mo
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
‘people then weave the house’
(1270) ki ́
comp
gùʼb
house
réʼ d-ù
weave:ipfv-imprs
ʼká
finish:ipfv
ʼkúp̱
head.part
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
then
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
kar̄
put
gòròsh
gorosh
mò
mo
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
‘When the house is finished being woven, then the people get gorosh’
(1271) ki ́
comp
gòròsh
gorosh
kar̄-ù
put:pfv-imprs
thiḿ
finish
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
lah́
select
cwa-́ny
wood-ass
ji ̀ shō
straight
‘Once the gorosh is finished being fetched, people then select the
straight poles’
(1272) aw̄́
or
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
lah́
select
ā
acc.cl2
ḵāʼ dúm
kadum
ā
ass.cl2
ʼbórgaʔ̄,
good,
‘or people select good poles,’
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(1273) i ́
loc.cl1
dòŋgòn
four
kūn
rel.pl
mùr-ù
will.aux:ipfv-imprs
haʔ̄
select
gùʼb
house
ʼkús
throat.part
‘and four of those which should be tied at the top foundation of the
house’
(1274) dhal̀i ̀
and
ki ́
comp
gùʼb
house
ʼkó-nù
stay.pl:pfv-imprs
ki ́
narr
lah́-aʔ́
select-3sg
ʼkús
throat.part
i ́
ref
tan̄i ́
phm
‘And when the top foundation of the house is firm’
(1275) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ūḵ
create
tō
thing
gi ̀
rel.gen
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
daŋ̀ḵáʼ b
dangkab
‘people then make the thing which is called dangkab’
(1276) bà
once
daŋ̀ḵáʼ b
dangkab
jǎʼ dan̄
this
áʼ di ̄
3sg
tā
cop
mò-m-ʼbi ́ʼ th
place-ass-strong
‘So this dangkab, it is the foundation’
(1277) gi ̀
rel.gen
mùr
will.aux:ipfv
mà
erg.cl2
ḵāʼ dúm
pole
i ́
ref
tan̄
phm
ḿmò
ger
i ̄
go.pl
dhù
leave
ʼkūs
throat
i ́
loc.cl1
cin̄eʔ́
inside
i ́
loc.cl1
mat́a̱n̄
dem.loc.med
‘where the poles go to in order to let the poles join together’
(1278) bà
once
daŋ̀ḵáʼ b
dangkab
mùr-ù
will.aux:ipfv-imprs
ʼkúc ̱
fold
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
cā̱ʼ b
stay.sg
ā
acc.cl2
ciḿ
day
dǒḵ ē
again
‘Once the dangkab is rounded then it sits (for some) days again’
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(1279) mèʼ d
like
kwar̄ā
three
aw̄́
or
dòŋòn
four
mún
dem.loc.anph
‘like three or four’
(1280) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ʼbit́h
strong
ā
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
comp
ʼbi ̄ʼ th
redup
gòm
because
tā
cop
‘it gets strong, because it is’
(1281) daŋ̀ḵáʼ b
dangkab
ʼpeń-i ́
from-cl1
cwá
tree
jiǹ
rel
aw̄́
or
ʼpeń-á
from-cl2
gaŋ̀gar̀aʔ̀
gangara
‘dangkab from the tree branches or from gangara’
(1282) áʼ di ̄
3sg
i ́
ref
ḵwaʔ̄-ù
divide:ipfv-imprs
mò-n
place-ass
tiýā
some
tan̄
phm
ḿmò
ger
mi ́
do.aux
ki ̄
with:cl2
daŋ̀ḵáʼ b
dangkab
‘that is combined with some parts to make with the dangkab.’
(1283) yań
dem.prox
ʼkōʼd
after
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
haʔ́
tie
gùʼb
house
ʼkús
throat.part
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
tan̄
phm
ḿmò
ger
kōp̱
circle
mò
mo
‘After that people then tie up the house center so in order to circle it’
(1284) ki ́
comp
gùʼb
house
kōp̱-ù
circle:pfv-imprs
thiḿ
finish
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ta̱ʔ̄
thatch
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
kā
with.cl2
rih̀aǹy
thatching grass
‘when the house is circled completely people then thatching it with
grass’
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(1285) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ta̱ʔ̄
thatch
gùʼb
house
mò
mo
kā
with.cl2
rih̀aǹy
grass
ḿmò
ger
nyaŋ́
build
mò
mo
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
‘People then thatch the house with grass in order to build it’
(1286) ki ́
comp
gùʼb
house
nyaŋ́-ù
build:pfv-imprs
thiḿ
finish
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
then
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ʼtam̄
bind
ʼbaʔ̄
neck.part
mò
mo
‘When the house is finished being built people then bind the top grass
together with rope’
(1287) ki ́
comp
gùʼb
house
ʼtam̄-ù
bind:pfv-imprs
ʼbaʔ̄
neck.part
i ́
loc.cl1
thiḿ
finish
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
ce̱s̄h
ref
i ́
phm
tan̄i ́
dem.prox
yań
after
ʼkōʼd
besene
bes̀eńeʔ̄
‘when the house has been bound completely so after that’
(1288) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
thōsōn
prepare
is̄
body.part
dǒḵ ē
again
tan̄
phm
ḿmò
ger
rús
mud
gùʼb
house
bwam̀ań
inside
mò
mo
bes̀eńeʔ̄
besene
‘people then start preparing themselves again for mudding the inner
house’
(1289) bà
once
ki ́
comp
gùʼb
house
rús-ù
mud:pfv-imprs
thiḿ
finish
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘So when the house is mudded completely’
(1290) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
sōʼk
move
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
ʼkō
exist.pl:ipfv
bwam̀ań
inside
‘people then move into it to stay inside’
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(1291) bà
once
bwaỳ
way
gi ̀
rel.gen
nyaŋ̀-ù
build:ipfv-imprs
gùʼb
house
à
ident
ʼdah́an̄
dem.vb.prox
‘So this is the way in which a house is built,’
(1292) aẃ́
or
bwaỳ
way
gi ̀
rel.gen
te̱ĺ-ù
start:pfv-imprs
mi ́
do
ʼpeń
from
wat̀hiʔ́
man
ki ́
narr
tā
be.3sg
gi ̀
gen.cl1
gùʼb
house
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
ā
ident
ʼdah́an̄
dem.vb.prox
‘or this is the way how it’s started for a person to have a home of his
own’
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C.11 Uduk marriage
by Lam, recorded in 2011
(1293) ʼbóróʼd bè
well
ah́aʔ̄
1sg
mùr-á
will.aux-1sg
à
lnk
tó̱rā tō̱r
talk
á
loc:cl2
p̱ó
top
mas̀h
marriage
ʼkwan̄iḿ pā
Uduk people
ʼpeńá
from:cl2
dham̀ò
old
ǹtaǵà
until
ʼdis̄heśan̄
now
‘Well, I am going to talk about marriage among the Uduk, from old
times until now’
(1294) ʼkwan̄iḿ pā
Uduk people
kā
with:cl2
dham̀ò
old
tan̄tan̄i,́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
sa᷆
neg
mašh-ań
marry:ipfv-3pl
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹneʔ̀
quickly
yiša᷆
neg
‘The Uduk people of old haven’t always married quickly.’
(1295) úni ̄
3pl
ʼko᷄-n
stay.pl:ipfv-3pl
ǹtaǵi ̀
until
em̄bǔl
time
gi ̀
rel.gen
mi-̀n-úni ̄
do.aux:ipfv-nas-3pl
ʼbit́h
strong
was̀hań
boy
mò
mo
dhal̀i ̀
and
nyar̀á
girl
gar̀à
also
ki ́
comp
ʼbit́h
strong
mò
mo
dhal̀i ̀
and
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
comp
mas̀h
marry
mò
mo
‘They had to stay (wait) until the time of both the boy and the girl
being mature enough to marry.’
(1296) dhal̀i ̀
and
kā
with:cl2
dham̀ò
old
ińniń
dem.loc.itv.dist
tan̄i,́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
mi-́ʼd-i,́
do:pfv-3sg-ad2
úni ̄
3pl
lòʼb-ón,
play:ipfv-3pl
ūci̱ ́
children
ūp̱
women
dhal̀i ̀
and
ūci̱-́ŋ
children-ass
gwàʼ th
male
úni ̄
3pl
lòʼb-ón
play:ipfv-3pl
dhal̀
and
‘And a long time ago, boys (they) could play with girls’
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(1297) úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
nyaŋ̌
build
ūshú(ūshi)́
dim.pl:cl1
gùʼb
house
gi ̀
rel.gen
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
gùʼb
house
à
ass.cl2
ʼkú
tokul
‘They build many small houses called huts (tokuls).’
(1298) was̀hań
boy
dhal̀à
and.cl2
nyar̀á
girl
úni ̄
3pl
ʼkó
stay.pl:pfv
gùʼb-à
house-indv
ʼdeʔ́
one
‘Boys and girls alike they stay in one house.’
(1299) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
ó
say:pfv
kó
comp
lǒʼb-ón
play:ipfv-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
lòʼb
play
ūci̱,́
children,
aw̄́
or
lòʼb
play:pfv
was̀hań
boy
úni ̄
3pl
ki ̄
with.cl1
lòʼb
playpfv
nyar̀aʔ́
girl
‘and they say ‘The children are playing, or boys play with girls.’ ’
(1300) bà
so
tō
thing
gi ̀
rel
mi-̌ʼd
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-3sg
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
kā
with.cl2
dham̀ò
old
ǹtaǵi ̀
until.cl1
was̀hań
boy
dhal̀à
and.cl2
nyar̀á
girl
ǹ-cā
lnk-grow
mò
mo
‘So the thing which has been done until the boys and girls grow’
(1301) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
ʼbi ́ʼ th
mature:pfv
mò
mo
dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
gam̀
find:pfv
is̄
refl
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
shúsh
develop:pfv
mā
erg.cl2
lùʼd
testicle
mò
mo
‘and mature, and (he) finds himself to have developed testicles’
(1302) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
nyar̀aʔ́
girl
gar̀à
also
ʼbit́h
mature:pfv
mā
erg.cl2
kó
breast
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘and the girl also grows breasts’
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(1303) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
p̱úʼd
reach
i ́
loc.cl1
em̄bǔl
time
gi ̀
rel
mašh-ù
marry:ipfv-imprs
mò
mo
bes̀eńneʔ̄
besene
‘They can reach the time of marriage then’
(1304) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼdis̄heśan̄
nowadays
ki ́
comp
em̄bǔl
time
yań
this
tan̄i,́
phm
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk people
aw̄́
or
Údūk
Uduk
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
mašh-ań
marry:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹneʔ̀
quickly
‘And up to now, to this time, the Uduk people, or Uduk, they marry
very early’
(1305) waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
ʼci ́
child
p̱úʼd-úʼd
reach:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
yil̀
year
ʼkúmèʼ d pé kwar̄ā
thirteen
aw̄́
or
ʼkúmèʼ d i ̀ pé súʔ
twelve
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
te̱ĺ
begin
mi ́
do.part
ʼpeń
behind.part
i ̀
lnk
mas̀h
marry
mò
mo
‘If the child reaches the year thirteen or twelve then he can start to
get married.’
(1306) gòm
for
em̄bǔl
time
gà
gen.cl1:cl2
ʼdis̄han̄́
now
tan̄i ́
phm
nyar̀á
girl
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
gam̀-ù
find:pfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
ta̱ʔ̄
fall
mā
erg.cl2
kó
breast
mò
mo
tan̄i,́
phm,
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ó
say
ki ́
comp
pe-́ʼd
pass:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
tib́à
tiba
‘Because at this time a girl, if (she) is found to have falling breasts,
people will say that she’s past (the time of marriage)’
(1307) yiša᷆
neg
mùr
will.aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
was̀hań
boy
dǒō
again
mas̀h
marry
yiša᷆
neg
tiýā
other
‘No other boy will ever marry her’
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(1308) i ́
loc.cl1
mah́an̄
dem.loc.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
dhal̀
let
ay̌i ̄
each
ʼci ́
child
bwaỳ
way
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘Here it gives every child a way’
(1309) aw̄́
or
shac̄ā
encourage
ay̌i ̄
each
ʼci ́
child
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
mas̀h
marry
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹneʔ̀
quickly
ki ̄
with.cl1
yil̀
year
ʼkúmèʼ d i ̀ pé súʔ
twelve
aw̄́
or
yil̀
year
ʼkúmèʼ di ̀ pé kwar̄ā
thirteen
‘or encourages every child for him/her to marry early, by the age of
12 or 13.’
(1310) gòm
for
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi-̌ʼd
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-3sg
i ̀
lnk
di ̀
stay.sg
à
cl2
kó
breast
ki ́
narr
ta̱ʔ̄
drop
mò
mo
tan̄i,́
phm
‘For if she stays until (her) breasts drop,’
(1311) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
was̀hań
boy
gar̀à
also
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
ʼce’́d
break:ipfv
á
loc.cl2
ʼkús
throat
mò
mo
á
loc.cl2
p̱óʔ
top
mò
mo
tan̄i,́
phm
‘And the boy also if his voice breaks,’
(1312) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
ʼka-́n
grow:ipfv-nas
mā
erg.cl2
mùr
moustache
mò
mo
ń
loc3
ʼtwaʔ̄
mouth
tan̄i,́
phm
‘And the hair grows on the lips,’
(1313) mùr
will.aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
nyar̀á
girl
à
lnk
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
ó
say
ki:́
comp:
was̀hań
boy
jaň
dem.med
pe-́ʼd
pass:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
‘The girl will say ‘that boy is past (the time of marriage).’ ’
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(1314) yiša᷆
neg
dǒō
again
mùr-ù
will.aux:ipfv-imprs
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
mas̀h
marry
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼcin̄é
inside
tiýā
other
‘No one will ever marry him either.’
(1315) aw̄́
or
tō
thing
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
gi ̀
rel
mi-̌ʼd
do:ipfv:ad2-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpa,̄
Uduk,
n̄taǵi ̀
until
é
2sg
mi-̌n
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-2sg
i ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
Údūk
Uduk
‘Or this is a thing that has happened among the Uduk people, you find
that the Uduk, ’
(1316) i ́
loc.cl1
ʼdis̄han̄́
nowadays
úni ̄
3pl
mašh-ań
marry:ipfv-3pl
mò
mo
ki ̄
with.cl1
yil̀
year
jiǹ
rel
gwàʼ d-á
small-stv
gwàʼ d
redup
‘Nowadays they marry at an early age.’
(1317) dhal̀à
and.cl2
ʼci ́
child
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
p̱úʼd-úʼd
reach:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
i ́
loc.cl1
yil̀-à
year-indv
ʼkúmed̀i ̀ ʼcēʼ di ́ súʔ
twelve
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
te̱ĺ
begin
mi ́
do.part
ʼpeń
behind.part
i ̀
lnk
mas̀h
marry
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹneʔ̀
quickly
‘And if a child reaches 12 s/he starts getting married quickly, ’
(1318) gòm
for
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ó-ʼd
say:pfv-3sg
ki ́
comp
mùr
will.aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
é
2sg
ē
lnk
pé
pass
mò
mo
‘for s/he says (she) will be passed,’
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(1319) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
was̀hań
boy
gar̀à
also
ó-ʼd
say:pfv-3sg
ki ́
comp
mùr
will.aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
e-́è
2sg
mi ̌
lnk
i ̀
do.aux:ipfv:ad2
pé
lnk
mò
pass
mi-̀n
mo
à
do.aux:ipfv-nas
nyar̀a-́à
erg.cl1
mi ̌
girl
i ̀
lnk
úsh
do.aux:ipfv:ad2
mò
lnk
‘and the boy also says (he?) will be passed, to be refused by the girl.’
(1320) yaū̌
so
mi ́
do.nom
yań
dem.prox
ki ́
comp
dhal̀
let
à
acc.cl2
ʼciḿ ʼbómi ̄
girl
bwaỳ
way
dhal̀à
and.cl2
ʼciŋ́ gwat̀͟h
boy
tan̄i ́
phm
‘So this thing will give (let) the girl a way, and the male boy’
(1321) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
mas̀h
marry
mò
mo
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹneʔ̀
quickly
ki ́
comp
úni ̄
3pl
yiša᷆
neg
ca-̄ka-́n
grow:pfv-ad1-3pl
ki ́
comp
ʼbōr-é
good-adv
yà
neg
‘They can marry very early, before they are (not) fully grown.’
(1322) yaū̌
so
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
kaḿú
other
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
jiǹ
rel
mi-̌ʼd
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀ań
among
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼkwan̄iḿpa,̄
Uduk
‘So this thing is what happens among the Uduk people, ’
(1323) dhal̀i ̀
and
tō
thing
ḵan̄́
dem.adv.prox
gi ̀
rel
mi-̌ʼd-i ̄
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-3sg-ser
ʼbór
good
gòm
for
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
gi ̀
rel
mis̀h
know:pfv
à
erg.cl1
ay̌i ̄
each
wat̀hiʔ́
person
‘and this thing which is done is good for the Uduk, for every person.’
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(1324) ʼbór-óʼd
good:ipfv-3sg
bè
be.ptcl
gò-m
saying-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
gi ̀
rel
ó-ká
say:pfv-erg.1sg
shwan̄é niń
a bit ago
tan̄i ́
phm
ah́aʔ̄
1sg
waľ-á
discuss:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
tō̱r
tell:pfv
á
loc.cl2
p̱óʔ
top
mi ̌
do.aux:ipfv:ad2
mas̀h
marry
e᷄
dur.loc
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk people
aw̄́
or
Údūk
Uduk
‘Well for my saying that I said a while ago that I was discussing about
the marriage of the Uduk people or Uduk’
(1325) baàt̀hab́aǹ
but of course
mèʼ d
as
gò
message
jiǹ
rel
ó-ki-́kaʔ̄
say:pfv-ad1-erg.1sg
mò
mo
shwan̄é niń
a bit ago
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk people
yiša᷆
neg
mašh-ań
marry:ipfv-3pl
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹneʔ̀
quickly
yiša᷆
neg
kā
with.cl2
dham̀ò=yà
old=neg
‘As I said earlier that the Uduk people did not marry early since old
times.’
(1326) úni ̄
3pl
ʼko᷄-n
stay.pl:ipfv-3pl
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼbit́h
mature:pfv
was̀hań
young.man
mò
mo
‘They stay until maturity.’
(1327) dhal̀i ̀
and
e᷄
dur.loc
ʼbwam̀ań
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
tan̄i,́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
mašh-ań
marry:ipfv-3pl
ki ̄
with.cl1
mèʼ d
hand
‘And among the Uduk people, people marry freely.’
(1328) úni ̄
3pl
yiša᷆
neg
ŋap̱̌
want:ipfv:ad2
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
kaḿú
other
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
cōm
father.3sg
mā
gen.cl2
ʼci ́
child
was̀hań
boy
gi ̀
rel
mašh
marry:ipfv
ʼbwa-̄ḿ
daughter-ass
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
yiša᷆
neg
‘They do not want something from the father of the boy who is mar-
rying their daughter.’
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(1329) bà
so
tō
thing
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
jiǹ
rel
di-̌’d
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
n̄taǵà
until
ʼdis̄han̄́
now
‘So this is what happens among the Uduk people up to now’
(1330) dhal̀i ̀
and
kā
with.cl2
dham̀ò
old
ńniń
dem.loc.itv
tan̄i ́
phm
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
mas̀h
marry
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
ki ́
comp
paĺ
try:pfv
ó
say
ò
lnk
mas̀h
marry
kā
with.cl2
gǔrùsh
money
ḿmò
ger
ci̱ ̄
give
tō
thing
‘And in the past, the marriage of the Uduk, it was tried to marry with
money to give things.’
(1331) bà
so
tō
thing
yań
dem.prox
yiša᷆
neg
ki ́
comp
ʼbór
good
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
‘So this thing was not good among the Uduk people’
(1332) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ó
say
ki ́
comp
waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
ʼciḿ ʼbómi ̄
girl
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
gwat̀͟h
boy
mas̀h
marry
kā
with.cl2
gǔrùsh
money
aw̄́
or
ci̱ ̄
give:pfv
tō
something
‘people will say: (what if) the girl was married to (by) a man with
money or to pay something.’
(1333) bà
so
tō
thing
yań
dem.prox
yiša᷆
neg
ki ́
comp
ʼbór
good
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
yiša᷆
neg
‘So this thing is not good among the Uduk people’
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(1334) ʼkwan̄iḿpā
people
ki ́
narr
ó
say
ki ́
comp
waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
ʼci-́m
child-ass
ʼbómi ̄
girl
mù-nù
do.aux:ipfv-imprs
mas̀h
marry
kā
with.cl2
gǔrùsh,
money
‘people can say if a girl will be married by money,’
(1335) aw̄́
or
ci̱ ̄
give
tō
thing
káʼ dan̄
dem.adv.med
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
thar̄cam̄
encourage
i ̄
go.pl
ó
say
ki ́
comp
à
cl2
ʼciḿ ʼbómi ̄
girl
tan̄i ́
phm
yǒl-ù
trade:ipfv:ad2-imprs
mò
mo
ʼte-́ʼd-i ́
refuse-3sg-ad2
baʔ̀
stomach.part
‘Or to pay for something, like this among the Uduk people, then peo-
ple will explain and say the girl was sold by money.’
(1336) tō
thing
gi ̀
rel
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
‘This is the thing which exists among the Uduk people.’
(1337) waḵ̀ki ́
if
cōm
father.3sg
was̀hań
boy
ci̱ ̄
give:pfv
tō
thing
gòm
for
cōm
father.3sg
mā
gen.cl2
ʼciḿ ʼbómi ̄
girl
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
kah́an̄
dem.adv.prox
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘If the father of the boy gives something to the father of the girl’
(1338) ʼkwan̄i ́
people
ki ́
narr
ó
say
gò
message.part
ki:́
comp:
à
cl2
ʼci-́m
child-ass
ʼbómi ̄
girl
tan̄i ́
phm
aw̄́
or
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
yǒl
trade:ipfv:ad2
ʼbwaʔ̄
daughter
mò
mo
‘People might think ‘The girl or people are selling their daughter’ ’
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(1339) gòm
for
kań
dem.adv.prox
tan̄
phm
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
people
i ́
loc.cl1
ʼdis̄han̄́
now
yiša᷆
neg
ŋap̱̀-ań
want:ipfv-3pl
ki ́
comp
wat̀hi ́
person
aw̄́
or
à
cl2
ʼciŋ́ gwat̀͟h
boy
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
mas̀h
marry:pfv
ʼbwaʔ̄úm
daughter.3pl
bǔni ̀
poss.3pl
‘For this reason people nowadays don’t want a person or a boy, if he’d
marry their daughter’
(1340) úni ̄
3pl
yiša᷆
neg
ŋap̱̌
want:ipfv:ad2
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
kaḿú
other
ʼpeńi ́
from
ʼkwan̄i ́
people
mā
gen.cl2
ʼciŋ́ gwat̀͟h
boy
yiša᷆
neg
‘They wouldn’t want something from people (the parents) of the boy.’
(1341) gòm
because
úni ̄
3pl
thar̄cam̄
encourage
gò
message.part
jaňtan̄
dem.med
ḿmò
phm
ó
ger
ki ́
say
à
comp
ʼci ́
cl2
yòl-ù
child
ʼté
trade:ipfv-imprs
baʔ̀
refuse
‘Because they view it as if the child would be sold.’
(1342) tō-ŋ
thing-ass
kaḿú
other
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
jiǹ
rel
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
ʼpeńá
from:cl2
dham̀ò
old
n̄taǵà
until
ʼdis̄han̄́,
now
‘This is another thing which had happened among the Uduk people,
from the past up to now’
(1343) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
tō
thing
gi ̀
rel
úsh
refuse:pfv
mèʼ d
hand.part
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
tan̄
phm
tan̄i ́
phm
‘And something which cannot be applied among the Uduk’
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(1344) ūci̱ ́
children
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
mašh-ań
marry:ipfv-3pl
ki ̄
with.cl1
yil̀
year
à
ass.cl2
gwǎʼ dgaʔ̀
small
dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
mèʼ d
as
gò
message
jiǹ
rel
ō-ki-́kaʔ̄
say:ipfv-ad1-erg.1sg
mò
mo
shwan̄é niń
a bit ago
‘Children marry by an early age/underage, as I said before.’
(1345) bà
so
úni ̄
3pl
mašh-ań
marry:ipfv-3pl
ʼté
just
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
ó
say
ki:́
comp
‘So they just married by saying’
(1346) ah́ā
1sg
ti ́
rep
tan̄i ́
phm
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
ah́ā
1sg
ʼcēʼ d
break:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
ʼkús
throat
á
loc.cl2
p̱óʔ
top
mò
mo
dhal̀à
and.cl2
mùr
moustache
ki ́
narr
ʼka-́y-aá̄
grow-acc.1sg
mò
mo
ń-ʼtwaʔ̄
loc.cl1-mouth
tan̄i ́
phm
‘ ‘If my voice changes, and the hair grows on my mouth, ’
(1347) à
cl2
ʼciḿ ʼbómi ̄
girl
ki ́
narr
ó-yaá̄
say-acc.1sg
ki ́
comp
ah́ā
1sg
pe-́ná
pass:pfv-1sg
mò”
mo
‘a girl will tell me that I am passed.’ ’
(1348) Ūci̱ ́ ūp̱
girls
ki ́
narr
ó-y-aá̄
say-1sg
ki ́
comp
ah́ā
1sg
pe-́ná
pass:pfv-1sg
mò
mo
ah́ā
1sg
yiša᷆
neg
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
nyar̀a-́à
girl
dǒō
lnk
há
again
tiýā
agree
‘The girls will say to me that I am passed, I won’t be married anymore
by another.’
(1349) dhal̀i ̀
and
nyar̀á
girl
gar̀à
also
gǔs
run:ipfv
gò
message.part
jiǹ
rel
ó-nù
say:pfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
‘And the girl also is afraid of it being said’
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(1350) waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
ʼciḿ ʼbómi ̄
girl
ta̱ʔ̄
fall
mā
erg.cl2
kó
breast
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ti ́
rep
tan̄i ́
phm
pe-́ʼd
pass:pfv-3sg
mò,
mo
yiša᷆
neg
mi-̀n
do.aux-nas
à
erg.cl1
was̀hań
boy
i ̀
lnk
há
agree
yiša᷆
neg
“‘What if the girl’s breasts grow? (rep speech) she is passed, no boy
will marry her anymore.” ’
(1351) gòm
for
kańtan̄
dem.adv.med
tan̄i ́
phm
mi ́
do:pfv
yań
dem.prox
ki ́
comp
shac̄ā
encourage
ay̌i ̄
each
ʼci ́
child
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
mas̀h
marry
mò
mo
ki ̄
with:cl1
yil̀
year
à
ass.cl2
gwǎʼ dgaʔ̀
small
‘For this reason this can encourage every child, for them to marry at
an early age.’
(1352) bà
so
tō
thing
ā
ident
ʼdah́an̄
dem.vb.prox
jiǹ
rel
mi-̌ʼd
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-3sg
e᷄
dur.loc
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
ʼpeńá
from.cl2
dham̀ò
old
taḡà
until
ʼdis̄han̄́
now
‘So this is the thing which happens among the Uduk people, from the
olden time up to now.’
(1353) bà
so
mi ̌
do:ipfv:ad2
mas̀h
marriage
à
ident
ʼdah́an̄
dem.vb.prox
gi ̀
rel
mi-̌ʼd
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-3sg
i ́
ad2
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
aw̄́
or
(Údūk)
Uduk
‘So this was the marriage here among the Uduk people or (Uduk).’
(1354) bà
so
tō̱sh-kaʔ̄
think:ipfv-erg.1sg
mah́an̄
dem.loc.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
ah́ā
1sg
wal̀-á
discuss:ipfv-1sg
à
lnk
tō̱r
tell
mò
mo
á
loc.cl2
p̱óʔ
top
gò
message
mas̀h
marry
Údūk
Uduk
aw̄́
or
(ʼkwan̄iḿpa)̄
Uduk
bà
ba
‘So I thought up to here I was discussing about the Uduk marriage or
(ʼkwanim pa)’
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(1355) ah́ā
1sg
tō̱sh-á
think:ipfv-1sg
ki ́
comp
mi ́
do.nom
yań
dem.prox
mi-̀n-ańa-̀sań
do.aux:ipfv-nas-erg.1pi-dem
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼbór-óʼd
good:ipfv-3sg
lak̀in̄́
but
ŋap̱̀-áʼ d
want:ipfv-erg.3sg
i ̀
lnk
ʼcit́h
cut
is̄
body.part
mò
mo
‘So I was thinking this current practice done by us is good but it needs
to be minimized or reduced’
(1356) gòmà
for.cl2
ʼci ́
child
yiša᷆
neg
ʼbór-óʼd
good:ipfv-3sg
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
mas̀h
marry
ki ̄
with.cl1
yil̀
year
à
ass.cl2
gwǎʼ dgaʔ̀
small
‘Because it’s not good for the child to marry early ’
(1357) ki ́
comp
áʼ di ̄
3sg
di ̌
exist.sg:ipfv
ki ́
comp
ʼbit́h
mature
naškińā
still
dhal̀i ̀
and
di ̌
exist.sg:ipfv
ki ́
comp
miśh
know
tō
thing
gi ̀
rel
ʼbór-ón
good:ipfv-3pl
gòm
for
áʼ di ̄
3sg
yà
neg
‘before the child is mature, and doesnʼt know things which are not
good for him/her’
(1358) gòmà
for.cl2
ʼci ́
child
mašh-áʼ d
marry:ipfv-3sg
ki ̄
with.cl1
gwàʼ d
small
ki ́
comp
jah̀aǹneʔ̀
quickly
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
te̱ĺ
begin
mi ́
do.part
ʼpeń
behind.part
tan̄i ́
phm
‘For the child marries when he/she is small and early, she begins’
(1359) áʼ di ̄
3sg
ki ́
narr
dhal̀
leave
wat̀hiŋ́ gwat̀͟h
man
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
mò
mo
ʼté
just
tan̄i ́
phm
gòm
for
áʼ di ̄
3sg
yiša᷆
neg
mišh-ki ́
see:ipfv:ad2-ad1
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
kaḿú
other
wà
neg
‘she just leaves her husband, for he doesn’t know anything.’
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(1360) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
wat̀hiŋ́ gwat̀͟h
man
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
yiša᷆
neg
mišh-ki ́
know:ipfv:ad2-ad1
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
kaḿú
other
wà
neg
‘And her husband doesn’t know anything.’
(1361) wà
and
yiša᷆
neg
mišh-ki-́n
know:ipfv:ad2-ad1-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
mùsùliy̌a-̀m
responsibility-ass
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
jiǹ
rel
mùr
will.aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
mi ́
do
i ́
loc.cl1
bwa-̌ŋ
inside-ass
gùʼb
house
à
neg
‘And they donʼt know their responsibility which they should do in the
home.’
(1362) mas̀h
marriage
ki ̄
with.cl1
gwàʼ d
small
yań
dem.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
bwaỳ
way
mi-́m
do-ass
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
jiǹ
rel
shiʔ́-i ́ʼ d
bad-3sg
ā
ident
ʼdah́an̄ san̄
dem.vb.prox
‘This early marriage, this is how it is bad (lit: its way of doing which
is bad).’
(1363) bà
so
úni ̄
3pl
tan̄
phm
tan̄i ́
phm
na-̌n-à
do.aux:ipfv-nas-erg.1pi
shac̄ā
encourage
ki ́
3pl
úni ̄
comp
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-3pl
i ̀
lnk
ʼkó
stay.pl
ki ́
comp
mas̀h
marry
ki ̄
with.cl1
yil̀
year
à
ass.cl2
gwǎʼ dgà
small
‘So they are encouraged by us not to marry at an early age,’
(1364) dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
ʼkō
stay.pl:ipfv
ki ́
comp
mas̀h
3pl
ki ́
stay.pl:ipfv
úni ̄
comp
ʼkó
marry
ki ́
comp
miśh
know
tō-n
thing-ass
tiýā
some
ʼban̄
temple.part
gi ̀
rel
mùr-ǔni ̄
will.aux:ipfv-erg.3pl
mi ́
do
e᷄
dur.loc
gùʼb
house
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
‘ and they cannot marry before they (don’t) know something which
should be done in their home’
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(1365) aw̄́
or
mùsùliy̌à
responsibility
kūn
rel.pl
mùr-ǔni ̄
will.aux:ipfv-erg.3pl
mi ́
do
e᷄
dur.loc
bwa-̌ŋ
inside-ass
gùʼb
house
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
‘or the responsibility which should be done by them in their home.’
(1366) bà
so
tā
cop:pfv
gò
message
à
ident
’dań
dem.vb.prox
gi ̀
rel
mùr-gà
will.aux:ipfv-erg.1sg
ó
say
á
loc.cl2
p̱ó
top
mi ́
do.aux
mas̀h
marry
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
‘So this is the message which I planned to discuss about the Uduk
marriage’
(1367) bà
So
á
loc.cl2
bòri ́
future
mún
dem.loc.anph
tan̄
phm
tan̄i ́
phm
‘So in the near future’
(1368) mas̀h
marriage
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
mi-̀nù
do.aux:ipfv-imprs
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
thōsōn
fix
mò
mo
saďhù
fix
mò,
mo,
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
thōsōn
fix
mò
mo
saďhù
fix
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
ʼbór-á
good-stv
ʼbōr
redup
‘Uduk marriage will even be fixed, will even be fixed, it will be good’
(1369) áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
mà
erg.cl2
ʼci ́
child
i ̀
lnk
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
ḵōʔ
fear
is̄
body.part
‘It will make the child afraid’
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(1370) waḵ̀ká
if.cl2
ʼci ́
child
p̱aḵ̄ar̄-áʼ d
think:ipfv-3sg
mò
mo
mas̀h
marriage
mò
mo
ki ̄
with.cl1
yil̀
year
à
ass.cl2
gwǎʼ dgà
small
‘If the child is thinking about marrying early’
(1371) mi-́ŋ
do-ass
kaḿú
other
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
jiǹ
rel
mi-̀nù
do.aux:ipfv-imprs
mi ́
do:ipfv
i,̀
lnk
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
ʼcit́h
cut
mi ́
do.nom
yań
dem.prox
is̄
body.part
‘there would be some procedures to reduce them.’
(1372) bà
so
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
ańā
1pi
(mi)̀nà
do.aux:ipfv-1pi
tā
cop:pfv
mi ́
do.nom
i ̀
lnk
ūshi ́
small.pl
mi-́n
do.nom-ass
tiýā
some
ḿmò
ger
aḵ̄
change
mi ́
do.nom
yań
dem.prox
ē
eye.part
‘So if other things can be done for us to change this way (of ours)’
(1373) bà
so
ūci̱ ́
children
gar̀à
also
mi-́n
do.aux:pfv-3pl
i ̀
lnk
mi ́
do.nom
i ̀
lnk
aḵ̄
change
mi ́
do.nom
ē
eye.part
mò,
mo
‘So the children also will change’
(1374) bà
so
mi ́
do
yań
dem.prox
ḿmò
ger
mas̀h-úni ̄
marry-3pl
ki ́
comp
gwàʼ d
small
is̄ā yeḿpā
always
tan̄i ́
phm
shiʔ́-úni-̄yā
bad:ipfv-3pl-acc.cl2
mùstaḵ́bal̀
future
bǔni ̄
poss.3pl
mò,
mo
‘This habit of them always marrying early spoils their future,’
(1375) aw̄́
or
mi ́
do.nom
kūn
rel.pl
mi-̀n
do.aux:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
mi ́
do
gòmà
for.cl2
bòr
future
tan̄i ́
phm
shiʔ́
bad
ā
erg.cl1
úni ̄
3pl
mò
mo
‘or spoils the deeds which they can do for the future’
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(1376) À
cl2
ʼci ́
child
was̀hań
boy
waḵ̀ki ́
if.cl1
ta-̄ʼd
cop:pfv-3sg
gi ̀
rel
mi-́ŋ
do.nom-ass
kaḿú
other
jiǹ
rel
ŋap̱̀-áʼ di ̄
want:ipfv-erg.3sg
mi ́
do.nom
i ̀
lnk
te̱ĺ
begin
mi-́m
do.nom.part-ass
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
ʼpeń
behind.part
i ́
loc.cl1
mas̀h
marriage
mò
mo
ki ̄
with.cl1
gwàʼ d
small
tan̄i ́
phm
‘The boy-child when he has something that he wants to do, he will
start to marry when he is small,’
(1377) áʼ di ̄
3sg
yiša᷆
neg
mùr-úʼd-i ̄
will.aux:ipfv-3sg-lnk
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
kaḿú
other
gi ̀
rel
ʼbór-á
good-stv
ʼbōr
redup
gòmà
for
bòri ́
future
mún-à
dem.loc.anph-neg
‘He will not do good things for the future’
(1378) dhal̀à
and.cl2
ʼciḿ ʼbómi ̄
girl
gar̀à
also
kań
dem.adv.prox
‘And the girl-child also is like this.’
(1379) bà
so
tō
thing
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
jiǹ
rel
di-̌ʼd
exist.sg:ipfv-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀aň
among
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
i ́
loc.cl1
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
mas̀h
marriage
ʼkwan̄iḿpa,̄
Uduk
‘So this is the thing that happens among the Uduk people, in the mar-
riage of the Uduk,’
(1380) dhal̀i ̀
and
ʼbór-á
good-stv
ʼbōr
redup
lak̀iín̄
but
ʼdis̄han̄́
now
shiʔ́-á
bad-stv
shiʔ̄
redup
gòmà
for.cl2
mùstaḱbal̀
future
mò
mo
‘it was good but now it is bad for the future.’
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(1381) bà
so
gò-m
message-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
māʼ dań
dem.loc.med
gi ̀
rel
ō-kaʔ̄
say:ipfv-erg.1sg
á
loc.cl2
p̱ó
top
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
mas̀h
marriage
ʼkwan̄iḿpā
Uduk
‘So this is my message here that I have said about Uduk marriage.’
(1382) ʼbór
good.nom
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
dhal̀i ̀
and.cl1
shiʔ́
bad.nom
pi ́ʼ di ̄
poss.3sg
ā
ident
ʼdań
dem.vb.prox
‘These are its advantages and disadvantages.’
(1383) wà
so
shúkūran̄
thank you
‘Thank you.’
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C.12 Dunkul & Basal and the crocodile
by Mata̱yis, recorded in 2013 in the Yabus dialect of Uduk, with Edward
Shadrach
(1384) ʼbór-óʼd
good:ipfv-3sg
bè
be
kā
with:cl2
cɨḿ-ańaśan̄
day-dem.prox
ya-̌naá̄
go.sing:ipfv-1sg.erg
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
mʉ̀-yańɨń
place-dem.distal
‘Well this day I came from this other place (far)’
(1385) ah́ā
1sg
ʼbór-á
good:ipfv-1sg
bwà
stomach
ki ́
comp
ʼbōr
redup
‘I am happy’
(1386) aá̄
1sg
ya-̌ná
go.sing:ipfv-1sg
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
Bam̀bašɨ ̄
Bambasi
ḿmò
gerund
lʉ́ḵ
pass
ʼtwaʔ̄
mouth
ʼtwam̄pā
Uduk
Yab̀úūs
Yabus
zal̀ɨ ̀
and
ʼtwam̄pā
Uduk
bwà
stomach
ʼceśh
earth
ʼtwā
mouth
kwańsan̄
dem.prox.pl
ŋap̱̀
seek:ipfv
ɨ ̀
lnk
ḿmʉ̀
gerund
ū-ū
make-cl2
wařkā
book
‘I came from Bambasi to translate these Yabus Uduk and Bwa ʼCesh
Uduk needed to make a book.’
(1387) bà
So
aá̄
1sg
ta-̄ná
cop:pfv-1sg
kā
with:cl2
ar̄ɨ ́
dim:cl1
gò lòlòp̱
story
à
indv
ʼdeʔ́
one
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
zam̀ɨ ̀
long.ago
tan̄tan̄i,́
phm
ʼkwaz̄ɨ-́n
people-ass
zam̀ɨ ̀
long.ago
‘I have a small story from a long time ago, from people of long ago’
(1388) kā
with:cl2
med̀
time
yańsan̄
dem.prox
hʉ́nɨ ̄
3pl
ɨ-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
ḿmʉ̀
gerund
ʼkósh
kill
wàʼ sh
fish
tan̄i ́
phm
‘at that time they went to go fishing’
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(1389) waz̀ɨ-́n
person-ass
ʼdé
one
yùḵ
call:ipfv
kɨ ́
comp
Bašal̄,
Basal,
waz̀ɨ-́n
person-ass
ʼdé
one
yùḵ
call:ipfv
kɨ ́
comp
Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
‘One person was called Basal(onion), one person was called Dunkul’
(1390) ɨ-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
ɨ ̀
lnk
gam̀
find
jis̀aǹ
hole
naŋ̀à
crocodile
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
hʉ́nɨ ̄
3pl
kɨ ́
narr
tūp̱
dig
‘They went to the hole of the crocodile, they dug a hole’
(1391) à
cl2
Bašal̄
Basal
kɨ ́
narr
ó
say
Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
kɨ:́
comp
“Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
di ̀
stay.sg
kɨ ́
comp:cl1
bòr-ɨ ́
careful
gòm
for
naŋ̀à
crocodile
bašā
neg
mɨs̀h
know:ipfv
à
acc.cl2
p̱úd
arrive
ʼban̄
temple.part
bašā
neg
yǎ
neg
‘Basal said to Dunkul, “Dunkul be careful because we don’t knowwhat
direction the crocodile is coming from’
(1392) à
cl2
naŋ̀à
crocodile
mɨ-́ǹ
do.aux:pfv
p̱úd
lnk
tan̄i,́
arrive
naŋ̀à
phm
mɨ-́ǹ
crocodile
ʉ́r
do.aux:pfv
ańa”̄
lnk
‘The crocodile will come out, the crocodile will chase us’
(1393) Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
kɨ ́
narr
ó
say
“aāh̄!
aah
Zɨľ-ɨ ̄
let:ipfv-imper
gò
word
jaňtan̄
dem.med
gò
word
jaňtan̄
dem.med
ʉ́nɨ-́kań
3pl-dem.adv.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Dunkul said “aah! Let it be said then’
(1394) ɨs̄-ɨ ̄
body-lnk
ɨ ́
2sg
jaňtan̄
dem.med
tan̄i ́
phm
mà
erg.cl2
naŋ̀à
crocodile
ʉ́r
chase
tɨb̄ɨ”̀
tiba
‘that you would be the one chased by a crocodile.’
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(1395) ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
mat́an̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
dɨ-̌t
stay.sg:ipfv-3sg
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
ʼkóp̱-á
head-loc.cl2
jis̀
hole
zal̀ɨ ̀
and
à
cl2
Bašal̄
Basal
ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
ḵūny-ɨ ́
dig:ipfv-ad2
naŋ̀à
crocodile
‘From there Dunkul was on top of the hole and Basal was the one who
dug up the crocodile.’
(1396) Edward:
áʼ di ̄
3sg
túp̱-úʼd
dig:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
naŋ̀à
crocodile
‘He dug up the crocodile.’
(1397) Matayis:
had́ɨ ̄
3sg
tʉ́p̱-ɨ-́t
dig:ipfv-ad2-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
naŋ̀à
crocodile
‘He dug up the crocodile.’
(1398) ʼPeńɨ ́
from:cl1
mat́an̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
naŋ̀à
crocodile
kɨ ́
narr
mɨśh
know
kɨ ́
comp
jɨs̀
hole
ja-̌n
grow:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
ʼtwā
mouth.part
mʉ̀
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
at́ɨ ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
p̱úd-i ́
return-ad2
mʉ̀
mo
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
jɨs̀
hole
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘From there the crocodile saw the hole was getting bigger so it came
out of the hole’
(1399) at́ɨ ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
te̱ĺ
begin
ɨs̄-ɨ ́
body-loc.cl1
Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
laŋ̀gaňā
only
ʼkóp̱
head.part
tɨb̄ɨ ̀
tebe
ḿmʉ̀
gerund
ʉ́r
chase
‘It was facing only Dunkul, to chase him’
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(1400) Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
gǔs-it́
run:ipfv-3sg
ʉ́r-á
chase-3sg
naŋ̀à
crocodile
tan̄i ́
phm
zal̀à
and.cl2
Bašal̄
Basal
tan̄i ́
phm
gǔs-út
run:ipfv-3sg
mʉ̀
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
zal̀ɨ ̀
and:cl1
bǒt
overtake
Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
ɨ ́
ref
kā
with:cl2
ŋwačā
quickly
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Dunkul ran from the corocdile chasing him and Basal ran and over-
took Dunkul
(1401) zal̀ɨ ̀
and:cl1
Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
gǔs-it́
run:ipfv-ad2
cúʌl̄ù
calling
“Bašal̄
Basal
wʉ̀s-aá̄
help-1sg
Bašal̄
Basal
wʉ̀s-aá̄
help-1sg
Bašal̄
Basal
wʉ̀s-aá!̄”
help-1sg
‘and Dunkul ran calling “Basal help me! Basal help me!”’
(1402) Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
bašā
neg
gam̀
find:pfv
Bašal̄
Basal
kā
with:cl2
ŋwačā
quickly
bašaȳǎ
neg
‘Dunkul couldn’t run as fast as Basal’
(1403) à
phm
waz̀ɨ-́m
man-ass
pā
village
ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
yùḵ
call:ipfv
kɨ ́
comp
Bašal̄
Basal
‘The man he was called Basal’
(1404) waz̀ɨ-́m
man-ass
kɨ ́
narr
gùs
run
tan̄i ́
phm
bǒt ̱
overtake
kúmi ́
other
ɨ ̄
go.pl
kā
with:cl2
ŋwačā
speed
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
‘The man (Basal) quickly overtook the other’
(1405) Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
gǔ-n
bring.pl:ipfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
naŋ̀à
crocodile
ɨ ́
ref
Dǔnkúl
Dunkul
mʉ̀r
will.aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
naŋ̀à
crocodile
ó
say
bʉ̀z
catch
mʉ̀
mo
‘Dunkul was followed by the crocodile and the crocodile wanted to
catch Dunkul’
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(1406) lak̀ɨń
so
(zal̀ɨ)̀
and
waz̀ɨ ́
man
mɨs̀h-ɨ ́
know:ipfv-ad2
ŋwačā
quickly
kɨ ́
comp
nyaǹyɨ ́
a lot
bǒt ̱
overtake:pfv
naŋ̀à
crocodile
ɨ ̄
go.pl:pfv
kā
with:cl2
ŋwačā
quickly
‘And theman (Dunkul) knew how to run a lot, faster than the crocodile’
(1407) naŋ̀à
crocodile
kɨ ́
narr
kúl-i ́
return-ad2
mʉ̀
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
at́ɨ ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
yà
go.sg
biť
reach
jɨs̀
hole
mʉ̀
mo
sē
enter
jɨs̀
hole
mʉ̀
mo
‘The crocodile went back to its hole, entered the hole’
(1408) ɨ ́
loc.cl1
mʉ̀
place
yùḵ
call:ipfv
kɨ ́
comp
Nyańyjet̀à
Nyanyjeta
tɨb̄à
tiba
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
ʼkóp̱
head
ā
ass.cl2
al̀ɨ ̀
pool
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
Baľɨɨ́l̀
Baliil
‘In the place called Nyanyjeta it was said at the top of the pool in
Baliil’
(1409) yah̀ó
so
gò lòlòp̱-ańsan̄
story-dem.prox
at́ɨ ̄
3sg
ŋap̱̀-kà
want.aux:ipfv-erg.1sg
ḿmʉ̀
gerund
ú
make:ipfv
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
ʼtwam̄pā
Uduk
ḿmʉ̀
gerund
ú-ù
make:ipfv
ʼkwaz̄iḿ pā
lnk
kɨ ́
Uduk
mɨśh
people
‘This is my story that I wanted to make in Uduk to make it for people
to know’
(1410) mɨśh
know
ʼban̄
temple
kɨ ́
comp
gò lòlòp̱
story
yańsan̄
dem.prox
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
gò-ŋ
word-ass
ʼkwaz̄ɨ-́n
people-ass
zam̀ɨ ̀
of.old
‘To know this story from the people of old.’
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(1411) at́ɨ ̄
3sg
ŋap̱̀
want.aux:ipfv
à
erg
ah́ā
1sg
at́ɨ ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
comp
ú
make:ipfv
bwa-̌n-tō
inside-ass-thing
mat́an̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
mɨśh
know
ʼban̄
temple
‘I wanted it to be made inside it there (the book) for people to know’
(1412) at́ɨ ̄
3sg
ta-̄t
cop:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
gò-m
word-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
ʼbaŕ-at́
be.finished:ipfv-3sg
mʉ̀
mo
‘That’s all my story.’
(1413) gwaỳ
name
peḿ
poss.1sg
yùḵ
call:ipfv
ká
comp.cl2
Mat̀aýɨs̄
Matayis
Nyaľà
Nyala
Jim̀à
Jima
‘My name I am called Matayis Nyala Jima’
(1414) ah́ā
1sg
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
Bel̀at̀ʉ́mà
Belathuma
Áhā
1sg
mi-̀ná
do:ipfv-1sg
tō
thing
yańsan̄
dem.prox
gòm
for
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
ʼbaŕ
all
mò
mo
kā
with:cl2
kūlúʔ
whole
‘I am from Belathuma. I did this thing for all the people in general.’
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C.13 Jisalan the hunter
by Mata̱yis, recorded in 2013 in the Yabus dialect of Uduk, with Edward
Shadrach
(1415) fā
so
tańi ̄
phm
à
foc
waz̀ɨ-́n
person-ass
ʼdé
one
ʼpeńi ́
from:cl1
ʼkʉ́mɨś
highlands
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
Yab̀úūs,
Yabus
‘One person from the Yabus highlands,’
(1416) cōm
owner
ā
ass.cl2
cú
horn
yùh-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ká
comp:cl2
ʼKwar̄aĺɨ ̀
ʼKwarale
‘The owner of the horn was called ʼKwarale’
(1417) ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
bòr-ɨ ́
hold:pfv-ad2
cú
horn
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
mʉ́nań
dem.loc.anph.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
‘He ran with the horn from some place’
(1418) bòr-ɨ ́
hold:pfv-ad2
cú
horn
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
mʉ́nań
dem.loc.anph.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
yúḵ
call
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
pā
village
ʼbaŕ
complete
mò
mo
Ran with the horn from some place to call all the people‘’
(1419) am̄́
1pe
kɨ ́
narr
yap̱̀
go.as.group
ham̄
ambush
shō
bush
‘We went as a group to ambush (it) in the wild’
(1420) am̄́
1pe
ta-̄ná
cop:pfv-1pe
kā
with:cl2
ar̄ɨ ́
small:cl1
waz̀ɨ-́n
person-ass
ʼde,́
one,
yùh-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
kɨ ́
comp
Jɨs̀al̀an̄́
Jisalan
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
pā
village
Bwà
Bwa
Was̀h
Wash
‘we have one person called Jisalan from the village Bwa Wash.’
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(1421) ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
haḿ-ɨ-́n
ambush:ipfv-ad2-3pl
ā
acc.cl2
wat́
hunt
kan̄́
dem.adv.prox
tan̄i,́
phm,
aí!́!
ay
‘People were ambushing and hunting like this, ay!’
(1422) Jɨs̀al̀an̄́
Jisalan
kɨ ́
narr
yiṕ̱
throw
shūm
animal
mʉ̀
mo
p̱i ́
surpass:pfv
ʼkwaz̄ɨ-́m
people-ass
pā
village
ē
eye.part
tɨńdɨ ́
day
ʼbaŕ
complete
mʉ̀
mo
‘Jisalan threw the spears at the animal the most of any people ever’
(1423) am̄́
1pe
kɨ ́
narr
ḵaĺ-ɨ ́
carry-ad2
gwaỳ
song
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
ʼkʉ́mʉ́s
highlands
jas̀-kà
only-with:cl2
shʉ̄m
meat
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
ʼbā
neck
‘We sang a song from the highlands only with the meat on our neck’
(1424) jas̀-kà
only-with:cl2
shʉ̄m
meat
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
ʼbā
neck
tɨńdɨ ́
day
ʼbaŕ
complete
mʉ̀
mo
ɨśan̄
dem.loc.prox.prec
‘Only with the meat on our necks all the time then’
(1425) yišā
neg
ŋwa-̀n
forget:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
am̄́
1pe
yiša᷆
neg
‘We wonʼt forget him’
(1426) had́ɨ ̄
3sg
yiša᷆
neg
ŋwa-́d
forget:pfv-3sg
kā
with:cl2
tō-ŋ
thing-ass
ʼkósh
kill
yiša᷆
neg
‘He doesn’t forget to kill the animal’
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(1427) waz̀ɨ ́
person
yùh-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
kɨ ́
comp
Jɨs̀al̀an̄́
Jisalan
‘The man is called Jisalan’
(1428) yà
so
ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
waz̀ɨ ́
person
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
pā
village
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
pā
village
Bel̀at̀ʉ́maʔ̀
Belathuma
‘And he was a person from our village, from the village of Belathuma.’
(1429) yah̀ʉ́
so
ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
yùh-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
kɨ ́
comp
Jɨs̀al̀an̄́
Jisalan
‘He was called Jisalan’
(1430) ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
mɨ ́
do:pfv
tō-ańsan̄
thing-dem.prox
ʼkósh-ɨ ́
kill-ad2
shúm
animal
kɨ ́
comp
nyaǹyɨ-́nyaǹyɨ ́
many:idph-redup
‘He did this and killed many animals.’
(1431) am̀bè
so
gò lòlòp̱
story
yańsan̄
dem.prox
tan̄i ́
phm
ŋap̱̀-kaʔ̀
want.aux:ipfv-erg.1sg
ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
comp
ú
say
kɨ ́
comp
bòr-ɨ ́
hold-ad2
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Yes this story I wanted it to be made well’
(1432) ú
make:pfv
ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
mɨ-̀n
do:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
ʼkwaz̄ɨ-́m
people-ass
pā
village
mɨśh
know
gò
message.part
ʼban̄
temple.part
ó
say:pfv
kɨ ́
comp
ańā
1pi
tɨm̄-à
finish:ipfv-1pi
gò
message.part
‘To make it so that the Uduk understand the end of our story’
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(1433) ɨ ́
loc.cl1
bam̌paʔ̄
town
yaśɨ ̄
dem.pro2
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
Āsósā
Asosa
kaýe-̄kaýē
dem.adv.prox-redup
(ɨśe-̄ɨśe)̄
(dem.loc.prec.prox2-redup)
ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
mɨšh-ɨ-́n̄
understand:ipfv-ad1-3pl
ʼban̄
temple.part
‘In this town in Asosa here, they will understand.’
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C.14 Kanya
by Mata̱yis, recorded in 2013 in the Yabus dialect of Uduk, with Edward
Shadrach
(1434) bà
so
gò lòlòp̱
story
jɨǹ
rel
ʼkó-n-á
exist.pl:pfv-3pl-loc.cl2
p̱ó-ɨ ́
top.part-coll
kwar̄ā
three
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
mɨs̀h-ɨ ́
know:ipfv-ad2
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
waz̀ɨ-́ŋ
person-ass
gap̱̀
shore
à
ass.cl2
kaḿú
other
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
Ḵan̄yā
Kanya
‘So here is the third story you know the one person from the shore
called Kanya.’
(1435) à
cl2
ŋʉ̀rɨńy
hyena
ʼsi-́n
black-ass
ʼdé
one
tō̱
disturb
ji ̌
def.gen:loc.cl1
ʼkós
throat.part
ḿmò
ger
ʼkósh
kill
tas̄
only
mɨ-́ɨ ̀
goat
ɨ ́
lnk
pā
loc.cl1
bam̄̌
village
kā
poss.1pe
cɨḿ-ań-ɨ ̄
with:cl2
ʼbaŕ
day-dem.prox-lnk
mò
complete
ɨ ᷄
mo
pā
dur.loc
bam̄̌
village
‘The black hyena was disturbing people to kill only (our) goats in our
village every day in our village’
(1436) Edward:
nyùrúny
hyena
‘Hyena’
(1437) Matayis:
aá,̄
yes,
ŋʉ̀rɨńy
hyena
ʼsi ́
black
yúh-am̄́
call:pfv-erg.1pe
kɨ ́
comp
ŋʉ̀rɨńy
hyena
ʼsi ́
black
tɨb̄à
particle
‘Yes, the black hyena we call the black hyena.’
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(1438) Ḵan̄yā
Kanya
kɨ ́
narr
súʼk
follow
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
pā
village
súʼk
follow
súʼk
follow
súʼk
follow
tā
cop:pfv
miś
top
wòsh
mountain
yùḵù
call:ipfv-imprs
kɨ ́
comp
Jem̌
Jem
ʼTwā
ʼTwa
tɨb̄à
particle
‘Kanya followed behind until the top of the mountain called Jem
ʼTwa.’
(1439) Ḵan̄yā
Kanya
kɨ ́
narr
ó
say
kɨ ́
comp
shin̄́
wait
shin̄́
wait
shin̄́
wait
Wòsà
Wosa
ah́ā
1sg
mǎ
will.aux:ipfv
yà
go.sg:pfv
pā
home
mò
mo
ańā
1pi
kɨ ́
narr
yúḵ-ú
call-vent
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kā
with:cl2
ris̀
many
ańā
1pi
kɨ ́
narr
ham̄
ambush
mò.
mo
‘Kanya said wait wait wait, Wosa, I will go home we will call many
people to ambush him.’
(1440) ŋʉ̀rɨńy
hyena
ʼsi ́
black
yań
dem.prox
yišā
neg
mɨ-́n̄
do.aux:pfv-lnk
di ̀
exist.sg
yiša᷆
neg
kā
with:cl2
meḵ̀.
spear
‘The black hyena will not be missed by the spear.’
(1441) háʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
yà
go.sg
pā
home
mò
mo
gam̀
find
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
p̱ɨ-᷄n
drink:ipfv-3pl
sū-ŋ
beer-ass
ḵań
then
gaňā
real
ɨ ᷄
loc.dur
pā
village
‘He will go home to find the people when people are drinking leftover
beer at home (in the village).’
(1442) kɨ ́
comp
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
túl-ún
gather:ipfv-3pl
i ́
loc.cl1
pā
village
p̱i ᷄
drink:ipfv
sū-ŋ
beer-ass
ḵań
dem.med
gaňā
real
áʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
yà
go
ó
say
gò
message.part
kɨ ́
comp
“kańa!̄
“Hey(people)!
‘When the people are all staying there drinking the leftover beer then
he can go and say hey!’
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(1443) dǒō
again
à
cl2
ŋʉ̀rɨńy
hyena
ʼsi ́
black
yań
dem.prox
tō̱c-ɨ ́
disturb:ipfv-ad2
ʼkós
throat.part
ʼkōsh-ɨ ́
kill:ipfv-ad2
ańā
1pi
mɨ ̀
goat
‘The black hyena again which always is disturbing us by killing (our)
goats,
(1444) ya-̀naá̄
go.sg:pfv-erg.1sg
gam̀
find
mʉ̀-m
place-ass
pɨd́i ̄
poss.3sg
mò
mo
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
jis̀,
hole,
iśh-id́
lay:ipfv-3sg
i ́
ad2
jis̀
hole
i ́
loc.cl1
wòsh
mountain
à
ass.cl2
Jem̌
Jem
ʼTwaʔ̄
ʼTwa
tan̄i ́
phm
‘I found its home (place) in the cave (hole), laying in the cave (hole)
in the mountain Jem ʼTwa.’
(1445) ŋap̀
want.aux:ipfv
à
erg.cl1
ah́ā
1sg
kɨ ́
comp
mi-̌n-ańā
do.aux:ipfv:ad2-nas-erg.1pi
ham̄
ambush
ańā
1pi
kɨ ́
narr
ʼkósh
kill
mò
mo
‘I want us to make an ambush and we can kill (it).’
(1446) ʼpeń
from:cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
te̱ĺ
begin
mɨ ́
do.part
ʼpeń
behind.part
mò
mo
cú-ki ́
shout-ad1
nyaǹyɨ:́
a.lot
aý
ay
waz̀ɨ ́
person
gùs-úʼd
run.sg:ipfv-3sg
gòm
for
meḵ̀
spear
pid́i ᷄
poss.3sg:loc.cl1
gùʼb
house
‘From there the people began to shout a lot, ‘oh the person is running
for his spear in the house”
(1447) waz̀ɨ ́
person
gǔs-ɨd́
run.sg:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
ḵaĺ-ɨ ́
get.pl-ad2
meḵ̀
spear
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
gùʼb
house
‘The person ran to fetch the spear from his house.’
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(1448) ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
tō̱ʔ
straighten
meḵ̀
spear
tan̄i ́
phm
mɨs̀ińɨ ̄
besene
ɨ ́
ref
tan̄i ́
phm
ham̄
ambush
ŋʉ̀rɨńy
hyena
ʼsi ́
black
mò
mo
‘People straightened their spears thenwent to ambush the black hyena.’
(1449) ʼpeń
from:cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
i ̄
go.pl:pfv
gam̀
find
ŋʉ̀rɨńy
hyena
ʼsi ́
black
mò
mo
mɨs̀ińɨ ̄
bese
‘From there they then found the black hyena.’
(1450) à
cl2
múkū-n
friend-ass
ʼdé
one
yùh-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ká
comp:cl2
ʼKwaĺɨ ̀
ʼKwale
‘One friend was called ʼKwale.’
(1451) à
cl2
ʼKwaĺɨ ̀
ʼKwale
kɨ ́
narr
te̱ĺ
begin
ŋʉ̀rɨńy
hyena
ʼsi ́
black
kā
with:cl2
meḵ̀
spear
mò
mo
‘ʼKwale hit the black hyena with the spear.’
(1452) ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
miś-ʌ ̄
top
wòsh
ass.cl2
ŋʉ̀rɨńy
mountain
ʼsi ́
hyena
yišā
black
bit̀-id́
neg
ʼpeńɨ ́
fall:ipfv-3sg
mʉ̀
from:cl1
mɨs̀h-ɨ ́
place
ʼban̄
know:ipfv-ad2
à
temple.part
ʼpeń
lnk
daǹ
from:cl1
miś-ʌ̄
great
wòsh
top
sɨd̄aśɨd̄
ass.cl2
‘From the top of the mountain the black hyena fell from the place not
known, from the top of the great mountain it was far.’
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(1453) bwaỳ
to
ʼceśh
ground
ińiń
dem.loc.itv
mɨs̀ińɨ ̄
besene
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
ḵal̄-ɨ ́
get.pl:ipfv-ad2
te̱ĺ
begin
mɨ ́
do.part
ʼpeń
behind.part
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
tā
cop:pfv
mať
give.killing.blow
mò,
mo,
ʼkósh
kill
jwà
dead
mò
mo
‘To the ground there then people straight away started to give the
killing blow, to kill it.’
(1454) had́ɨ ̄
3sg
ta-̄d
cop:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
gò lòlòp̱
story
peḿ
poss.1sg
had́ɨs̄an̄́
3sg.dem.prox
jɨǹ
rel
ŋap̱̀-kà
want.aux:ipfv-erg.1sg
à
lnk
cɨ̱ ̄
give
kā
with:cl2
cɨ̱ḿ-ańsan̄
day-dem.prox
ad́ɨ ̄
3sg
mɨ-̀n-ad᷇
do.aux:ipfv-nas-erg.3sg
ḵaĺ
take
mò
mo
ʼkwaŕ
write
‘This was my story now which I wanted to give this day he will take
it to write down’
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C.15 People going on a hunt
by Mata̱yis, recorded in 2013 in the Yabus dialect of Uduk, with Edward
Shadrach
(1455) ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
mùr-ú-ù
will.aux:ipfv-ad2
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
i ̀
lnk
tā
cop
gà
pp.cl2
wáʼ d
hunt
‘People are going to hunt.’
(1456) ʼbór-óʼd
good:ipfv-3sg
ah́ā
1sg
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
bà
area
yab̀úùs.
Yabus
Gwaý-aḿ
name-ass
peḿ
poss.1sg
aá̄
1sg
yúḵ-ká
call:pfv-comp:cl2
gwaỳ
name
à
ass.cl2
Mat̀aýɨs̄
Matayis
Nyaĺà
Nyala
Yɨḿà
Yima
‘So I am from Yabus, my name, I am called Matayis Nyala Yima.’
(1457) ah́ā
1sg
ʼpeń
from:cl1
bà
area
Yab̀ûs
Yabus
ó
say:pfv
gò lòlòp̱
story
kún
rel.pl
ó-nù
say:pfv-imprs
kā
with:cl2
zam̀ɨ ̀
long.time
pā
home
baňā
poss.1pi
ḿmò
ger
tó̱r
tell
gò
message.part
gʉ̀-m
def.gen.pl-ass
pā
home
baňā
poss.1pi
kā
with:cl2
kʉ̄lʉ́ny
whole
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
pā
home
baňā
poss.1pi
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
‘I, from Yabus, shall tell stories that were told a long time ago to tell
for our whole community there.’
(1458) áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi-̀n-ɨ-́ɨ ̀
do.aux:ipfv-nas-erg.2sg
mɨśh
lnk
tō
know
jɨǹ
thing
mɨ-́ʼd-ɨ ́
rel
ɨ ́
do.aux:pfv-3sg-ad2
mʉ́n ʼceśh
loc.cl1
bà
world
gòlòp̱-am̀
ba
peḿ
story-ass
tan̄i ́
poss.1sg
‘So that you can know what is happening in the world and my story’
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(1459) mùr-gà
will.aux:ipfv-erg.1sg
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
ó
say
gò
message.part
mà
gen.cl2
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
mèʼ d
when
jɨǹ
rel
bǒr
carry:ipfv
ā
erg.cl1
waz̀ɨ ́
person
jɨǹ
rel
yùḵ
call:ipfv
gwaỳ
name
kɨ ́
comp
à
cl2
Gwaľi ́
Gwali
cú
horn
tan̄i ́
phm
‘I’m going to talk about a person named Gwali who was running with
the horn’
(1460) ʼKwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
ham̀
gather
à
cl2
à
cl2
wáʼ d
hunt
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
gam̀
find
shet̄ ̱
antelope
‘To call people for the hunt, to find the antelope.’
(1461) i ́
loc.cl1
bwam̀ań
inside
wat́ ̱
hunt
tan̄i ́
phm
hal̄as᷇
finally
waz̀ɨ ́
person
shwaḱaḿ
uncle
peḿ
poss.1sg
á
cl2
kaḿú
someone
yùḵ
call:ipfv
kā
with:cl2
jaǹà
Jana
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Within the hunt a man my uncle whose name is Jana.’
(1462) áʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
yɨṕ̱
throw.spear
shet̄ ̱
antelope
(kā
(with:cl2
meḵ̀)
spear)
‘He threw (a spear at and killed) the antelope.’
(1463) ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
sō-ɨ ́
run.pl-ad2
tan̄i ́
phm
ḿmò
ger
sūl
cut
shet̄ ̱
antelope
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
ḿmò
ger
ʼcɨ ́ʼ s
cut
bwà
stomach.part
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
úni ̄
3pl
ki ́
narr
ḵal̄
carry
shet̄ ̱
antelope
bà
ba
mò
mo
‘People came running to (quickly) grab, to cut a piece from it, and
they carried the antelope meat home.’
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(1464) dhal̀i ̀
and
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
gwaỳ
song
ʼcem̄ɨĺʉ̀
begin:ipfv
úni ̄
textsc3pl
kɨ ́
narr
ʼceḿ
sing
gwaỳ
song
sā
dance
Wah̀á
Waha
i ́
prep
nyaǹyɨ ́ nyaǹyɨ ́
more and more
kū-m
def.gen.pl-ass
tō-m
thing-ass
bwašhō
bush
tan̄i ́
phm
‘And while walking they were singing and dancing the waha more
and more, the ones of the bush’
(1465) waḵ̀kɨ ́
if
ʼkósh
kill:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
waz̀ɨ ́
person
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
yúḵ
call
gwaỳ,
song,
áʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
ʼceḿ
sing
gwaỳ
song
‘if a man kills a wild animal, he sings’
(1466) ḿmò
ger
sā
dance
Wah̀aʔ́
Waha
ḿmò
ger
ḵaĺ
carry
ʼkóp̱
head
tō
thing
pā
home
wà
and
shūn-i ́
boil-ad2
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
ʼtwan̄ dam̀
compound
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
mɨ ́
do.aux
set̄ ̱
sed.root
‘Dancing the Waha while carying the head home and boil (it) in the
compound, and people make magic from the sèʼ d root to be able to
kill a shet.’
(1467) Edward:
maśal̄aǹ
for.example
waḵ̀ki ́
if
wat̀hi ́
person
ʼkósh-óʼd
kill:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
shet̄,̱
antelope,
ʼkúp̱
head
tō
thing
mi-́nù
do.aux:pfv-imprs
mi ́
do.aux
i ̀
lnk
ḵaĺ
carry
bwaỳ
to
cōm-a?́
his.father-q
‘For example if a person kills an antelope, is the head carried to the
father’s home?’
(1468) Matayis:
ʼkóp̱
head
tō
thing
mʉ̀r
will.aux:ipfv
à
lnk
ḵaĺ
carry
paŋ́
home
ā
ass.cl2
cōm
his.father
‘The head will be carried to the father’s home.’
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(1469) mʉ̀r-á
will.aux:ipfv
à
lnk
ḵaĺ
carry
baŋ̀
home
à
ass.cl2
cōm
his.father
shʉ́n
boil:ipfv
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
paŋ́
home
ā
ass.cl2
cōm
his.father
‘will be carried to the father’s home and boiled in the father’s home’
(1470) ɨ ́
ref
cōm
his.father
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
gwaľiʔ́
Gwali
‘His father’s name is Gwali.’
(1471) cōm
his.father
kú
def.gen.pl
gwaľi ́
Gwali
‘His father’s name is Gwali.’
(1472) ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘From there’
(1473) à
cl2
wat́
hunt
ʼbaŕ-áʼ d
complete:pfv-3sg
mò
mo
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
kā
with:cl2
cɨḿ-ɨń
day-dem.anph
ā
ass.cl2
kaḿú
other
dǒō
again
tan̄ɨ ́
phm
‘The hunt is over for another day again’
(1474) ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
p̱aȳ
spread.out
wat́ ̱
hunt
dǒō
again
tan̄i ́
phm
gam̀
find
bòzóŋ?
heartebeast?
..aá.̄.
aa..
‘people spread out (and encircle/hunt) again to find a heartebeast.’
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(1475) Bag̀ò
Bago
kɨ ́
narr
yɨṕ̱
throw
bòzóŋ
heartebeast
mò
mo
dǒō
again
tan̄i ́
phm
bòzóŋ
heartebeast
kɨ ́
narr
gùs
run
ʼsan̄i ́
phm
taḡà
until
mò
place
jiǹ
rel
yúḵù
call:pfv-imprs
gwaỳ
name
kɨ ́
comp
Saýaŋ̄ḵúʔ
Sayanku
‘Bago threw a spear at the heartebeast again and it ran away up to a
place called Sayanku’
(1476) ...aa..
aa
à
cl2
zʉ̀p̱
lion
kɨ ́
narr
yà
go
haj̀as̀
snatch
bòzóŋ
heartebeast
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
ḵō
fear
is̄
body.part
mò
mo
zɨl̀-ɨ ́
leave:pfv-ad2
zʉ̀p̱
lion
mò
mo
‘A lion snatched the heartebeast, people got scared and left the lion.’
(1477) gòm
because
tō-m
thing-ass
bwašhō
bush
yúḵ
call:pfv
ki ́
comp
zʉ̀p̱
lion
tan̄i ́
phm
shiśhi,̄
bad:stv,
yišā
neg
ʼbór-óʼd-à
good:ipfv-3sg-neg
‘Because the wild animal called a lion is bad, not good.’
(1478) waḵ̀kɨ ́
if
mɨ-̀n-ɨ ᷇
do.aux:ipfv-erg.2sg
gam̀
find
kań
dem.adv.prox
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
hal̄as᷇
finally
ʔúm
2pl
mùr-a᷇ʼ d
will.aux:ipfv-erg.3sg
úr
chase
ʼkósh
kill
mò
mo
gà ʼdɨt́ɨ ́ ʼdɨt́ɨ ́
one by one
‘If you keep on getting it (a lion), it will chase and kill you one by
one.’
(1479) káʼ dan̄
dem.adv.med
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
ḵó,
fear,
ḵó
fear
zʉ̀p̱
lion
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
zal̀
leave:pfv
shʉ̄m
meat
mò
mo
‘Like that the people were afraid, afraid of the lion and left the meat.’
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(1480) Edward:
dhal̀-i ̀
leave:pfv-?
shūm
meat
mò
mo
‘Left the meat’
(1481) Matayis:
aīýɨ ́
yes
‘Yes.’
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C.16 Bago
by Mata̱yis, recorded in 2013 in the Yabus dialect of Uduk, with Edward
Shadrach
(1482) aà,̀
aah,
faà,̀
so,
à
cl2
Bag̀òò
Bago
dǒō
again
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Bago again’
(1483) à
cl2
gò lòlòp̱
story
jɨǹ
rel
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-nas
ā
erg.cl1
p̱ó-ó
top-indv
súʔ
two
‘This is the second story.’
(1484) ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kā
with:cl2
zam̀ɨ ̀
long.ago
ɨ-́n
go.pl:ipfv-3pl
ḿmò
ger
bòr
take
cú
horn
ḿmò
ger
yúḵ
call
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
pā
village
à
lnk
ʼbaŕ
complete
mò
mo
‘People a long time ago used to take horns to call people from all the
villages’
(1485) gòmà
for.cl2
ḿmò
ger
ʼkósh
hit:pfv
wàʼ sh
fish
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
al̄
pool
ɨ ᷄
loc.dur
ʼKóp̱ā
Kopa
Ālɨ ̄
Ali
‘For fishing in the pool at Kopa Ali’
(1486) à
cl2
cōm
owner
ā
ass.cl2
cú
horn
tan̄i ́
phm
yúḵ
call:pfv
ki ́
comp
Bag̀òò,
Bago,
Bag̀òò
Bago
Dǒŋḵaʔ̄
Dongka
ʼpeń
from:cl1
bwà
stomach.part
ʼKwan̄yā
Kwanya
‘The owner of the horn was called Bagho, Bagho Doŋka from ʼK-
wanya.’
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(1487) mèʼ d
as
jɨǹ
rel
bǒr-a᷇ʼ d
hold:ipfv-erg.3sg
cú
horn
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
yà
go.sg
tan̄i ́
phm
‘As he was carrying the horn he was going around’
(1488) áʼ di ̄
3sg
sɨ-̄t
delay:ipfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
shōʼk
foot.part
naškińā
still
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
i ́
go.pl
mò
mo
tw̱aāʔ̀
first
‘He delayed for a while, and (some other) people went first.’
(1489) ʼkwaz̄ɨ-́ŋ
people-ass
kaáʔ̄
some
kɨ ́
narr
p̱et́
unroll
ā
acc.cl2
bɨ ̌ʼ sh
longline-hooks
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ces̄h
catch
bɨ ̌ʼ sh
hook
mò
mo
wʉ̀dɨ ́
water
‘Some people (meanwhile) unrolled longlines, to fish in the river.’
(1490) ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
áʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
ya-̀yɨ ́
go.sg-ad2
dǒt ̱
ask
gò
message.part
kɨ:́
comp:
‘From there he came back and asked’
(1491) “à
cl2
jǎ
who
tō̱r-ɨ ́
tell:ipfv-ad2
úm
2pl
gò
message.part
kɨ ́
comp
úm
2pl
mɨ-́n
do.aux:pfv-2pl
ɨ ̀
lnk
ces̄h
catch
bɨžh-ʉ́
hook-loc.cl1
wʉ̀dɨ ́
water
kɨ ́
comp
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
mʉ̀r-ɨ ́
will:ipfv-ad2
pósh
water
wʉ̀dɨ ́
‘Who told you that you could longline in the river when people are
still getting ready to spearfish’
(1492) ḿmò
ger
gǒt
hook
wàʼ sh
fish
kā
with:cl2
gògòrò?”
harpoon
‘to catch fish with a harpoon?”’
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(1493) áʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
gùs-ɨ ́
run.sg-ad2
tan̄i ́
phm
hal̄as᷇
finally
áʼ di ̄
3sg
kɨ ́
narr
te̱ĺ mi ́ ʼpeń
begin
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkósh
beat:pfv
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kā
with:cl2
jap̱̀á
stick
(ɨ)́
(loc.cl1)
wʉ̀dɨ ́
water
‘He ran (to the river) and he started to hit the people with sticks in
the water.’
(1494) ʼkwaz̄ɨ-́ŋ
people-ass
kaá̄
some
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
mò
mo
mʉ̀r-ʉ̂n
will.aux:ipfv-erg.3pl
ʼtań
roll
bi ̌ʼ sh
hook
kɨ ́
comp
ʼbór-ɨ ́
good-adv
tan̄i ́
phm
‘Some people rolled their hooks back up properly’
(1495) ʼkwaz̄ɨ-́ŋ
people-ass
kaá̄
some
kɨ ́
comp
ʼtúndùl
bunch
bi ̌ʼ sh
hook
ɨs̄
body.part
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
bòr-gà
hold:pfv-?
pi-́yʌ̀
leave-?
mò
mo
kā
with:cl2
wàʼ sh
fish
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
ē
eye.part
‘(and) some people hurriedly bunched up their hook, running out (of
the water) wth fish in the hooks/bundles’
(1496) kan̂
dem.adv.prox
tō
thing
jɨǹ
rel
kan̂
dem.adv.prox
mɨs̀h-aá̄
see:ipfv-erg.1sg
kā
with:cl2
zam̀ɨ-̀aśan̄
long.time-dem.prox
tō
thing
jɨǹ
rel
mis̀h-aá̄
see:ipfv-erg.1sg
kā
with:cl2
zam̀ɨ ̀
long.time
‘This is what I saw a long time ago.’
(1497) yaú̀
so
ʼpeńɨ ́
from:cl1
máʼ dan̄
dem.loc.med
tan̄i ́
phm
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
ó
say
gò
message.part
kɨ ́
comp
“aýh!
ay
à
cl2
tá
what
mi-̀n
do:ipfv-nas
à
erg.cl1
waz̀ɨ ́
man
kań?”
dem.adv.prox
‘From there people said “Ay! Why is the man doing that?” ’
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(1498) gòm
because
waz̀ɨ ́
person
mi ̌
do:ipfv:ad2
nyòr
anger
gòm
because
wʉ̀dɨ ́
water
yišā
neg
ŋap̱̀
want:ipfv
ɨ ̀
lnk
ó
say
ki ́
comp
ces̄h
catch
bɨ ̌ʼ sh
hook
kɨ ́
comp
kɨ ́
comp
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
ʼkó
stay.pl:pfv
ʼkósh
kill
wàʼ sh
fish
kɨ ́
comp
ʼbōr-ɨ ́
good-adv
yiša᷆
neg
‘(It was) because the man was angry, because the water is not allowed
to be fished in, while (other) people are stuck without fishing, not
good.’
(1499) kɨ ́
comp
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
ŋap̱̀-ɨ-́n
want.aux:ipfv-ad2-3pl
ḿmò
ger
mɨśh
see
gò
message.part
ʼban̄
temple.part
ʼkósh
kill
wàʼ sh
fish
kā
with:cl2
gògòrò
harpoon
(ɨ)́tw̱ā
first
‘When people understand that that they’re fishing with a harpoon
first.’
(1500) Edward:
gòm
because
thab́aǹ
of course
waḵ̀ki ́
if
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
jaǹ
dem.med
tā
cop:pfv
ḵūl
stagnant
tan̄i,́
phm,
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
mùr-ańā
will.aux:ipfv-erg.1pi
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
i ̀
lnk
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
i ̀
lnk
kar̄
place
ā
acc.cl2
ciḿ
day
dhal̀i ̀
and
cōm
owner
yi ̀ʼ dé
water
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
bè
particle
‘Because if the water is stagnant, we organize a day for the water,
when the owners of the water are there’
(1501) Matayis:
aýwà
yes
nye,̀
yes,
cōm
owner
wʉ̀di ́
water
ʼkó-n
exist.pl:pfv-3pl
bè
particle
‘Yes the owners of the water were there.’
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(1502) Edward:
yiša᷆
neg
dhal̀
allow
wat̀hi ́
person
bwaỳ
way
wat̀hi ́
person
ki ́
comp
mi ́
do.aux:pfv
i ̀
lnk
yà
go.sg
mò
mo
tan̄i ́
phm
mi-́yā
do.aux-lnk
ʼkósh
hit
mò
mo
yiša,᷆
neg
nòn-úni ̄
forbid:ipfv-erg.3pl
‘They don’t let the person to go and fish there (first), they forbid (it).’
(1503) Matayis:
ʼtas̄h
forbid:pfv
ā
erg.cl1
áʼ di ̄
3sg
‘He forbids it.’
(1504) Edward:
jaň
dem.med
gar̀à
also
mi-̌ʼd
do:ipfv:ad2-3sg
i ́
loc.cl1
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
kāʼ dań
dem.adv.med
gar̀à
also
‘That also happens in our village like that.’
(1505) Matayis:
di ̀
exist.sg
wà
be.like:ipfv
kań-a?́
dem.adv.prox-q
‘Is that so?’
(1506) Edward:
nyeě̄
yes
‘Yes’
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(1507) Matayis:
ah́ā
1sg
mišh-á
see:ipfv:ad2-1sg
gò
message.part
ʼban̄
temple.part
kɨ ́
comp
wʉ̀di-́n
water-ass
ʼdeʔ́
one
yùḵ-kù
call:ipfv-imprs
kɨ ́
comp
Gùm
Gum
Yi ̀ʼ dé
Yiʼde
‘I understand that there’s one river called Gum Yiʼde’
(1508) yaú̀
so
wʉ̀dɨ ́
water
jaǹtan̄
dem.med
tan̄i ́
phm
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
pā
village
bam̄̌
poss.1pe
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
jis̀
hole
à
ass.cl2
naŋ̀à
crocodile
‘That river in our village is called the Hole of the Crocodile.’
(1509) wò
so
cōm
owner
wʉ̀dɨ ́
water
áʼ di ̄
3sg
yùḵ-ù
call:ipfv-imprs
ki ́
comp
Bag̀òò
Bago
tan̄
phm
ta-̄ʼd
cop:pfv-3sg
ā
acc.cl2
shwaḱaḿ
uncle
peḿ
poss.1sg
zaťō
even
(be)̀
(be)
‘The owner of the water he is called Bagho and he is even my uncle!’
(1510) yaú̀
so
áʼ di ̄
3sg
mi ̌
do:ipfv:ad2
tō
thing
jaǹ
dem.med
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
yišā
neg
kan̄́
some
ŋap̱̀-áʼ d
want:ipfv-3sg
kɨ ́
comp
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
p̱et̄
unroll
ā
acc.cl2
bi ̌ʼ sh
hook
tan̄tan̄i ́
phm
‘He does that thing, he doesn’t want some people to unroll hooks’
(1511) wà
and
ces̄h
trap
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
wʉ̀di ́
water
bašaȳǎ
neg
ŋap̱̀-aʔ́
want:ipfv-3sg
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
comp
ʼkósh
kill
wàʼ sh
fish
kā
with:cl2
gògòrò
harpoon
ɨ ́
loc.cl1
tw̱ā
first
tan̄i ́
phm
‘and fish in the water, he doesn’t want people to fish with a harpoon
first.’
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(1512) ʼbaŕ
complete
mò
mo
hal̄as᷇
finally
ʼkwaz̄ɨ-́m
people-ass
bɨ ̌ʼ sh
hook
ʼkwaz̄ɨ ́
people
kɨ ́
narr
p̱et̄
unroll
ā
acc.cl2
bɨ ̌ʼ sh
hook
bɨs̀ɨńɨ ̄
besene
ces̄h
capture
bɨs̀ɨńɨ ̄
besene
hal̄as᷇
finally
‘All of the hook-people, the people unrolled the hooks to capture fish’
(1513) gòmà
because.cl2
p̱i ́
lack
ʼkwaz̄ɨ-́ŋ
people-ass
kaá̄
some
tan̄
phm
kā
with:cl2
gògòrò
harpoon
bašaȳǎ
neg
‘Because some people don’t have a harpoon.’
(1514) kwaz̄ɨ-́ŋ
people-ass
kaá̄
some
dař-ɨń
lack:ipfv-3pl
kā
with:cl2
gògòrò
harpoon
‘Some people lack harpoon(s).’
(1515) tō
thing
yaḿsan̄
dem.prox
‘This (is the) thing’
(1516) hɨśtōrɨ ̀
story
yaḿsan̄
dem.prox
‘This is the story’
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